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A general purpose real-time data processing, data acquisition and data manipulation 
software system has been designed and developed. This software system is referred to as 
PAM ("Processing, Acquisition and Manipulation" of scientific data). PAM provides a 
facility which enables the operator to define various data acquisition parameters, such as 
the interval between each successive sample or the total number of data points to be 
collected. The operator may also select a variety of methods for examining and reducing 
the collected data so as to extract significant information. Batch-processing facilities are 
available for processing and manipulating data files.
PAM has been developed under the UCSD p-System operating system, primarily in the 
programming language Pascal. Consequently, it is possible to implement PAM on many 
different micro- or mini-computers capable of running the UCSD p-System.
The modular nature of PAM enables the user to interface the host computer to the 
analytical signal of many different scientific instruments using the most appropriate 
commercially available analog to digital (A/D) converter with minimal software 
modification. Using the appropriate application assembly modules as templates, software 
drivers dedicated to communicating and controlling an A/D converter in real-time can be 
readily developed. There is no need to alter or modify any of the application programs to 
install the software drivers within PAM.
The interaction between the operator and the computer is the main vehicle for the 
exchange of information with the equipment. A set of foundation support modules have 
been developed and are provided in the form of units. These modules are designed to 
assist the programmer in developing software which provides the operator a completely 
user-friendly interface, access to the contents of a directory of a disk volume, high-speed 
data file manipulating facilities, and data file batch-processing facilities. In addition, these 
support modules promote the development of efficient, flexible and versatile application 
programs. All application programs can access the foundation support modules. 
Consequently, application programs employing the foundation support modules will not 
only be consistent in their presentation at the human interface but will also be easier to 
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The scientific literature contains many accounts of microcomputers being interfaced to 
scientific instruments. Scientists have devoted numerous hours developing both 
hardware and software in order to interface a microcomputer to a particular instrument. 
The purpose of interfacing a microcomputer to an instrument is to either control the 
instrument or to acquire data from the instrument, or to perform both operations, 
accurately, in digital form.
In principle, if a scientific instrument sends its output information to a strip chart recorder 
or similar output device, for example an oscilloscope, meter, or digital readout, it is quite 
feasible to replace the output device with a microcomputer. Typically, one of two 
approaches are taken to interface an instrument to a microcomputer: either a 
microcomputer is already available in the laboratory and appropriate interfacing hardware 
is purchased or designed in-house [1-12], or a microcomputer is selected for which 
appropriate interfacing hardware is commercially available. In general, the cost of the 
hardware required for such a project is quite affordable, although this is disputed by 
Okamura and Aghai-Tabriz [11].
Commercial application software packages necessary to drive the hardware peripherals, 
either to control or acquire data from an instrument, tend to be prohibitively expensive and 
frequently either do not perform the desired task or are limited in performance. 
Furthermore, such software packages tend to exist as closed systems. As explained by 
Borman, [13] the lines of code (of a software package) represent an enormous investment 
in the development time, and most vendors choose not to place the investment at risk by 
revealing the source code. Purists argue that the scientific, mathematical, or logical 
validity of a program cannot be verified directly by users unless the source code is 
available. According to Borman only a tiny percentage of the users have the skill, the 
time, or the inclination to decipher and validate the thousands of lines of code in even a 
relatively simple program. Consequently, it can be very difficult (if not impossible) to 
readily alter, modify or enhance such software packages in order to perform specialized 
tasks and it is therefore often necessary to develop specialized software in order to drive 
the preferred hardware peripherals for the specific application.
Scientists developing software for such applications tend not to have the required 
knowledge to implement more than the most rudimentary software schemes [14]. Often 
their selection of the programming language is not suitable for the task under 
consideration. Commonly, the language employed to develop the necessary software is 
the on-board language of the microcomputer, usually BASIC. As a result they are 
restricted by their limited experience and more seriously by their prior choice of
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programming language. This effect is generally evident in the final software product It 
is usually specific to one application and developed to suit a specific microcomputer. The 
user interface also tends to be user-unfriendly.
All too often during the development of the software component, limitations of the 
hardware and the programming language become apparent. Karanassios and Horlick [15] 
observe that most laboratory projects involving micrcomputers usually underestimate the 
computing power required, more from failure to realize the increased computing demand 
as a project develops, than from a poor estimate of the microcomputer's capabilities. 
Expandability is an important factor in the integration of a microcomputer system into the 
laboratory environment. Further, the real cost and time involved in development of the 
software component is frequently greater than the cost of a commercial software package. 
Inman et al. [16] observe that the major disadvantage of building an in-house system is 
the amount of overhead (time) spent on software development and debugging of the total 
system. Unfortunately these factors are often overlooked when the decision is made to 
develop such software.
The most realistic approach for interfacing an instrument to a microcomputer is to 
thoroughly analyse all the requirements of the instrument (and whether or not other 
similar instruments will eventually be interfaced to microcomputers at a later date). Since 
the bulk of the cost is in developing the software, the most cost-effective language in 
which to implement that software should be the first consideration. Elfring [17] suggests 
the actual process of evaluating a group of programming languages can be broken down 
into three major steps: initially, the application should be characterized to determine 
whether the language being selected is the right tool; next, the features that a language 
should have in order to deal with the previously described application should be 
identified; and finally, the practical considerations to further narrow down the language 
selection should be take into account. Appelbe and Poumelle [ 18] also point out various 
considerations which should be made prior to selecting either an operating system or a 
programming language. Having selected the programming language tool, the most 
appropriate microcomputer which is able to support all the requirements, from both the 
hardware and software point of view should be determined.
Finally, portability is an extremely important consideration. Whenever the low-cost part 
(i.e. the hardware) becomes obsolete, well designed software should to be readily 
transportable to a new hardware environment, at very little cost. This is the approach 
taken in this thesis. The operating system selected is the UCSD p-System and the 
language is Pascal. This operating system was chosen to ensure maximum portability,
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modularity and longevity of the software. UCSD p-System emulators exist for most of 
the popular microcomputers currently available on the market today [19], thus all high- 
level language software presented in this thesis may be readily transported onto such 
microcomputers. The Pascal language permits the development of highly modular and 
highly structured programs. Modules may be developed and incorporated into a multitude 
of individual application programs. Due to both the portable and modular nature of the 
software it may be readily modified, altered or enhanced to suit most scientific 
applications as well as driving the appropriate hardware peripherals interfaced to the 
microcomputer. Such ease of maintenance clearly ensures the longevity of the software.
1.1_____Application of Computers in the Laboratory
-Review of Some Previous Work
Advances in microelectronics and the wide commercial availability of fairly sophisticated 
and inexpensive microprocessors have made it possible for many laboratories to interface 
scientific instruments to microcomputers. An interview with James Wilkinson, conducted 
by Nash, on the construction of the first computers and a computer designed by Alan 
Turing is both fascinating and instructive [20].
Different approaches to the application of a microprocessor in analytical work are 
possible. Some of the more powerful calculators can be programmed to acquire and 
analyse data from an instrument. This approach offers the advantage of not dedicating a 
powerful tool to one technique and allows the user to specify program changes as desired
[21]. Disadvantages are the limitations on memory capacity, the lack of supporting 
software and the slowness of software development. Another approach is to use a 
microprocessor-based tool dedicated to a particular technique, such as the integrators used 
for data handling and control in chromatography [22-24], integrating read-out systems for 
photomultiplier tubes [14] and continuous-flow wet chemical analysers [25]. These 
instruments implement relatively complex algorithims but offer no opportunités for the 
user to alter software to their requirements other than by specification of a few 
parameters. Starling [26] commented that the application of embedded microprocessors 
to instrumentation is really to serve the instrument vendor rather than the scientist.
The most versatile approach is to apply a general-purpose microcomputer, with a specific 
interface board and with software which can be exactly tailored to the requirements of the 
operator. Such a microcomputer can either be dedicated to a particular analytical 
procedure or an instrument, or can be used in a variety of alternative roles as the need
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arises. Relatively long and complex algorithms can be implemented. Additional 
computer features including a real-time clock [27-31], interrupts [32] and input/output 
(I/O) support facilities, are also available with this approach, as well as a range of 
software facilities depending on the particular microprocessor. Disadvantages of this 
approach arise from the effort required to develop appropriate software and the possible 
redundancy of some components. However, software aids have greatly improved since 
the initial days of microprocessors and development times can now be considerably 
reduced, especially with the aid of compilers for high-level languages such as Pascal, 
Modula-2, Fortran, C, and BASIC.
The following literature review briefly describes the application of mini- and 
microcomputers to the areas of spectroscopy and chromatography and concludes with a 
general discussion assessing the overall characteristics of the systems reviewed.
1.1.1 Application of Minicomputers in the Laboratory
Instrument control, data processing and reduction, and report generation (final data 
analysis and display) constitute the primary tasks of the analytical laboratory. Prior to the 
availablity of microcomputers these tasks were separately assigned and performed either 
manually or partially with mainframe computers which were usually located away from 
the laboratory. Data was stored using various media such as magnetic tapes, paper tapes 
or punch cards, then sent off for processing on mainframe computers at a later date [33], 
This inevitably slowed down the return of processed results. Furthermore, there is no 
common standard for interfacing with laboratory instruments on mainframes, so each 
laboratory set-up presents substantial and individual problems of design and 
implementation. For a minicomputer or a mainframe to be cost effective, its use must be 
shared by more than one person, but in data acquisition it is crucial to have the computer's 
attention when the data is ready. Microcomputers make single user systems affordable 
and simplify many of these problems.
Perone [33,34] surveyed the laboratory application of digital computers in chemistry from 
the 1950's to the early 1970's. Digital computers were widely used in data processing, 
mass spectroscopy, UV, IR, NMR, gamma ray spectroscopy, and gas chromatography. 
With the advent of minicomputers in the early 1970’s application areas expanded into real­
time data analysis, information retrieval and interpretation, data enhancement, 
spectroscopy, chromatography.
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Overton et al. [35] investigated the application of the on-line minicomputer in Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) district laboratories for data acquisition and data processing. 
Although several commercial "turnkey" systems were available [36,37] at the time, they 
chose to develop an in-house system. There were several reasons for their approach: (a) 
money restrictions eliminated the possibility of acquiring a large system; (b) continual 
modification and revision of FDA priorities and procedures minimized the benefits of 
turnkey systems; (c) the experience gained on the project could be applied in other FDA 
laboratories and would provide in-house minicomputer competence which would be 
advantageous in the long term for the assay procedures. The software developed only 
emulated the data reduction techniques used routinely by analysts to arrive at an assay 
result. Other tasks the minicomputer system performed were automated data acquisition 
and the determination of peak position, height, and area with data generated from gas 
liguid chormatography and differential pulse polarography. No special software had been 
developed for nonroutine procedures. By developing the entire system in-house, 
software changes were easily made to accommodate changes in instrumental 
methodology.
The application of minicomputers in the analytical laboratory in more recent times is quite 
diverse. Applications in the fields of mass spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and 
infrared spectroscopy are well documented. A brief discussion of the literature in these 
areas follows. Dale et al. [38] described the use of a PDP-11/10 minicomputer with 16- 
Kbytes of memory and a 16-bit digital to analog (D/A) converter to control the electrical 
detection system (magnetic peak switcher and scanner) of a commercial spark-source 
mass spectrometer. The spark-source mass spectrometer was automated to measure 
sequentially selected nuclides with a resolving power of approximately 3000. As 
discussed, a resolving power of 500 was inadequate for the separation of nearly all 
coincident single and multiple charged ions, whereas a resolving power of 3000 separated 
most coincidences. The minicomputer was used to select a field setting approximately 0.1 
amu (atomic mass unit) below the peak, which was then scanned in steps. The computer 
was also used for data acquisition and processing. Tondeur et al. [39] described the 
measurement of accurate masses by high-resolution selected ion monitoring with a 
computer-controlled peak matching system. A VG Micromass ZAB-2F mass 
spectrometer and a digital multiple ion detector unit coupled to a Finnigan-Incos 2300 data 
system was used for the acquisition and processing of data. Other examples of the 
application of minicomputers in mass spectroscopy have been published, e.g. [40-44]. 
Martinsen and Song [45] reviewed the application of computers in mass spectroscopy 
during the period from 1980 to late 1984.
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Raman Spectrocsopy has received a great deal of attention with the advent of mini- and 
microcomputer systems. Mikosch [46] presented a software interface written in 
FORTRAN which allows the data transfer from a SPEX RAMALOG Laser Raman 
System to a digital Mine 11 minicomputer. Snyder and Hooker [47] presented a paper 
describing the use of a PDP-1 l/GT-40 minicomputer with 28-Kbytes of memory for the 
acquisition and analysis of Raman spectra. The main acquisition program was written in 
BASIC, but in order to achieve maximum execution speed, the data collection routines 
were written in assembly language. The system, capable of controlling a Cary 82 laser- 
Raman spectrometer or other similar units was developed for instrument control and data 
acquisition and for analysis and manipulation of Raman data. Routines for baseline 
correction, peak finding, and curve fitting were also investigated. Data smoothing 
techniques, including Fourier analysis methods were also ultilized.
Other examples of the application of minicomputers have been in the automated 
interpretation of infrared spectroscopy [48]; the computer control of a commercial infrared 
spectrophotometer where computer control was achieved via the spectrophotometer's 
communication interface using a Digico M16V minicomputer, in BASIC with assembly 
language subroutines [49]; a computerized electrochemical data acquisition and control 
system [50] which described the use of a minicomputer to control, log and evaluate 
electrochemical experiments; and a computer control, data acquisition and data processing 
system for a commercial thermobalance and a quadrupole mass spectrometer with a DEC 
PDP-11 minicomputer [51]. Many other examples of the application of minicomputers in 
data analysis have been published e.g. [52-63].
1.1.2 Application of Microcomputers in the Laboratory
In the early 1980's inexpensive microcomputer systems became available for laboratory 
use and various attempts have been made to adapt these systems to the output of scientific 
devices [64-68]. Many systems have been developed to record spectra digitally. For 
example, some early applications of microcomputers in the field of mass spectroscopy 
include [69-75].
Horlick [76] introduced the principles, operation and software requirements of 
microprocessors, with specific reference to and comparision of the 8080, 8085, and 6502 
microprocessors. The basic architecture of each microprocessor was described and the 
importance of support chips was emphasised. Codding [77] expanded upon Horlick's 
article by introducing the concepts of addressing memory, accessing and interfacing
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peripheral devices specifically for the 8080, 8085, and 6502 microprocessors. The 
movement of data to or from peripheral devices and memory, the interrupt capability, and 
the interfacing of analog to digital (A/D) converters are described for each 
microprocessor. Assembly language program listings are provided for the input and 
output of data to specific peripheral interface support chips. Salin et al. [2] extended the 
discussions of Holick and Codding by evaluating some microcomputers containing the 
8080, 8085, and 6502 microprocessors in terms of their features and capabilities for basic 
laboratory data acquisition tasks. Two basic benchmarks (i.e. specific hardware and 
software tasks) were developed and tested in order to compare the microcomputer 
systems they described, and an inexpensive 10-bit A/D converter and D/A converter 
hardware subsystem was developed specifically for one of the microcomputers.
Karanassios and Horlick [15] surveyed the developments in the design of backplane bus- 
based microcomputers and implementation of their use in laboratory instrumentation and 
data handling. The advantages and disadvantages of modular bus-based systems were 
described. An extensive guide to commercial sources of hardware and software was also 
given. In two other articles by Karanassios and Horlick a comprehensive account is 
given of the characteristics of the Apple II family [78] of microcomputers and the EBM- 
PC family [15] of microcomputers, and the range of hardware and software available for 
each microcomputer from various manufacturers. Many other review articles [3,79-91] 
have been published describing the application of microcomputers to laboratory 
instrumentation and the use of microcomputers in analytical techniques.
The application of microcomputers to the fields of spectroscopy and chromatography is 
quite diverse.
Desiderio et al. [92] interfaced a 48-Kbyte Apple n+ microcomputer to a Finnigan MAT 
731 double-focusing mass spectrometer. The microcomputer was interfaced to the mass 
spectrometer: (a) through a 12-bit D/A converter via an optically isolated high voltage 
system to the field desorption emitter heating controller, and (b) through a 12-bit A/D 
converter to four sections: (i) accelerating voltage alternator and [Ms/MJ indicator, (ii) 
total ion current monitor, (iii) electron multipler and (iv) oscilloscope. The configuration 
of the emitter heating controller was designed to operate either manually from its own 
front panel control or externally through the D/A converter. The current could be driven 
either in step functions or by time-based ramp functions. The A/D converter used for the 
interface was designed around the Datel model HDAS-16 Data Acquisition Module, with 
a maximum conversion time of 10 microseconds. The system featured an internal 
calibration reference and external display of the channel being converted and used its own
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internal power supply to prevent overloading the Apple 11+ power bus. The A/D 
converter communicated with the computer through two 16-bit parallel interface boards of 
their own design. The parallel interface boards were designed around the 6522 Versatile 
Interface Adaptor (VIA). One of the VIA 16-bit programmable timers were used for 
generating interrupts during time-based data acquisition. Numerous schematic circuit 
diagrams were provided, however there was no mention of the programming language 
used (presumably assembly language) nor were there any statements indicating the 
number of data points collected per scan, how the data was actually acquired and stored, 
and whether or not the acquisition parameters relevant to a particular scan were stored. 
Further, there was no mention of how the software was presented to the operator (the 
human interface), whether it was option-list (menu) or promptline driven. No indication 
is given as to the limitation of the software, which would presumably exist in a 48-Kbyte 
microcomputer system, nor was there any indication given regarding the processing of the 
acquired data. Source code was not discussed at all by the authors.
Harris et al. [93] described a new type of sectored mass spectrometer which overcame 
the problem of low resolution in fragment-ion spectra resulting from peak broadness. Its 
main components were an electric sector and a quadrupole mass filter; the voltages applied 
to these components were scanned under microcomputer control to give various types of 
spectra. Fragment-ion spectra were measured with unit-mass resolution and each of the 
dissociation reactions could be studied to obtain information on the translational energies 
released without interference from other reactions. Mass spectra were obtainable as well 
as constant daughter-ion and constant neutral-loss spectra. The electric sector and the 
quadrupole mass filter were independently controlled by 0-10V reference voltages derived 
from two outputs of a 12-bit D/A converter in an Apple II microcomputer. The Apple is 
also used to activate a Tracor NS-570A signal averager and to step through its addresses 
at the same rate as the scan of the reference voltages. As with Desiderio et al. [92], no 
information or discussion was presented which outlined how the D/A converter was 
interfaced to the various components (e.g. whether a signal conditioner was required or 
not). The programming language used was not mentioned. The only limitation of the 
microcomputer system mentioned was the resolution of the 12-bit D/A converter was 
insufficient and that it would be replaced by a system which would effectively give higher 
resolution.
Green et al. [94] interfaced a 256-Kbyte IBM-PC to a magnetic sector mass spectrometer 
via a Keithley DAS Series 500 data acquisition system to provide automation and data 
processing facilities. The Keithley DAS system included the following modules: an IBM 
interface card, a 16-channel analog input module, a 14-bit A/D converter, a two-channel
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16-bit D/A converter, a 16-channel digital output module, and three 16-channel digital 
input modules. Provided with the Keithley DAS was a software package that allowed 
control of all inputs and outputs from BASIC language statements. The system was 
arranged to enable software selection of four different modes of operation: magnetic field 
stepping with either ion current or pulse counting detection, and high voltage stepping 
with either of the two detection modes. The magnetic field regulator and the high voltage 
regulator were controlled independently from one of the D/A converter channels and 
repectively monitored by one of the channels from the analog input module. The 
magnetic field was manually set to a constant value during high voltage stepping, while 
the high voltage was manually set to a constant value during magnetic field stepping. The 
pulse counter was controlled by sending the appropriate signals from three channels of the 
digital output module to the Gate, Reset and Enable/Disable inputs, respectively, of the 
counter, and by monitoring the Interval Out signal with a channel of the digital input 
module. The other two channels of the digital input module were used to acquire the 
BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) output of the counter. The BCD data were decoded in 
software. Some discussion regarding the operation of the software was provided but 
there was no comment regarding the interactive nature of the software with respect to the 
human interface. It was emphasized by the authors however, that the software and 
hardware arrangements were not necessarily the most suitable for other laboratories and 
were not recommended. Such a lack of wide applicability clearly conflicts with the title of 
the article "a versatile low-cost automation system...": although, the system may be 
versatile within their laboratory. Other examples of the use of microcomputers in mass 
spectroscopy have been published, e.g. [95-97].
DeBellis and Low [98] interfaced a Raman spectrometer based on a SPEX 1401 
monochromator to an Apple microcomputer via a stepping motoring. There was no 
mention of the type of Apple microcomputer used, nor its memory capacity. An 
Interactive Microware ADALAB card [99] was used to interface the stepping motor 
controller to the microcomputer. Two bits of the digital output port were used to send a 
series of TTL pulses to the controller circuit of the stepping motor. A third bit was used 
to open and close the gate through which the signal from the experiment flowed. This 
was achieved by applying the output bit to pin-2 of a 7401 open-collector NAND gate 
while the signal was sent to pin-3. Pin-1, the output of the NAND gate, was connected 
directly to the microcomputer and was also connected to +5 volts through a 1-Kohm pull- 
up resistor. The signal on the input of the 7401 produced a series of pulses originating 
from the discriminator circuit. The frequency of these pulses being proportional to the 
light intensity at the photomultipler. The signal flowed through the gate and into one bit 
of the digital input ports on the 6522 VIA. The output of the D/A converter was
connected to the input of a laboratory strip chart recorder, thereby providing the facility 
for obtaining a hardcopy of any spectra taken. The controlling and data acquisition 
program was written in BASIC and employed the QUICKI/O software package provided 
with the ADALAB card. The program was menu-driven. From the menu listed in the 
article it appeared that the maximum number of data points which could be obtained per 
scan was 1000.
Similarly, Findsen and Ondrias [100] interfaced a Raman spectrometer based on a SPEX 
1403 monochromator to a 64-Kbyte Apple lie microcomputer. The interface used was a 
Datamate computer/controller, a standard controller for SPEX Industries’ spectrometer 
systems, which could be configured for use with either Raman or fluorescence 
spectrometers. The Datamate was equipped with a RS-232 serial communication option 
and outputs data as a series of text strings. Programs, written in BASIC, were developed 
for the Apple He microcomputer.to transfer, store and manipulate data that would be 
accumulated in the Datamate to Apparently the SPEX Datamate is configured for an 
Apple HI and did not function as the authors expected on the Apple He microcomputer. 
The data transfer entailed a protocol which was quite different to that suggested by SPEX 
Industries. The transfer of a 2000 point data file from the Datamate to the Apple He 
microcomputer took approximately 8 minutes. The transfer program (listed in the article) 
could only accommodate up to 3210 data points per transfer on the 64-Kbyte Apple He 
microcomputer. Although the transfer program was menu-driven, the human interface 
appeared very primitive. Consequently, an operator unfamiliar with its function would 
encounter difficulties.
Another example of interfacing a Raman spectrometer to a microcomputer was by Aroca 
and Cook [101]. Initially, they interfaced a CBM microcomputer containing a 8032 
microprocessor to a SPEX 1403 monochromator for controlling a stepping motor and for 
data acquisition. The programming language used for the system was assembly 
language. The authors then decided to re-implement the same system on an IBM-XT 
microcomputer containing a hybrid 8088 microprocessor and 8087 coprocessor. The 
programs were written in a mixture of assembly and BASIC. The microprocessors 
contained in the two microcomputers are significantly different. Clearly, had the authors 
considered program portability when the system was first developed, the effort of 
rewriting the application programs could have been kept to a minimum. Further examples 
of interfacing a Raman spectrometer to a microcomputer have been published [102,103]
Many other examples of interfacing microcomputers to spectrometric instruments have
appeared in the scientific literature including: Auger electron spectroscopy [104-107],
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nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy [108-110], electron spin [111] and 
paramagnetic [112] resonance spectroscopy, X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy [113-116], 
M ossbauer spectroscopy [117-119] and spectrophotometry [120-125], Ultra 
Violet/Visible [126-133] and Infrared spectrophotometry [134-139].
McClard [140] reported interfacing an Apple 11+ microcomputer (memory capacity not 
mentioned) to the Lambda 3 (or similar) spectrophotometer by taking advantage of the 
instrument's intellegent RS-232 link to obtain static absorbance measurements, spectra, 
kinetic traces, or to simply communicate with the instrument via a dumb terminal (the 
Apple microcomputer). Present within the Lambda spectrophotometer was a ROM (Read 
Only Memory) based BASIC interpreter capable of understanding a limited number of 
commands either on-line or under internal program control. A serial card was used to 
interface the microcomputer to the instrument. Initially, communication was achieved at 
300 baud rate using a program written in BASIC. An assembly language driver was 
provided to speed up the transfer of data to 1200 baud rate. Although program listings 
were provided, it was not possible to discern the maximum number of data points which 
could be collected during a single scan. The author made no effort to describe error 
handling procedures, disk I/O operations, option lists (menus), or the graphics facilities 
implied. The result of a scan was presented within the article as a hardcopy of a typical 
graphical screen display from one of the processing programs. Interestingly, it was 
explained that the alphanumeric characters on the hardcopy graph were added with a 
typewriter, but could be readily inserted by the computer using an embedded shape table 
and an appropriate driver.
O'Haver et al. [141] described interfacing a 64-Kbyte Apple He microcomputer to an 
atomic absorption spectrometer using an A/D converter. The analytical signal was taken 
from the photomultipler output and amplified by a simple preamplifier, of their own 
design (circuit not provided), consisting of an integrated circuit operational amplifier in a 
current to voltage configuration. The amplifier was connected directly to an Interactive 
Structures Model A ll3 12-bit, 16-channel analog input A/D converter. Only two of the 
sixteen available analog input channels were used. The microcomputer was also equipped 
with an Interactive Structures Model AO03 D/A converter which consisted of two 8-bit 
output channels. Only one channel was required to output a computer generated 
waveform to the scanner controller, which drove the refractor plate modulation unit. The 
application programs were written in a combination of assembly language subroutines and 
compiled BASIC. The data acquisition and wavelength modulation control portions of 
the application programs were written in assembly language, while data reduction, file 
manipulation and menus were written in (Applessoft) BASIC and compiled using the
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Microsoft TASC compiler. Parameters are passed between the BASIC programs and the 
assembly language subroutines using the PEEK and POKE commands. Instead of using 
interrupts, the A/D converter was polled by a machine language data acquisition 
subroutine consisting of a single loop with two counters, one to act as a pointer to the 
random access memory (RAM) buffer area, which was used to store raw intensity data, 
and the other as a pointer to a modulation waveform table. The modulation table 
contained forty 8-bit numbers that specified one complete cycle of the modulation 
waveform. During data collection the waveform table was recycled every 40 points. As a 
result each data point collected corresponded to a particular wavelength and according to 
the authors every 20 points "nominally" corresponded to the same wavelength at different 
times. An observation regarding this technique is that, to determine which counter is to 
be incremented a logical test must be performed in order to branch to the appropriate code 
segment. Since different operations would be performed within each code segment, if the 
time taken to perform these operations by the central processing unit (CPU) is not 
equivalent within both code segments a time differential will occur. On an individual 
basis, unless all the operations within each code segment can be performed in reasonably 
less time than the fastest conversion time of the A/D converter, the time differential would 
become significant and data would be acquired on a non-linear time scale. Since 
interrupts were not used and the fastest conversion rate was 20 microseconds and since 
one 6502 CPU instruction can take as long as 6 CPU cycles (approximately 6 
microseconds), it seems likely that a time differential would occur. Data would 
"nominally" correspond to the same wavelength at different times. A maximum of 10000 
data points could be acquired during a single scan.
By south and Tyson [142] also interfaced a 64-Kbyte Apple lie microcomputer to an 
atomic absorption spectrometer using a Micro-Control A/D converter (no other 
information regarding the properties of the A/D converter were given). This time the 
analytical signal was taken from the chart recorder output and amplified by a signal 
conditioning unit of their own design, however a circuit diagram not provided. It 
appeared that all the programs were written in BASIC. Timing of acquired data was 
achieved by reading values from a Mountain Hardware clock card. A maximum of 300 
data points could be collected per scan. The scan rate was 14 data points per second, 
which, as they explain, was too slow for the rapid rise in absorbance obtained at higher 
concentrations, producing only a few points on the rise curve from which to calculate the 
average concentration. A quadratic function was used for curve fitting the acquired data, 
however, they concluded that more accurate curve fitting of data may be obtained by 
using a cubic function. Clearly, their method was limited by the data acquisition rate.
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Other examples of interfacing microcomputers to atomic absorption spectrometers have 
been published [143-147].
Another major application of microcomputers to scientific instruments is in the area of 
chromatography. Various approaches have been taken to interface microcomputers to the 
output of chromatographs. For example data logging units have been used to acquire and 
temporarily store analytical data [148-151]. Upon completion of the data acquisition 
process data may then be transmitted to the microcomputer for post-processing and report 
generation. This method frees the microcomputer from real-time processes and simplifies 
software development. During data acquisition the microcomputer may be used for other 
purposes. Most data logging systems also accept various commands, such as defining 
operating parameters, from microcomputers. By virture of their purpose, the major 
disadvantage of such data logging systems is the finite memory capacity. A further 
disadvantage is the time required to transfer the acquired data to the microcomputer. 
During this process neither the data logging device nor the microcomputer would be 
performing their intended tasks.
The approach taken by Shaw and Miller [152] was to interface a 48-Kbyte Apple 13+ 
microcomputer to a digital integrator via a RS-232 serial link. The advantage of this 
system was the integrator could be attached to a variety of gas chromatography (GC), 
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and gel permeation chromatography 
(GLC) instruments. Also, there was little need to develop integrating software since the 
digital integrator is able to integrate the peaks from a chromatographic analysis prior to 
being sent to the microcomputer. A major disadvantage of this approach is that all of the 
raw data is lost, thereby making it impossible to re-integrate or manipulate data using 
parameters not provided by the digital integrator.
One of the more common approaches used for the acquisition of chromatographic data by 
microcomputers is accomplished by connecting the chromatograph's analytical signal 
output (which is normally connected to a strip chart recorder) to the input of an A/D 
converter interfaced to the microcomputer [153-158].
Curtis [153], and Hall and Winterlin [154] describe implementing the ISAAC unit 
(Integrated System for Automated Acquisition and Control developed by the Cyborg 
Coporation for a 64-Kbyte Apple II microcomputer) for the acquisition of 
chromatographic data. Although the system described by Hall and Winterlin [154] is 
slightly more complex than the system described by Curtis [153], effectively both 
interfaced the microcomputer to the output signal of a chromatograph by connecting it to
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one of the A/D converter inputs of an ISAAC unit. In order to communicate with the unit, 
specialized software, known as Labsoft developed by Cyborg as an extension to BASIC, 
was provided. The Labsoft language consists of seven overlays: Hello, Start, Injection, 
Smooth, Find, Identify, and Printer. When the microcomputer system was booted (i.e. 
started from power off), the Labsoft Hello overlay was run, which installed the Labsoft 
language into a specific area of memory (the 16-Kbytes RAM card). All subsequent 
overlays were menu (option-list) driven and automatically transfer control from one to 
another as determined by the menu choice. The programmer was also provided with 
direct access to the A/D inputs and other routines. Neither author mentions the maximum 
number of data points which may be acquired per scan, although a code segment 
presented by Curtis [153] suggests that up to 4000 data points may be acquired.
Bodgan and Warme [155] described the hardware requirements which allow a 
microcomputer to control, and to collect data from laboratory instruments. A discussion 
of digital I/O, analog I/O, real-time clocks, and A/D and D/A converters was presented in 
the article. The hardware device recommended by the authors which combined all these 
functions was the ADALAB interface card [99] for the Apple II microcomputer. (Other 
products of the company are also mentioned.) Several subsystems are present on the 
ADALAB interface card, including a 12-bit A/D converter and 12-bit D/A converter, and 
two 6522 Versatile Interface Adaptors (VIA) which provide eight digital I/O ports and a 
32-bit real-time clock. In a subsequent article by Bodgan and Warme [156] the 
application of the ADALAB interface card to chromatographic instruments was described, 
with emphasis on HPLC experiments. Software was developed to specifically acquire 
and analyse data from a chromatographic detector. Acquired data was stored in memory 
using a special coding technique which stored the difference between successive values. 
It was necessary, however, to extend the 48-Kbyte microcomputer with additional RAM 
(up to 128-Kbytes) in order to store collected data during the acquisition process. The 
authors used a mixture of BASIC and assembly language subroutines for plotting 
chromatograms, encoding and decoding data in extended RAM, smoothing data, and for 
integrating peaks. Various other options were provided by the program which consisted 
of eight modules. A discussion regarding the programming requirements for 
communicating with the ADALAB interface card was not presented.
A third article by Bodgan and Warme [157] described the collection of machine code 
subroutines, collectively referred to as QUICKI/O, which was supplied with the 
ADALAB interface card. The software package, QUICKI/O, was intended to assist the 
programmer in communicating with the interface card using BASIC as the programming 
language. As with the Labsoft language described by Curtis [153], and Hall and
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Winterlin [154], QUICKI/O must be loaded into a specific area of memory. Numerous 
alphanumeric commands, either 2, 3 or 4 characters in length, were available to the 
programmer in order to call specific QUICKI/O subroutines to control the function of the 
ADALAB interface card. Program segments, written in BASIC, were provided as 
examples of the implementation of the QUICKI/O subroutines. Once again, in order to 
use the supplied software the programmer was restricted to developing application 
software in BASIC.
A general disadvantage of the software systems provided with the ISAAC and ADALAB 
units is that both systems require the user to be familiar with the purpose of each 
assembly module prior to using them when developing new application programs. As a 
result the finer points of the operation of the system could be easily overlooked. The 
assembly code, which is loaded into a specific area of memory, is provided as object 
code. Object code exists as a closed system, thus routines developed by the user cannot 
be readily incorporated within the object code. It is therefore, impossible to alter or 
modify the object code to suit a particular task. If the user knows exactly where in 
memory (or on disk) a specific routine starts and finishes it is possible to over-write it and 
install new code, however, this requires a considerable understanding of the 
microcomputer's architecture. Further, patching object code without knowledge of the 
source code could lead to fatal execution errors.
A more serious disadvantage of the approach taken by these systems is that assembled 
object code is loaded into specific areas of memory. This is a requirement of BASIC (in 
particular Applesoft BASIC) and generally cannot be readily relocated within memory. 
Under these contraints the programmer would have to develop programs in such a manner 
so as to not over-write the memory occupied by the object code. This would require a 
knowledge of where in memory the object code is resident. For large application 
programs this could become a very serious limitation and more so if additional assembly 
routines are incorporated.
Finally, it must be assumed that the code utilizes memory efficiently, both intrinsically, 
i.e. the actual code has been optimized, and extrinsically, i.e. the code is resident in an 
area of memory where it will not likely be over-written by an application program.
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1.1.3 Discussion of the Review
This review of the application and interfacing of microcomputers to scientific instruments 
has been chiefly concerned with spectroscopic and chromatographic instruments in the 
chemical laboratory. Numerous accounts of the application of microcomputers to 
scientific instruments in other fields of science have been published, for example [159­
187].
Although this review should not be considered exhaustive, the specific articles discussed 
were selected because they best illustrate the diverse approaches, techniques and methods 
employed for interfacing microcomputers to scientific instruments in the laboratory. 
From the review, however, it can be observed that many of the systems developed in­
house (and commercial systems) suffer from various inadequacies. Although the final 
product performs the desired task such systems tend to suffer from one or more of the 
following inadequacies:
1/. Generally, the system is specific to one application. Hardware designed to control 
the instrument and acquire the data tend to only be useful for the specific application 
under consideration.
2/. The system is usually developed to suit one particular type of microcomputer. With 
the current advances in microelectronics such systems will become outdated very 
quickly. Readily modifying the software to communicate with new hardware may 
be an extremely complex task. Consequently, it may be more expedient to 
redevelop the entire system.
3/. Usually the initial design approach is based on a relatively simple concept and then 
expanded to the final version. The foundations of the system may contain inherent 
failings, which may only appear at advanced stages of development. To rectify 
such a problem may require the redevelopment of large portions of the system.
4/. Often the operating system environment and the programming language selected to 
develop the system under are not really appropriate for the application. With few 
exceptions all of the systems reviewed were written in BASIC or a combination of 
BASIC and assembly language. The exceptions tended to use FORTRAN.
51. Software is usually written specifically for the application under consideration. 
Modification of the software or the inclusion of new data processing methods tends 
to be awkward and cumbersome, resulting in relatively inefficient programs.
6/. Often routines are developed for a particular application and cannot be readily 
reimplemented elsewhere, i.e. in another application. Due to their non-modular 
nature it is frequently necessary to re-work the routines to suit each individual 
application.
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7/. Generally, the software can only be implemented on the microcomputer upon which 
it was developed. Transporting such software across microcomputers would 
require considerable reconfiguration or redevelopment.
8/. The software is usually designed to consider only the application and tends not to 
consider the range of operators who will interact with the software. The human 
interface (user interactiveness/friendliness) is often neglected or when considered is 
often primitive in fashion. Generally, the prompts are presented to the operator in a 
sequential manner, i.e. a prompt appears on the screen and when a response is 
made another prompt appears, etc. Frequently unexpected prompts will appear on 
the screen due to a previous response or to the status of the experiment. None of 
the papers reviewed made any specific reference to the human interface, although 
the concept of option lists (menus) was briefly referred to by some.
9/. Interactive keyboard input is usually neglected by authors of in-house software (and 
commerical software). Typically, such software often "crashes" whenever the 
operator responds incorrectly to a prompt, either by responding with the wrong 
character or by responding out-of-range. Generally, there is no indication as to the 
valid range of keyboard input. As a result the operator is left guessing, usually 
becoming quite frustrated and discouraged from further interaction with the 
software.
Clearly, there is need for a highly flexible, versatile and portable data acquisition, data 
manipulation and data processing system which is simple to implement and may be 
readily interfaced to many scientific instruments. Such a system would be of enormous 
assistance to both the fields of research and routine analysis. The system should be 
designed with the minimum of assembly language routines and use a versatile high level 
language and operating system. The user should be supplied with listings of the 
application programs thereby providing the user with the opportunity to modify, alter or 
enhance them for a particular application. A market already exists and the increasing need 
for such a system has been illustrated by the current interest in the application of 
microcomputers in all technical fields.
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1.2_____Objectives
The primary objective of this project is to design and demonstrate a general purpose real­
time data processing, data acquisition and data manipulation system which is highly 
flexible, versatile, portable and is simple to use. The software system is referred to as 
PAM ("Processing, Acquisition and Manipulation" of scientific data). PAM may be 
implemented on many microcomputers (and minicomputers) and can be readily interfaced 
to the analytical signal of many different scientific instruments using commerically 
available hardware and minimal software modification.
The following list summarizes the major design considerations incorporated in this 
project:
1. Design PAM to be largely hardware independent, so that application programs 
developed are highly portable requiring only slight modification in order to be 
implemented on many microcomputers. To achieve this it is necessary to select an 
operating system and program develop environment which has been implemented 
on many microcomputers and which allows the ready implementation of transported 
software with minimal modification.
2/. Design PAM as a series of modules which can be readily interlaced, adapted or 
modified to suit a particular application. For example, to interface appropriate 
hardware peripherals to PAM specific software drivers must be installed. 
Modularization would allow software drivers (usually written in assembly 
language) to be plugged into PAM as required without the need to modify the super­
structure of PAM. Consequently, peripheral hardware dependency would be 
minimized.
3/. Incorporate all general purpose modules (those which could be utilized by more 
than one application program) into logically grouped units. Developing a general 
set of utility modules for which all application programs can access would both aid 
in program efficiency and increase portability. Further, such modules may by 
altered without affecting the application programs.
4/. In general, all application program routines pertinent to a particular task should be 
logically grouped together into segmented modules to: (a) promote easy 
understanding of the purpose of each individual module, ensure maximum 
flexibility, ease of modification and maintenance, and longevity, and (b) minimize 
the number of disk accesses (the overlaying of routines) during the execution of an 
application program.
5/. Provide a self-instructive human interface which is consistent in presentation. The 
operator, whether fully conversant with PAM or not, should be able to operate the
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software without the need to consult manuals. Option lists should be designed to 
provide the operator with an overall impression of the purpose of the current 
keyboard input. All available options relevant to a particular option list (menu) or 
promptline should be displayed on the screen at the time of keyboard input. Default 
values should also be displayed which suggest an appropriate keyboard response. 
Further, such default values should be acceptable either by simply typing a carriage 
return or by typing the displayed default value.
6/. Offer complete interactive keyboard input facilities. Whenever dynamic responses 
are required, such as a filenames or a numeric quantities, the range in which the 
operator may respond should be displayed on the screen continuously until the 
operator responds within the required range. Illegal responses, such as out-of­
range values or type conflicts (non-numerical reponses when numerical response 
are required) should be ignored. A simple but effective attention seeking 
mechanism should indicate to the operator an illegal response. Only when a 
response is within the required range should it be accepted.
7/. Provide a facility which allows the operator, at anytime, to escape from a current 
keyboard input prompt and return to a previous option list level or the main option 
list of the executed application program. Such an interactive keyboard input facility 
would allow an unintended option selection or incorrect response to be readily 
cancelled and provide the operator with an opportunity to reselect a more 
appropriate response.
8/. Develop comprehensive file manipulating facilities enabling both the operator and 
the application program to obtain information regarding a particular disk volume 
present within the system. Facilities should be provided which enable the operator 
to list, remove, or rename files present on a particular disk volume and which also 
enable the application program to determine the status of a particular disk volume, 
such as the available storage space.
9/. Extend the file manipulating facilities to allow the operator to batch-process data 
files, whereby the operator may select data tiles individually or an entire disk 
volume for processing. The batch-processing of data files should also be a 
continuous operation, thus file manipulating facilities should be sufficiently 
intelligent to interpret, and if possible, rectify any errors which may occur during a 
batch-process. For example, if foreign data files (i.e. those not generated by PAM) 
are selected then a message should be displayed indicating this rather than the batch- 
process aborting as a result of the error.
10/. Whenever the execution of any command takes more than a moment of computer 
time, such as a data file search or the processing of a sequence of involved 
calculations, an indicator should be provided which continually informs the
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operator, during the process, of its current status. Rather than the computer 
appearing idle during a lengthy calculation, this approach would instil confidence in 
the operator that something is actually happening.
11/. The maximum number of data points which can be collected during a data 
acquisition procedure should only be limited either by the maximum integer value a 
particular microcomputer can process or by the properties of a particular data 
acquisition application. All data file manipulation procedures, such as disk I/O 
operations, computational and graphical, should be able to process a data file of any 
size.
12/. Further maximize the portability of application programs by designing routines 
which are constrained only by the intrinsic properties of their host microcomputers 
(such as maximum text screen and graphics screen coordinates or maximum data 
array lengths) in a manner enabling their easy reconfiguration when implemented on 
a different microcomputer.
2 2
2.0 THE UCSD d-SYSTEM AND U C S D  
PASCAL
Pascal is a general purpose, high level programming language originally designed by 
Wirth [188] in the late 1960's, using some concepts already expressed in the Algol 
language [189]. The language is named in honour of Blaise Pascal, the famous French 
Seventeenth Century philosopher and mathematician.
Wirth intended Pascal to be a teaching tool, encouraging and enforcing what he called 
"stepwise refinement" or "top-down design": a systematic approach to computer 
programming, specifically structured programming. Pascal has since been used to 
program almost any task on almost any computer and it is today established as one of the 
foremost high level languages, whether the application is education, hobby, or 
professional programming.
The University of California at San Diego (UCSD) initially used Pascal on their Boroughs 
B6700 batch-oriented mainframe. In late 1974 extensive development was undertaken to 
adapt it to PDP-11 computers and later to various microcomputers, resulting in the basis 
of the present UCSD p-System. The UCSD development team, initially directed by Prof.
K. Bowles [19], also added extensions to the original language including string handling 
routines and floppy disk accessing routines. This led to the UCSD Pascal p-System 
version 1.0, in the late 1970s [190].
2.1 The UCSD p-Svstem
The UCSD p-System is a complete operating system and program development 
environment. The p-System environment is not limited to the high level programming 
language Pascal, although Pascal is its primary language.
Compilers are programs which translate the text of programs written in high level 
languages, such as Pascal, Modula-2, Fortran, C, or BASIC, into object code or machine 
code for a specific processor chip. p-System compilers produce code which runs on a 
pseudo (idealized) processor. At machine level, the "pseudo-machine" or "p-machine" is 
designed to execute code created by its respective compiler.
The p-machine concept has allowed easy adaptation of the UCSD p-System to a large 
number of host processors. During the execution of the p-code a program called the
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interpreter, translates the idealized chip instructions into real instructions for the 
microprocessor in use. To use UCSD p-System on a new machine, it is only necessary 
to rewrite the p-machine interpreter in the native code of the processor. Clearly, utilizing 
this technique is far easier than rewriting the compiler and all the supporting software. 
The p-System is available for numerous microcomputers, minicomputers and 
microprocessors, including:
Altos, Nanodata QM-1,
Apple family of microcomputers, NCR Alp II,
Commodore CBM, Norths tar Horizon,
Data General Nova, OS I,
DEC PDP-11, DEC-LSI-11, Philips P2000,
Heath/Zenith Data System H -ll, H-8, H-89,
Hewlett Packard System 45, Radio Shack TRS-80,
IBM Personal Computer, Terak,
Intel 8080, 8085, 8086, 8088, 9900, Texas Instruments 9900, BS200, 
Lockheed Sue, VAX,
MicroEngine, Western Digital Pascal
MOS Technology 6502, Xerox 820,
Motorola 6800, 6809, 68000, Ziglog Z-80, Z8000
and other custom processors [19,191-194]. Thus, it is possible to compile the same 
source code and execute the p-machine code (object code) on any microcomputer which 
uses these microprocessors. Such hardware independence increases the availability of 
software products due to this ease of portability.
Assemblers are programs which translate programs written in the native mnemonic 
language of the computer into a sequence of machine instructions. An assembly language 
consists of symbolic names which can directly represent machine instructions, memory 
addresses, or program data. The main advantage of assembly language programming 
over machine coding is that programs can be organized into a more readable and hence 
easier to understand fashion.
The UCSD p-System offers the Adaptable Assembler for developing assembly language 
programs. The assembler is adaptable in the sense that different versions built around one 
adaptable kernel exist for each processor supported by the UCSD p-System; new versions 
can be quickly generated for any new 8 or 16 bit processors which are introduced. The 
Adaptable Assembler is a one pass assembler modelled after The Last Assembler (TLA) 
developed at the University of Waterloo [195]. The basic concept behind both the TLA 
and the UCSD p-System Adaptable Assembler is the use of a central machine independent 
core which is common to all versions of the assembler. This central core is augmented 
with machine specific modules to handle the architecture of each target machine.
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Under the UCSD p-System a source file or ".TEXT" file contains the program 
information, which is processed by either the p-System Compiler or Assembler. Both the 
Compiler and the Assembler output object code as a ".CODE" file based on the input 
".TEXT" file. More specifically, the Compiler outputs p-code to a ".CODE" file, while 
the Assembler outputs native machine instructions to a ".CODE" file. Execution speed is 
substantially increased over interpretive languages such as BASIC, since the idealised p- 
machine instructions can be more efficiently interpreted. The execution speed of an 
assembled program is limited only by the speed of the microprocessor. A ".CODE" file 
usually occupies less disk and memory space than its associated ".TEXT" file, and is, in 
fact, independent of it. It is the ".CODE" file which is executed as the program.
Unlike any other operating system, the p-System is not dependent on just one vendor
[19]. It is therefore a growing and evolving operating system environment, with 
sufficient flexibility to respond quickly to system implementation problems and provide 
the programmer with new and improved features.
2 .1 .1  The UCSD p-Svstem Organization
The UCSD p-System was designed to be used by a single operator at the console either to 
develop programs or to run existing applications. The Operating System, Filer, and 
Editor are all "menu-driven". The "menu" is single promptline which is continually 
displayed at the top of the screen with all (or nearly all) of the current commands 
available. These commands are invoked by a single keystroke. Typing a key generally 
causes either an action to be performed, or another promptline to be displayed which 
presents a new set of commands at a different and "lower" level of the system. The 
commands at each level are self-explanatory.
The Filer and Linker and certain utilities perform functions traditionally performed by 
larger operating systems. In the UCSD p-System they are treated as separate programs 
(as with user programs), and so are not properly part of the Operating System. Below the 
"outer-most" or "highest" command level, the Operating System is not visible to the 
operator, but remains an important component of the System by being available for 
continual monitoring and control of running programs and I/O devices.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the major components of the Operating System. Figure 2.2 shows a 
tree which represents the command structure.
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Under the UCSD p-System all files are considered as collections of data. Files normally 
reside on disk, and may be brought into main memory only when they are being directly 
used by the System or by an application program. A file may contain any sort of data and 
may be organized in any way. The System will, however, treat certain files in specific 
ways. Various file naming conventions exist within the System which inform the System 
as to how to treat a certain files. This convention also serves as a mnemonic indicator for 
the user. The UCSD p-System Operating System itself exists as a series of files which 
are identified by the prefix "SYSTEM.". For example, the Operating System is 
SYSTEM.PASCAL and system emulators have various names, usually named after the 
specific machine such as SYSTEM.APPLE, SYSTEM.PDP-11, SYSTEM.IBM, or 
SYSTEM.MICRO.
File manipulation may be achieved at the application program level or by invoking the 
Filer at the outer command level of the operating system. The Filer provides a variety of 
commands which allow for the creation, naming, renaming of files, their removal, and 
their transfer between differents devices (disk drives, printers, etc). It also provides some 
management facilities for processing the storage space on the disk drive units themselves.
2 .1 .3  Device and Volume Organization
The p-System refers to various peripherals as "devices". A "volume" refers to the 
contents of a device.
The p-System distinguishes between block-structured and non-block-structured devices. 
Block-structured devices are usually disks. They contain removable volumes. Each 
volume contains a directory and various files. Internally a disk volume is organized into 
randomly accessible fixed-size areas of storage called "blocks": a block is 512 bytes 
long. Non-block-structured devices include keyboards, printers, and remote units. They 
have no internal structure, and deal with serial character streams. The physical interface 
between these I/O devices and the computer may be either serial or parallel.
The p-System refers to devices by either a name or a number. Standard devices have 
standard names, removable volumes such as floppy drives have their names recorded on 
them in a directory. The number of the device that contains a removable volume never 
changes, however the name of the device can be altered.
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The following list outlines the standard predefined Pascal I/O device numbers and names 
of the UCSD p-System:
N um ber Volume Name D escrip tion
0 (not used)
1 CONSOLE: screen and keyboard with echo
2 SYSTERM: screen and keyboard with out echo
3 Depends upon implementation, 
e.g. 80-column card, graphics screen
4 <disk name>: boot disk/System disk
5 <disk name>: the alternate disk
6 PRINTER: a line printer
7 REMIN: a remote serial input device
8 REMOUT: a remote serial output device
9..12 <disk name>: additional disk drives
This summarizes the p-System's treatment of standard devices. The System 
accomplishes device control through a portion of the emulator. This is usually called the 
BIOS (Basic I/O Subsystem) and it includes the device drivers.
2.2 UCSD Pascal
The development of the "UCSD Pascal p-System", with its operating system, screen 
editor, filehandler, and other support programs was essentially the result of moving the 
system to independent small computer systems. Consequently, the severe memory 
constraints of these small systems caused several aspects of UCSD Pascal to differ from 
the original definition by Niklaus Wirth. The following discussion outlines the most 
significant features available within UCSD Pascal which provide the means to develop 
and execute relatively large application programs on small computer systems.
2 .2 .1  M odularity: A Program  in Parts
Various techniques are offered by the UCSD p-System which permit the ready 
modularization of an application program.
At the source-language level the UCSD p-System supports the compilation of separate 
textfiles. This feature, the "include-file" compiler directive, enables the programmer to 
compile a group of disk resident textfiles which, as a single entity, could be much larger 
than the available memory of the computer. Any number of files may be included in one 
main textfile enabling the programmer to break the program into separate pieces or
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individual program modules. Other programs may also use the include-file directive to 
access such modules upon compilation. Thus, a library of textfiles, containing only the 
source code of commonly used procedures and functions, can be stored on disk for 
inclusion into any application program at compile-time.
The UCSD p-System also supports separate compilation of procedures and functions, or 
groups of them, from the main body of an application program. Memory may be utilized 
very efficiently by developing many small subsets of pre-compiled routines which are 
only incorporated within an application program at run-time as required. In particular, the 
advantages are:
1/. Large and complex application programs can be developed,
2/. The size of code files may be reduced,
3/. The memory space used by the program may be reduced, and 
4/. A set of procedures and functions may be used in more than one application 
program.
Segments, linking, and units are the three major facilities offered by the UCSD p-System 
which help the programmer manage very large and complex application programs and 
manipulate the usage of memory occupied by such programs within a microcomputer 
environment. The UCSD Pascal p-System Operating System itself, utilizes these facilities 
quite extensively [195].
2 .2 .2  Segments: Program  Run-Time M emory M anagem ent
Not all of a program need be in memory at run-time. During the execution of a program, 
only a small subset of the entire program is actually being used. In fact, most of the main 
program could reside on disk thereby freeing memory for other operations. This 
separation can readily be achieved at the p-code level. At the p-code level any procedure 
or function can be designated as a SEGMENT.
A SEGMENTed routine resides on disk for the duration of the program's life. The result 
is, a SEGMENT is not loaded into memory until it becomes active, in which case it is 
loaded into memory. Whenever a SEGMENTed procedure or function is no longer 
active, it is "swapped" out of memory back to disk. The memory space it occupies may 
be overwritten with new code or data. This technique is referred to as "overlaying". 
Routines which are not required over a given period of time or are self contained,
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requiring no outside information should be SEGMENTed: any outside information can 
be passed as procedural or functional parameters.
SEGMENTed programs should be carefully designed so that SEGMENTS are not 
swapped in and out too frequently. Excessive swapping substantially reduces the speed 
of the executing application program, i.e. it becomes I/O bound.
2-x2J!____ Separate Compilation
Separate compilation, also referred to as "external compilation", is a technique whereby 
portions of a program are compiled separately (from each other) and are subsequently 
linked to the application program either automatically or manually prior to execution. 
Many programs may be too large to compile within the memory confines of a particular 
microcomputer. Similarly, when developing a program it may be convenient to approach 
the task as a group of smaller self contained procedures and functions, which can be 
linked together in a simple and logical way at run-time. This technique is referred to as 
"top-down" design, or "stepwise refinement". Further, separate compilation also has the 
advantage of allowing small portions of the program to be changed, without affecting the 
rest of the code; thus program "pieces" of code fragments can be maintained more 
effectively.
2.2.3.1 External Routines
The mechanism provided for the separate compilation of assembly language procedures 
and functions is achieved by declaring the routine as EXTERNAL. At the assembly 
language level a procedure is declared using the reserved word ".PROC" while a function 
is declared using the reserved word ".FUNC".
Whenever an EXTERNAL routine is called from within an application program, the 
programmer is responsible for maintaining the integrity of the stack. For both .PROCs 
and .FUNCs the "return-address" of the host application program must be first popped 
off the stack before the assembler routine proceeds. Upon returning to the application 
program environment the contents of the "return-address" must be pushed back onto the 
stack to ensure stack integrity. The "return-address" is used to inform the operating 
system where in memory the application program can be found.
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In addition, .FUNCs require a further four bytes to be popped off the stack immediately 
after the "return-address" is obtained in order to maintain stack bias. Upon leaving a 
.FUNC and prior to pushing the "return-address", two bytes must be pushed on the 
stack. These two bytes should contain the information being returned by the function to 
the calling program.
Formal parameters must be popped off the stack, each in reverse order to their appearance 
in the formal parameter list of the EXTERNAL routine. This allows the external routine 
to reference their actual contents.
2.2.3.2 Linking Programs
In order to run a host application program with external declarations, it is necessary to 
compile the application program, assemble the EXTERNAL routine(s) and link the two 
code files together.
This linking process can be simplified by installing the EXTERNAL routine in the 
SYSTEM.LIBRARY. Otherwise the Linker (accessed at the Operating System Command 
level) can be invoked to link EXTERNAL code into an application program. The Linker 
is a program which stitches code together by installing internal linkages that allow various 
pieces of assembler code to function within an application program as a unified whole. It 
is the programmers responsibility to ensure that all linking, either automatic or manual, is 
done correctly prior to program execution.
2.2.3.3 Units and Libraries
Separate compilation may also be achieved using the UNIT construct. Units, or 
precompiled support modules are one of the most powerful features of UCSD Pascal. 
Groups of units are housed in a library, which may contain many other units. Employing 
a library of units can immensely simplify the task of programming.
The most significant advantage of employing units within an application program is that 
they considerably enhance the vocabulary of reserved words available to an application 
program. Units may be considered as plug-in peripherals offering numerous "canned" 
routines which when employed greatly increase the flexibility and modular nature of an 
application program.
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Units are similar in structure to Pascal programs, consisting of a group of data structures 
and/or a group of procedures or functions. Procedures or functions can exist in either 
machine code and/or p-code (compiled Pascal code). The contents of a unit usually 
relates to some common application, such as screen control, keyboard input or data and 
file handling. Units exist separately from the body of an application program. This 
allows a unit to be incorporated within a number of different application programs.
Once a unit is created it is installed into a library file. Usually the library file is the 
operating system's SYSTEM.LIBRARY file. The procedures and functions available 
from within the SYSTEM.LIBRARY can be accessed by any application program just as 
if a unit's contents had been declared globally within the application program itself. Such 
a unit is automatically linked to the calling application program at execution time by the 
operating system.
Furthermore, using units reduces the amount of code that needs to be compiled during 
program development and increases the speed of program development, since no linking 
or compiling of the unit is required. Consequently, all application programs 
implementing any component within a unit will present consistent modes of performance.
2.3_____Summary of The UCSP p-Svstem
Some of what has been discussed here can be found as tutorial studies e.g. [19,190­
194,196-221]. The authors described their experiences and many of the idiosyncracies of 
the Apple Pascal implementation of the UCSD Pascal p-System, its segmentation process 
and its use of units. Although the authors described the Apple UCSD Pascal p-System 
the principles presented by each author regarding the implementation of separate 
compilation may be applied, in a general fashion, to all UCSD Pascal p-Systems.
Authors who described the use of the unit construct [210-221] also presented various sets 
of useful routines or utilities designed to assist the programmer in writing user-friendly 
interactive software. Tonkens [210] published a very comprehensive article providing a 
"grand tour" of the (Apple) UCSD Pascal p-System Library Unit, while David [211] 
described various techniques for "squeezing (more)" memory from the (Apple) UCSD 
Pascal p-System. The series of articles published by Stephenson [212,213] discussed the 
secret behind making the (Apple) UCSD Pascal p-System "work for you", how "to neatly 
structure units of code" and how "to utilize memory efficiently". The software presented 
by Stork [214] is a good example of an application unit. Although Stork does not discuss
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in any great detail the idiosyncracies regarding the unit construct and its formal 
implementation under the (Apple) UCSD Pascal p-System, the unit described provides a 
good example of the simplicity in incorporating assembled code within a unit. Clearly, 
because of the versatility UCSD Pascal p-System the program code and units presented 




The general purpose real-time data processing, data acquisition and data manipulation 
system, PAM, is designed to allow many microcomputers to be interfaced to many 
different scientific instruments using commercially available hardware. Emphasis is 
placed on the modular approach taken for both the hardware and software requirements 
necessary to interface microcomputers to scientific instruments. PAM is sufficiently 
flexible to allow the implementation of software drivers dedicated to ’’preferred" hardware 
peripherals to be readily interchanged and incorporated within the system, thereby 
allowing ready communication with the hardware peripheral without the need to alter the 
super-structure of the software system.
This section provides a brief overview of the necessary hardware considerations required 
to furnish such a system. Included are the characteristics and properties essential of the 
supporting hardware peripherals appropriate to effect the ready commissioning of PAM.
3.1 Interfacing Microcomputers with Analog Signals
Internally, computers only understand binary digital information. Consequently, 
interfacing a computer to a scientific instrument which outputs analytical information in 
the form of a digital signal is a relatively straight forward process once communication 
protocols are established. Clune [222] discussed three commonly used interface 
components: the digital to digital (D/D) and RS232c interface, the IEEE-488 interface, 
and A/D converters. D/D interfaces come in two forms: serial, in which data is 
transferred a bit at a time; and parallel, in which data is transferred as a word (commonly 
one byte) at a time. The most commonly used serial port is the RS-232c interface. The 
IEEE-488 is a byte-serial, bit parallel interface which is very resistant to interference and 
data transmission noise. Englemann and Abraham [223] reviewed the techniques and 
complexities of interfacing microcomputers to the analog signals of sensors and 
transducers. Included in the review were parallel and serial communication techniques, 
memory mapping procedures, signal conditioning, and A/D conversion techniques.
Analog signals assume a continuous range of values. In order to interface computers to 
scientific instruments in which the analytical signal is output in analog form the signal 
must be converted to digital form. The least expensive and most common method of 
converting analog signals to digital signals is achieved by using an analog to digital (A/D) 
converter. An A/D converter can sample one voltage source at a time or it may be
multiplexed, where a number of channels (or instruments) can be scanned sequentially. 
For example, multiplexed A/D converters may be employed in Differential Thermal 
Analysis (DTA) measurements. Whenever the analytical signal is relatively slow, it is 
possible for a multiplexed A/D converter to convert sequentially the output voltage of each 
detector as it is scanned.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the hardware peripherals normally required for interfacing most 
microcomputers to an instrument.
Figure 3.1
Typical Schematic of Computer/Instrument Interface
The physical phenomena measured by the instrument is converted to analog voltages by 
tranducers. Generally, the analog signal can be obtained from the instrument by 
intercepting the connecting leads to its output device. Consequently, the analog signal can 
be converted to a digital signal using an A/D converter.
3.2_____A/D Converters
An A/D converter is a device that operates on analog domain signals, usually a voltage, to 
produce a digital domain output consisting of a sequence of discrete numbers each of 
which corresponds to a sample of the input signal.
Typically, the analog signal is between 1.0-mvolt and 1.0-volt. A signal conditioner may 
be used to translate the analog voltage into a suitable standard form for the A/D converter, 
i.e. to amplify the voltage to give voltages which lie within the optimum preset input 
range of the A/D converter, typically 0 to 10-volts or 0 to 5-volts. Signal conditioners
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may also filter the analog signal and protect the converter from high common-mode 
voltages and voltage transients.
The type of analog signal being measured determines the conversion technique which 
should be employed to convert analog data to digital data. Both the conversion technique, 
thus the conversion time, and the number of bits of resolution are the two most critical 
values a user must specify in selecting an A/D converter [224]. A data acquisition 
program is used to sample the A/D converter at predetermined intervals set by the 
operator. Such a program keeps time with the real-world using hardware timers and 
interrupts. The maximum A/D conversion rate is determined by the type of A/D converter 
employed within the system. At the end of each A/D conversion the digital result is sent 
to the input port of the computer, which under program control, stores the result in 
memory or to disk. Software is necessary for the processing of the digital information; 
for example, to display the data graphically or to generate hard copies of the data. 
Similary, the D/A converter is controlled by a program which generates appropriate data 
to be output by the converter at predetermined intervals. The data acquisition module 
contained within PAM has been designed to encompass most of the A/D conversion 
techniques commonly needed in the acquisition of analog data.
3.i-2 , l____ Analog Signals
At each instant in time, data in the analog domain are represented by the magnitude of one 
of four electrical quantities: charge, current, voltage or power [225]. Because the 
smallest unit of charge, the charge on an electron, is so small compared to the total charge 
stored or transferred by most signal sources, the magnitude of an analog signal is variable 
in essentially infinitesimal increments [226]. Thus, the magnitude of an analog signal is 
continuously variable. Sensors and transducers typically have electrical properties that 
vary with the physical properties they measure. They are connected to the real-world, 
converting physical phenomena into representations that can be changed into an analog 
voltage. Sensors may output a voltage directly or may produce or vary resistance, 
capacitance, or inductance. For example, a sensor's output may be a resistance which 
varies with temperature or it may be an analog signal proprotional to the pH of a solution. 
Generally, most scientific instruments output analytical information in the form of an 
analog signal [223] which may be observed on an output device such as a meter, 
oscilloscope, or the ubiquitous strip chart recorder. Examples of such instruments are 
spectrophotometers, infrared detectors, ionization detectors, fluorometers, flame
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photometers, pH meters, chromatography monitors, gas chromatographs, HPLC systems 
and conductivity meters.
3.2.1.1 Characteristics of Analog Signals
The following are the essential characteristics of analog signals.
1/. Amplitude is not necessarily proportional to the physical quantity. The relationship 
between the amplitude and the physical quantity is usually non-linear. For example, 
the relationship may be a logarithmic or square root function. Linearization is 
usually obtained in the hardware or software.
2/. Voltage is continuously variable.
3/. Limited resolution.
4/. Subject to noise.
5/. Storage difficulty and/or limited storage facility.
6/. Not directly computer compatible.
7/. Extremely wide variation possible (dynamic range).
3.2.1.2 Characteristics of Digital Signals
Data in the digital domain exist in two states: either on/off or high/low. Since a digital 
signal represents a specific number, data may be expressed in numerical form rather than 
as an average, as with analog data. The major advantages are:
1/. No reading error.
2/. Potentially greater precision and accuracy.
3/. Result can be stored.
4/. Computer compatiblity.
3.2 .2  Analog Sampling
In choosing an A/D conversion technique the frequency of sampling an analog signal 
must be considered. The binary number resulting from an A/D conversion represents a 
single value at one point in time. The sampling rate determines whether sampled values 
will provide any useful information. The theorem stated by Perone [34], Hallgren [224], 
Zaks et al. [227] and Higgins [228] for adequate analog signal sampling is:
"Sample at least twice as fast as the fastest occurring (analog) output signal."
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This is approximately 10 times as fast as the average frequency. This minimum sampling 
frequency is known as the Nyquist frequency [34,228]. Sampling frequencies 
considerably greater than the Nyquist frequency should be used to allow faithful 
reproduction of the signal for straightforward data processing algorithms. Generally, the 
only problem associated with over-sampling of an analog signal is the excessive use of 
memory. Figure 3.2 illustrates frequent sampling.
Figure 3.2 
Frequent Sampling
If sampling is performed too slowly, not enough information regarding the true shape of 
the analog signal will be obtained. Under-sampling can cause serious problems. One of 
these is the possibility of producing signal artifacts by aliasing, as illustrated in figure 3.3.
The aliasing phenomenon can occur when sampling frequencies lower than the Nyquist 
frequency are used.
A further consideration of analog sampling is that the analog input to a converter must be 
stable for the duration of the time it takes to complete a conversion. A sample-and-hold
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circuit (amplifier) can be used to track an analog signal and periodically store its 
magnitude for brief periods of time. Such circuits are used to briefly store the incoming 
analog signal and hold it constant until the A/D converter has completed the conversion. 
Thus, the digital output of the A/D converter will reflect the voltage level at the specific 
time corresponding to the beginning of each hold period, despite the fact that the 
conversion is completed at some finite time later. This technique is very useful in 
converting extremely short transient signals [34,228,229].
3.2 .3  A/D Conversion Techniques
A/D conversion techniques may be broadly categorized as follows [227]:
1/. Integration (single, dual, and quad slope).
2/. Successive approximation.
3/. Single ramp, counter comparator and servo.
4/. Direct comparision or parallel conversion.
3.2.3.1 Dual Slope Technique
The dual slope technique is the most accurate of the conversion techniques, but requires 
the most time to perform a conversion; typically a conversion takes about 50 milliseconds. 
The advantage of this technique is that noisy signals or noise spikes are dampened 
through signal averaging. The signal of most instruments, particularly those instruments 
which normally output signals to a strip chart recorder, are usually ladened with electrical 
noise collected from static, electrical fields, connecting power supply lines and the 
instrument itself. The operator rarely sees this noise because strip chart recorders are 
excellent dampening devices. The response time of a recorder is sufficiently slow that 
noise spikes are unable to infiltrate the final output.
In the dual slope integration technique the input voltage is measured by charging a 
capacitor over a precisely determined interval of time [227]. The final charge on the 
capacitor is proportional to the input voltage. Any fluctuations in the input signal will 
affect the rate the capacitor is charged. Thus, positive and negative fluctutations cancel 
each other, "dampening out" signal fluctuations in a similar fashion to a strip chart 
recorder. The capacitor is then discharged by a stable reference voltage and a high 
frequency clock is used to time the discharging process. The time required to discharge 
the capacitor is proportional to the magnitude of the input voltage. By plotting capacitor
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charge as a function of time one observes two intersecting straight lines of different slope. 
This is the origin of the term "dual-slope" and is illustrated in figure 3.4. The final result 





In figure 3.4, during the auto zero phase, error information (buffer and integration offset 
voltages), is stored on an auto zero capacitor and the integration output voltage, Vout> is 
forced to zero. During the signal integration phase Vin is integrated for a fixed number of 
clock cycles. In the reference phase the reference voltage is connected to the integrator 
and the integration capacitor discharges towards zero. The number of clock cycles 
required to discharge the integrating capacitor to zero is directly proportional to Vin [227­
229].
This method is normally employed to obtain data from relatively slow instruments such as 
pH meters and chromatography or HPLC systems.
3.2.3.2 Successive Approximation Technique
The successive approximation method is fast; typically a measurement is completed within 
20 microseconds. This conversion method would, for example, be employed in the 
acquisition of data from fast chemical kinetic reactions. The principle of the method is to 
generate an initial guess of the unknown input voltage with a preset series of voltage 
increments that are binary fractions of the maximum input range of the the A/D converter.
Initialization of the conversion sequence begins when the convert start (START) input 
signal goes to a logical 1, as illustrated in figure 3.5. Subsequently, the most significant 
bit (MSB) of the data latch is set to a logical 1, and the remaining bits of the data are set to 
a logical 0. When the START line is returned to a logical 0, the actual conversion process 
begins. The output of the internal digital to analog (D/A) converters is sequenced bit by 










An external comparator determines whether the addition of each successively weighted bit 
creates a voltage which is greater than or less than the input voltage. When the voltage is 
greater, the bit is turned off (set to logical 0); when the voltage is less, the bit is left on 
(set to logical 1). After this comparision is made between all bit combinations, the 
conversion is complete and the internal successive-approximation register contains the 
binary code which represents the converted input signal.
The successive approximation technique is analogous to the "logarithmic search" or 
"binary search" technique used in programming to retrieve an element within a file. The 
technique requires ln(n) (natural log) operations, where n is the number of elements, to 
complete a search process.
3.2.3.3 Single Ramp. Counter Comparator and Servo Techniques
In the single ramp technique a reference voltage of opposite polarity to the input voltage is 
used. It is integrated until it is found to be equal to the input. A timer is used to count the 
number of pulses to achieve equality. The counter comparator technique is basically 
analogous to the single ramp technique, but it is independent of the time scale. The input 
is compared to the D/A output, and a counter counts until the digital approximation 
becomes larger than the input. Since it may take a long time for the approximation to 
finally reach the value of the input, this technique has limited speed. The servo technique 
is essentially the same as the counter comparator technique, except it uses an up-down 
counter so that it can track a varying input signal. It will follow small changes rapidly. 
Zaks [227] provides detailed illustrations of these techniques.
3.2.3.4 Direct Comparision or Parallel Conversion
The principle of direct comparision or parallel conversion is to convert simultaneously all 
possible digital values into their analog form and compare them to the input signal. This 
way, during the time necessary for single conversion, equality can be detected. This 
method has the advantage of high speed, typical conversion time is below 30-ns [227].
3.2.3.5 Summary of A/D conversion Techniques
The main factors influencing the choice of an A/D are usually speed, cost and accuracy, 
and, ultimately, the characteristics of the event to be measured. Generally, successive 
approximation or dual slope integration A/D converters are the two most common 
techniques employed with microcomputers in the laboratory. The successive 
approximation method will encode the data present at the instant a sample is taken. If a 
noise spike occurs at one of the sampling points, it will be stored as data. The dual slope 
method, on the other hand, averages data over the sampling interval, smoothing out
momentary fluctuations. If, however, a noise spike is an event of interest, the dual slope 
method will fail to recognize the event [228]. Each technique has its advantages.
3.2 .4  Resolution of A/D Converters
Resolution is related to the ability to distinguish between two voltage levels which are 
nearly equal. The smallest magnitude difference that can be detected defines the 
resolution of an A/D converter [224].
The number of bits an A/D converter outputs determines the resolution of the converted 
analog signal. An 8-bit A/D converter gives a resolution of one in 256 parts or 
approximately 0.4 percent, whereas a 12-bit A/D converter gives a resolution of one in 
4096 parts or approximately 0.024 percent.
For an A/D converter which represents a 10-volt input voltage by a 12-bit binary number, 
resolution is equal to:
10/4096 = 2.4 mvolts.
Under ideal conditions, such an A/D converter should be able to distinguish between two 
signals with a voltage difference of 2.4-mvolts.
3.2 .5  Noise Accompanying Small Signals
Higgins [228] distinguished between three distinct kinds of noise sources which can be 
associated with small signals: fundamental noise, amplifier noise, and external noise. 
Fundamental noise sources originate in basic thermodynamics and can not be eliminated, 
although their effect can be minimized by controlling the source resistance, amplifier 
bandwidth, or temperature. Amplifier noise on the other hand can be greatly reduced by 
careful device selection and adjustment of the measurement frequency and bandwidth. 
Common sources external noise are, for example, pick-up of AC (alternating current) line 
voltage, radio frequency interference (RF generators in close vicinity, radio or TV 
stations), and switching noise from instruments such as temperature controllers. External 
noise can be minimized by careful grounding, shielding of connecting cables and 
shortening cable lengths, and special circuitry to compensate for common mode 
limitations of amplifiers.
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¿J!_____Selection of the Microcomputer
PAM is intended to operate on a wide range of microcomputers. To develop, test and
implement PAM the versatile Apple 11+ microcomputer was selected for a variety of
reasons. The following lists but a few:
1/. Cost is comparable to most other desk-top computer systems.
2/. The "open architecture" or "smart backplane" bus structure [15,78] allows for easy 
adaptation to many diverse applications.
3/. A wide range of ready-made printed circuit boards are available which can be used 
to carry out almost any interfacing requirement. Many of these boards are 
"intelligent", using on-board read only memory (ROM) microprocessors to handle 
the complex process of operating them.
4/. An extensive range of add-on peripherals exist such as hard disks, micro and floppy 
disk units, printers, and digitizers which can be plugged into the microcomputer for 
immediate use.
5/. 64-Kbytes of memory addressing capability which may be expanded to 128-Kbytes 
using bank-switching techniques.
6/. Offers graphics facilities which are essential for scientific applications.
7/. Numerous programming languages may be implemented on the computer including 
Pascal, Modula-2, Fortran, C and BASIC.
8/. Meets favourably with the budget requirements of most laboratories or institutions.
9/. A considerable number of compatible clones or look-alike microcomputers exist 
which can implement most software packages designed to operate on the Apple D+ 
microcomputer. Almost complete software compatibility also exists amongst the 
Apple family of microcomputers for example the Apple II, Apple He and Apple lie.
10/. At the Pittsburgh Conference [230] it appeared that the two most widely used 
microcomputers for laboratory applications are the Apple n+ and the IBM PC.
11/. Several monthly magazines are dedicated to the Apple family of computers for 
example Nibble [231], InCider [232], Call-A.P.P.L.E. [233], A+ [234] and Apple 
Orchard [235]. Other publications carrying articles or reviews on the Apple II 
include: Creative Computing [236], a magazine of personal computer applications 
and software; Micro [237] a 6502/6809 resource magazine; and BYTE [238], a 
small systems magazine. A wealth of information regarding both hardware and 
software may be found in these publications. A considerable number of books have 
also been devoted to this microcomputer.
3.4 General Properties of the Selected Microcomputer
The Apple II family (II, II+, lie) have essentially the same basic hardware properties. 
Each computer is a single device with an integral keyboard and all the necessary circuitry 
contained on a single printed-circuit board (mother-board). The keyboard is configured 
basically as a typewriter keyboard with the addition of a few extra keys to provide specific 
functions. For example, the ESC key which is commonly used to initiate an escape 
sequence from an activity; the CONTROL key, which is used in conjunction with other 
keystrokes as an additional SHIFT key; and the RESET key, which is generally used to 
re-initialize the microcomputer. The Apple He also employs a number of additional keys.
The monitor obtains its video information on a single screened cable connected to the back 
of the computer. The monitor can be replaced by a standard commercial black/white or 
colour TV set using one of two methods to supply video information: either by direct 
connection to a TV set which has a composite video input connection; or by installing a 
radio ffequecy (RF) modulator which is connected to the antenna connection of the TV.
The Apple II, Apple 11+ and Apple lie are designed around the 6502 8-bit central 
processing unit (CPU). The Apple lie is based on the 6502c CPU. The Apple II and 
Apple n+ have a 64-Kbyte addressing capability. Expansion to 128-Kbytes can be 
achieved by bank-switching techniques, but this requires extensive software 
enhancements and is not easily implemented for systems without memory management 
facilities such as ’’soft disks", "disk emulators" or "pseudodisks". The 64-Kbyte memory 
of the Apple He, an enhanced version of the Apple II+, may be easily upgraded to 128- 
Kbytes. Karanassios and Horlick [78] have tabled the essential differences.
The Apple II family (II, n+, He) microcomputers have essentially the same backplane bus 
structure. Both the Apple II and the Apple 11+ microcomputers have an 8-slot backplane 
bus (8 expansion slots) built into the main printed-circuit board, as shown in figure 3.6. 
The Apple He supports a 7-slot backplane bus structure (slot zero is not present). The 
bus accepts any combination of peripheral cards with the exception of slot zero. One of 
the major advantages of the Apple II family is the addition of special circuits, auxiliary 
circuits, additional memory, and peripheral devices to the computer is easily accomplished 
through the expansion slots. Most peripheral cards available for the Apple 11+ are claimed 
to be compatible with the Apple He. Pins, signals and backplane connectors are identical 
with the ones found in the Apple n+ [78].
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Each peripheral slot, except slot-0 on the Apple II and Apple n+  [239], has reserved for it 
one 256-byte page of memory. This page is usually used for ROM or Programmable 
ROM (PROM) which contain driving programs or subroutines for the peripheral card. 
Each slot has sixteen memory locations assigned to it for general input and output 
purposes. These memory locations can be accessed by an application program thereby 
interfacing the Apple II microcomputer to a peripheral card.
In addition to the expansion slots, the main mother-board offers a game I/O connector 
which can also be used for serious applications. Figure 3.6 illustrates the layout of the 
main mother-board.
In general, the most significant advantage of open architecture microcomputers is in the 
ability to add commercially available hardware peripherals as required to suit a particular 
application. Because of the modular structure, flexible nature and portability of PAM, it 
is possible to take advantage of open architecture microcomputers and readily interface 
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The software system PAM is a general purpose real-time laboratory software system 
sufficiently flexible and versatile to be used to interface many microcomputers to the 
analytical signal of many different scientific instruments and consequently process or 
manipulate the acquired data. Commerically available hardware peripherals such as A/D 
converters or D/D devices may be readily interfaced to PAM by simply modifying the 
software drivers to suit the preferred hardware peripheral. Thus it is possible to select the 
most appropriate commercially available hardware interface to sample the analytical signal 
of the scientific instrument of interest.
1.1_____Inter-relationship of Major Software Components
PAM is comprised of four major interrelated software components:
1/. The UCSD p-System. PAM was developed and implemented under this operating 
system. The UCSD p-System is a complete operating system and program 
development environment. All microcomputer-independent software is written 
under the UCSD p-System in the high level programming language Pascal. 
Machine-dependent code is written in Assembler.
2/. Foundation Support Modules. At the human interface level all application programs 
must appear consistent in presentation and performance. At the programmer level 
facilities must be available which assist in the ready development of such software 
efficiently and which maintain portability. Various basic house-keeping operations 
must be performed by all application programs such as the positioning of a string of 
characters on the text screen or accessing the contents of a directory of a particular 
disk volume. A comprehensive suite of general purpose foundation support 
modules are provided in the form of units thereby allowing all application programs 
access.
3/. The data acquisition module. At the human interface level this module allows the 
operator to select various data acquisition parameters, such as the time interval 
between each successive sample and the total number of data points to be collected. 
At the programming level facilities are provided which allow the ready interfacing of 
preferred hardware devices such as A/D converters.
4/. The data processing and manipulating system. The operator may select a variety of 
methods for examining and reducing the collected data so as to extract significant 
information. The system provides batch-processing facilities for both processing 
and manipulating data files.
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Inter-relationship of the Major Software Components Present within PAM 
The arrows show the flow of information.
1.2_____Operator Communication Interface
The interaction between the operator and the application program is the main vehicle for 
the exchange of information with the equipment. PAM has been carefully designed to 
consider not only various analytical applications but also the range of operators who will 
communicate with the system (i.e. the interface between the operator and the computer).
For example the experienced or routine operator will normally be well acquainted with the 
various questions posed by a particular software system and will usually know the 
parameters which have to be specified as well as their input formats. The first-time or 
occasional user of any software system will not normally be familiar with the dialogue, in
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this instance the operator should be guided or assisted through the software system with
appropriate prompts.
The following points summarize the methods developed for the ready communication
between the routine or occasional operator and PAM:
1/. PAM is ’'menu-driven'* in a fashion similar the UCSD p-System Operating System. 
Logically grouped sets of options are continually displayed on the text screen either 
in the form of an option list or promptline. Similar to the UCSD Operating System 
option list commands are invoked by a single keystroke, whereas promptlines may 
require more than one character to be entered at the keyboard. The organization is 
hierarchical. Responding to either prompt causes an action to be performed or 
another option list or promptline to be displayed which details a new set of 
commands at a different and "lower" level.
2/. All prompts display a default value suggesting a possible response. The operator 
may accept all valid default values either by simply typing a carriage return or 
explicitly entering the default value at the keyboard. Where possible, the last used 
or previously selected value becomes the default value during each current session 
thereby reducing keyboard input dialogue.
3/. "Work-area-windows" are employed to indicate where current keyboard input will 
be echoed. This technique is used to indicate explicitly to the operator the maximum 
field length available for current keyboard input. Complete "work-area-window" 
editing facilities are also provided to enable the operator to correct current keyboard 
input.
4/. All range values pertaining to the current input requirements are displayed on the 
screen. This enables the operator to determine immediately the input constraints. 
PAM will detect and thus warn the operator whenever keyboard input invalid.
5/. It is possible for the operator to repeat selected parts of the dialogue in order to 
correct one or more parameters, thus the operator is not required to repeat large 
sequences of questions again.
6/. An "escape" facility is provided enabling the operator at any time to escape from any 
keyboard input interaction within PAM and return back to a previous level. As far 
as sensibly possible this facility is also available during various data processing 
operations.
7/. In any single data acquisition process data is stored to a single file along with all 
information pertaining to the status of the particular acquisition process. Data 
acquired from any single analytical instrument have intrinsically similar 
characteristics. A single experimental process or technique may thus produce 
numerous data files all of which have similiar characteristics. Efficient but simple to
use data file manipulating commands are available to facilitate the operator in the 
batch-processing of files.
1.3_____Definition of Svmbologv
To enhance the readability of this document to following symbology is used;
1/. All reserved words are in uppercase notation.
2/. All procedures, functions and variables which are not derived from PAM are 
presented in italic notation: procedures and functions in uppercase notation, while 
all other parameters are in lowercase notation e.g. the D RAW  BLO CK  is a 
procedure in the TURTLE^GRAPHICS unit.
3/. All program names, procedures and functions declared as part of PAM are 
presented in uppercase italic notation and are enclosed by the apostrophe symbol, 
e.g. TH IS IS_A_PROCEDURE'. The first character of all machine dependent 
routines (assembly routines) is in uppercase only.
4/. All constants, types and variables declared as part of PAM are presented in 
lowercase italic notation e.g. 'this_is_a_variable'.
5/. All program segment examples are separated from the text body by white space and 
are presented in a different font, e.g.
WRITELN('This is an example of a program segment');
6/. All application program screen displays are separated from the text body by white 
space and are presented in italic notation, e.g.
Type ESC twice to Abort
7/. Filenames of program modules are in uppercase notation and are enclosed by the 
quotation symbol, e.g. HTHIS_IS_A_MODULE".
8/. Numerals enclosed in parentheses refer the reader to either a definition, an example, 
or a detailed discussion of the topic under consideration, e.g (II-3.5, A.9.10) refers 
the reader to section II subsection 3.5 and to appendix A subsection 9.10.
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2.0 FOUNDATION SUPPORT MODULES: 
UTILITY UNITS
The flexibility, versatility, presentation and the user friendliness of a software product is 
entirely dependent upon the skill of the programmer and the foundation support modules 
or utilities available in the application oriented language used. Foundation support 
modules which control the movement of the cursor over the text screen or provide user- 
friendly interactive keyboard input or high speed I/O data file manipulation facilities are 
necessary programming aids. Such modules simplify the task of programming and also 
aid in the development of efficient application programs.
When developing an application program the programmer often groups blocks of 
statements together into a subprogram or subroutine to accomplish a specific task. 
Unfortunately, due to their specificity, many of these modules may not be used in other 
programming applications. Consequently, the programmer must develop an individual 
set of foundation support modules for each new application.
Under the UCSD p-System the intrinsic UNIT construct enables programmers to 
precompile application program support modules. Logically grouped sets of similar intra­
functioning program modules are stored in a single unit. Sets of units may be grouped 
together in a library. There are numerous advantages associated with this particular 
scheme:
1/. Commonly used routines can be isolated from the main application program.
2/. A higher degree of modularization is possible than is available from procedures and 
functions alone.
3/. All application programs implementing any of the modules contained within the 
units of the same specific library will present consistent modes of performance.
4/. Any application program may reference the units contained within a library and 
implement the foundation modules contained within the prescribed unit.
5/. The memory space used by an application program can be utilized more efficiently. 
6/. All program modules contained within a unit are pre-compiled. Thus the separate 
development of more than one application program at a time is possible.
7/. The actual compiling time of a program is reduced since units are pre-compiled.
8/. The size of code files are reduced.
Several authors [192,193,210-211] have recognized the advantages offered by the unit 
construct and have published various units in an attempt to solve the specificity of support 
modules. To date there appears to be no report in the literature describing a
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comprehensive set of general purpose foundation support modules which include all of 
the following useful features:
1/. Control of the cursor over the text screen (screen output).
2/. User-friendly interactive keyboard input.
3/. Disk directory manipulation facilities.
4/. Control of a data file's status information (header).
5/. High speed I/O data file manipulation facilities.
6/. Variable length data file processing facilities using buffered random access 
techniques.
7/. Facilities which enable an application program to batch process data files.
8/. Easy installation and implementation of external routines without the need to alter 
the super structure of an application program.
9/. Techniques for implementing A/D converters under interrupts in real-time.
10/. Library facilities for simplifying the task of developing assembly language 
programs.
An application program can access such foundation supporting modules by using the 
units 'G ET S T U F F ', 'D IR S T U F F ', 'H E A D _ST U F F ' , 'D ISK _STU F F ',
'MACJSTUFF', the Macro Library and supporting assembler routines. When employing 
these modules in combination within an application program, the programmer can develop 
highly efficient and versatile application programs very readily. The following discussion 
outlines the principle facilities offered by each of these foundation supporting modules.
2.1 The 9G E T  S T U F F ’ Unit
The 'GET_STUFF' unit is a foundation support tool developed to assist the programmer 
in writing screen-oriented output software and user-friendly interactive keyboard input 
software easily and efficiently. Contained within the unit are comprehensive sets of 
routines which:
1/. Control the cursor on the text screen.
21. Convert alphanumeric strings to their equivalent numeric format and provide 
convenient string manipulation facilities.
3/. Address or access memory directly.
4/. Verify the disk volumes present in the system.
5/. Ensure valid operator keyboard input.
6/. Process UCSD p-system filenames.
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Refer to Appendix A for a detailed discussion of each of the routines contained within the 
'G E T JT U F F ' unit.
2 .1 .1  C u rso r Control on the Text Screen
Screen control is perhaps the most common task in applications programming. Robust 
screen control can make the difference between a professional user-friendly program or an 
amateur difficult-to-use program [213]. Under the UCSD p-System there is no standard 
interface providing screen control.
Kutzler [215] and Stephenson [213] recognized this and published (within a few months 
of each other) units which provide control of the cursor on the screen. Their support 
units provide an exhaustive set of modules for screen control. However, many of the 
modules described would not be used often enough in an application program to warrant 
the memory space required to store them during execution time.
The complexities introduced by these authors could be simplified into four basic 
functions: accessing screen control characters, positioning the cursor at a particular 
screen coordinate, clearing-to-end-of-line and centering the text on the current screen line. 
Consequently, the 'GET STU FF' unit is able to perform all the required tasks of 
controlling the cursor over the text screen.
2 .1 .2  E rro r-free  K evhoard Input
Although control of the cursor on the screen is important, McRoberts [209], Swan 
[192,193] and Sand [221] point out the need to check the range or the validity of an 
operator's keyboard input. Programmable control of operator keyboard responses is 
fundamental to the concept of user-friendly interactive keyboard input software.
Many programs are difficult and frustrating to use simply because the keyboard input 
routines are too primative. For example a program may crash due to typing mistake. To 
stop erroneous data from being entered at the keyboard all input data should be checked 
for validity.
Erroneous keyboard input usually results from a conflict of types. For example, if the 
user is prompted to type an integer and, instead types a character, the result is often a fatal
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program/system error. An error of this type usually requires a "warm boot" to recover, 
although in some cases a "cold boot" may be necessary. In either case, all memory 
resident input data and/or processed data are lost. Under the UCSD p-System a default 
error message of the following form
IOerror: bad input data 
5# i, PM , IM 18  
Type <space> to continue.
appears on the screen when a program/system crash of this type occurs, unless the user's 
software over-rides the default action.
A system crash of this type would not occur if there was no type conflict. Sensibly then, 
it would be desirable to accept all user keyboard input data as strings. This would 
overcome the problem of conflicting types. Another major advantage of using strings to 
obtain keyboard input is all the concomitant editing features of strings are also made 
available to the operator.
Stephenson [213] offers only one function, called sc_prompt which provided 
programmable range checking on operator keyboard input. The function, which emulated 
the same function found in the SC R E E N O P S  unit as implemented in Softech 
Microsystems' UCSD Pascal p-System (version IV. 1), was very limited in that the only 
data type allowed was the character construct.
Clearly, arithmetic operations cannot be performed on strings or characters. A function 
must be provided which will convert an alphanumeric variable into a number: either as a 
real number or an integer number. Under standard Pascal using the ORD function, which 
returns an integer equivalent of the character argument passed to it, a conversion of this 
type may be easily accomplished. Various authors [192,193,221,240-242] have used 
this technique to accomplish the task of converting an alphanumeric string into its 
numerical equivalent.
Thus, by accepting all numeric keyboard input as string information and converting it to 
numeric information through an alphanumeric to numeric converter it is possible to 
overcome numeric keyboard input type conflicts. In developing such a converter the 
range of numeric notations used in the scientific community must be thoroughly 
considered if the converter is to be generally useful. For example, the following notations 
represent the same absolute number:
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+12345.0, +1234.5el, +1234.5E+1, +1234.5E+01,
-12345.0, -1234.5el, -123450E-1, -123450e-01,
and +.12345e+05 or +0.12345E+05
Alphanumeric to numeric convertion routines which do not consider all possible notations 
have been published by Swan [192,193], Sand [221], Hinnant [240], Booch [241] and 
Apple [242]. In order to provide completely user-friendly interactive keyboard input 
facilites for use in the scientific community it is necessary to develop routines which are 
able to interpret all of the above numeric notations.
Contained within the 'G E T _STU F F ' unit are various routines which convert 
alphanumeric data into numeric data, in either fixed point or scientific notation. Two 
programmable numeric keyboard input procedures have been developed around these 
conversion routines to ensure numeric keyboard input is of a specific type. Both of these 
procedures employ a third procedure to obtain the actual string information from the 
operator. The third procedure accepts all keyboard information in the form of strings and 
is independent of the two numeric keyboard input procedures.
Each procedure determines the validity of the operator's keyboard input via internal range 
checking mechanisms. A "work-area-window" is displayed by each procedure indicating 
to the operator where keyboard input will be echoed on the screen. Programmed default 
values or the last legally accepted response is displayed within the "work-area-window" 
as the default value. The numeric input procedures also display the range of valid 
numeric keyboard input on the text screen continuously during operator interaction.
2.1 .3  The Operator Escape-Abort Facility
In certain circumstances it may be desirable to allow the operator to escape from any point 
within a software system back to a previous level. All keyboard input routines contained 
within the 'GETJSTUFF' unit offer an escape mechanism.
2.1 .4  Manipulating UCSD p-Svstem Filenames
Under the UCSD p-System at the operating system level, a complex set of prefixing 
modes exist for simplfying the task of processing or manipulating filenames and thus, the 
named files. At the application program level these facilities are not provided. Thus,
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incorporating facilities for the batch-processing of files within an application program is 
very difficult to implement.
The 'GET_STUFF' unit offers a set of UCSD p-System filename processing routines 
which:
1/. Ensure the operator enters legal operating system filenames from the keyboard.
2/. Automatically increment or decrement a numerically suffixed filename in order to 
create an homologous series of filenames.
3/. Determine the length of the suffix contained within a filename.
4/. Rename the suffix of a filename.
5/. Remove the prefix of a filename.
6/. Obtain a disk volume number currently present in the system.
7/. Return the numeric value of an alphanumeric prefix.
8/. Change the alphanumeric prefix of a filename into an integer value.
9/. Verify the disk volumes present in the system.
2.2 The 'D I R  S T U F F ’ Unit
The 'D IRSTU FF' unit is a foundation support tool developed to reserve a specific area 
of memory for use as a "scratchpad" and to process UCSD p-System disk directory 
information [245,246].
Refer to Appendix B for detailed discussion of the support modules contained within the 
#DIR STUFF' unit.
2 .2 .1  The "Scratchpad"
A scratchpad is defined here as an area of memory set aside in which data may be stored 
temporarily and then be overwritten with new data. The area of memory set aside for this 
purpose should in no way effect the operation of the currently executing application 
program.
Pam utilizes graphics to display data pictorially on the screen. There are two graphics 
packages available under the Apple UCSD Pascal p-System Operating System: 
TURTLE GRAPHICS and SHORT GRAPHICS. Both packages are available to an
application program in the form of a unit. An application program can only use one of 
these units at execution time since both units have the same segment number.
The T U R T L E _ G R A P H IC S  [247] unit is a relatively large package requiring 
approximately 5.6-Kbytes of memory to be operational. Upon invoking this unit within 
an application program the region of memory below the high resolution graphics screen 
(page one) and above the original top-of-heap is made inaccessible. Approximately 4.7- 
Kbytes of memory exists in this region.
The S H O R T  _ G  R A P  H I C S  [247] unit is a sim plified version of the 
TU RTLE_G RAPH ICS  unit requiring approximately 3.1-Kbytes of memory to be 
operational. Memory is saved by excluding the "relative polar coordinate" routines as 
found in the TURTLE GRAPHICS unit. By employing the SHORT GRAPHICS unit 
within an application program approximately 2.4-Kbytes of main programmable memory 
are made available at execution time.
The most significant advantage regarding the SHORT GRAPHICS unit is the 4.7-Kbytes 
of memory which lies below the high resolution graphics screen (page one) and above the 
original top-of-heap can be accessed by an application program. This region of memory 
can be usefully employed as a scratchpad for the temporary storage of data when this 
graphics package is in use. Note, under the UCSD p-System object code cannot be reside 
in this region whenever either unit is employed within the application program.
Refer to Appendix B.4 for a detailed description of the scratchpad.
2.2 .2  Extrinsic and Intrinsic Data Constructs
The global CONSTant, TYPE, and VARiable declarations found in the interface section 
of the 'DIR_STUFF' unit are divided into two sections: extrinsic data constructs and 
intrinsic data constructs.
The extrinsic data constructs contained within the DIR_STUFF unit are necessary for 
use within the units 'HEAD _STU FF', 'DISK_STUFF  and M A C _ S T U F F  . 
’DIR STUFF' unit is an intrinsic unit of these units. By declaring the extrinsic data 
constructs in the 'DIR STUFF' unit it is possible to use the same identifiers without 
duplication errors occurring. Refer to Appendix C for a discussion of the interaction and 
inter-dependence of these units.
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The intrinsic data constructs contained within the 'DIR_STUFF' unit define specific 
parameters necessary for the operation of the 'DIR_STUFF' unit.
2.2 .3  Processing UCSP p-Svstem Disk Directory Information
Essential, the purpose of the 'DIR_STUFF' unit is to process UCSD p-System disk 
directory information. Under all implementations of Apple's UCSD Pascal p-System 
there are no facilities provided by the language, at the application program level, which 
allow for the processing or manipulation of disk directory information. Consequently, 
this imposes a considerable number of restrictions on the programmer and the operator. 
For example an application program may be designed to process disk files: either 
creating, copying, editing, or deleting disk files. During the execution of an application 
program the operator may want to:
1/. List all the data files contained on a particular disk volume,
2/. Know how much disk storage space has been used on a particular disk volume,
3/. Know how much disk storage space is available on a particular disk volume,
4/. Know whether a particular file exists on a particular disk volume,
5/. Rename a particular data file,
6/. Delete a particular data file, or 
7/. Know the current system date.
Under normal circumstances these facilities are not available to the operator during the 
execution of an application program. To perform any of the above tasks the operator 
must quit from the current executing application program and return to the Operating 
System's Filer. Some obvious disadvantages are:
1/. All application program data stored in memory is lost.
2/. It can be very time consuming to swap between the Operating System and the 
application program.
3/. The operator must become familiar with yet another operating system, that is, the 
Operating System's Filer, to perform the task required.
Clearly, there is a definite need to provide a suite of foundation support modules which 
are specifically designed to enable the programmer to include complete disk directory and 
file manipulating facilities within the application program environment.
The 'DIR_STUFF' unit has been designed to fill this need and provides an extensive set 
of foundation support modules for processing UCSD p-System disk directory 
information and files easily and efficiently from within the application program 
environment.
2.3 The 9 H E  A D  S T U F F r Unit
At the beginning of each data file, created or manipulated by PAM, there exists a 512-byte 
(one block on diskette) header page which contains information about the actual data in 
the data file. Prior to collecting data, various acquisition parameters must be defined by 
the operator: for example, the sampling interval and the number of data points to be 
acquired. Such information is stored in the header page of each data file. Refer to 
Appendix C for the header page definition.
The 'HEAD_STUFF' unit enables the operator to interactively alter the contents of the 
header page or view the current contents of the header page on either the console alone or 
on both the console and the printer. Depending on the acquisition mode, the dynamic 
range of various acquisition parameters are predefined to ensure valid operator keyboard 
responses. Disk storage space is always checked to ensure a newly created data file can 
be saved on a previously selected disk volume.
Refer to Appendix D for the format of the header page and a detailed discussion of the 
support modules available for manipulating the header page.
2.4 The ’D I S K  S T U F F ’ Unit
The 'DISK_STUFF' unit provides a package of foundation support modules designed 
essentially to perform the following two basic functions:
1/. Store collected data on disk during the execution of data acquisition, and 
2/. Retrieve data from disk for data processing.
The data manipluation support modules contained within this unit can process any length 
of data files created by PAM. The length of a particular data file is stored in the header 
page. Once the operator has determined the parameters for a particular acquisition process 
the information is stored on disk prior to the acquisition of data using a general purpose 
data file I/O module.
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As data are being collected in real-time they are initially stored in a buffer in memory. 
Only when the buffer is full are data saved on disk. By alternating between two data 
buffers, it is possible, by using interrupts, to store data on disk while continuously 
collecting data in real-time. This technique reduces the amount of memory required to 
store data during an acquisition process and also allows the operator to collect an (almost) 
unlimited amount of data for a particular acquisition process.
The data retrieval routines enable the operator to move, randomly, through a selected data 
file. The operator may use either indexed or displacement techniques to locate a datum of 
interest. The block of data containing the current datum of interest is automatically read 
from disk into a data buffer in memory. The data buffer acts as a "window" into the data 
file. Windowing data introduces a highly efficient mechanism for processing data and 
also reduces the number of disk accesses required to process data. For example, under 
the current implemetation of PAM only one disk access is required to read from disk into 
memory one window, or 1024 contiguous elements, of data contained within a data file of 
any length.
Additional foundation support modules provide facilities to:
1/. Determine the method in which to view the data, either by index or displacement, 
and to specify the range of data to be viewed.
2/. Locate the minimum and maximum data values over a specified range of data.
3/. Automatically format output on a previously selected device over a specified range 
of data.
4/. Copy or smooth an entire data file.
Refer to Appendix E for detailed discussion of the support modules contained within the 
'DISK_STUFF ' unit.
2.5 The ' M A C  S T U F F ' Unit
The 'MAC_STUFF ' unit is the mechanism used to interface all pre-assembled assembly 
modules to PAM. The modules interfaced to this unit provide the communication 
between PAM and the hardware devices neccessary for the real-time data acquisition. The 
modules contained in this unit initialize the data acquisition module of PAM to the 
parameters of the currently installed A/D conversion card and Timing card, collect data 
from the hardware device in real-time, and store the result in memory.
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Each module contained within this unit is a separately assembled assembly routine which 
has been linked into this unit. This enables the programmer to reconfigure an application 
program to operate with any A/D conversion card and any Timing card suited to the 
microcomputer. By simply altering the relevant assembly modules in accordance with the 
particular A/D conversion card or Timing card parameters and retaining the same routine 
name, the programmer need only link the newly assembled module into this unit to 
customize an application program.
Refer to Appendix F for detailed discussion of the support modules contained within the 
'M A C JT U F F ' unit.
2.6_____The Macro Library
The Macro Library has been designed to aid in the development structured assembly 
language (machine) programs using 6502 machine code mnemonics and the 6502 
Assembler included in the UCSD p-System Operating System.
Assembly language programming has no recognizable program control structures, e.g. 
IF..THEN..ELSE structures, whereas Pascal is a highly structured programming 
language allowing the systematic development of application programs. Quite often an 
assembly program may use the same set of symbolic instructions many times. By 
employing the "MACRO" facility, an assembler feature provided in the UCSD p-System 
Operating System's Assembler, the programmer may write a set of instructions only 
once, and by defining the set as a macro, the same set of instructions can be generated at 
any point in an assembly program by referring to the macro using its name.
The most important aspect of macro assembly is error free assembler code is always 
generated upon their invocation, since the macros themselves would normally have been 
previously tested and thoroughly debugged.
The Macro Library, as presented, introduces many of the programming structures one 
normally finds in a high level language and, most importantly, input/output facilities are 
furnished to provide the programmer with direct access to keyboard input and to either 
printer or console output. Various techniques are also introduced enabling the 
programmer to use the Macro Library as a library in a manner similar to employing units.
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Refer to Appendix G for detailed discussion of each macro contained within the Macro 
Library.
2.7_____Application Assembly Modules
The application assembly modules provide the mechanism enabling the programmer to 
configure PAM to communicate with most commercially available A/D conversion cards 
and/or Timing cards appropriate to the microcomputer. This is achieved by linking the 
software drivers to the 'MAC_STUFF' unit. The assembly modules are designed to 
facilitate the programmer in readily developing or configuring software drivers to 
communicate with the interfaced hardware devices.
The application assembly modules can be divided into three components:
1/. The A/D Macro Library. Designed along the same principles as the Macro Library, 
the A/D Macro Library offers various utility macros in order to assist in the 
development of application assembly routines for communicating with and 
controlling preferred A/D conversion cards and/or Timing cards.
21. Shells which direct the Operating System's Assembler to selectively include various 
macro libraries and to coodinate the assembler to collectively assemble individual 
assembly routines into one code file.
3/. The actual assembly routines which are linked to the 'MAC_STUFF' unit thereby 
interfacing a host application program to preferred hardware devices. These 
modules may be used as templates for developing the software drivers necessary to 
control many commercially available A/D conversion devices under interrupts.
Refer to Appendix H for a discussion of the supporting application assembly modules.
2.8 Inter-Dependence of Units
Units are self-contained modules usually comprising of a group of intra-related routines 
designed to provide foundation support for application programs. By invoking all the 
units described collectively within an application program the programmer has an 
extremely powerful programming tool. To invoke these units collectively it is necessary 
to understand the inter-relationships of each unit and the hierarchy which exists amongst
the units.
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The 'GET STUFF' unit is a totally self-contained unit, requiring no assistance from any 
of the other units to be operational. It functions within an application program by 
receiving information from the calling application program and processing it according to 
the requirement: either performing a particular task or returning a particular result.
Moving down the hierarchical ladder the 'DIR STUFF' unit is dependent only on the 
'G E T_ST U F F ' unit for screen-oriented output, operator keyboard input, and the 
assessment o f legal filenames. The units 'HEAD STUFF', D ISK  STU FF' and 
'M AC _STU FF' are independent of each other in their operation. Communication 
between these units is accomplished through data buffers which must be supplied by the 
application program. These units are dependent upon the units 'GET_STUFF ' and 
'DIR STUFF' for the facilities they provide.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the inter-dependence of each unit described in this chapter. The 




3.0 OPERATING THE SOFTWARE SYSTEM 
PAM
This chapter describes the general operation of PAM. While PAM is easy to use, it 
should be remembered that it is a tool.
3.1 Minimum Hardware Requirements
The minimum hardware components required to install PAM on a microcomputer are:
1/. At least 64-Kbytes of memory.
2/. An A/D conversion card and Timing Card.
3/. Any UCSD p-System block oriented storage device capable of handling the size of 
the files created by PAM.
3.2 ____ Option Lists. Promptlines and Comments
The operator is guided through PAM by a series option lists (menus) and promptlines. 
An option list displays a variety commands which have a general relationship at the 
particluar command level. Each option list is titled to indicate its general purpose. Each 
option displayed in the option list is prefixed with a single unique mnemonic for that 
particular option list. The operator is required to enter a single character at the keyboard 
in response to the promptline:
Which Option ? <>
Note, throughout this chapter the symbol < > and/or the enclosed characters indicate 
either that a programmed default option or the last operator response obtained on a prior 
engagement with the prompt is displayed.
Promptlines are single line option lists which may require more than one character to be 
entered at the keyboard. The prompt may be positioned anywhere on the screen while a 
separate single line option list displays the available options, or both the prompt and the 
option list may appear on the same line. In particular, the option list is usually positioned 
at the bottom of the screen and is often displayed in inverse video (if the mode is 
available) to high-light its significance.
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Whenever a particular operation cannot be performed or is invalid a comment message is 
displayed on the screen in inverse video indicating the possible error. The operator must 
type a carriage return in response to the comment in order to continue executing the 
application program. Throughout this text the term "comment" refers to such a message.
3.3 Dynamic Keyboard Input
Whenever dynamic keyboard input is required, the range of values in which the operator 
may respond is displayed at the bottom of the screen in inverse video.
A "work-area-window" defines the maximum field length available for current keyboard 




Type ESC twice to Abort
indicates the escape key is available. The escape key must be typed twice in sequence to 
escape or abort a current input operation. Note, if another keyboard character is used to 
effect the escape mechanism the above message will refer to that particular keyboard 
character.
Having selected this option the operator is moved back to a previous option list or 
promptline, or the main option list of the currently executing application program. Refer 
to Appendix A.3.3.4 and A.9.1 for a detailed description of the escape-abort option.
3.5_____Filename Suffixes
Only three types of files are processed by PAM. Each type of file may be identified by its 
associated dot-suffix. Dot-suffix identifiers are defined as follows:
.DATA = Original data file.
.SMOO = The numeric contents of the file have been smoothed.
.COPY = Copy of the original data file.
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All data files created as a result of acquiring data are suffixed by .DATA. During the 
course of processing a DATA  file it may be necessary to alter the original data in a file, 
for example smoothing or editing data. Prior to altering the contents of a .DATA file the 
operator may ensure the original contents of the file always exist by copying its contents 
into a new file. The new file or backup file into which the contents of a .DATA file are 
copied is suffixed by .COPY.
The suffix .SMOO indicates that the numeric contents of the file have been smoothed, 
i.e. the data contained in such a file has been altered by the smoothing function.
The operator is not required to add a dot-suffix to a filename, since it is automatically 
added by PAM when the operator accepts the currendy displayed filename.
Depending upon the file manipulation process the promptline:
File Type ? <D>
Type: D(ata, S(moo, C(opy
is displayed requesting the operator to designate the type of file to be processed, i.e. the 
dot-suffix. This promptline usually preceeds the designation of the actual filename.
3.6_____Booting PAM
Upon initially booting PAM the welcoming message:
Welcome to PAM
is displayed on the screen. The screen is then cleared and a prompt is displayed in the 
following format:
Current date is 28-Mar-87 
New date ? <28-Mar-87>
Range: <1.31>-<Jan.Dec>-<1..99>
requesting the operator to repond with the current date. The operator may either respond 
with a legitimate date or simply type a carriage return to accept the current date. Refer to 
section 3.12 for a detailed description of this prompt. Once the operator has responded
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with an acceptable date the screen is cleared once again and the main option list (outer 
most command level) of PAM is displayed as follows:
Welcome to PAM  
Main Option List
A ... ACQUIRE Data
S. . . SMOOTHData
G ... GRAPHICALLY Process Data
N. . . NUMERICALLY Process Data
D ... Date Change
ß .. . Quit to Operating System
Which Option ? <>
The operator is requested to select one of the above options which intum launches PAM 
off to the selected application level. Once the operator responds by typing one of the 
characters displayed in the option list to select an application, the character is echoed on 
the screen and the message:
Loading........
is displayed along side the echoed character. Following this, the application is loaded into 
memory, the screen is cleared and the appropriate Application Option List is displayed.
3.7 The G .  V . D .  O . P .  E  and O  Options
By selecting either one of the first four options from the Main Option List, its associated 
Application Option List is displayed. The list of options available with each application 
varies but as part of each Application Option List the following options always appear:
G ... Get Filename
V.. .  View Directory
D .  .. Display TitlePage
O . .. Output Device <Console>
P . .. Page Eject
E . .. Exit
where the options V, D , 0 , P and E always appear in the above order and always 
conclude the actual Application Option List. The option G is positioned in the particular 
option list according to its hierarchical nature.
3.7.1 G... Get Filename
This option enables the operator to designate the name of the current file to be processed. 
Unless the dot-suffix needs to be specified first (II-3.5, A.9.10) the following 
promptline:
Disk filenam e... <filename>
Volume(s): <Disk volumes currently available>
is displayed, where <filename> contains either the programmed default filename or the 
last selected filename or its incremented homologue.
Upon booting PAM a search for all the disk volumes currently available to the system is 
made. Whenever the operator is required to respond with a filename the numerical value 
of each disk volume currently available is displayed, for example:
Volume(s): 4,5,9..12,14,15,17..20 
where the characters .. indicate from..to inclusively.
3.7.1.1 Homologous Filenames
Homologous filenames are a series of filename with the same filename identifier, the same 
volume prefix and the same dot-suffix but each member in the series contains a unique 
numerical value. This numeric value is defined as the homologous-suffix.
The range and thus the cycle of an homologous series of filenames is determined by the 
number of alphanumeric characters supplied as the homologous-suffix. Thus, if one 
alphanumeric character is supplied the range will be from 0 to 9, if two alphanumeric 





Note, the dot-suffix, (i.e. '.OOOO') is not altered.
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Accepting each default filename as displayed by typing a carriage return will create an 
homologous series of data files (A.9.10.3), for example:
file-0Ldata = Initial default filename accepted by the operator,
file-02.data = New default filename displayed when operator is
prompted a second time during the current session for a 
filename.
3 .7 .2  V... View D irectory
Selecting this option enables the operator to process directory information associated with 
a particular disk volume, either to:
1/. Obtain a printed listing.
2/. Examine the available disk storage space.
3/. Delete or change the name of the current file being processed.
4/. Remove or rename stored files.
The following option list is displayed:
Disk-File Editor
Current filename <current filename > <file status >
C . .. Change <currentfilename>
D . .. Delete <currentfilename>
L ... List
R. . .  Rename 
X . . .  Remove
P . .. Print List
V ... Read Volume
Q . .. Quit
Which Option ? <>
where <current filename> is the filename of the current file being processed by PAM and 
<file status> is displayed as either:
<file status> = "** Exists **" 
or
<file status> = "** Does NOT exist **".
Refer to Appendix B.5.12 and B.5.13 for a detailed discussion of this option list.
Note, in the event that the <current filename> is not prefixed by a volume number the 
promptline:
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What is the Volume Number o f <current filename> ? <>  
Volume(s): <Disk volumes currently available>
is displayed prior to the above option list.
3.7.3 £>... Display Title Page of a File
This option displays on a previously selected output device, either the console alone or 
both the printer and the console, the contents of the header page of a selected data file. 
Refer to Appendix B.4.2 for the format of the header page.
3.7.4 O... Output Device
Two output devices are available to the operator: the <Printer> and the <Console>. The 
current output device is displayed along side this option in inverse video.
If a printing device is present within the system the promptline:
OutputDevice= Printer: <7>
Type: Y(esorN(o
is displayed; otherwise the message:
Output Device = Console:
is displayed, followed by the comment "PRINTER: off-line".
3.7.4.1 Secondary Option List
A secondary option list appears whenever the "Output Device" option is selected from 
within the Graphics Package (i.e. option G at the Main Option List level).
The secondary option list enables the operator to select the printer in order to obtain a hard 
copy of a current graphics display and relevant information concerning the display. The 
secondary option list appears as follows:
Graphics Package 
Select Printer for Graphics Dump
r . . . Title Graphics Dump <-- <True/False>
; . . . Normal Sized <-- Currently Selected
2 ... Double Sized
A ... 8510-A C.ITOH
P... PX-80
G ... Grappler <-- Currently Selected
Q... Quit
Which Option ? <>
When the option T is TRUE, the header page of the current data file is sent to the printer 
followed by a copy of the current graphical display: when FALSE the header page is not 
sent to the printer. The prompt:
<-- <True!False>
indicates the current selection.
Normal or double size printing of the current graphical display may be selected by typing 
either 1 or 2, respectively
To obtain an actual hard copy of the current graphical display one of the printer interfaces 
must be selected from the option list. The prompt:
<— Currently Selected
indicates both the currently selected printer size and the currently selected printer interface.
These printer parameters need only be set once during a current session with the 
application program but may be readily altered by reselecting this option.
3 .7 .5  P ... Page E ject
Upon selecting this option a page eject (top of form) is sent to the current output device, 
either the printer or the console.
3.7.6 E. _Exit
This option enables the operator to exit the current application and return to the Main 
Option List where a new application may be selected.
Although the escape-abort option has been implemented within each application it is, 
intentionally, not available for the operator to escape back to the Main Option List. The 
operator must specifically select this option in order to exit the current application.
3.7 .7  O... Quit
All option lists which are at lower levels than an Application Option List level contain this 
option. Upon selecting this option the operator is returned to a previous option list level.
3.8 A . . .  ACQUIRE Data
Selecting this option enables the operator to acquire data using preferred acquisition 
parameters. Upon selecting this option from the Main Option List the following 
Application Option List is displayed:
Data Acquisition Package 
Main Option List
A. . .  Acquire Data 
G...  Get Filename
C .  .. Copy Parameters o f an Existing Title Page 
I  ... Initialize Title Page
S. . .  Show Current Title page 
X . . .  Status o f Acquisition Peripherals 
V . .. View Directory
D . .. Display Title Page
O . .. Output Device <Console >
P . .. Page Eject
E . .. Exit
Current File <filename>
Which Option ? <>
3t8J, A m __Acquire Data
This option must be selected in order to invoke the acquisition process. For each 
individual data acquisition process both the acquisition parameters and the acquired data 
are stored on disk in a single data file which has been previously defined by the operator.
Prior to allowing the operator to type in preferred acquisition parameters, a check of the 
available disk storage space on the volume for which data will be stored is always 
performed. Whenever there is limited storage space a message is displayed indicating the 
maximum number of data points which can be stored on the currently selected disk 
volume.
Immediately following this the header page is displayed enabling the operator to alter the 
displayed acquisition parameters. Refer to Appendix 4.4.3 for a discussion of the header 
page and the interactive keyboard input facilities available to the operator for altering 
acquisition parameters.
Once the operator is satisfied with the displayed acquisition parameters the header page is 
automatically saved to disk and the following promptline:
To start ? <Y>
Type: Y(esorN(o
is displayed on the screen. By selecting N  the stored header page is deleted from disk and 
the operator is returned to the Main Option List.
Upon selecting Y data acquisition commences. At the conclusion of each acquisition 
process an automatic search is performed to locate the minimum and maximum datum 
values present within the data file. Upon completion of the search the results are stored in 
the header page of the same data file. The acquired data are then displayed graphically on 
the screen. A carriage return must be typed in response to the continuation comment in 
order to repeat the acquisition process.
Following this the "Disk filename" prompt is displayed. Whenever the filename is a 
member of an homologous series, the default filename will appear as a unit increment of 
the last accepted filename (II-3.7.1.1, A.9.10.3). Once the operator responds with a 
filename the current acquisition parameters are redisplayed on the screen enabling the
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operator to alter them or accept them as they are displayed prior to repeating the 
acquisition process.
3t§«2____ C„. Copy Parameters of an Existing Title Page
This option enables the operator to load the parameters of the header page of an existing 
data file into the current acquisition parameters header page . Upon selecting this option 
the operator is asked to respond with a filename. Once the header page is loaded its 
parameters are displayed on the screen indicating the current acquisition parameters. 
These parameters may be readily altered after the "Acquire Data" option is selected.
3 t8,3____ L lx__Initialize Title Page
Upon selecting this option the current parameters of the header page are initialized with 
preset values (D.4.1).
3.8.4 S... Show Current Title Page
This option enables the operator to view the acquisition parameters currently present in the 
header page. Output is sent to either the console or the printer and the console as 
determined by the "Output Device" option.
3.8 .5  X... Status of Acquisition Peripherals
Selecting this option enables the operator to
1/. Use an external device, such as a switch, to trigger the data acquisition process,
2/. Determine the trigger voltage transition state, i.e. from +5 volts to 0 volts or 0 volts 
to +5 volts, and
3/. Toggle an external device such as an oscilloscope.
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The following option list is displayed:
Status o f Acquisition Peripherals
1 . .  . Trigger Acquisition Externally
2 . .  . Trigger on High to Low Transition




<True> <Bit= < # »
Which Option ? < >
where the status <False> or <True> indicates whether the option is active or not, and 
<Bit = <#>> indicates which bit is active, i.e. <#> displays the active bit selected. The 
blank, i.e. < > indicates no bits are active. All information contained within the < >
are in inverse video, except the option list prompt.
Selecting one of the numeric options will toggle its logical state either TRUE or FALSE. 
Whenever the selected option becomes TRUE the promptline:
is displayed requesting the operator to respond within the displayed bit range. Refer to 
Appendix F.4.4 for a more detailed explanation of this option list.
Activate which bit ? <>
Bit Range <0..7>
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3.9 S... SMOOTH Data
Selecting this option enables the operator to either smooth multiple data files using batch 
processing facilities, or to copy an entire data file into another data file. The following 
Application Option List is displayed
Smoothing Package 
Main Option List
F .  .. Files from a D irectory
G . .. Get a Single File
H .  .. Homologous series Files
M. . .  Multiple Files
I .  .. Initialize Process Buffers
R . . .  Repeat with Current Smoothing Selections
C . .. Copy File to Another File
V. . .  View D irectory
D . .. Display Title Page o f a File
O . .. Output Device <Console >
P .  .. Page Eject
E . .. Exit
Which Option ? <>
In order to smooth a data file, one of the first four options must be selected to determine 
which data files will be processed. At no stage are the original data in a .DATA data file 
altered by this application program. Whenever a DATA  file is selected for smoothing the 
entire file is automatically copied into a new file with the same generic filename but is 
suffixed by .SMOO. Only data files suffixed by .SMOO are smoothed. If, however, a 
generic .SMOO file already exists then it is simply smoothed as required. In the event a 
.DATA file is not available but a generic .COPY file exists then the generic .COPY file is 
automatically copied into a new file with the same generic filename and suffixed by 
.SMOO. The generic .SMOO file is then smoothed as required. Suffixing and copying 
of data files is performed automatically thus, at no time is the operator required to alter the 
dot-suffix of a filename or copy the file as a generic .SMOO file.
During a single or multiple data file smoothing process the following information 
regarding each data file is displayed on the screen:
1/. The filename of the data file currently being smoothed.
2/. The number of smoothing cycles expected to be performed on the current data file. 
3/. The number of smoothing cycles completed on the current data file.
4/. The total number of smoothing cycles performed on the current data file to date.
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5/. At the conclusion of each smoothing process a search is automatically performed to 
locate the minimum and maximum datum values in the smoothed data file. The 
results are stored in the header page of the same data file.











Filename of current data file being smoothed,
Expected number of smoothing cycles,
Completed number of smoothing cycles,
Total number of smoothing cycles currently performed 
on the data file,
Positioned at the bottom of the screen, the number of 
dots indicates the num ber of windows currently 
smoothed in displayed file.
The smoothing process is terminated by one of the following conditions:
1/. All selected files have been processed for the required number of cycles.
2/. A disk error occurs.
3/. The operator invokes the escape-abort option to exit the current batch processing 
cycle. Such an exit is only implemented upon completion of the current smoothing 
cycle.
3 .9 .1  F ... Files from  a D irectory
This option enables the operator to select any data files from the directory of a selected 
disk volume for smoothing.
Initially the promptline:
Volume number ? <>
Volume(s): <Disk volumes currently available>
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is displayed, requesting the operator to respond with the volume number of the directory 
from which files will be selected. Following this response the promptline:
Process which Files ? < >
Type: ? to Select Files or = for all Files
is displayed. Typing = in response to this promptline assumes all data files present 
within the selected volume are to be smoothed. Following this response the promptline:
Number o f cycles ? <1000>
Range is 1 to 1000
is displayed, requesting the number of cycles by which all data files will be smoothed. 
During any smoothing process each data file may be processed up to a maximum of 1000 
cycles.
Whenever a disk volume contains a mixture of DATA  files and generic .SMOO files only 
the generic .SMOO file will be processed. For example, if a disk volume contains the file 
"#5:file-01 .DATA" and its generic file "#5:file-01.SMOO", the file ”#5:file-OLSMOOn 
will be the only one processed. Further, if a disk volume contains a mixture of .DATA 
files and generic .SMOO files and both the are selected the generic .SMOO file will be 
processed twice: once for the DATA  file and once for the generic .SMOO file.
Typing ? in response to the promptline allows the operator to select specific data files 
present within the selected volume for smoothing. An option list similar to the following 
is displayed:
Select file for Smoothing
Disk name Disk size # Files
### m #m
Block used unused in largest
### ### ###
Files Size Date Cycle
> <filename> ### ### []
Options: RETURN to page, Q to Quit, ->, <-, YIN to process < >
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where:
### = Numeric quantities,
[] = Number of cycles file will be processed,
<> = Option,
-> = Current cursor position.
The format for obtaining an operator response is consistent with the Application Option 
List V  option, i.e. "View Directory". Refer to Appendix B.5.12.1 for a discussion of the 
promptline options.
3 .9 .2  H ... H om ologous Files
This option allows the operator to batch process up to 16 individual non-related 
homologous series data files by responding with the filename of lowest homologous- 
suffix in the each series from which processing is to being. For example:
#5: ABC-01 .DATA and 
#5 :XYZ-22 .DATA
all files identified by ABC- and which are suffixed in ascending order by one sequentially 
from the initial homolog value 01 and all files prefixed by XYZ- and which are suffixed in 
ascending order by one sequentially from the initial homolog value of 22 will be 
processed by selecting this option. Refer to Appendix A.9.10.3 for a detailed discussion 
on homologous filenames.
All files contained within a homologous series are smoothed the number of cycles chosen 
for that particular homologous series. The process terminates when:
If. All the files in the homologous series are processed, or
2/. There is a break of more than one in the ascending numeric sequence.
3 .9 .3  M.. .  M ultip le Files
This option allows the operator to select up to 16 individual non-related data files for 
processing by entering the individual filenames of the data files. Data files can be selected 
from any available disk volume and do not have to be related to each other either in 
content or as part of an homologous series. Once the operator has entered a valid 
filename the following promptline:
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Enter another Filename ? <Y>
Type: Y(esorN(o
is displayed on the screen. By selecting Y enables the operator the enter another filename 
for processing. By selecting N  to the above prompt, the following prompt is displayed:
Process File(s) ? <Y>
Type: Y(esorN(o
Files are processed when the operator responds with Y.
3 .9 .4  Z... In itia lize  Process Buffers
To provide the facility of batch processing of data files, memory buffers are used to 
record information regarding the preferred manipulation process of each data file or 
homologous series of data files. These buffers are referred to as process buffers. Once 
information is recorded in the process buffers the operator may repeat the current batch 
process any number of times. Information contained within the process buffers may be 
altered as preferred, however unaltered information is remembered.
Selecting this option empties all the process buffers involved in a previously defined batch 
process.
3 .9 .5  R ... R epeat with C urren t Smoothing Selections
To alleviate the problem of "re-typing" what has already been typed, this option repeats 
the last defined manipulation process.
The constraints regarding a particular manipulation process are always recorded in the 
process buffers. This option allows the operator to repeat what has been recorded in the 
process buffers without the need to re-type the same information.
3 .9 .6  C... C opy File to A nother File
This option provides the operator with the opportunity to copy a .DATA data file into 
another file, suffixed by .COPY, on to a preferred disk volume. This option offers the 
operator with a mechanism for backing-up data files.
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3.10 G... GRAPHICALLY Process Dafa
Selecting this option enables the operator to graphically display and process a data file. 
The following Application Option List is displayed:
Graphical Package 
Main Option List
G ... Get a File
R. . . Repeat with Current Selections
U... Use Current File
S. . . Show Current File Title Page
V.. . View Directory
D.. . Display Title Page o f a File
0 ... Output Device <Console >
P.. . Page Eject
E... Exit
Current File <filename>
Which Option ? <>
where <filename> is the current data file.
3 .1 0 .1  G ... Get a File
In order to display a data file graphically this option must be selected. Having responded 
with an existing data file the following option list is displayed:
Graphical Package 
Normalize Data
A. . .  Absolute values
R .  .. Maximum datum value in Range
S .  .. Maximum datum value in Spectrum
I.. .  Intensity
P .  .. Intensity o f an indexed Position
Q . .. Quit
Which Option ? <>
Note, in this context range refers to the horizontal distance between the starting point and 
finishing point, either by index or displacement, on the abscissa (x-axis) of the spectrum 
under study.
Intensity refers to the ordinate (y-axis) value of a datum point.
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Upon selecting one of the above options, except Q to quit, the following promptline: 
Process Range ? <>
Type: ? to Select Process Range or = to Process Entire File
is displayed. The operator may select = to process the entire data file or ? to process a 
selected range of datum values. By selecting the entire data file the promptline:
Process by ? <>
Type: D(isplacement or I(ndex
is displayed. Otherwise, by selecting a range of datum values the following information 
is displayed:
Process data from <start>
to <finish>
Type: Displacement, 1(ndex, Q(uit ? <>
where:
<start> = Starting point in range,
<finish> = Finishing point in range.
There are only two modes in which data are processed: either in displacement mode or 
index mode (E.5.1).
When the normalization process takes place a row of dots are displayed across the bottom 
of the screen. The rate at which the dots appear indicate the volume of data being 
processed, for example, dots will appear very quickly if the range data over which 
normalization is taking place is small, and very slowly if the range is very large. During 
the normalization process the operator may invoke the escape-abort option. Upon 
invoking this option the promptline:
Wish to Abort ? < >
Type: Y(esorN(o
is displayed. Responding with N  to this promptline continuous the normalization process 
from where it left off, while responding with Y will abort the process and return to the 
Normalize Data option list.
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3-10.1.1 A... Absolute values
The selected range of data are displayed graphically in absolute terms when this option is 
selected.
3.10.1.2 R... Maximum datum value in Range
A search for the maximum intensity within the range selected for processing is made. 
Data are then normalized on this value. The result is display graphically on the screen.
3.10.1.3 S ... Maximum datum value in Spectrum
The selected range of data are normalized on the maximum intensity within the entire 
spectrum under study The result is display graphically on the screen.
3.10.1.4 7... Intensity
The selected range of data are normalized on a designated intensity. The result is display 
graphically on the screen.
3.10.1.5 P... Intensity of an indexed Position
The selected range of data are normalized on the intensity of a datum point existing within 
the data file. Either displacement mode or indexed mode may be used to locate the 
position of the intensity value along the abscissa within the data file. The result is display 
graphically on the screen.
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3.1(L2___Graph Processor
The Graph Processor option list offers a number of graphical manipulation functions and 
therefore warrants a new section. Having selected the normalization mode and range over 
which data is to be processed the following option list is displayed:
Graphics Package 
Graph Processor
C . .. Cursor
Z ... Zoom Using Cursor
H ... Hard copy o f Graph
R .  .. Remove Graph
S .  .. Screen Clear
P .  .. Pen Colour <White >
D . .. Display Graph 
X . . .  aXis Draw
T .  .. Toggle Graph/Text
Q .  .. Quit
Which Option ? < >
3.10.2.1 Using the Cursor
Upon selecting an option which enables the operator to move the cursor over the currently 
displayed graph the following option list is presented
Graphics Package 
Cursor Control Option List
' Once to Start, Once again to Process Function
esc... Escape Once to Cancel Function
>... Cursor Forward 1 Unit
<... Cursor Backward 1 Unit
->... Cursor Forward 10 Units
<-... CursorBackward 10 Units
I .. .  Initialize Cursor
T . .. Toggle Graph/Text
Q ... Quit
Which Option ? <>
Function: <currentjunction>
Note, the characters <- and -> are pictorial representations of the left and right arrows on
the keyboard, respectively, and ' 'represents the space bar. The <current function>
indicates the function selected from the Graph Processor option list.
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This option list describes the commands available to the operator for moving the cursor 









although on the screen it looks a little different. The graphic cursor may be moved either 
one unit or ten units in either a left or right direction by selecting the appropriate keys as 
described in the option list, i.e. the forward or backward arrow keys, or the greater than 
(or period for convenience) or less than (or comma for convenience) keys.
The I  option, for initializing the cursor, deletes the current cursor display or enables the 
operator to leave a copy of the cursor at the current location on the screen.
The T  option is necessary for systems which employ one monitor, i.e. when only one 
screen is available to display both graphics and text. Selecting this option toggles 
between the two screens on the single monitor.
To invoke the selected (zoom) function the operator must position the cursor at the 
beginning point of the range for which analysis is to take place and type the space bar. 
This is interpreted as the starting point of the analysis. The cursor must then be moved to 
a point where the end of the range of analysis is to be defined. The space bar must then 
be typed once again for the function to make the appropriate calculations and display the 
results. During this process the operator may type the escape key once to cancel the 
original starting point of the analysis.
The operator may type Q to quit from the selected cursor function. As a result the operator 
is returned to the Graph Processor option list whereby another cursor function may be 
selected.
3.10.2.2 C... Cursor
This option enables the operator to move the cursor over the graphics screen in order to 
identify intensity values at specific positions within the data current data file. The current
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position of the cursor within the actual data file and the intensity at that point are displayed 
on the graphics screen. These values are updated each time the cursor is moved.
T IP .2.3 Z... Zoom Using Cursor
This option enables the operator to zoom into a region of interest, as displayed by the 
current graph. The effect is analogous to using a magnifying glass on the current graphic 
display. The operator may repeat this process as often as required: the limit being two 
adjacent points. As with the "Cursor" option, the current cursor position is displayed on 
the graphics screen.
3.10.2.4 H... Hard copy of Graph
When the current "Output Device" is the printer (3.7.4), selecting this option enables the 
operator to obtain a hard copy of the current graphical display and relevant information 
concerning the display.
3.10.2.5 R... Remove Graph
By selecting this option only the graphical display of the plotted data is cleared from the 
current graphics display.
3.10.2.6 S ... Screen Clear
The current graphics display is cleared upon selecting this option.
3.10.2.7 P... Pen Colour
The current pen colour is displayed as part of the Graph Processor Option List. Upon 
selecting this option the promptline:
Which Colour ? < >
Type: B(lack, W(hite or G(reen
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is displayed, where the symbols < > contain the current pen colour as the default option. 
Once a colour has been selected the current graph is redrawn in the new pen colour.
3.10.2.8 D... Display Graph
The current graphics data displayed is redisplayed in the current pencolour.
3.10.2.9 X... aXis Draw
This option re-displays the axes after having cleared the current graphics screen using the 
S option.
3.10.2.10 T... Toggle Graph/Text
This option is necessary for systems which employ one monitor, i.e. when one screen is 
used for both graphics and text displays. Selecting this option toggles between the two 
displays.
3 .10 ,3  R.. .  Repeat with Current Selections
Having processed the current data file for display on the graphics screen the operator may 
wish to return to the Application option list. This option enables the operator to return 
back to the Graph Processor option list for reprocessing.
li-10.4___£/... Use Current File
This option enables the operator to re-Use (reprocess) the current data file without having 
to reload the it back into memory from disk.
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3.10.5 S... Show Current File Title Page
This option enables the operator to view the header page of the current file in memory. 
Output is sent to either the console alone, or the printer and the console as determined by 
the "Output Device" option.
3.11 N . . .  NUMERICALLY process Data
Selecting this option enables the operator to process data in a similar fashion to the 
Graphical package but the results are output in numerical form to either the console or the 
printer. Batch processing facilities are provided and operate in the same fashion as for the 
Smoothing Package. The following Application Option List is displayed:
Numerical Package 
Main Option List
C .  .. Continuous Output <True IFalse>
F . .. Files from a Directory (Entire Range Processed)
G . .. Get a Single File
H . .. Homologous series Files 
M ... Multiple Files
I .  .. Initialize Process Buffers
R ... Repeat with Current Selections
T ... Title Numeric Output <True/False>
V ... View D irectory
D . .. Display Title Page o f a File
O . .. Output Device <Console >
P . .. Page Eject
E . .. Exit
Which Option ? <>  
where the prompt:
<-- <True IFalse>
indicates the current selection.
The options F, H, M, I  and/? have been described in section 3.9, while the options G 
and V, D , O, P  and E  have been described in section 3.7. Typing the C option to provide 
"Continuous Output" to a previously selected output device toggles a TRUE or FALSE 
condition. When TRUE data file processing is performed continuously. When FALSE 
the operator must page through the data file being processed by typing a carnage return 
after each screen display.
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Typing the T  option to "Title Numeric Output" also toggles a TRUE or FALSE condition. 
When TRUE the header page of the current data file being processed is sent to the current 
output device prior to the actual processed numeric information. When FALSE only the 
numeric data are sent to the current output device.





R .  .. Maximum datum value in Range
S .  .. Maximum datum value in Spectrum
I .. .  Intensity
P .  .. Intensity o f an indexed Position
H ... Header Information Only
Q . .. Quit
Which Option ? <>
The options A, R, S, I, P and Q have been described in section 3.10.1. Selecting the H 
option to process "Header Information Only" results in only the header page being sent to 
the current output device.
3.12 D . . .  Date Change
At the Main Option List level, this option displays the system's current date and allows 
the operator to alter the actual system data in the following format:
Current date is 28-Mar-87 
New date ? <28-Mar-87>
Range: <1..31>-<Jan.Dec>-<!..99>
The operator may type a carriage return or implement the escape-sbort option in response 
to this prompt to leave the date unaltered. To alter the date, information must typed in the 
format as indicated by the range message. For example, following response may be 
typed to alter both the day and the year "18—78", or to simply alter the month "-Apr" may 
be typed (B.5.1).
3-13 O... Quit to Operating System
This option enables the operator to return to the outer most command level of the UCSD 
p-System Operating System.
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4.0 ESSENTIAL P R O G R A M M I N G  
CONSIDERATIONS OF PAM
Perhaps the two most important constraints to consider in designing a software system for 
use on a microcomputer are portability and how to fit the software into the available 
memory space of the target microcomputer.
4.1 Portability
Portability is the characteristic which allows an application program to run on a large 
number of computer systems with little or no software modifications [19,218,220]. The 
advantages of portability are fairly obvious. A portable application program has a much 
larger number of potential users. This characteristic can be a great asset when marketing 
application programs. As microcomputer systems become faster and with more on-board 
memory capacity, portable programs may be readily implemented or easily re-configured 
on these new microcomputers to take advantage of "state-of-the-art" hardware.
There are many constraints to program portability. For example, restrictions on built-in 
data types such as: the maximum integer allowed, the precision and magnitude of real 
numbers or the maximum number of elements allowed in a set. All versions of Pascal 
have such restrictions and therefore such restrictions will differ between versions of the 
language. Portability problems can arise, for example, with a program written for one 
microcomputer which assumes eight digits of precision in the real data type which is run 
on a microcomputer with more or less precision.
Constraints upon program portability may be caused by the language implementors. 
When implementing Pascal on a particular microcomputer or operating system, the 
implementors may add attractive features to the language to make the programmer's task 
easier (in their opinion). Certain features of the language may be omitted because of 
implementation difficulties. For example, Apple UCSD Pascal will not allow procedures 
and functions to be passed as parameters to other procedures or other functions, although 
Standard Pascal as defined by Wirth [189] allows this.
The actual application of a program may also restrict its portability because of the
capabilities or restrictions of the microcomputer system. For example, it may be necessary
to write portions of the program in the native assembly language of the microcomputer, or
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use variables in a specific way as represented by the microcomputer to accomplish the 
particular computing task, such as byte sex.
Programs may be made transportable between two different versions of Pascal only if 
they use language features common to both versions. Such a restriction will, however, 
limit the use of the added extensions to the language. If the programmer does not use the 
extensions they will often have to re-invent them in a portable way. This will waste both 
the programmer's time and the microcomputer's memory. Also, re-invented extensions 
are usually much less efficient than the original extensions.
Further factors which may limit program portability are memory usage, the real 
constraints of execution time and graphics.
Portability is one of the key features of the UCSD p-System. The p-machine concept 
ensures portability at the source code level. To enhance program portability, an 
application program should be designed as a series of inter-linked modules. Parts of the 
application program which interact with specific hardware within the microcomputer 
should be grouped together into separate modules or drivers. An application program can 
then be made portable by simply changing the drivers to accomodate different machines. 
Clearly making such changes is simpler than re-writing the entire program. This technique 
is used by the UCSD p-System itself. All system hardware dependencies have been 
isolated into drivers, for example SYSTEM.APPLE and SYSTEM.MICSINFO, which 
are transparent to the user.
PAM has been carefully designed along these concepts to be essentially portable across 
microcomputer systems which are capable of implementing the UCSD Pascal p-System. 
All machine dependent application software drivers are contained within a single module: 
the 'MACJSTUFF' unit. The modules contained within this unit can be readily replaced 
to ensure portability. This method also allows PAM to be readily configured to operate 
with most A/D conversion cards and Timing cards suited to the target microcomputer.
The minimum memory required to implement UCSD Pascal p-System Operating System 
on a microcomputer is 64-Kbytes of on-board memory and a single disk drive. PAM was 
initially developed and designed on a 64-Kbyte Apple 11+ microcomputer system using 
UCSD Pascal p-System version 1.2 as implemented by Apple Computer Inc., [195,239]. 
Recently, Apple Computer Inc. released UCSD Pascal p-System version 1.3 [248]. This 
version is more closely related to the UCSD Pascal p-System versions IY.O, IV. 1 and 
IV.2 as released by SofTech Microsystems [246,249]. SofTech Microsystems are the
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major distributors of the p-System other than Apple Computer Inc. and have released the 
p-System on a wide variety of microcomputers [191]. Bell [249] reviews the Apple 
UCSD Pascal p-System version 1.3 describing the various additions, enhancements and 
minor modification of the system over version 1.2 and comments "that it is arguably the 
best Pascal development system available on any 8-bit micro, and better than those on 
many larger machines". To take advantage of the features contained within version 1.3 
and its increased compatability with versions IV.O to version IV.2 of the p-System, PAM 
is, instead, implemented under the 64-Kbyte UCSD Pascal p-System version 1.3.
Apple UCSD Pascal p-System is a direct descendent of UCSD Pascal p-System version 
II.1. Users of UCSD Pascal p-System II. 1 (and earlier versions) will be able to run PAM 
with minimal or no changes, except where routines take advantage of the Apple’s special 
hardware features, such as slot assignments. PAM can be readily transported to later 
versions of UCSD Pascal p-System since these versions (in theory) are enhancements of 
the original UCSD Pascal p-System for example, compiler bugs have been removed.
Throughout the development of PAM, portability has been of utmost importance. 
Consequently, it was necessary to design highly efficient programming techniques to 
ensure PAM will function within the constraints of 64-Kbytes of memory space. Many 
of these techniques are directly transportable across various implementations of the UCSD 
Pascal p-System. As a result, transporting PAM onto larger microcomputer systems will 
permit the programmer to use the extra memory space available to enhance or add new 
features to PAM. Naturally, some sections of PAM are not directly transportable. Along 
with a discussion of the essential programming considerations of the major modules 
present within PAM, the constraints of portability will also be outlined in the rest of this 
chapter.
412_____System Dependency of Utility Units
All the application programs present within PAM employ one or more utility units. 
Clearly, their system dependency will limit the portability of PAM.
4,2.1 The 'GET S T U F F ' Unit
The non-portable components of this unit are the following constants and variables which 








= Maximum 'x' TEXT screen coordinate, 
= Maximum 'y* TEXT screen coordinate, 
= Clear the entire text screen,
= Clear to-end-of-line, and 
= Sound the bell (beep).
Variables:
’w h y te ’ = "NORMAL" text mode,
’b lck ’ = "INVERSE" text mode,
Information regarding the first four constants may be obtained from the UCSD p-System 
file SYSTEM.MISCINFO. However, under the current implementation of this unit it is 
impracticable due to memory constraints to read the system file SYSTEM.MISCINFO 
into memory and assign the appropriate constants. Further, the system file does not 
contain information regarding these variables which when transported will also have to be 
re-assigned to the appropriate values.
It may be necessary to re-assign the following private local constants of the ’STR REAL’ 






Adjust for system's overflow condition, 
Currently set to 10e+36,
Adjust for system's underflow condition, and 
Currently set to 10e-36.
4 .2 .2  T he ♦DIR STUFF* U nit
The non-portable components of this unit are the following variables which appear in the 
interface section of this unit:
Variables:
’hires_top’ = Contains the address o f the top o f the high resolution
graphics page, and
’hires jbo ttom ’ = Contains the address o f the bottom o f the high resolution 
graphics page.
The constant ’max_buffer\ which contains the maximum number of integer elements in 
the ’buffers’ construct, may be incremented in units of 512 to increase the number of 
elements present within a window.
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Note, the disk volume directory as defined within this unit is the UCSD Pascal p-System 
Operating System directory, as defined by [245,246].
4.2.3 The rHEAD S T U F F ' Unit
This unit is entirely portable, given the units ’GET STUFF' and 'DIR_STUFF' have 
been transported correctly.
4.2.4 The 'DISK STUFF'  Unit
This unit is entirely portable, given the units 'GET_STUFF' and 'DIR STUFF' have 
been transported correctly.
4,2.5 The 'MAC STUFF'  Unit
This unit interfaces PAM to all machine-dependent code. In actual fact there is no 
component of this unit which is not transportable. However, the machine-dependent code 
which is interfaced to this unit must be modified to suit the intended transported 
application of PAM. It must be realized that although the machine code interfaced to this 
unit cannot be transported, the ideas and the principles contained within the machine 
routines can be readily transported. So long as the same calling mechansims are used to 
access the appropriate machine routines there is no need to modify this unit, thus this unit 
may be readily transported.
4.2.6 The Macro Library
This library has been written specifically for the 6502 Assembler as included in the UCSD 
p-System Operating System. It could be implemented on any 6502 assembler which 
incorporates a macro facilty. In this case, only the addresses contained in the macros 
'MREAD', 'MWRITE', 'M PRINT' and 'LOAD INTERRU PT_VECTO RS' need to be 
modified along with possible syntax modification. The concepts, ideas, principles and 
structures presented in this library can be transported (as templates) across to assemblers 
for microprocessors other than the 6502. So long as the same calling mechansims are
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used to access the appropriate macros, an application assembly routine may be readily re­
configured to operate any preferred A/D conversion card or Timing card.
4 .2 .7  A pplication  A ssem bly M odules
The application assembly modules contain the software drivers which control the 
operation of the interfaced A/D conversion card and Timing card. These modules have 
been written in 6502 native assembly code. Although these modules can not be 
transported across microprocessors the approach and principles used to design these 
modules may be readily transported (as templates), thereby assisting the programmer in 
developing the source code necessary to operate the appropriate interfaced cards.
4.3_____Structure of PAM
PAM is comprised of a set of individual program modules each with a specific function. 
The individual program modules are linked together to form the integrated software 
system PAM. The following diagram depicts the hierarchical order of the individual 
program packages currently linked to PAM by their program names:
Figure 4.1
Schematic Structure of PAM
1 0 0
where:
'L_AU NCH ER' = 
'D_ATE' =
'P_AM ' =
A  S Q U IR E ' =
'S_M °o t h ' =
'P_ROCESSOR'=
W_UM£fl/CAL'=
The initial start-up or boot program,
Obtains current date from operator,
Links together all the individual application program 
modules,
Acquires the data from the interfaced instrument, 
Smooths the acquired data using batch processing 
techniques.
Graphically processes the acquired data, and 
'Numerically processes the acquired data using batch 
processing techniques.
All the above application programs operate functionally quite independently of each other. 
Under the UCSD Pascal p-System each application program is entirely microprocessor 
independent, given the units employed have been modified to suit the microcomputer 
system. Apart from the following general considerations, each application program may, 
therefore, be transported across microcomputers with minimal or no modification.
A keyboard input escape-abort mechanism is offered by all the application program 
present within PAM. The message:
Type ESC Twice to Abort
or some variation is displayed on the screen whenever the option is available. If the 
"escape-key" is not available and/or some other key is chosen to perform the same 
function this message will have be altered to indicate the escape-key employed within the 
application program.
The UCSD Pascal p-System employs the T U R T L E H I C S  package for plotting 
images on the graphics screen. The application programs 'A CQUIRE' and 
'PRO CESSO R' employ this graphics package to display processed data pictorially on 
the graphics screen. However, some versions of TU RTLE SR AP H IC S  may contain 
additional routines. Only those routines which are common to all UCSD Pascal 
implementations of TURTLE GRAPHICS have been employed by PAM. Furthermore, 
all graphical plot positions are calculated on a relative offset basis to ensure maximum 
portability. Only the following global (graphic) constants of each of the application 
programs employing graphics need to be altered when transporting the relevant 
application program across microcomputers:
Constants:
'm axx' = Maximum x-coordinate,
'gcharjieight' = Maximum height of a graphics character,
'gcharjwidth' = Maximum width of a graphics character.
1 0 1
These constants define the dimensions of the graphics screen and the dimensions of a 
character as it would be displayed on the graphics screen.
The global constant 'gmaxx' defines the maximum length of a graphics buffer or the 
number of points which will be plotted on the graphics screen in the x-direction, while the 
global constant 'gmaxy' defines the range in which graphical data is normalized in the y- 
direction. These constants are related to the above dimension constants, however it is not 
necessary to alter them during transporation whether or not the resolution of the graphics 
screen is increased.
Some microcomputers have fixed memory locations which define the graphics screens 
such as the Apple II family of computers. In this situation it is necessary to ensure the 
graphics screen is protected from being over-written by part of the application program. 
However, in protecting the graphics screen from within an application program, the 
memory space between the top of heap and the start of the graphics screen may be made 
inaccessible. It is possible using dynamic memory allocation methods to use such 
"inaccessible memory" as a scratchpad to store data (B.4) and thus maximize the use of 
memory within systems which contain fixed memory graphics screens.
4.4 ’L  A U N C H E R ’
'L_AUNCHER ' is the start-up or boot program. Apart from displaying the welcome to 
PAM message, its main purpose is to initialize PAM with a filename. Following this it 
chains to 'D_ATES ' (using the CHAINSTUFF unit) ensuring the operator, at least once 
during the current session, interacts with 'D_ATES'. (Chaining is when the current 
application program is finished another is executed automatically without returning to the 
Operating System.) Under the UCSD p-System rL_A U N C H E R ’ may be readily 
transported across microcomputers. Refer to Program ,L_AUNCHERt for a listing.
4.5 ' D  A T E S '
,D_ATESt is intended to obtain a valid date from the operator in a fashion similiar to the 
UCSD p-System Operating System's Filer Date command. Information obtained from 
the operator is stored in the system directory for future reference. Under the UCSD
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Pascal p-System 'D ATES' may be readily transported across microcomputers. Refer to 
Program 'D_ATES' for a listing.
At the source-level 'D _ATES' exists as a single text module. The 'INIT PROGRAM' 
procedure obtains the current system date from the system disk volume directory. This 
result is converted to a string and displayed on the screen along with the appropriate 
prompt and input format. The main program invokes the 'READ_STR' procedure to 
obtain the operator's response. Following this the 'PROCESS' procedure is invoked to 
convert the input string into integer numbers for analysis. The conversion process in 
based on the properties of the input string format, i.e:
<1..31>-<Jan.Dec>-<1..99>
It can be seen within this format that the day is a positive number and the year is actually a 
negative number! Furthermore these two numbers are separated by an alpha string of 
characters, i.e. the month. The 'S T R J N T  procedure is employed to convert the 
alphanumeric parts of the string into integers. The Boolean functions 'GET_DAYS' and 
'GET_YEARS' perform this task. Once each conversion is complete the alphanumeric 
characters are deleted from the input string. Finally the month remains to be converted. 
The integer value of the month is obtained by comparing the input string's month with the 
months of the year via the Boolean function 'GET_MONTHS'. Upon completing the 
conversion successfully the date is validated for leap years and thirty day months. If any 
conversion fails a comment is displayed suggesting the possible causes and the operator is 
asked to try again.
A valid response is then converted to the format fixed data structure 'date' and stored in 
the system directory for future reference and re-displayed on the screen providing 
conformation. Finally, 'D_ATE' chains to 'P_AM'.
4.6  'P A M ’
'P_AM' links together all the individual application program modules which make up 
PAM using the CHAIN_STUFF  unit. This program allows the easy incorporation of 
new individual program modules into the software system PAM without affecting the 
overall status of the system. Under the UCSD p-System 'P_AM  may be readily 
transported across microcomputers. Refer to Program 'P_AM' for a listing.
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4.7 Approach to Programming the Application Programs
Although the four application programs 'A_CQUIRE', 'S MOOTH', 'P ROCESSOR', 
and 'NJJMERICAL' are functionally quite independent there is a considerable similarity 
in terms of the approach to programming each application. Various authors other than 
those referenced thus far have provided many useful programming hints and techniques. 
Their work is acknowledged [253-262].
UCSD Pascal allows application programs to be divided into a number of relatively small 
and easy-to-understand modules, using procedures and functions. This concept can also 
be applied to the overall source file of an application program using the Include-file 
compiler directive. Separate source files (modules) can be combined, at compile time, 
using this directive to generate the application program object code.
At the source-level, each application program exists as a series of textfiles or modules. 
Each module contains logically grouped sets of procedures and/or functions which 
usually relate to some common application. Conventionally, each module is prefixed with 
the first two characters of the application program name in which the module is included. 
Each module is then appropriately named to indicate its purpose. Figure 4.2 lists of all 



















Modules Pertinent to Each Application Program
It can be seen from figure 4.2 which modules are functionally similar (the gaps are not 
significant). To understand the following descriptions it is strongly suggested the reader 
studies the source code of each module in conjunction with its description. All of the 
application programs employ more than one of the units described in the appendices, thus
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it is recommended that the reader initially becomes familiar with all the data structures and 
routines present within the units.
4 7.1 Comments on Program Presentation
To enhance the readability and to ensure reasonable consistency in the presentation of the
listing of each module, where possible, the following conventions have been established.
1/. All reserved words are in uppercase notation.
2/. All procedures and functions declared as part of PAM are in uppercase notation. 
The first character of all machine dependent routines (assembly routines) is in 
uppercase. All constants, types and variables declared as part of PAM are in 
lowercase notation.
3/. The depth or degree of nesting of each routine is indicated by bracketing each 
routine with comment statements containing a string of the same character. Further, 
at the end of each routine the routine's name appears as a comment. The following 
illustrates the degree of nesting:
k k k k k k = First degree (least nested)
= Second degree
= Third degree
= Fourth degree (most nested)
Note, none of the assembly routines are nested, however comment statements are 
used to bracket sections of code.
4/. Where possible, all program structures are vertically aligned within themselves and 
the code contained therein is indented, usually two spaces with respect to the last 
reserved word defining the block of statements, for example:
REPEAT 
IF . . .
THEN BEGIN









4.8 Application Program Named Modules
Application program named modules generally contain the following sequence of 
information:
1/. The program name declaration, USES declaration,
2/. Global data structures, global variable declarations,
3/. Forward declarations,
4/. Include-file directives,
5/. Miscellaneous segmented routines,
6/. Memory resident routines, and 
7/. The main program body.
4,8.1 Data Structures
A number of data structures are present within each application program, many of which 
perform identical tasks.
The global type 'menus', which is present in all the application programs, enumerates the 
operational process selected by the operator from the option lists. The global type 
'gmenus\ present only in 'P_ROCESSOR\ effects the same purpose but enumerates 
graphic operational processes. The global type 'l_selection', which is present in all the 
application programs, enumerates various unit routines which essentially present screen- 
oriented output. This type is used only in the segmented procedure ’GET LIB’.
The global type 'modes ', present in 'S MOOTH ' and 'N_UMERICAL\ enumerates the 
method the operator intends to use to select filenames, i.e. either by typing a single 
filename, a multiple set of filenames, an homologous series of filenames, or interactively 
selecting the filenames from the directory of a previously selected disk volume.
The global type m e th o d s ’, present in 'P _ R O C E S S O R ' and 'N U M E R IC A L ',  
enumerates the method in which operator intends to normalize data, i.e:
1/. No normalization or absolute values,
2/. On the largest value in the spectrum,
3/. On the largest value in the range under consideration,
4/. On a preferred intensity value, or
5/. On an intensity value at some position within the data file.
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The global type 'gstujf, present in 'A_CQUIRE ' and 'P R O C E S S O R points to the 
record 'gstuffs'. This data type collates the pointers to the buffers which contain either 
normalized or graphical display data. The declaration is as follows:
gbuffer=^gbuffers;







gmin, gmax : INTEGER;
END;
where 'gmaxx' defines the length of the array pointed to by the pointer 'gbufferA' and as 
a consequence the number of points plotted along the x-axis. The buffer pointed to by the 
pointer 'xbuffA' contains normalized x-coordinate data, while the buffers pointed to by 
the pointers 'ybuffA\ 'ytbuffA' and 'ybbuffA> contain normalized y-coordinate data. The 
buffers pointed to by the pointers 'yplotA', 'ytplotA' and 'ybplotN contain their respective 
graphics screen mapped values.
In order to provide batch processing facilites of data files the global pointer 'pfnameA', 
present in 'S_M OOTH' and 'N_UM ERICAL', points to fnam es' an array which is 
intended to contain of filenames (strings each of length fstring'). The declaration is as 
follows: •
pfnames=~fnames;
fnames= PACKED ARRAY [0..max_files] OF fstring;
'NJUMERICAL' employs two further arrays for the batch processing of data files. They 
are:
pfrom =^froms;
froms = PACKED ARRAY [0. .max_files] OF INTEGER; 
pwhich =^whichs;
whichs= PACKED ARRAY [0..max files] OF x_type;
The buffers pointed to by the pointer 'pfromN contain information regarding the range of 
data in the indexed data file that will be processed and the particular intensity, as 
determined by the operator, upon which the range of data will be normalized. There are 
two modes by which data may be processed: either as a displacement or "real" position
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within the data file or as an indexed position within the data file. The buffer pointed to by 
the pointer 'pwhichA' determines which mode the indexed data file will processed.
'P ROCESSOR ' provides a facility for dumping the current graphics screen display to a 
printer. The global type 'printers' enumerates the interface cards which can send graphic 
images to various printers.
The cursor employed by 'PJROCESSOR' is in the shape of an arrow. The global pointer 
'parrowsA' points to the array 'arrows’ which is defined as follows:
parrows=/v arrows;
arrows= PACKED ARRAY [1. . a_height, { rows } 
l..a_width] OF { columns } BOOLEAN;
where 'a_height' and 'a_width ' are defined as global constants within 'P_ROCESSOR '. 
This is the construct used to draw a cursor (or arrow) on the graphics screen.
4.8.2 The ' I N I T  P R O G R A M ’ Procedure
The segmented procedure 'INIT PROGRAM' is used to initialize the relevant application 
program's global variables and to perform various house-keeping functions. This 
procedure is segmented since it is only called once during the course of executing the 
application program and therefore does not need to remain in memory during the 
programs execution.
All major data structures used within each application program are dynamically allocated 
memory. For microcomputer systems with limited memory such as the Apple II family, 
this technique affords the efficient use of the available memory. Equally, this technique is 
sufficiently flexible, under the UCSD p-System, that it may be readily transported onto 
microcomputer systems which may have memory relocatable graphics screens. Thus the 
data structures may be allocated the most appropriate memory space to optimize the use of 
memory within that microcomputer system.
The procedure MARK is employed by both 'S_MOOTH' and 'NJJM ERICAL' to mark 
the system's current top-of-heap pointer. Both 'A_C Q U IRE ' and 'P_ROCESSOR  
employ the 'MAKE ROOM' procedure to achieve the same effect. The 'MAKE_ROOM 
procedure is used to access the memory space below the fixed graphics screen for use as a 
scratchpad (B.4). Consequently, both application programs invoke the 'PROTECT
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procedure to ensure the graphics screen is protected and not over written by part of the 
application program.
All the application programs invoke the procedure NEW to allocate dynamic memory to 
various pointers. For example, the statement:
NEW(pointer);
allocates space for a variable of the type to which ''pointer' is bound, and sets the value of 
''pointerA' equal to the location of that variable. The following diagrams illustrate the 
stack and the allocation of memory to the major data structures bound by their pointers, 
for each application program:
<-- Top of Heap
Figure 4.3
Dynamic Memory Allocation within 'S MOOTH'
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<-- Top of Heap
Figure 4.4








<-- Top of Heap
'headl '
'buffer2', "dir7, 'xbuff', 'ytbuff, 
'ytplot', 'ybbuff', 'ybplot'
'bu ff e r f
Contents of Heap before executing 
'A_CQUIRE'
Figure 4.5
Dynamic Memory Allocation within 'A_CQUIRE
no
Stack
'y p lo f  
y  b u f f
GRAPHICS SCREEN
<-- Top of Heap




'bufferà, 'dir', 'xbuff, 'ytbuff, 
•ytpiot', \ybbuff, 'ybplot'
'bu ffe r 1 '
Contents of Heap before executing 
'PJROCESSOR'
Figure 4.6
Dynamic Memory Allocation within 'P ROCESSOR '
All the application programs allocate memory to various data structures bound by the
following pointers: 




= Points to a data buffer window,
= Points to the directory of the current disk volume 
(B.3.2),
= Points to the current data file header page (B.3.1),
= Associates the current acquisition file to a header page, a 
filename and a data buffer (B.3.2).
Both 'S M O O TH ' and 'N _U M ERIC AL' contain the following specific memory 
allocations:
'ruin’ = Points to Boolean array in which each indexed element
corresponds to a file in the directory of a particular disk 
volume, (B.5.12). Logically TRUE elements indicate 
that the associated file has been selected.
'sfname' = points to an array of filenames of the data files selected
for batch processing.
In addition,'SJAOO TH' also allocates memory to:
'cycle' -  Points to the number of cycles each indexed data file will
be smoothed during the current batch process,
while 'NJJMERICAL' also allocates memory to:
'p r tjy p e ' = Points to the current output parameters for either the
console or the printer,
'from ' = Points to the starting point from which the indexed data
file will be processed,
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'too ' = Points to the finishing point to which the indexed data
file will be processed,
fint_pos ' = Points to either the intensity or the index position of an
intensity on which the indexed data file will be 
normalized,
'which' = The indexed data file may be processed in either
displacement mode or index mode.
Both 'A JO Q U IR E ' and 'P _R O C E SSO R ' contain the following specific memory
allocations:
'buffer2 ' = Points to a (second) data buffer window,
'gthe' = Associates the buffers used to contain normalized data of
the current acquisition process and their respective 
graphically mapped positions.
In addition, 'AJOQUIRE' allocates memory to:
'mac' = Associates the variables which contain information
regarding the characteristics of the A/D conversion card 
currently employed in the system. Note, since two data 
buffers exist, i.e. 'buffer 1 and 'b u ffer2 ', the 'm ac' 
variable 'njbujfer' is assigned to the number 2,
while 'P_ROCESSOR' allocates memory to:
'arrow' = Points to a two dimentional array of Boolean, in order to
depict an arrow shape (cursor). The local procedure 
'MAKE_ARROW ' is invoked to logically set each bit 
within the Boolean array to TRUE or FALSE. The 
graphics procedure D R A W  B L O C K  is employed to 
display the arrow shape on the graphics screen.
To optimize on the memory available to both 'AJOQUIRE' and 'PJROCESSOR', a 
number of pointers point to the same block of memory (or part there of) in the stack. 
These pointers are: 'buffer2A', 'dirA', 'xbuffA', 'ytbuffA', 'ytplotA', 'ybbuffA' and 










MOVELEFT(address,ytplot,2); address :=address+SIZEOF(gbuffers) 





Such memory optimization is possible since the process of manipulating of the directory 
or the normalization and plotting of data are completely independent operations which 
would not invoked concurrently. Note, 'P J R O C E S S O R  does not actually use the pointer 
'b u f fe r 2 A'. This pointer is only declared to provide the memory space for the other 
pointers. In 'A _ C Q U I R E ' the same pointer 'b u f fe r 2 A' is used to store acquired data. 
This is possible since the acquisition of data can not occur concurrently with the 
mentioned operations. The following diagram illustrates the allocation of memory to the 
pointers:




"xbuff*' < ~  'ytbuff*' < ~  ytplot*' < ~  'ybbuff*' ' ybplot*'
/ S  / K / \  / \
pointer offset addresses in memory block
Figure 4.7
Allocation of the Same Memory Space to Various Pointers
The memory space required by 'b u f fe r 2 ' is 2048 bytes while 'd ir ' requires only 2028 
bytes. Each 'g b u ffe r ' requires 402 bytes of memory so all but two of the buffers (i.e. 
'y b u f f  and 'y p lo t')  pointed to by the pointer 'g th e ' can exist in the same memory block, 
i.e. 2010 bytes are used. The procedures MARK and NEW are employed to allocate 
memory to the two buffer pointers 'y b u f f  and 'yp lo t'.
Various other initalization processes also take place within the 'I N I T _ P R O G R A M '  
procedure of each application program. Summarizing, these processes include a 
combination of the following:
1/. Initializing and protect the graphics screen.
2/. Obtain A/D conversion card parameters.
3/. Initialize the header page.
4/. Obtain the current system date.
5/. Initialize global variables and arrays.
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4 .8 .3  The 'G E T  L I B ' P rocedu re
With a microcomputer comprising of 64-Kbytes of on-board memory it is not possible for 
all the foundation support units to exist in memory at the same. However, a number of 
individual foundation support routines are essentially screen oriented employing various 
routines found in the 'G E T_STU F F f unit. If this unit is disk resident during the 
execution of these routines screen oriented output is extremely slow. The purpose of the 
segmented procedure 'GETJLIB' is to specifically load the ’GET_STJJFF ' unit into 
memory whenever these routines are invoked to provide fast screen oriented output. 
Foundation support routines which employ the 'G ETSTU FF' unit extensively for screen 
output (and to a lesser degree for keyboard input) are enumerated by the type declaration 
7 selection.
4.8 .4  FORWARD Memory Resident Routines
Many of the application programs contain memory resident routines which are declared 
FORWARD and which are invoked by one or more of the SEGMENTS contained within 
the application program. Since the body of memory resident routines must appear after 
SEGMENTed routines it is necessary to declared their formal parameters FORWARD and 
prior to declaring any SEGMENTed routines. Implementing these routines as memory 
resident routines also maximizes their speed of execution and reduces the number of 
SEGMENTS within each application program.
Both ,S_MOOTHt and 'N_UMERICAL' employ the forward declared Boolean function 
'ONE OFJTHEM1. This function searches through the disk volume associated with the 
actual filename fname', in order to determine the existence of a generic data file, i.e. a 
data file which only differs in the dot-suffix of the filename. The suffix of the actual 
filename is initially assigned to .SM O O . If the .SM O O  data file exists then 
'ONE_OF_THEM ' is set logically TRUE; otherwise, the suffix of the actual filename is 
re-assigned to D A T A . If the D A T A  data file exists then 'O NE_O F_THEM ' is set 
logically TRUE; otherwise, the suffix of the actual filename is re-assigned to .COPY. If 
the .COPY data file exists then V N E_O F_TH EM ' is set logically TRUE; otherwise, 
'ONE_OF_THEM' is set logically FALSE.
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Both 'AjCQUIRE' and 'P ROCESSOR' employ the two forward declared procedures 
'G_AT_W RITE' and 'G_AT_CLEAR'. These procedures effectively emulate the 
'GET_STUFF' unit functions 'AT' and 'AT_CLEAR\ respectively, but on the graphics 
screen.
4.8.5 The Main Program Body
Essentially, the main program body reacts according to an option selected from the Main 
Option List (found in the segmented procedure 'MENU JJS T ')  by directing the program 
to invoke the required routine. The enumerated variable 'menu' determines which routine 
is invoked.
Four secondary tasks are performed by the main program body:
1/. Initialization of the program,
2/. Acquiring the filename currently stored in the system,
3/. Releasing all dynamic variables and the storing the current filename in the system 
4/. Chaining to 'P AM'.
To optimize the available memory the "no-load” compiler directive is invoked to prevent 
all the units employed by the application program from being loaded into memory at the 
same time. Instead each unit is loaded into memory only when some portion of it is 
active. This technique allows the development of very large programs. The following 
simple program determines the amount of memory which is available to an application 
program which does not invoke "no-load" compiler directive operating under the Apple 
UCSD Pascal p-System version 1.2 with the Operating System swapping option set at 2:
{$S++}
PROGRAM A_CQUIRE; USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF, HEAD_STUFF,
DISK_STUFF, MAC_STUFF,
S HORT_GRAP HICS, CHAIN_STUFF;
BEGIN
{$N-} { Load into memory all available units }
WRITE (MEMAVAIL) ;
END.
The result of executing the above program is 2045 words of memory are available to the 
program. Had the "no-load" compiler directive been invoked (i.e. "$N+") 17132 words 
of memory would be available to the program.
Whenever a routine requires a particular unit or set of units to exist in memory to ensure 
its efficient operation, the required units can be selectively loaded into memory by
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invoking the "resident” compiler directive within the routine. This compiler option offers 
the programmer a very flexible mechanism for optimizing the memory available to an 
application program.
The main program body of each application program has been designed to occupy the 
minimum of memory to ensure the segmented routines within each application program 
have the maximum amount of memory available when invoked.
4 .8 .6  The "A C Q U IR E” M odule
The segmented procedure 'ACQUIRE PROCESS' determines the sequence of events 
which take place in A  CQUIRE ' in order to acquire data on a repetitious basis. The 
primary sequence of events are:
1/. Get acquisition parameters from the operator using the READ_HEAD' procedure, 
2/. Create a data file with the current filename, store the current acquisition parameters 
and leave the data file open,
3/. Prompt the operator to begin the acquisition process,
4/. Acquire and save the data into the open data file,
5/. Close and lock the data file into the directory of the relevant disk volume, search 
through the data file for the minimum and maximum data values and resave the 
information into the data file,
6/. Normalize the data (on absolute values),
7/. Plot the normalized data on the graphics screen, and 
8/. Get a new filename in order to repeat the process.
4.8 .7  The '’S MOOTH” Module
The segmented procedure 'COPY_SMOOTH' performs two 'sort' of 'action's:
1/. Copies a data file by invoking the disk resident'D ISK STU F F ' unit 'COPY_FILE' 
procedure, or
2/. Smooths a data file by invoking the disk resident 'D ISK  _S T U F F ' unit 
'SMOOTH DATA' procedure (E.7).
The filename of the data file to be processed by either of these 'action's is contained in the 
string variable fname2'. Only those data files suffixed by .SMOO are smoothed (H-3.9).
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The segmented procedure 'SMOOTH_D RIVER' provides the mechanism for continuous 
batch processing of the selected data files. It steps through the appropriate data array 
assigning the string variable fnam e\ as pointed to by the pointer ’theA\  to the filename 
of the data file to be smoothed. The mode in which filenames were selected determines 
which array is stepped through. The local procedure 'PROCESS' assigns the string 
variable fname2' to the filename 'theA.fname', renames its suffix to .SMOO and invokes 
the segmented procedure 'COPY SMOOTH'. It also offers both an escape mechanism 
and a continuation mechanism for the current batch process.
The actual process of copying or smoothing a data file is accomplished by the disk 
resident routines 'C O P Y P IL E ' and 'SMOOTH_D AT A ' found in the 'D IS K JT U F F ' 
unit (E.7).
4.8.8 The "P ROCESSOR” Module
The segmented procedure 'PLOT_PROCESS' operates along the same principles as was 
described for the main program body (II-4.8.5). It reacts according to an option selected 
from the Graph Processor Option List (found in the segmented procedure 
'MENUJPLOT) by directing the program to invoke the required routine. The enumerated 
variable 'gmenu' determines which routine is invoked.
The memory resident procedure 'PROCESS' sequentializes the series of events required 
to display processed data on the graphics screen from the main program body.
The memory resident Boolean function 'FILE LOADED' loads into memory the header 
page and first window of data contained in the data file of interest. If the data file is 
loaded successfully then 'FILE LOADED' is set logically TRUE; otherwise it is set 
logically FALSE.
4.8 .9  The "N IJMERICAL" Module
The segmented procedure 'NORM D RIVER' operates in the same manner as the 
segmented procedure 'SMOOTH DRIVER' (II-4.8.7) providing a mechanism for the 
continuous batch processing of data files. It steps through the appropriate data array 
assigning the string variable fnam e\ as pointed to by the pointer 'theA\  to the filename 
of the data file to be normalized.
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4.9_____“MENU” Suffixed Modules
The "MENU" suffixed modules contain the option lists associated with its respective 
application program. By virture of their purpose option lists require a considerable 
amount of memory to store character information. Consequently, these modules are 
segmented.
Each module utilizes many of the screen control routines found in the 'GET_STUFF' 
unit. For this reason the unit is made resident in memory during the invocation of each 
module. This technique introduces a high degree of efficiency and increases memory 
optimization for two main reasons. Firstly, since the unit is resident in memory whilst the 
module is active routines invoked from the unit will be executed immediately rather than 
being loaded into memory from disk each time they are invoked. Secondly, the amount 
of swapping between the main program body and the "MENU" module is reduced, i.e. 
all option lists and most promptlines are present within the one module. The result is 
faster execution of selected options and disk access is reduced considerably.
Generally, only one WRITE statement is required to display each option list. All screen 
locations are relative to an initial starting screen location thereby enhancing the portability 
of all the option lists contained within this module. The following segment of code 
outlines the technique used to display an option list and to obtain a legal response from the 
operator:
CONST prog_title=' Welcome to PAM ';




{ = = _ _ _ _ = = = _ = = = = : = = = = = = = = = = = = = = }





















C_PROMPT(a,b,norm,’Which Option ?1,options,main choice); 
b:=b+2; ~
END;
{ PROCEDURE MAINJMENU }





4.9.1 The "A MENU" Module
Nested within a REPEAT..UNTIL loop the 'MAIN_MENU' procedure is invoked to 
obtain an option list selection from the operator. A case statement either assigns the 
global variable 'm enu' to one of the enumerations defined by the type 'menus', or 
immediately invokes another routine, either an intrinsic routine in the 'GETJSTUFF' unit 
or the local procedure 'SELECT_ACQU_MENU\
The 'SELECT_ACQU_MENU' procedure determines from the 'drivers' pointed to by the 
pointer 'macA' whether or not to invoke the 'ACQU MENU'. The 'ACQU_MENU' 
procedure offers two acquisition modes either faster' or 'normal' (F.4.2). If either of the 
'drivers' variables 'ad jtim e' or 'norm jtim e' are equal to zero the 'ACQU M ENU' 
procedure is not invoked and the 'drivers' variable 'genus' is automatically assigned to 
the appropriate acquisition mode. Otherwise, the 'ACQU_MENU' procedure is invoked 
to display an option list on the screen with the two acquisition modes and their respective 
operating parameters.
4 .9 .2  The "S MENU" and "N  MENU" Modules
Both these modules provide the operator with the interactive keyboard input mechanism 
for selecting data files for batch processing. Effectively, from the programming point of 
view, both modules are identical: the basic difference being in the content of the option 
lists and ancillary promptlines. Consequently, there is consistency of approach both at 
the programming level and at the operator interactive level.
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Nested within a REPEAT..UNTIL loop, the 'M AIN_M ENU' procedure is invoked to 
obtain an option list selection from the operator. A case statement is employed to invoke 
the desired selection.
Within both ’’MENU" modules the significant procedures to be observed are the 
procedures 'D ISK _M E N U ' and ’M U LT_M E N U '. They provide the mechanism for 
obtaining filename information from the operator. There are four modes the operator may 
select from in order to determine which files on which disk volumes will be batch 
processed, either:
1/. Any number of files contained in a disk volume directory,
2/. Multiple sets of homologous files,
3/. Multiple sets of single files, or 
4/. A single file.
The only mode offered by the 'D ISK JA E N U ' procedure is the selection data files from 
the directory of a particular disk volume for batch processing. This mode offers two 
further options: either to select all the data files, or to view and select individual data files 
on the particular volume. The 'READ_DIRECTORY' procedure loads into memory the 
directory of the selected disk volume, while the 'PROCESS DIRECTORY' procedure 
enables the operator to select specific files from the loaded directory. Information 
regarding the selected files is stored in the Boolean buffer pointed to by 'ruin' where each 
indexed data file within the buffer is set logically TRUE if selected for processing; 
otherwise it remains logically FALSE .
The procedure 'MULT_MENU' offers the other three modes: a single data file, a group 
of data files or a group of homologous series data files. All modes are presented in the 
same fashion to the operator and a title indicates which option has been selected. The 
'GET_FILENAME' procedure obtains a filename. The existence of the selected data file 
or its generic equivalent on the selected volume is determined by the Boolean function 
'ONE_OFJTHEM '. A comment message is displayed when the selected data file or a 
generic equivalent cannot be found. Information regarding the selected files is stored in 
the fnam es' buffer pointed to by the pointer 'sfnameA'.
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1 Q-3 The "P  MENU" and "P  PM ENII" Modules
The "P_MENU" module contains the option lists and promptlines necessary for the 
operator to obtain a graphical display of the data contained in a previously selected data 
file. The basic function of the segmented procedure 'MENU_LIST' is to provide:
1 /. The Main Option List,
2/. The Printer Parameters for Graphics Dump option list,
3/. The Normalize Data option list, and
4/. Miscellaneous promptlines associated with obtaining process parameter 
information.
The "P_PMENU" module contains the option lists and promptlines necessary for the 
operator to manipulate the current graphical display.
The basic function of the segmented procedure 'MENU_PLOT is to provide:
1/. The Graph Processor option list,
2/. The Cursor Control option list, and
3/. Routines which send graphical information to the printer.
4.10 "NORM" Suffixed Modules
The "NORM" suffixed modules contain the routines for normalizing data within the 
respective application program.
4 .1 0 .1  The "A NORM" and "P  NORM" Modules
Both the "A_NORM" and "P_NORM" modules normalize data in the current data file 
which is then mapped (i.e. re-normalized) for plotting on the graphics screen. 
Essentially both modules are equivalent in function the "A_NORM" module being a 
simplified version of the "P_NORM" module: the simplification being the range over 
which data is processed is fixed to the entire spectrum of data in the file (i.e. 
,0..n_datwn') and absolute normalization takes place.
Once the normalization factor is determined the 'N_PROCESS' procedure is invoked to 
normalize and reduce the data for graphical display. All data within the selected range is 
normalized by finding the minimum and maximum values between each increment. These 
results are then further normalized for the graphics screeen and stored in the buffers 
pointed to by the pointers of 'gtheA' as follows:
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1/. 'xbuffA' points to the buffer which contains the index value of the corresponding 
intensity as calculated by the x-index increment,
2/. 'ytbuffA' points to the buffer which contains the normalized maximum value in the 
incremental range,
3/. 'ybbuffA> points to the buffer which contains the normalized minimum value in the 
incremental range, and
4/. ’ybuffA' points to the buffer which contains the normalized average value of the 
minimum and maximum values in the incremented range.
During the normalization process the minimum and maximum normalized values of the 
entire range under consideration are determined: the information being stored in the 
'gtheN pointer integer variables 'gmin and 'gmax', respectively. From these values the 
'MAP_Y PLOT' procedure calculates the mapping factor for plotting the intensity values 
on the graphics screen. The results are stored in the remaining buffers as pointed to by 
the pointers of 'gthe' where:
1/. 'ytbujf is mapped into 'ytplot',
2/. 'ybbuff is mapped into 'ybplot', and 
3/. 'ybujf is mapped into 'yplot'.
Following this the information contained in the "plot" suffixed buffers is displayed on the 
graphics screen by the 'PLOT_GRAF' procedure.
4 .1 0 .2  The "N  NO RM ” Module
The "N_NORM" module contains all the routines required for normalizing acquired data 
and sending the result to the current output device: either the console or the printer.
Initially, the current file is loaded into memory and the relevant normalization factor is 
determined. The 'N_PROCESS' procedure normalizes the data and sends the results to 
the appropriate output device. Output paging information and information regarding the 
current normalization process are also determined within this procedure.
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4-11 "PLOT" Suffixed Modules
The "PLOT" suffixed modules contain the routines for plotting the contents of the buffers 
as pointed to by 'ytplot' and 'ybplot'.
4.11.1 The "APLOT" and "P PLOT" Modules
Essentially both the "A_PLOT" and "P_PLOT" modules are equivalent in function, the 
"A_PLOT" module being a simplified version of the "P_PLOT" module: the 
simplification being there are no functions available to manipulate the data. Further, both 
modules contain the segmented procedure ’PLOT GRAF’ although "P_PLOT" module 
operates in fashion similar to the main program body, i.e. by reacting according the value 
of the enumerated 'g jn e n u '.
The 'INITIALIZE' procedure is always invoked to define the x and y offset coordinates 
for displaying the contents of the buffers as pointed to by the 'gtheA' pointers 'ytplotA' 
and 'ybplot'A. Screen line positions for displaying textual information on the graphics 
screen are also calculated within this procedure.
The 'DRAW_AXIS' procedure displays the both the x and y axes. The range over which 
data is being plotted and the minimum and maximum intensity values of the plot. In order 
to display these values on the graphics screen they must be converted to strings. To 
facilitate the speedy conversion of real numbers the 'GET_STUFF' unit is made resident 
in memory. Tick marks are positioned along both axes as a ratio of the range of the data 
in the particular axial direction. At each tenth tick position, a tick greater in length than the 
normal ticks is displayed. Once all this information is displayed a border is plotted to 
define the graphics screen.
The 'LINE P LO T  procedure coordinates the plotting of the buffers pointed to by 'ytplot' 
and 'ybplot'. The index used to access each point within the buffers also defines the x- 
coordinate, while the actual information contained in the buffers is the respective y- 
coordinate.
Data pointed to by 'ybplot' is plotted on the screen at its indexed value plus an offset 
value (i.e. the x-coordinate). The corresponding indexed data pointed to by 'ytplot' is 
then plotted at the same x-coordinate position. A line is drawn to connect each data point
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on the graphics screen. This alternating process is repeated until all the data in each array 
is plotted on the graphics screen.
The 'INIT_GRAPHICS' procedure clears the entire graphics screen and places PAM into 
graphics mode, while the 'QUITjGRAPHICS' procedure positions the pen (cursor) at 
the x,y graphics screen coordinates '0,0' and places PAM into text mode. Both 
procedures set the pencolour to none. The ' CLEAR _D I  SPLAY' procedure clears the 
current graphics display of plotted data only.
4.12 "CURS" Suffixed Module
The "P_CURS" module contains the routines for positioning the cursor ('arrow*) on the 
graphics screen. The segmented procedure 'CURSOR' operates in a fashion similar to 
the main program body, i.e. by reacting according the value of the enumerated 'gjnenu'.
The 'INITIALIZE' procedure is always invoked to define the x and y offset coordinates 
for calculating the initial position of the cursor on the graphics screen. The screen line 
positions for displaying textual information on the graphics screen are also calculated and 
the initial cursor position is displayed.
The main body obtains interactive keyboard information from the operator and reacts 
accordingly. The actual option list for this procedure is present in the "P_PMENU" 
module.
The 'CHANGE' procedure increments the index value according to the input key selected 
by the operator. This value is directly related to the index position within the buffer 
pointed to by the 'gtheA' pointer 'yplotA'.
The 'DRAWJCURSOR' procedure employs the graphics procedure DRAWBLOCK  to 
display the cursor on the graphics screen. The y-coordinate (intensity) position of the 
cursor is obtained from the buffer pointed to by the 'gtheA' pointer 'yplotA'. Information 
contained in this buffer is the average of the respective indexed information contained in 
the buffers pointed to by the 'gthe' pointers 'ytplot' and 'ybplot'. The x-coordinate 
(index) position is obtained from the x-axis offset plus the index value selected by the 
operator.
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The rX_Y_DISPLAY’ procedure correlates the current indexed cursor position, pointed 
to by the pointer ’yplotA\  to its actual normalized value, pointed to by the pointer 
'ybuffA\  while the actual index is correlated to its actual index value as pointed to by the 
pointer ’xbuffA’. The results are displayed graphically on the screen where the x- 
coordinate is displayed as either a displacement or as an index depending upon the 
operator's preference.
Each time the operator types a space the ’FILLJRANGE’ procedure is invoked to indicate 
graphically the range over which data will be processed. This is achieved by employing 
the graphics procedure FILLSCREEN.
4.13 "ACOU" Suffixed Module
The "A_ACQU” module contains two segmented procedures. Each procedure invokes 
the AD  _ACQ U IRE’ and A D _C LO SE ’ procedures contained in the ’M A C S T U F F ’ 
unit. The actual machine-dependent routines linked to the ’MAC_STUFF' unit perform 
the task of communicating with the interfaced hardware and storing A/D converted data in 
memory. Both procedures save acquired data to the previously opened data file ’f .
For efficient operation both segmented procedures require the units ’DISK_STUFF’ and 
’MAC_STUFF’ to be resident in memory. The two procedures vary in the method by 
which acquired data is saved to disk.
4 .1 3 .1  The 'F A S T  A C Q U IR E 9 P rocedure
The FAST_ACQUIRE' procedure only saves acquired data to the currently open data file 
upon completion of an acquisition process. During data acqisition acquired data is stored 
in consecutive locations in memory starting from the address pointed to by the pointer 
'buffer 1A' by the A D  A C Q U IR E ’ procedure. The pointer 'buffer2A’ points to the 
address of ’buffer 1A’ plus the byte length value of the fixed data type 'buffers . The 
maximum number of data points or elements which can be collected during any 
acquisition process is limited to the number of elements contained in buffers times the 
number of contiguous buffers available. Currently, the maximum number of elements is:
(maxjbuffer +1)* njbuffer = 2048 elements
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The 'BSAVE' function is used to save the contents of the contiguous data ’buffers’ as 
pointed to by the pointers ’bufferl’ and 'buffer2'.
4-13.2 The rN O R M  A C Q U IR E ’ P rocedure
The ’N O R M A C  QUIRE’ procedure saves acquired data to the currently open data file 
during the data acquisition process, thereby allowing up to MAXINT-1 data points to be 
collected. Acquired data is stored in consecutive locations in memory starting from the 
address pointed to by the pointer ’buffer 1A\  by the ’AD_ACQUIRE’ procedure. The 
pointer 'buffer2A' points to the address of 'buffer1A’ plus the byte length value of 
’buffers’. Whenever one of the buffers is full of data its respective flag, i.e. 'ad_lfflag’ 
or ’ad_2_flag\ is toggled logically TRUE from within the assembly routine controlling 
the operation of interfaced hardware. The full buffer is saved to disk whilst data is still 
being collected and being stored in the other buffer. This method of alternating between 
two buffers allows the acquisition of massive amounts of data.
4.14 The Application Assembly Modules
The application assembly modules provide the software drivers enabling PAM to 
communicate and control any interfaced A/D conversion and Timing card in real-time. 
The assembled object code of these modules is linked to the unit ’MAC_STUFF\ thus 
providing easy access for an application program. So long as the actual assembly 
routine's name and its formal parameter list remains the same, the actual contents of each 
routine can be altered to suit any A/D conversion or Timing card interfaced to the 
microcomputer. Four assembly modules are interfaced to the ’MAC_STUFF’ unit. Their 
respective formal Pascal declarations are:
PROCEDURE Init_AD; EXTERNAL;
PROCEDURE Fast_AD (buff:buffer); EXTERNAL;
PROCEDURE Norm_AD (buff:buffer); EXTERNAL;
PROCEDURE Close AD; EXTERNAL;
The above declarations appear within the IMPLEMENTATION section of the 
’M A C _STU F F ’ unit. Thus, the application assembly modules must contain the 
following routine-delimiting directives:
.PROC Init_AD ;No Parameters
.PROC Fast_AD, 1 ;One word of Parameters
.PROC Norm_AD, 1 ;One word of Parameters
.PROC Close AD ;No Parameters
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respectively. Clearly, the actual contents of these external routines is independent of the 
host unit 'MAC_STUFF'. Thus, it is possible to develop application assembly programs 
to suit any A/D conversion or Timing card.
4.14.1 Approach to Programming the Application Assembly Modules
Unlike Pascal, which is a highly structured programming language allowing the 
systematic development of application programs, assembly programming has no 
recognizable program control structures. Consequently, the Macro Library was 
developed to simplify the task of writing assembly programs, by providing many of the 
programming structures normally found in a high level language (G.O). As an extension 
to the Macro Library, the A/D MACRO Library was developed to provide utilities with a 
more specific intent (H.O). To appreciate the following discussions it is strongly 
suggested the reader studies both appendices first.
The contents of the four application assembly modules ’Init_AD', 'Fast_AD \ 
'Norm_ADf and 'C lose_AD' are functionally independent, but as a set they would 
normally be related to the same application. At the source-level each application assembly 
routine exists as an independent module (or textfile). These modules are incorporated into 
a Shell (G.1.2) which at assembly time directs the Operating System's Assembler to 
selectively assemble each of the routines into one object file.
Although each routine operates independently of each other many of the house-keeping 
tasks, variable declarations, address assignments and various processes are the same. 
These tasks can be collated into another module which can be included in the relevant 
Shell as global information to the current overall assembly process.
To demonstrate the versatility of this approach and that PAM may be interfaced to any 
A/D conversion card and Timing card two sets of application assembly modules have 
been developed each controlling specific hardware peripherals. They are:
1/. The ADALAB [99] A/D converter card and its on board 6522 VIA, and 
2/. The Tecmar 211 [250] A/D converter card and a 6522 [251,252] VIA card.
Equally, these modules may also be used as templates for developing software drivers to 
control similar hardware peripherals. Conventionally, the set of modules which control 
the ADALAB are prefixed by "652_", while the modules which control the Tecmar are
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prefixed by "211J ' .  Each module is suffixed to appropriately describe its intention. The 











"2 1 1 JN IT "
"2 1 1_FAST" 
"211 NORM
Figure 4.8
Apphcation Assembly Module Names
It can be seen from figure 4.8 which modules are functionally similar. To appreciate the 
following descriptions it is strongly suggested the reader studies the source code of each 
module in conjunction with its description.
4.15 The "SHELL" Suffixed Modules
The "SHELL" suffixed modules not only coordinates the Operating System's Assembler 
to include relevant files at assembly time but also invokes various macros in order that 
their contents are globally available to all the assembly modules included in the current 
assembly process.
The 'ADjCLOSE' macro is invoked from within this module to ensure the application 
assembly procedure 'Close AD' (contained within this macro) is assembled and included 
in the current assembly process.
4.16 The "MACRO" Suffixed Modules
The "MACRO" suffixed modules contain further macro declarations pertinent to the set of 
assembly modules by which each "MACRO" suffixed module is prefixed.
The "652_MACRO" module contains one macro, the 'AD ADALAB' macro. This macro 
equates various labels to the addresses of the A/D and D/A converter present on the 
ADALAB card.
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The "211_MACR0" module contains two macros. The 'AD_211_ADDRESSES' macro 
performs an equivalent task to the AD _ADALAB' macro. The AD_211_INIT  macro 
initializes the labels (addresses) defined by the 'AD_211_ADDRESSES' macro to preset 
values.
4.17 The "INIT" Suffixed Modules
The "INIT" suffixed modules define the operating parameters of the currently interfaced 
A/D conversion and Timing devices present within the microcomputer system to which 
PAM is interfaced.
These variables are directly equated to the variables pointed to by the 'driver' pointer 
'macA' in the 'AD_INIT' procedure (found in the 'MAC_STUFF' unit), where each 
'cid_' prefixed .PUBLIC variable is equated to its non-prefixed equivalent. The scalar 





Thus, for example, if the minimum A/D conversion time is 100 micro seconds the 
.PUBLIC variable 'ad_ad_time' would be assigned to the hexadecimal value 64, while 
the .PUBLIC variable 'ad_ad_interval' would be assigned to hexadecimal value 00. 
Using macro assembly code, this would be expressed as:
LOAD #00, #64, ad_ad_time ;Min A/D conversion, #64=100.
LOAD #00, #00, ad_ad_interval ;#03= micro seconds
4.18 The "FAST" and "NORM" Suffixed Modules
These modules provide the software interrupt mechanisms for the real-time control and 
the acquisition of data from an A/D conversion card interfaced to PAM. At the application 
program level these modules are invoked from within 'A_CQUIRE' by their prefixed
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equivalent procedures suffixed by '_ACQUIRE', i.e. "FAST" suffixed assembly 
modules are invoked by the procedure 'FAST ACQUIRE' and "NORM" suffixed 
assembly modules are invoked by the procedure 'NORM ACQUIRE '. The software 
interrupt techniques employed by both modules are functionally the same, the essential 
difference between the "FAST" suffixed modules and the "NORM" suffixed modules 
being:
1/. The method used to employ the Timer(s), and
2/. The method and volume of data are stored in memory,
3/. Whether or not program control is returned to the calling application program during 
the acquisition of data.
4.18.1 The Interrupt Process
The normal life of a microcomputer is to read, write and manipulate data. While it is 
processing data or waiting for some slow device to accept data, data from some other 
device may become available. If more than one piece of data arrives at the 
microcomputer, the older data will be overwritten and the microcomputer will miss it 
altogether. A very powerful software/hardware method of avoiding this problem is the 
interrupt. When data becomes available the device responsible interrupts the CPU (central 
processor unit) causing it to stop current processing long enough to process the data and 
then allows the CPU to continue from where it was prior to the interrupt.
A simple example is the keyboard. Assume a program is off in a loop somewhere and the 
operator would like to stop the program to investigate the registers. Without interrupts, 
the operator would have to halt the system at the desired point in order to view the current 
state of the registers. Following this the operator would have to restart the program in 
order to continue the investigation, thereby losing all current information about the current 
status of the program, i.e. the registers. With keyboard interrupt capability the operator 
would be able to stop the program anywhere during execution, view the registers, etc., 
and then continue as if nothing happened.
Most microprocessors have the capability of being interrupted by external circuitry. It is 
possible using interrupts to allow external devices to exert control over the flow of a 
program. This powerful facility in conjuction with a real-time clock can allow the 
microcomputer to keep time accurately and therefore measure the time between two or 
more events during data acquisition process. In general an interrupt is serviced as 
follows:
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1/. The microprocessor completes the instruction it was currently executing,
2/. The microprocessor branches to an interrupt service routine which processes the 
interrupt,
3/. The contents of the program counter are automatically preserved on the stack. In 
addition, the status register (P) may also be automatically preserved (this is 
automatically performed by the 6502),
4/. If the interrupt service routine alters the internal registers they are preserved on the 
stack,
5/. Appropriate servicing of the device that caused the interrupt takes place,
6/. Upon completion of the interrupt service routine all the registers are restored,
7/. An interrupt return instruction is executed to resume execution of the application 
program.
4.18.2 General Programming Approach
One word of parameters is passed to the acquisition assembly routine. At the Pascal level 
each external acquisition procedure requires a pointer to the fixed data structure 'buffers' 
to be passed. The pointer contains the addresss of the buffer where acquired data will be 
stored in memory by the application assembly routine during a data acquisition process. 
After having popped the Pascal 'return ' address the buffer pointer 'bu ff is popped from 
the stack and its address is stored in the local assembly word 'buff. Following this the 
local word 'buff is passed as a actual parameter to the 'INITJPUBLIC' macro where the 
address is automatically stored in the zero page label 'pointer'.
The local word 'serpnt' contains the address of the interrupt service routine, i.e. the label 
'service'. This is the interrupt-vector which is passed as and actual parameter to the 
'LOAD IN TERRU PT' macro which stores the contents of 'serpnt' in the interrupt 
address. When an interrupt occurs the microprocessor will fetch the contents of this 
address and branch to the specified vector. The interrupt service routine then determines 
which device caused the interrupt.
A series of macro invocations make-up the main program body thereby reducing the 
source code to a manageable size and more readable form. In general, it includes the.
1/. Initialization of the interfaced A/D conversion card,
2/. Screen display of a message indicating the type of routine currently active,
3/. Initialization and invocation of a timed delay and the re-initialization of the timer for 
timed A/D conversions,
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4/. Sequential triggering of the timer(s) and the A/D converter,
5/. Enabling of interrupts and the call to return to the host Pascal application program.
The interrupt service routine commences from the label 'service', the initial action of an 
interrupt service routine is to perform various house-keeping tasks such as storing various 
registers (e.g. 'PUSHREGr). Upon completing such a tasks the interrupt service routine 
must then identify the source of the interrupt, i.e. determine which device was responsible 
for the interrupt.
Two methods are available to identify the device: a hardware method and a software 
method. The hardware method uses additional components but provides the address of 
the interrupting device simultaneously with the interrupt request. Generally, this method 
is used only when time is a primary consideration.
These application assembly modules employ the software method, where polling is used: 
the interrupt request status of each interfaced device is interrogated sequentially. If the 
interrupt request status of a device requires servicing the interrupt service is granted. The 
following 6502 assembly segment is an example of polling the interrupt request status of 
three devices:
.— > »»$" jmp labels
;— > $100/110 Interrupt Poll 
;— > $500 Process DATA
;— > $600 Re-set A/D status / Re-Start Timer-0/Timer-l 
;— > $800 Re-Start Timer-0 —
;— > $999 EXIT
/Test for Timer-1 Interrupt: Device #1
LDA IFR /Which interrupt occurred
AND #20 /0010-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0
/Did timer-1 give the interrupt 
BEQ $100 /Then check timer-0
JMP $600 /— > Re-start TIMER-0-1 and A/D
/Test for Timer-0 






/0100-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0 
/Did timer-0 give the interrupt 
/Then check A/D 
/— > Re-start TIMER-0
/Test for A/D Interrupt: 






0001-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0 
Did timer-1 give the interrupt 
— > A/D interrupt —  Process Data 
THEN NOT OURS ** EXIT **




$600 ; Re-start Timerl and A/D 
; Re-start TimerO 
/** Exit **
In the above example, once the device which caused the interrupt has been determined the 
program branches to the appropriate label where the device is serviced.
Servicing an A/D converter or Timer usually involves accessing a memory location, either 
by reading or writing to it. For example, reading the low byte of Timer-0 on the VIA 
would restart it, while writing to the high byte of the A/D converter would trigger a 
conversion:
LDA TOdata /Reading re-starts Timer-0 on VIA
STA ad_6522_trigger /Writing re-starts A/D converter
Once an A/D conversion has been completed the result is stored in two consecutive bytes 
as high byte and low byte. The "652_" prefixed modules store the result of a conversion 
in the byte variables 'ad_6522_H_byte' and 'ad_6522_L_byte', while the "211_" 
prefixed modules store the result of a conversion in the byte variables 'ad_21 l_H_byte' 
and 'ad_211_L_byte'.
Once an interrupt has been serviced and while the current acquisition process has not been 
completed, the device serviced must be re-triggered prior to leaving the interrupt service 
routine. Interrupts must then be re-enabled prior to returning control to the calling 
application program.
4.18.3 "FAST" Suffixed Modules
These modules employ a single interval timer in free-running mode, i.e. the timer will 
run continuously. When the timer completes a countdown cycle, i.e. when it has been 
decremented through zero, the number initially stored in the timer is automatically 
reloaded into the timer and the countdown cycle is repeated. At the end of each completed 
cycle an interrupt is generated which invokes the interrupt service routine, clearing the 
interrupt flag and triggering the A/D converter to perform another conversion.
Whenever the A/D converter completes a conversion it also generates an interrupt which 
invokes the interrupt service routine. The raw A/D binary data is then converted into a
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two's com plem ent num ber and the resu lt is stored in memory by the 
'AD_SAVE_PAGE_DATA' macro. Since this macro assumes only one memory buffer is 
available for storing converted data, the maximum number of datum which can be stored 
is limited to the contiguous length of the buffer (H.6).
To provide high speed acquisition rates program control is not returned to calling 
application program during the acquisition of data. By reducing the relative number of 
activities performed by the interrupt service routines very fast data acquisition rates are 
possible. A 'REPEAT..UNTIL' loop cycles testing the global .PUBLIC (Boolean) 
variable 'a d jin ish e d ' until it is set TRUE by the 'AD_SAVE_PAGE_DATA' macro. 
Only upon completion of the data acquisition process is program control is returned to the 
calling application program.
4.18.4 "NORM" Suffixed Modules
These modules employ two timers (counters): one in free-running mode and the other in 
one-shot mode (counting mode). The counter can be programmed to decrement each time 
the free-running mode timer is decremented through zero. An interrupt can then be 
generated when the one-shot counter has decremented through zero. Delays of more than 
an hour can be obtained using this technique. (This is achieved on the VIA where timer-0 
is used to toggle pin PB7, i.e. the logic level of PB7 changes whenever timer-0 
decrements through zero. If the PB7 pin is connected to the PB6 pin, timer-1 can be 
programmed to count pulses from PB7.)
As with the "FAST" suffixed modules, once the A/D converter has completed a 
conversion it generates an interrupt which invokes the interrupt service routine which 
intum converts raw A/D binary data into a two's complement number. The difference, 
however, is the result is stored in memory by the 'AD_SAVE_BOOK_DATA  macro. 
This macro assumes two memory buffers are available for storing converted data. The 
maximum number of datum which can be stored by this macro is MAXINT-1 (H.6).
Since many more operations must be performed by the interrupt service routine and 
program control is returned to host application program during data acquisition, 
acquisition rates are relatively slow compared to the "FAST suffixed modules. 
However, by returning control to the host application program many more other activities 
can be performed by the host application program without affecting the acquisition
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process, such as storing the acquired data into a U C SD  p-System  block oriented device  
capable o f  handling the size o f  the files created by this process.
Com pletion o f  the acquisition process is detected by the calling application program by  
testing the 'MAC_STUFF' B oolean  variable 'adJinished' (a global .PUBLIC variable) 
for a lo g ic a l ly  T R U E  state . T h is v ar iab le  is  se t lo g ic a lly  T R U E  by the 







1.0 The Application of PAM in the Laboratory
To demonstrate the versatility and flexibility of the software system, PAM was configured 
to operate in both acquisition modes, i.e. normal mode and fast mode (II-4.13, F.4.2), 
using the two m ost commonly used A/D conversion techniques employed with 
microcomputers in the laboratory: the dual slope conversion technique and the successive 
approximation conversion technique.
In the normal mode, PAM was configured to communicate with the ADALAB [99] card 
which supports a dual slope integrating A/D converter and two 16-bit timers. Once the 
data acquisition module was validated using a function generator [263], the ADALAB 
card was interfaced to a gas chromatograph and to an infrared spectrophotometer enabling 
PAM to acquire two forms of experimental data.
In the fast mode, PAM was configured to communicate with the Tecmar [250] card which 
supports a successive approximation A/D converter only. PAM was also configured to 
communicate with a John Bell 6522 [251] card (two 16-bit timers on-board) to provide 
the timers to time the invervals between each successive A/D conversion. Once the data 
acquisition module was validated using a function generator [263], the Tecmar card was 
interfaced to a stopped-flow spectrophotometer enabling PAM to acquire experimental 
data.
A 64-Kbyte Apple 11+ microcomputer with monitor.was used for all experimental work. 
The Apple microcomputer was configured as follows:
1/. A Titan accelerator [264] card was installed in slot-0,
2/. A parallel printer interface [265] card was installed in slot-2,
3/. An 80-column card [266] was installed in slot-3 and a second monitor was 
connected to the graphics output of the card,
4/. A 5-Mbyte hard disk [267] driver was installed in slot-7.
In normal mode the ADALAB card was installed in slot-5, while in fast mode the Tecmar 
card was installed in slot-2 and the John Bell 6522 card was installed in slot-5.
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1.1 Method Used to Validate the Data Acquisition Modules
Each data acquisition module of PAM was validated to ensure that the acquired data 
represented the signal sampled. The method used for each validation processes is 
described as follows:
1/. A Function Generator [263] was setup to output an analog triangular waveform of 
known frequency with an amplitude within the voltage range of the A/D converter 
under consideration. (Unlike the sinusoidal waveform, the triangular waveform has 
precisely defined minima and maxima).
2/. The analog output signal from the Function Generator was connected in parallel 
directly to an oscilloscope and to the inputs o f the A/D converter under 
consideration.
3/. The parameters in the data acquisition module (i.e. the header page) were 
appropriately setup to configure the A/D converter to sample data at rates greater 
than the minimum sampling frequency (Nyquist frequency (I-3.2.2)) of the known 
frequency of the generated analog signal.
4/. The known frequencies were appropriately selected so that the dynamic range of the 
data acquisition module could be validated.
Consequently, since the frequency generated and the shape of the waveform were both 
known, the shape and number of peaks generated during a particular time interval could 
be determined. Furthermore, since the sampling frequency selected for data acquisition 
was known and the number of data points acquired during an acquisition process was 
known, the number of peaks acquired should be equivalent to the number of peaks 
associated with the generated frequency during the total acquisition time period.
Once the data acquisition module of PAM was validated, PAM was interfaced to the 
laboratory instruments which output analytical signals consistent with the characteristics 
of the A/D converter for which the data acquisition module was configured.
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2.0 PAM in the ADALAB Configuration
To configure PAM to communicate with the ADALAB [99] card the "652_SHELL" 
module was assembled. This module coordinated the assembler to assemble all relevant 
"652_" prefixed m odules. The resulting object code was then linked to the 
'MAC_STUFF ' un it The unit was then installed in the SYSTEM.LIBRARY. The effect 
of installing the 'MAC_STUFF ' unit in the SYSTEM LIBRARY was to configure PAM 
to communicate with the ADALAB card.
The ADALAB card contained a dual slope integrating A/D converter and two 6522 VIAs. 
The minimum A/D conversion rate was 50 milliseconds. The acquisition module 
'AD_ACQUIRE' employed tim er-1 and timer-0 on the 6522 VIA. The binary number 
1110-0000 was loaded into the auxiliary control register (ACR): i.e. timer-1 was set to 
count external pulses on input via PB6 (pin-6); PB7 (pin-7) was enabled to output (to 
PB6); and timer-0 was set to free-running mode. The binary number 111 1-0000 was 
loaded into the interrupt enable register (IER): i.e. interrupts were enabled for time-out 
on both timers and CB1 (control line 1) interrupt was enabled on an active transition (an 
active transition on CB 1 was the hard-wired flag used to indicate the completion of an 
A/D conversion [99]).
The normal data acquisition mode was implemented in this assembly module. Upon 
activating both timers and the A/D converter, the assembly module returned control back 
to the host application program 'AjCQUIRE'. As each data buffer was filled during the 
acquisition process its contents were saved to disk. The acquisition process continued 
until the required number of data points were collected.
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2.1 Validation of the ADALAB Configuration
Table 2.1 indicates the frequencies of the analog triangular waveforms sampled, the time 
interval between each successive A/D conversion, the total number of data points collected 
and the total sampling period. The second to last column indicates the total number of 
peaks to be expected when the entire data file was displayed graphically. The last column 
indicates which figure illustrates the results.
Analog Waveform Time Interval Data Points Total Sampling Peaks Refer to
Output Frequency Between Conversions Collected Period Expected Figure
(Hz)




50.0 m illisecs 2000 200.0 secs 2 2 .2
50.0 m illisecs 1 000 50.0 secs 5 2 .3
50.0 m illisecs 2000 100.0 secs 1 0 2 .4
50.0 millisecs 400 20.0 secs 20 2.5
Table 2.1
ADALAB Validation Criteria
It can be concluded from the results that the acquisition module implemented to collect 






Number of data points:
X-data label: milliSec 
Y-data label: mVolts 
Temperature: Celsius







Minimum mVolts is -2713 at 960 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 2757 at 4SI milliSec
Absolute values
Figure 2.1






Number of data points:
X-dat-a label: milliSec 
Y-data label: mVolts 
Temperature: Celsius







0.01Hz, i.e. 200.G secs = 2 peak
Minimum mVolts is -2712 at 974 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 2759 at 493 milliSec
Abso1ute va1ues
Figure 2.2
0.01 Hz, Interval 50.0 m illisecs, Total Sam pling Period 200.0 secs
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Number of data points; 1000
X-dat-a label; miliiSec 
Y-dat-a label; mVolt-s
Temperature: Celsius 25.00
Minimum mVolts is -2702 at 793 miliiSec 
Maximum mVolts is 2749 at 102 miliiSec
The PAM Project-
Run Title; A/D 6522. Frequency ~0.1 Hz, i.e. 50.0 secs = 5 peaks
Absolute values
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Figure 2.3
0.1 Hz, In terval 50.0 m illisecs, Total Sam pling Period 50.0 secs
1 4 3
Run Title: A/D 6522, Frequency ~0.1 Hz, i.e. 100.0 secs = 10 peaks 




Number of data points: 2000
X-dat-a label: milliSec 
Y-data label: mVoIts
Temperature: Celsius 25.00
Minimum mVolts is -2704 at 1190 milliSec 




0.1 Hz, Interval 50.0 m illisecs, Total Sam pling Period 100.0 secs
1 4 4
Run Title: A/D 6522. Frequency "'1.0 Hz, i.e. 20.0 secs = 20 peaks 




Number of data points: 400




Minimum mVolts is -2665 at 309 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 2732 at 373 milliSec
Absolute values
Figure 2.5
1.0 Hz, In terval 50.0 m illisecs, Total Sam pling Period 20.0 secs
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2.2 Application of the ADALAB Configuration in the 
Laboratory
In the ADALAB configuration, the versatility of PAM in the laboratory was demonstrated 
by interfacing the microcomputer to a gas chromatograph (GC) and to an infrared (IR) 
spectrophotometer.
The analog output signal of a Varian (model 3700) GC was connected directly to the 
analog input of the A/D converter on the ADALAB card and to a strip chart recorder in 
parallel. The column used was a 25m BP-5 bonded phase fused silica column, with split 
injection (30:1). A flame ionization detector (FID) was used and attenuation was set to 
4*10e-ll amp/mV.
The profile of an alkane fraction in shale oil obtained on a strip chart recorder is illustrated 
in figure 2.6. The temperature gradient was set from 50'C to 280'C at 6'C/min. Figure
2.7 is the same profile obtained by the microcomputer. Figure 2.8 shows the same 
profile without the solvent peak, while figure 2.9 is the result of zooming into the region 
around the peak of maximum intensity within the profile. The figures generated by the 
microcomputer graphically display the data in terms of absolute values.
The profile of TMS (trimethylsilane) derivative of urinary metabolites obtained on a strip 
chart recorder is illustrated in figure 2.10. The temperature gradient was set from 80'C to 
280'C at 6'C/min. Figure 2.11 is the same profile obtained by the microcomputer. 
Figure 2.12 shows the same profile without the solvent peak, while figure 2.13 is the 
result of zooming into a small region around the second peak as displayed in figure 2.12. 
The figures generated by the microcomputer graphically display the data in terms of the 
maximum intensity within the displayed range.
The profile of fatty acid methyl esters obtained on a strip chart recorder is illustrated in 
figure 2.14. The temperature gradient was set from 80'C to 280'C at 6C/min. Figure 
2.15 is the same profile obtained by the microcomputer. Figure 2.16 shows the same 
profile without the solvent peak, while figure 2.17 is the result of zooming into a small 
region around the first peak as displayed in figure 2.16. The figures generated by the 
microcomputer graphically display the data in terms of the maximum intensity within the 
entire spectrum range.
Figure 2.6
Alkane Fraction Profile obtained from a Strip Chart Recorder
1 4 7
Dates 17-Nov-S7 File name: #10:GC— 01.DATA
Operator; Larry and David
Delay microSec: 0
Increment milliSec: 50
Number of data points: 24000
X-dat-a label: milliSec 
Y-dat-a label; mVolt-s
Minimum mVolts is 2 at 0 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 4095 at 990 milliSec
The PAM Project-
Run Title: Alkane Fraction - Shale Oil.
Absolute values
r . V v ' o  I t s
tu i  I l i  o e c
Figure 2.7
A lkane Fraction Profile obtained on the M icrocom puter
1 4 8
Date: 17-Nov— 87
Operator: Larry and David
Delay mieroSec;
Increment milliSec:
Number of data points:
X-data label: milliSec 
Y-data label; mVoIts
Run Title; Alkane Fraction -
The PAM Project- 
Shale Oi 1,




Minimum mVolts is 2 at 0 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 4095 at 990 milliSec
Absolute values
Figure 2.8
A lkane Fraction Profile obtained w ithout Solvent Peak
1 4 9
Date: 17-Nov-87 File name: #10:GC— 01,DATA
Operator: Larry and David
Delay microSec: 0
Increment milliSec: 50
Number of data points: 24000
X-data label: milliSec 
Y-data label: mVolts
Minimum mVolts is 2 at 0 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 4095 at 990 milliSec
The PAM Project-
Run Title: Alkane Fraction - Shale Oil,
Absolute values
A -, J  l
5 4 4 4 5 ©  „ 0 5 7 2 7 Q 0 .0
Th i 1 1 i S e c
Figure 2.9
Result of Zooming into Peak of Maximum Intensity 
in the Alkane Fraction Profile
Figure 2.10
Urinary Metabolites Profile obtained from a Strip Chart Recorder
1 5 1
Date: 17-Nov-S7 File name; #10:GC— 02.DATA
Operator: Larry and David
Delay microSec: 0
Increment milliSee: 50
Number of data points; 24000
X-data label: milliSee 
Y-data label: mVolts
Minimum mVolts is 1 at 929 milliSee 
Maximum mVolts is 4095 at 2042 milliSee
The PAM Project
Run Title; Urinary Metabolites - TMS Derivative.
Data Normalized on Maximum datum value in Range i.e. 4095mVolts
m V o  l± -s
Figure 2.11
U rinary M etabolites Profile obtained on the M icrocom puter
1 5 2
The PAM Project-
Run Title: Urinary Metabolites - TMS Derivative.
Date: 17-Nov-S7
Operator: Larry and David
Delay microSec:
Increment milliSec:
Number of data points:
X-data label: milliSec 
Y-data label: mVoIts




Minimum mVolts is 1 at 929 milliSec 
MaKimum mVolts is 4095 at 2042 milliSec
Data Normalized on Maximum datum value in Range i.e. 649mVolts
Figure 2.12
Urinary Metabolites Profile without Solvent Peak
The PAN Project
Run Title: Urinary Metabolites - TMS Derivative
1 5 3
Date: 17-Nov-87 File name: #10:GC— 02.DATA
Operator: Larry and David
Delay microSec: 0
Increment milliSec: 50
Number of data points: 24000
X-data label: milliSec 
Y-data label: mVolts
Minimum mVolts is 1 at 929 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 4095 at 2042 milliSec
Data Normalized on Maximum datum value in Range i.e. 137mVolts
Figure 2.13




Fatty A cid M ethyl Esters Profile obtained from  a Strip Chart Recorder
1 5 5
Date; 17-Nov— 67 File name: #10;GC— 03.DATA
Operator: Larry and David
Delay mieroSec;
Increment milliSec;
Number of data points:
X-data label; milliSec 
Y-dat-a label: m Vo Its
Minimum mVolt-s is 4 at 0 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 409B at 1281 milliSec
The PAM Project-




Data Normalized on Maximum datum value in Spectrum i.e. 4095mVo 11=̂
Figure 2.15
Fatty A cid M ethyl Esters Profile obtained on the M icrocom puter
1 5 6
Date: 17-Nov-S7 File name: #10:GC— 03.DATA
Operator: Larry and David
Delay microSec: 0
Increment milliSec: 50
Number of data points: 24000
X-data label: milliSec 
Y-data 1 a be 1: vm Vo 1 ts
Minimum mVolt-s is 4 at 0 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 4095 at 1281 milliSec
The PAM Project-
Run Title: Fatty Acid Methyl Esters.
Data Normalized on Maximum datum value in Spectrum i.e. 40v5mVolts
Figure 2.16
Fatty Acid Methyl Esters Profile without Solvent Peak
1 5 7
The PAM Project
Run Title: hatty Acid Methyl Estere»
Date: 17-Nov-87 File name: #10:GC— 03»DATA





Number of data points: 4000
X-data label: milliSec 
Y-data label: mVolts
Minimum mVolts is 4 at 0 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 4095 at 128! milliSec
Data Normalized on Maximum datum value in Spectrum i»e. 4095mVolts
m V  o 1 "t s
•4 »
7 9 ^ h h h . 1  
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Figure 2.17
Result of Zooming into the First Peak 
in the Fatty Acid Methyl Esters Profile
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The analog output signal of a Perkin-Elmer (model 783) IR spectrophotometer was also 
connected directly to the analog input of the A/D converter on the ADALAB card. Output 
from the IR spectrophotometer was obtained from the built-in strip chart recorder. Each 
figure generated by the microcomputer graphically displays the data in terms of absolute 
values.
Figure 2.18 illustrates the spectrum of a 0.05 mm thick standard polystyrene film 
obtained from the built-in strip chart recorder. Figure 2.19 is the same spectrum obtained 
by the microcomputer. Figure 2.20 is the result of zooming into the C-H aromatic stretch 
region within the spectrum.
Figure 2.21 illustrates the spectrum of salicylaldéhyde obtained from the built-in strip 
chart recorder. Figure 2.22 is the same spectrum obtained by the microcomputer. Figure 
2.23 is the result of zooming into the fingerprint region within the spectrum.
Figure 2.24 illustrates the spectrum of nitrobenzene obtained from the built-in strip chart 
recorder. Figure 2.25 is the same spectrum obtained by the microcomputer. Figure 2.26 
is the result of zooming into the region of N =0 asymmetric/symmetric stretch within the 
spectrum.
It can be observedthat each acquired IR spectrum displays two plateaux. These plateaux 
or delays are a result of the IR spectrophotometer changing its light source (or 
photmultipler detector) during the scan. These plateaux can easily be eliminated by 
software given PAM was specifically designed to acquire data from the IR 
spectrophotometer.
Figure 2.18
Spectrum of Polystyrene Film obtained from a Strip Chart Recorder
Date: Q9-Jun-87 File name: #10:IR— 01.DATA
Operator: (4000-30Qcm-l, Slit=l, Noise Filter-1, Transmission
Delay microSec: 0
Increment milliSec: 50
Number of data points: 14000
X-data label: milliSec 
Y-dat-a label ; m Vo Its
Temperature: Celsius 25.00
The PAM Project
Run Title: IR Spec: Polystyrene Film 0.05mm Std.
1 6 0
Minimum mVolts is 1025 at 10971 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 3817 at 12920 milliSec
Absolute values
Figure 2.19
Spectrum  o f Polystyrene Film  obtained on the M icrocom puter
The PAM Project
Run Title: IR Spec: Polystyrene Film 0.05mm Std.
1 6 1
Date: 09-Jun-87 File name: #10:IR— 01.DATA
Operator: <4000-300cm—1, Slit-1, Noise Filter-1, Transmission
Delay microSec: 0
Increment milliSec; 50
Number of data points: 14000
X-data label: milliSec 
Y-data label: mVolts
Temperature: Celsius 25.00
Minimum mVolts is 1025 at 10971 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 3817 at 12920 milliSec
Abso 1 u te  va 1 Lies
Figure 2.20
Result of Zoom ing into the C-H Aromatic Stretch Region
in the Polystyrene Spectrum
1 6 2
Figure 2.21
Spectrum  o f Salicylaldéhyde obtained from  a Strip Chart Recorder
1 6 3
Rim Title: IR Spec: Salicylaldéhyde Neat Liquid
Date: QS-Jun-S? File name: #10:IR— 02.DATA
Operator: <4000-600cm— 1, Slit-1, Noise Filter-1, Transmission
Delay microS'ec; 0
Increment milliSec: SO
Number of data points: 12000
X-data label: milliSec 
Y-data label : mVolts
Temperature ; Celsius 25,00
Minimum mVolts is 633 at 6423 milliSec 




Spectrum  of Salicylaldéhyde obtained on the M icrocom puter
1 6 4
The PAM Project
Date; 09-Jun-S7 File name; #10:IR— 02,DATA
Operator; C4000-600cm—1, Slit-1, Noise Filter-1T Transmission
Run Title: IR Spec: Sal icy¡aldehyde Neat Liquid
Delay microbes;
Increment milliSec:
Number of data points;
X-d ata label: m i11iSec 







is 6óó at 6428 milliSec 
is 3404 at 3881 milliSec
Abso 1 L ite  va 1 Lies
Figure 2.23
Result of Zoom ing into the Fingerprint Region
in the Salicylaldéhyde Spectrum
1 6 5
Figure 2.24
Spectrum  of N itrobenzene obtained from  a Strip Chart Recorder
1 6 6






Number of data points:
X-data label: Second 
Y-dat-a label : mVolts 
Temperature: Celsius
Run Title: IR Spec:





File name: #10:IR— 03,DATA 
Slit-1,
Minimum mVolts is 668 at 7878 Second 
Maximum mVolts is 3424 at 3919 Second
Absolute values
Figure 2.25
Spectrum  o f N itrobenzene obtained on the M icrocom puter
1 6 7
Date: 09-Jun-87 File name: #10:IR— 03.DATA




Run Title: IR Spec: Nitrobenzene Neat Liquid
Number of data points: 12000
X-data label: Second 
Y-data label : mVoIts
Temperature: Celsius 25.00
Minimum mVolt-s is 665 at 7878 Second 
Maximum mVolts is -3424 at 3919 Second
Absolute values
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Figure 2.26
Result o f Zoom ing into the N = 0  Asym metric/Sym m etric Stretch Region
in the Nitrobenzene Spectrum
1 6 8
3.0 PAM in the Tecmar Configuration
To configure PAM to communicate with the Tecmar [250] card the "211_SHELL" 
module was assembled. This module coordinated the assembler to assemble all relevant 
"211_" prefixed modules. The resulting object code was then linked to the 
'MAC_STUFF' unit. The unit was then installed in the SYSTEM.LIBRARY. The effect 
of installing the 'MAC_STUFF' unit in the SYSTEM LIBRARY was to configure PAM 
to communicate with the Tecmar card.
The Tecmar card contained a successive approximation A/D converter with a conversion 
rate of 30 KHz. Since there were no timers/counters available on-board the Tecmar a 
John Bell 6522 [251] card was employed to provide timed interrupts. The acquisition 
module rAD_ACQUIRE' only employed timer-0 on the 6522 VIA. The binary number 
0100-0000 was loaded into the auxilliary control register (ACR): i.e. PB7 (pin-7) was 
enabled for output; and timer-0 was set to one-shot mode. The binary number 1100-0000 
was loaded into the interrupt enable register (IER): i.e. interrupts were enabled for time­
out on timer-0. The local Boolean variable ’ad_211 _sta tus’ was used to flag the 
completion of an A/D conversion.
The fast data acquisition mode was implemented in this assembly module. Upon 
activating the timer and the A/D converter, the assembly module did not return control 
back to the host application program 'A_CQUIRE ' but remained in the assembly module 
environment until the acquisition process was finished. Only upon completion of the data 
acquisition process were data saved to disk.
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3.1 Validation of the Tecmar Configuration
Table 3.1 indicates the frequencies of the analog triangular waveform sampled, the time 
interval between each successive A/D conversion, the total number of data points collected 
and the total sampling period. The second to last column indicates the total number of 
peaks to expect when the entire data file is displayed graphically. The last column 
indicates which figure illustrates the results.















1 .0 1000.0 microsecs 2000 2.0 secs 2 3.1
1.0 10.0 millisecs 2000 20.0 secs 20 3.2
10.0 110.0 microsecs 2000 220.0 m illisecs 2.2 3 .3
10.0 1000.0 millisecs 2000 2.0 secs 20 3.4
100.0 110.0 microsecs 2000 220.0 m illisecs 22 3.5
Table 3.1
Tecmar Validation Criteria
It can be concluded from the results that the acquisition module implemented to collect 
data from the Tecmar was valid.
1 7 0
Operator: David
De1 ay microSec: 0
Increment microSec: 1000
Number of data points; 2000
X-data label; microSec 
Y-data label ; mV'o1ts
T emperature: Ce1sius 25,00
Minimum mVolts is 37 at 238 microSec 
Maximum mVolts is A67 at 737 microSec
The PAM Project-
Run Title; A/D 211. Frequency ~ 1.0Hz, i.e. 2.0 secs = 2 peaks
Date: 26-Aug-87 File name: #10:211-01.DATA
Abso 1 Lite va 1 ues
TfiVo 1 -ts: 
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Figure 3.1
1.0 H z, Interval 1000.0 m icrosecs, Total Sam pling Period 2.0 secs
1 7 1
The PAM Project-
Run Title; A/D 211, Frequency ~ 1,0Hz, i.e. 20,0 secs




Number of data points; 2000
X'-data label; milliSec 
Y-data label ; mVolts
Temperature; Celsius 25.00
20 peaks
Minimum mVolts is 6/ at A22 milliSec 
Maximum mVolts is 468 at 472 milliSec
Absolute values
Figure 3.2







Number of data points:
X-data label: microSec 
Y-data label: mVoIts 
Temperature: Celsius





10.0Hz, i.e. 2 
File name: #10:211-03.DATA
Minimum mVolts is 37 at 1898 microSec 
Maximum mVolts is 468 at 458 microSec
Absolute values
Figure 3.3
10.0 Hz, Interval 110.0 m icrosecs, Total Sam pling Period 220.0 m illisecs
1 7 3




Number of data points:
X-data label: microSec 
Y-data label; mVolts 
Temperature: Celsius
Minimum mVolts is 40 at 59 microSec 
Maximum mVolts is 465 at 60S microSec
The PAM Project












Number of data points; 2000
X-dat-a label: mieroSec 
Y-dat-a label; m Vo Its
Temperature: Celsius 25.00
The PAH Project-
Run Title: A/D 211. Frequency ~100 Hz, i.e. 220.0 msecs = 22 peaks
Date: 26-Aug-87 File name; #10:211-05.DATA
Minimum mVolts is 41 at 442 mieroSec 
Maximum mVolts is 470 at 487 mieroSec
Absolute values
Figure 3.5
100.0 Hz, Interval 110.0 m icrosecs, Total Sam pling Period 220.0 millisecs
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3.2 Application of the Tecmar Configuration in Hip 
Laboratory
In the Tecmar configuration, the versatility of PAM in the laboratory was demonstrated by 
interfacing the microcomputer to a stopped-flow spectrophotometer. Stopped-flow 
spectrophotometers are used for the study of the optical properties of fast chemical 
reaction kinetics.
A pair of syringes were used to provide quantized volumes of reagent into a mixing 
chamber. The chamber was maintained at a constant temperature by being immersed in a 
temperature controlled water bath. The optical couplings across the chamber were made 
using fibre optics, the chamber itself being made of silica for ultra violet operation. The 
mixing was continuous and occured at the rate of injection. The waste products were 
emptied into a third syringe. The travel of the third syringe was limited by an adjustable 
stop, thus the flow came to an abrupt stop although the reaction continued towards 
completion in the chamber.
The light which was passed through the sample was monochromatic. This was obtained 
from a tungsten light source and monochromator before being passed into the fibre optic 
cable and into the reaction chamber. The transmitted light was coupled via a second 
optical fibre to a photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier required a stable high voltage 
supply and a stable high gain current amplifier. The output voltage of the current 
amplifier was relative to the intensity of incident light, thereby providing the analytical 
signal.
The analytical signal was digitized by the A/D converter and was also sent to an 
oscilloscope to display the analog event for immediate feedback. The microcomputer was 
used to trigger the oscilloscope. To sychronize the triggering of the oscilloscope and to 
trigger the monitoring of the reaction by the microcomputer, the plunger of the third 
syringe was positioned to trip a micro-switch as it traveled out of the syringe during the 
injection of the reactants.
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The fast kinetic measurements for the reaction of the iron complex [(C4Hg)Fe(Co)3]BF4 
with the nucleophiles Nal and P(Ph)3 produced the results illustrated in figures 3.6 and 
3.7, respectively. The decending slope in figure 3.6 indicates that transmission was 
decreasing, i.e. the products of the reaction absorbed more light than the starting 
products. The decending slope to the trough in figure 3.7 indicates the mixing of the 
reagents, while the ascending slope indicates that transmission was increasing, i.e. the 
reaction products absorbed less light than the starting products by becoming lighter in 
colour than the reagents.
To demonstrate the effect of smoothing data, the application program 'S_MOOTH' was 
employed to smooth the data displayed in figure 3.7. The result of smoothing the data 10 
times and 30 times is illustrated in figures 3.8 and 3.9, respectively.
Figure 3.10 lists the first 170 numerical elements of the data in figure 3.7. Similarly, 
figures 3.11 and 3.12 lists the numerical elements of the smoothed data illustrated in 
figures 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. The application program TVJJM E R IC A U  was 
employed to obtain these lists.
1 7 7
Date: 10-Aug-87
Operator: Roger and David
Delay microSec:
Increment microSec:
Number of data points:
X-data label: microSec 
Y-dat-a label: mVolts 
Temperature: Celsius






The PAN Project 
Có dienyl salt+Nal. 
File name:
Minimum mVolts is 1540 at 1844 microSec 
Maximum mVolts is 2303 at 2 microSec
Absolute values
Figure 3.6
Fast kinetic Spectrum for the reaction of the iron complex 
[(C4 FIg)Fe(Co)3 ]BF4  with the nucleophile Nal
1 7 8
Date: 10-Aug-87 File name: #10:KIN-PPh-01.DATA
Operator: Roger and David
Delay microSec: 0
Increment microSec: 110
Number of data points: 2000
X-data label: microSec 
Y-dat-a label: m Vo Its
Temperature: Celsius 25.00
Minimum mVolts is 1910 at 78 microSec 
Maximum mVolts is 1940 at 1211 microSec
The PAM Project
Run Title: Kinetics: C6 dienyl salt+P<Ph)3. 390 nm. Actone. 20'C.
Absolute values
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Figure 3.7
Fast kinetic Spectrum for the reaction of the iron complex 




Date: 10-Aug-87 File name: #10:KIN-PPh—10,SM00
Operator: Roger and David
Delay microSec: • 0
Increment microSec: 110
Number of data points: 2000




Minimum mVolts is 1910 at 68 microSec 
Maximum mVolts is 1939 at 1205 microSec
The PAM Project








Date: iO-Aug-87 File name: #10:KIN-PPh-30.SM00
Operator: Roger and David
Delay microSec: 0
Increment microSec: 110
Number of data points: 2000




Minimum mVolts is 1910 at 48 microSec 
Maximum mVolts is 1938 at 0 microSec
The PAM Project
Run Title: Kinetics: C6 dienyl salt+P(Ph)3. 390 nm. Actone. 20'C.
Absolute values
Figure 3.9
















Run Title: Kinetics: C6 dienyl salt+PCPh)3. 390 nm. Actone. 20'C.
Date: lQ-Aug-87 File name: #10:KIN-PPh-01.DATA
Operator: Roger and David
Delay microSec: 0
Increment microSec: 110
Number of data points: 2000
X-data label : microSec
Y-data label : mVolts
Temperature: Celsius 25.00
Minimum mVolts is 1910 at 78 microSec
Maximum mVoIts is 1940 at 1211 microSec
Absolute values
microSec vs mVolts microSec vs mVolts microSec vs mVolts
0.00000 1.93S00E3 1.10000E2 1.91600E3 2.20000E2 1.9170ÜE3
3.30000E2 1.91Ó00E3 4.40000E2 1.91600E3 5.50000E2 1.91600E3
6.60000E2 1.91600E3 7.70000E2 1.91600E3 8.80000E2 1.91500E3
9.90000E2 1.91500E3 1.10000E3 1,91500E3 1.21000E3 1.91500E3
1.32000E3 1.91500E3 1,43000E3 1.91500E3 1.54000E3 1.91500E3
1.65000E3 1.91500E3 1.76000E3 1.91600E3 1.870Q0E3 1.91600E3
1.98000E3 1.91Ò00E3 2.09000E3 1.91600E3 2.20000E3 1.91700E3
2.31000E3 1.91700E3 2.42000E3 1.917Q0E3 2.53000E3 1.91700E3
2.64000E3 1.91700E3 2.7S000E3 1.91700E3 2. SóQOQEj) 1.91700E3
2.97000E3 1.91700E3 3.08000E3 1.91600E3 3.19000E3 1.91600E3
3.30000E3 1.91500E3 3.410Q0E3 1.91500E3 3.52000E3 1.91500E3
Figure 3.10
Numerical values of the Spectrum illustrated in figure 3.7
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page 2
microSee VS fllVoltS mieroSec vs mVolts microSee vs mVo lt-s
3.63000E3 1.91500E3 3.74000E3 1.91400E3 3.8500GE3 1.91400E33.96000E3 1.91400E3 4.07000E3 1.91400E3 4.1S0GGE3 1.91400E3
4.29000E3 1.91400E3 4.40000E3 1.91400E3 4.B1000E3 1.91400E3
4.62000E3 1.9140GE3 4.73000E3 1.9140GE3 4.840G0E3 1.91400E3
4.95000E3 1.91400E3 5.06Ü00E3 1.91400E3 5.17000E3 1.91400E3
5.28000E3 1.91400E3 5.3900GE3 1.91400E3 5.50000E3 1.914G0E3
5.61000E3 1.91400E3 5.72000E3 1.914G0E3 5.S3000E3 1.91400E3
5.94000E3 1.91300E3 6.05000E3 1.91300E3 6.16000E3 1.91300E3
6.27000E3 1.91300E3 6.38000E3 1.91300E3 6.49000E3 1.91300E3
6.60000E3 1.91200E3 6.71000E3 1.912GGE3 6.82000E3 1.91200E3
6.93000E3 1.91200E3 7.G4000E3 1.91100E3 7.15000E3 1.911GOES
7.26000E3 1.911Ü0E3 7.37000E3 1.91100E3 7.48000E3 1.91200E3
7.59Q00E3 1.91200E3 7.70000E3 1.91300E3 7.81000E3 1.91200E3
7.92Q00E3 1.91200E3 8,G3000E3 1.91200E3 8.140U0E3 1.91200E3
8.25000E3 1.911G0E3 8.36000E3 1.911GOES S.47000E3 1.9110GE3
8.5S000E3 1.9100ÜE3 8,69000E3 1.91000E3 8.80000E3 1.91000E3
8.91000E3 1.9110QE3 9.02000b3 1.911GOES 9.1300DE3 1.91200E3
9.24000E3 1.91200E3 9.35000E3 1.91200E3 9.46000E3 1.9120GE3
9.5700DE3 1.9120GE3 9.6S0G0E3 1.91200E3 9.79000E3 1.91200E3
9.90000E3 1.91200E3 1.0010GE4 1.91200E3 1.01200E4 1.91200E3
1.G23GGE4 1.91200E3 1.03400E4 1.91200E3 1.04500E4 1.9110GE3
1.05600E4 1.911GOES 1.06700E4 1.911GOES 1.07800E4 1.91100E3
1.08900E4 1.91100E3 1.100GGE4 1.91100E3 1.11100E4 1.91100E3
1.12200E4 1.911QGE3 1.13300E4 1.91100E3 1.14400E4 1.911GOES
1.155Q0E4 1.91100E3 1.16600E4 1.91200E3 1.1770QE4 1.91200E3
1.18800E4 1.91200E3 1.19900E4 1.91200E3 1.21000E4 1.91200E3
1.22100E4 1.91200E3 1.23200E4 1.91200E3 1.243G0E4 1.91300E3
1.25400E4 1.91300E3 1.26500E4 1.91300E3 1.27600E4 1.91400E3
1.2S7QQE4 1.91400E3 1.29800E4 1.91400E3 1.3090GE4 1.9140GE3
1.3200DE4 1.91400E3 1.33100E4 1.91400E3 1,34200E4 1.91400E3
1.35300E4 1.91300E3 1.36400E4 1.91300E3 1.37500E4 1.9130GE3
1.3SÒG0E4 1.91300E3 1.39700E4 1.91300E3 1.408Q0E4 1.9130GE3
1.41900E4 1-9130ÜE3 1.43000E4 1.91300E3 1.441G0E4 1.91300E3
1.45200E4 1.91300E3 1.46300E4 1.91200E3 1.47400E4 1.9120GE3
1.48500E4 1.912ÜÜE3 1.4960GE4 1.91300E3 1.50700E4 1.91300E3
1.51800E4 1.91300E3 •1.52900E4 1.91300E3 ■1.54Ü0ÜE4 1.91300E3
1.55100E4 1.91300E3 1.56200E4 1.91300E3 1.57300E4 1.913G0E3
1.58400E4 1.91200E3 1.59500E4 1.91300E3 1.60600E4 1.913Q0E3
1.Ó1700E4 1.913Ü0E3 1.62SG0E4 1.913G0E3 1.63900E4 1.913GGE3
1.65000E4 1.91300E3 1,66100E4 1.913G0E3 1.67200E4 1.91400E3
1.683G0E4 1.91400E3 1.Ó9400E4 1.914G0E3 1.70500E4 1.91300E3
1.71Ó00E4 1.91300E3 1.72700E4 1.91300E3 1.738G0E4 1.91300E3
1.74900E4 1.91300E3 1.76000E4 1.9130GE3 1.771G0E4 1.9140GE3
1.78200E4 1.91400E3 1.79300E4 1.91400E3 1.80400E4 1.91400E3
1.81500E4 1.91400E3 1.82600E4 1.91400E3 1.83700E4 1.91400E3
1.84800E4 1.9140ÜE3 1.85900E4 1.91400E3 1.870G0E4 1.91300E3
Figure 3.10 continued
Numerical values of the Spectrum illustrated in figure 3.7
<N <N O'! r-o
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Run Title: Kinetics: C6 dienyl
Date: 10-Aug-87
Operator: Roger and David
Delay mieroSee:
Increment mieroSee:
Number of data points:
X-data label: mieroSee 










Minimum mVolts is 1910 at 68 mieroSee 
Maximum mVolts is 1939 at 1205 mieroSee
Absolute values





































































Result of smoothing 10 times
the Numerical values of the Spectrum illustrated in figure 3.7
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page 2
microSec vs mVolts microSec vs mVolt-s microSec vs mVoIts
3 .63000E3 1 .91400E3 3 .74000E3 1 -91400E3 3.85G00E3 1 .914GGE3
3 « 96000E3 1 .9140GE3 4 .07000E3 1 .91400E3 4 .18G00E3 1 .91400E3
4 .290G0E3 1 .914G0E3 4 .40000E3 1 .914GGE3 4 .510G0E3 1 .91400E3
4■Ó20GQE3 1 - 91400E3 4 .730G0E3 1 .91400E3 4 .S4GG0E3 1 .91300E3
4 .950Q0E3 1 .913G0E3 5 .06000E3 1 .91300E3 5 .170G0E3 1 .9130GE3
5 .28000E3 1 .91300E3 5 .39000E3 1 .91300E3 5 .BG000E3 1 .91200E3
5 .Ó1000E3 1 .91200E3 5 .72000E3 1 .9120QE3 5 .8300GE3 1.912G0E3
5.940G0E3 1 .91100E3 6 .05000E3 1 .91100E3 ó.16000E3 1 .91100E3
Ó.27000E3 1 .911Ü0E3 6 .38000E3 1 .911G0E3 6 .49000E3 1 .9110GE3
6.60G00E3 1 .91100E3, 6 .71000E3 1 .911GOES Ó.S2000E3 1 .9110DE3
6 .93000E3 1 .91100E3 7 .04000E3 1 .911G0E3 7 .150G0E3 1 .911GOES
7.2Ó000E3 1 .911GOES 7 .37000E3 1 .91100E3 7 ,4S000E3 1 .91QG0E3
7 .59000E3 1 .91000E3 7 .70000E3 1 .91G00E3 7 .81000E3 1.91G00E3
7 .92000E3 1 .91000E3 S.03000E3 1 .91000E3 S.140Q0E3 1 .910G0E3
8 .2500GE3 1 .9100GE3 8 .36000E3 1 .910GQE3 S.470G0E3 1 .91000E3
8 .5S000E3 . 1 .910Q0E3 S.690GGE3 1 .91000E3 8 .8G000E3 1 .91GOOES
8 .91000E3 1 .91000E3 9 .G2000E3 1 .91G00E3 9 .13000E3 1 .91000E3
9.24000E3 1 .910Q0E3 9 .35000E3 1 .910G0E3 9 .4&000E3 1 .91000E3
9 .570QQE3 1 .91000E3 9 .6S000E3 1 .910G0E3 9 .79000E3 1 .910Q0E3
9 .90G0GE3 1 .9100GE3 1 .0010GE4 1 .9110GE3 1 .01200E4 1 .91100E3
1 .02300E4 1 .911GOES 1 .03400E4 1 .9110GE3 1 .G4500E4 1 .911GOES
1 .05600E4 1 .91100E3 1 .06700E4 1 .91100E3 1 .07S00E4 1 .911GOES
1 .08900E4 1 .91100E3 1 .100GGE4 1 .91100E3 1 .1110GE4 1 .911QQE3
1 .122G0E4 1 .9110GE3 1 .13300E4 1 .911G0E3 1 .14400E4 1 .91100E3
1 .15500E4 1 .911G0E3 1 .1Ó600E4 1 .91100E3 1 .17700E4 1 .91100E3
1 .18800E4 1 .91100E3 1 .19900E4 1 .91100E3 1 .210GGE4 1 .91100E3
1 .2210QE4 1 .91100E3 1 .23200E4 1 .91100E3 1 .24300E4 1.911GOES
1 .25400E4 1 .91100E3 1 .265G0E4 1 .91100E3 1 .27Ó00E4 1 .9120GE3
1 .28700E4 1 .91200E3 1 .29800E4 1 .91200E3 1 .3090GE4 1.9120GE3
1 .32000E4 1 .91200E3 1 .33100E4 1 .91200E3 1 .34200E4 1 .91200E3
1 .3530GE4 1 .91200E3 1 .36400E4 1 .91200E3 1 .375G0E4 1 .91200E3
1.38600E4 1 .91200E3 1 .39700E4 1 .91200E3 1 .40S00E4 1 .912GGE3
1 .4190GE4 1 .91200E3 1 .43000E4 1 .912G0E3 1 .44100E4 1 .91200E3
1.45200E4 1 .91200E3 1 .46300E4 1 .912G0E3 1 .47400E4 1 .9120GE3
1 .48500E4 1 .91200E3 1 .49600E4 1 .912G0E3 1 .50700E4 1 .912Q0E3
1 .51S00E4 1 .91200E3 1 .52900E4 1 ,91200E3 1 .540GGE4 1 .91200E3
1 .55100E4 1 .91200E3 1 .56200E4 1 .91200E3 1 .573GGE4 1 .91200E3
1 .58400E4 1 .9120GE3 1 .59500E4 1 .91200E3 1 .60600E4 1 .91200E3
1 .61700E4 1 .912G0E3 1 .62800E4 1 .91200E3 1 .63900E4 1 .912G0E3
1 .65000E4 1 .91200E3 1 .66100E4 1 .91200E3 1 .67200E4 1 .91200E3
1 .6830GE4 1 .91200E3 1 .6940GE4 1 .91200E3 1 .70500E4 1 .91300E3
1 .71Ó00E4 1 .9130GE3 1 .72700E4 1 .91300E3 1 .73S00E4 1 .913G0E3
1 .74900E4 1 .91300E3 1 .76000E4 1 .91300E3 1 .77100E4 1 .913G0E3
1 .7S200E4 1 .91300E3 1 .7930GE4 1 .91300E3 1 .S0400E4 1 .91300E3
1 .815Q0E4 1 .91300E3 1 .82ÓG0E4 1 .913G0E3 1 .S3700E4 1 .91300E3
1 .84800E4 1 .91300E3 1 .85900E4 1 .91300E3 1 .87QG0E4 1 .91300E3
Figure 3.11 continued
Result of smoothing 10 times






Run Title: Kinetics: C6 dienyl salt+P(Ph)3. 390 nm. Actone. 20'
Date: 10-Aug-S7 File name: #10:KIN-PPh-30.SM00
Operator: Roger and David
Delay microSec: 0
Increment microSec: 110
Number of data points: 2000




Minimum mVolts is 1910 at 48 microSec 
Maximum mVolts is 1938 at 0 microSec
Absolute values





































































Result of smoothing 30 times



































































































4 .1800QE3 1 .91100E3
4 .B1000E3 1 .91100E3




6 .16000E3 1 .91000E3
6.49000E3 1.91000E3




8 .14000E3 1 .91000E3
8 .47000E3 1.91000E3
8 .80000E3 1 .91000E3
9 .13000E3 1.91000E3
9 .46000E3 1 .91000E3
9 .79000E3 1 .9100GE3
1 .01200E4 1 .91000E3
1.04500E4 1.91000E3
1 .07800E4 1 .91000E3
1 .11100E4 1.91000E3
1 .14400E4 1 .91000E3
1 .17700E4 1.91000E3
1 .21000E4 1 .91000E3
1 .24300E4 1.91100E3
1 .27600E4 1 .91100E3
1 .30900E4 1 .91100E3
1 .34200E4 1 .91100E3
1 .37500E4 1.91100E3
1 .408Ü0E4 1 .91100E3
1 .44100E4 1 .91100E3
1 .4740QE4 1 .91100E3
1 .B0700E4 1.91200E3
1 .54000E4 1 .91200E3
1 .B7300E4 1.91200E3
1 .60600E4 1 .91200E3
1.63900E4 1 .91200E3
1 .67200E4 1 .91200E3
1 .70S00E4 1.91200E3
1 .73800E4 1 .91200E3
1 .77100E4 1 .91200E3
1 .80400E4 1 .91200E3
1 .83700E4 1 .91200E3
1 .87000E4 1 .91200E3
Figure 3.12 continued
Result of smoothing 30 times




It has been demonstrated in this project that the general purpose real-time data processing, 
data acquisition and data manipulating system PAM can be interfaced to many different 
scientific instruments. Developed under the UCSD p-System, PAM can be implemented 
on many micro- or mini-computers capable of running the UCSD p-System. Futhermore, 
PAM is hardware independent in terms of the hardware peripherals required to interface 
the host computer to a scientific instrument.
The design approach, rationale, organization, and concepts embodied within PAM can be 
applied to both relatively slow and relatively high speed data acquisition processes. This 
enables the operator to implement and interface PAM, in the appropriate configuration, to 
many different scientific instruments which output analytical information in the form of an 
analog signal, for example spectrophotometers (including ultra violet/visible, infrared), 
ionization detectors, fluorometers, flame photometers, pH meters, chromatography 
monitors, gas chromatographs, HPLC systems, conductivity meters, and stopped-flow 
spectrophotometers. The range of scientific instruments to which PAM may be interfaced 
to is only limited by the availability of the appropriate hardware, i.e. the host computer 
and the interfacing hardware peripherals.
Many commercially available A/D converters and timing cards may be employed by PAM. 
Using the appropriate application assembly module presented within this project as a 
template, software drivers dedicated to communicating and controlling a preferred 
hardware device in real-time may be readily developed. Once developed, the software 
driver would be linked to the 'MAC_STUFF' unit. The unit would then be installed in 
the system library thus configuring PAM to operate the preferred hardware device. At no 
time during the installation process would there be any need to change or alter the 
application programs present within PAM, as evidenced by configuring PAM to operate 
both the ADALAB and Tecmar A/D conversion cards, independently.
The foundation support modules (units) have promoted the development of very user- 
friendly software and highly efficient application programs. These support modules 
provide the mechanism to ensure the presentation of all option lists, promptlines, and 
keyboard input procedures are consistent at the human interface level. Completely user- 
friendly interactive keyboard input facilities are provided to ensure the operator responds 
within the displayed input range. All keyboard input prompts display a default value and 
whenever a dynamic response is required, such as a filename or a numeric quantity, the 
range in which the operator may respond is displayed on the screen continuously until a 
legal response is entered. Where logically feasible, last entered operator responses are 
remembered and are used as the default value when the operator returns to the particular
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prompt. The operator may escape from any keyboard input prompt to be returned to 
either a previous option list or to the main option list of the currently executing application 
program.
From a programming point of view, the foundation support modules significantly 
simplify the task of developing complex application programs which are efficient. 
Various house-keeping operations which must be performed by an application program, 
such as positioning the cursor on the screen, manipulating filenames, acquiring valid 
keyboard responses from the operator, accessing the contents of a disk directory, or 
providing disk I/O facilities are offered by the foundation support modules. Some 
advantages are immediately apparent when employing these modules within an application 
program. For example the programming effort is reduced, the debugging process is 
simplified, and the final size of the source code and object code is reduced. The 
foundation support modules are independent of application. Thus, they may be invoked 
by any application program developed under the UCSD p-System operating system. 
Consequently, the design approach and layout of each application program will be 
consistent, allowing easy modification and maintenance, thereby ensuring program 
longevity.
The intention of the application programs is general purpose. Consequently, where 
possible, batch processing facilities have been provided. The operator may process a 
single data file or batch-process data files either as an homologous series, or in any 
combination and/or as an homologous series, or an entire disk volume. Batch-processing 
is a continuous operation. Only when a system error occurs will the process halt.
Hard copies of all acquired data may be obtained in either numerical or graphical format. 
The operator can also select the range over which to process the data and the method for 
which data will be normalized.
Specific data reduction processes such as peak picking, determining the area under a 
peak, or performing a least-squares fit over a particular range of data, can be readily 
incorporated in the appropriate module within PAM. This allows PAM to be applied to a 
variety of analytical applications requiring such data reduction facilities.
1 9 0
There are many extensions and enhancements which would further increase the overall 
versatility of PAM. The following lists but a few:
1/. Display acquired data on the graphics screen and scroll the graphics screen during a 
data acquisition process.
2/. Collect an unlimited number of data points.
31. Provide complete data file editing facilities.
4/. Incorporate sub-directories to overcome the 77 data file per volume limitation of the 
standard UCSD p-System directory.
5/. Allow the operator to scroll through processed data graphically using a joystick. 
This would enable the operator to scan extremely large data files very rapidly to 
inspect those peaks of interest.
6/. Provide a horizontal line which is adjustable in both height an slope. This could be 
used as a reference point or threshold to which all calculations, such as peak height 
are made.
7/. Enable the operator to overlay graphically processed data files.
8/. Allow the operator to select scaling factors for graphically processed data.
91. Send graphically processed data to a plotter.
10/. Provide screen dumping facilities of all screen displays.
Obviously the number of processing facilites which could be incorporated into PAM is 
only limited by the imagination of the operator, the programmer, the memory capacity of 
the host computer and the requirements of the application under consideration. The above 
has outlined a few ideas which when implemented will produce an extremely powerful 
data processing system.
Under the current configuration PAM provides an excellent kemal for incorporating such 
extensions and enhancements. Although the objectives of the project have been met, 
clearly much more work can be done: this is only the beginning, the precusor, of a 
product which will have wide commercial applicability in the area of data processing, data 
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Appendix A.O
THE ’G E T  S T U F F '  UNIT
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The 'GETJSTUFF' unit is a software tool developed to assist the programmer in writing 
screen-oriented output software and user-friendly interactive keyboard input software 
easily and efficiently. Contained within this unit are comprehensive sets of routines 
which:
1/. Control the cursor on the text screen,
2/. Manipulate strings,
3/. Address and access memory directly,
4/. Aid in processing or manipulating UCSD p-System filenames and verify the 
presence of UCSD p-System disk volumes and,
5/. Ensure operator keyboard input is valid and of a specific type.
A .1 The 'G E T  S T U F F ’ Interface
To use the 'G ET_STU FF ' unit at compile time, the unit must reside within the 
SYSTEM.LIBRARY file. A Pascal application program must contain the USES 
declaration similar to:
USES GET_STUFF;
Since this unit is an intrinsic unit, at run-time the file SYSTEM.LIBRARY must be on­
line, and available to the application program being currently executed. The following 
text is a listing of the interface section of the unit 'GET_STUFF\
{$S++,R-}
UNIT GET_STUFF; INTRINSIC CODE 27 DATA 26;
INTERFACE
CONST max_fname=23; { Maximum length of a complete filename
max_prefix=8; { Maximum length of a filename prefix
max filename=15; { Maximum length of actual filename
suffix_ID=1.1; { Filename suffix identifier i.e. dot
xmax=79; ymax=21;{ Maximum 'x,y' TEXT screen coordinates
clear=12; { Clear the entire text screen
clreol=29; { Clear to-end-of-line
bell=7; . { Sound the bell (beep) _
max volumes=31; { Maximum number disk volumes in system
TYPE fstring= string[max_fname]; { Filename String Definition 
sets= SET OF CHAR; { Useful simplification
alerts=(norm,invert,beeps,binvert); { Attention modes
formats=(fix,fixed_j?oint,sci,scientific);{ 'REAL' format 















memory= RECORD CASE BOOLEAN OF
TRUE : (addrs : INTEGER);* 
FALSE: (pointer:'"location) ; 
END;
volumes=ARRAY [0. .max_volûmes] OF INTEGER; { Disk volumes } 
devices=INTERACTIVE; { Normally 'Printer:' or 'Console:' }
VAR print, { Preset to print:=FALSE; implying CLOSED }
{ Contains current printer status. }
{ When TRUE the printer is available. }
show_range, { When TRUE show range of numeric input. }
escaped :BOOLEAN; { Contains the status of the last }
{ completed keyboard operation. }
{ The following integer variables are User Selectable and } 
{ may be adjusted by the programmer at anytime. }
escape, { Preset to 27; "Escape key". }
whyte, { Preset to 14; "NORMAL" text mode. }
blck :INTEGER; { Preset to 15; "INVERSE" text mode. }
yes, { Preset to yes:='Y'; }
no :CHAR; { Preset to no :='N'; }
yesno :sets; { Preset to yesno:='[yes,no]' }
{ 'yesno' declaration is commonly used as the 'acceptable' } 
{ set argument in the 'C_PROMPT' and ' READ_CHAR' procedures }
esc_message:STRING; { Escape Message 'AT(x,ymax-1)' }
disk volumes :volumes; { Disk volumes currently in system }
prt, { Refers to the 'printer:' init to CLOSED }
csl :devices; { Refers to the 'console:' init to OPENED }





PROCEDURE CENTRE_ME S SAGE ( s : STRING; y : INTEGER;  ̂alert : alerts ) ; 
FUNCTION P AT (x,y :INTEGER; VAR device : devices) : CHAR;













FUNCTION STR INT 
PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE SHOW_ERRORS (error : INTEGER);
FUNCTION STR REAL (VAR s:STRING; VAR result:REAL;“ VAR error : INTEGER) : BOOLEAN;
(VAR s:STRING; VAR result,error : INTEGER)- : BOOLEAN;
REAL STR (r:REAL; fmt: formats; ndecimals : INTEGER;- VAR s: STRING);
FILL STRING(index,count : INTEGER; c: CHAR; VAR s: STRING); 
ADD CHAR (max_length: INTEGER; c:CHAR; VAR s : STRING); 
CHOP_CHAR (VAR S : STRING) ;
UPPER_CASE (c: CHAR)



















FUNCTION VOL_PRESENT (VAR di sk_volume s : volumes; voi: INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN;

















ye s_or_no:CHAR) :CHAR; 
alert:alerts; s:STRING; 
acceptable:sets; VAR c:CHAR); 
acceptable:sets; VAR c:CHAR);
VAR s:STRING) ;(x,y,max_length: INTEGER;
(x,y,1range,hrange :INTEGER;
VAR number : INTEGER)
PROCEDURE READ_REAL (x, y : INTEGER; lrange, hrange : REAL ; f mt : format s
















(x,y:INTEGER; VAR fname:fstring) ;
(change¡INTEGER; VAR fname:fstring);
(fname:fstring) ¡INTEGER;
(new_suffix:fstring; VAR fname:fstring); 
(VAR fname:fstring);




A .2____ Overview of Routines Within ' G E T  S T U F F [
The unit 'GET_STUFF' can be divided into eight convenient categories:
1/. Global CONSTants, TYPEs and VARiables.
2/. Routines which control of the cursor on the text screen.
3/. Functions for converting alphanumeric strings to their equivalent numeric format 
and procedures for general string manipulation.
4/. Routines for addressing and accessing memory directly,
5/. The 'KEY TOUCHED' function.
6/. Routines for verifying the presence of UCSD p-System disk volumes.
7/. Routines ensuring operator keyboard input is valid and of a specific type.
8/. Routines for processing or manipulating UCSD p-System filenames.
The following sections describe the components as they appear in the interface of the 
'GET STUFF' unit.
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A.3 Global CONSTant, TYPE and VARiable Declarations
The INTERFACE section of 'GET_STUFF' contains a number of global CONSTant, 
TYPE and VARiable declarations. Their descriptions are as follows.
A . 3.1 CONSTant Declarations
These constants represent either an UCSD p-System limitation (e.g. filenames), or define 
the text screen constants, or define special control constants which perform some specific 
screen housekeeping function. The following describes these constants individually:
The UCSD p-System defines specific constant parameters regarding filenames. These 
constants are defined as follows:
'm ax_fnam e' = Maximum filename string length definition,
'm ax_prefix' = Maximum length of a filename prefix,
'm a x filen a m e' = Maximum length of actual filename.
Within the actual filename a suffix is usually appended to the filename to reflect the 
internal contents of a file, i.e. "DATA", "CODE" or "TEXT" file. The suffix is preceded 
by a suffix indentifier which is defined by the following constant:
'suffix ID ' = Filename suffix identifier.
The maximum text screen coordinates are described by the constants:
'xm ax' = Maximum x-text screen coordinate,
'ym ax' = Maximum y-text screen coordinate.
Two text lines are reserved for comments and promptline option lists. These reserved text 
lines are define by the y-coordinates 'ymax+1' and 'ymax+2'.




= Clear the entire screen, 
= Clear to-end-of-line,
= Sound the bell (beep),
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These constants are normally used in conjuction with a call to the 'SCREEN' function 
(A.4.1). They may be invoked as follows:









The constant 'max_volumes' represents the maximum number of disk volumes which 
may be present within the system.
A.3.2 TYPE Declarations
The fstring ' construct explicitly defines the maximum length of a string which is to 
contain a UCSD p-System operating system filename.
The 'sets' construct has been defined as convenient programming simplification of the 
SET OF CHAR construct.
The 'alerts' construct enumerates various attention modes employed as actual parameters 
by the 'CENTRE M ESSAGE' procedure (A.4.5), the 'YN PROMPT' function (A.9.4) 
and the 'C_PROMPT' procedure (A.9.5). The enumerations are defined as follows:
'norm ' = Normal mode,
'invert' = Inverse video mode,
'beeps’ — Sound the bell,
'binvert' = Inverse video mode and sound the bell.
The format' construct has been defined to differentiate between fixed_point (equivalent 
to fix ') and 'scientific' (equivalent to 'sci') notation of real numbers. This construct is 
employed by the 'R E A L J T R ' (A.5.4) and 'READ_REAL' (A.9.9) procedures as one
of the formal parameter list declarations.
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The 'b y t e 'location' and 'mem ory' constructs enable the programmer to manipulate 
memory easily. These constructs are used by the 'PEEK ' (A.6.1) and 'POKE' (A.6.2) 
definitions.
The integer array 'volumes' construct is intended to contain the numerical value of all 
standard and user block oriented devices present within the microcomputer upon initially 
executing an applicaton program employing this unit. Block oriented devices are usually 
disk drives, hard disks, or RAM disks. These devices will be referred to as either "disk 
volumes” or "volumes".
The 'devices' construct has been defined as a convenient programming simplification of 
the INTERACnVE construct. This definition is primarily intended for use in conjuction 
with the 'P AT' function (A .4 .6), where the interactive file types 'Printer:' or 'Console:' 
can be passed as actual variable parameters.
A.3.3 VARiable Declarations
All VARiables contained in the INTERFACE section of 'GETJSTUFF' are initialized to a 
preset value prior to the actual execution of any code contained within the application 
program itself. VARiable declarations may be subdivided into five sections.
A.3.3.1 BOOLEAN VARiable Definitions
The Boolean variable 'print' indicates the current printer status as selected by the operator 
when the 'O U TPU TJD EVIC E' procedure (A.4.7) is invoked. When 'print’ is set to 
TRUE the output device is assumed to be the printer: when FALSE the output device is 
the console.
The Boolean variable 'show _range' (A.9.2) enables the programmer to cancel the 
automatic display of the dynamic input range list provided in some of the programmable 
procedures which accept operator keyboard input of a specific type. When showjrange 
is set to TRUE the input range option list is displayed: when FALSE the input range 
option list is not displayed.
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The Boolean variable 'escaped’ (A.9.2, A.9.7) contains the status of the last completed 
keyboard operation. It is only set to TRUE when the last input operation performed by 
the user was aborted: otherwise it is set to FALSE.
A A.3.2 INTEGER VARiable Definitions
The purpose of these constants being declared as variables is to provide a programmeable 
mechanism for modifying their values, as required, without having to both re-compile the 
'GETJSTUFF' unit and re-install it in SYSTEM.LIBRARY. These preset values should 
be modified in the initialization section of an application program.
The following integer variables have been initialized to various constants as set out below:
'escape' = Preset to 27. "Escape key”.
'w hyte ' = Preset to 14. "NORMAL" text mode.
'b lck ' = Preset to 15. "INVERSE" text mode.
The programmable integer variable 'e sc a p e ' (A.9.2) allows the programmer to designate 
any key as the "escape (abort) key".
The programmable integer variable constants 'whyte' and 'blck' control the video mode 
of whatever terminal (or 80-column card) is present within the computer. Most of the 
commonly available terminals include the capability to display text in either normal video 
mode or inverse video mode. The control characters 'whyte' and 'blck' are preset to the 
above values according to the requirements of the "Vision-80" terminal (marketed by 
Zofarry Enterprises Pty. Ltd.). Many of the user interactive procedures contained within 
'GET STU FF' use the inverse video mode to display various comments and error 
conditions so as to attract the attention of the operator. Thus, it is extremely important for 
the programmer to assign appropriate values these control codes from within an 
application program to ensure terminal compatability. In the event that either the terminal 
control codes are unknown or an inverse video mode is not available the programmer 
should assign both video control variables to zero, i.e. the ASCII null character. This 
will have the effect of cancelling these two video output control instructions and stop 
unpredictable results from occuring.
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A 3,3.3 VARiable CHARacters and SET Definitions
'y e s ' -  initialized to Y',
'n o ' = initialized to TV',
'yesno ' = initialized to contain the set '[yes,no]\
where 'yes' and 'no' are convenient character definitions.
The set declaration 'yesno' is commonly used as the 'acceptable ' set argument in the 
'C P R O M P T  (A.9.5) and 'READ CHAR' (A.9.6) procedures.
A.3.3.4 The 'escjnessage' VARiable STRING Definition 
This variable contains the string:
Type ESC twice to Abort
This string indicates which key is used to escape or abort form a current keyboard input 
process. W henever the value of the integer variable 'escape' is altered this string must 
modified accordingly.
A.3.3.5 The 'disk_volumes' VARiable Definition
W henever an application program  using this unit is executed an automatic search is 
performed to determine which disk volumes (standard or user devices) are present within 
the system. The numerical value of each device available is stored in accending order in 
the global integer array 'disk_yolume' (A.8) of type 'volumes'. The zeroth index of the 
array, i.e. 'disk vo lum es[0]\ contains the number of disk volumes available to the 
executing application program.
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A 3.3.6 INTERACTIVE Devices
Two INTERACTIVE #devices' are available to the programmer. They are:
p v t — Refers to the 'P rin ter:'. This interactive 'device' is
initialized to the CLOSED state upon initial invocation of 
the application program,
'csV  = Refers to the 'Console:'. This interactive 'device' is
initialized to the OPEN state upon initial invocation of the 
application program.
Practical examples employing these 'devices' are described in section A.4.5, under the 
T _ A T  (A.4.6) function and under the 'OUTPUT_DEVICE' (A.4.7) procedure.
A ,4 Routines which Provide Control of the Cursor Over flip 
Text Screen
A ,4.1 The fS C R E E N ’ Function 
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION SCREEN (control:INTEGER) :CHAR;
This function provides control of the cursor over the text screen and allows also control 
characters to be passed to perform various housekeeping functions. Furthermore, the 
source code is usually in a more readable form and may be easily modified or extended 
upon. Consider the following program statement:
WRITE (SCREEN (bell), SCREEN (bell), SCREEN (clear),message) ;
the sequence of events are:
1/. A bell (beep) is sounded twice,
2/. The screen is cleared, and,
3/. A 'message' is displayed.
All this is accomplished using only one WRITE (or WRITELN) statement thus, reducing 
actual compiled code considerably while still producing the desired effect.
A.4.2  The 'A T ' F unction
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION AT (x, y : INTEGER) : CHAR;
The 'AT' function is similar to the UCSD Pascal intrinsic GOTOXY procedure, except it 
is more convenient. This function places the cursor at the actual screen coordinates 'x,y\ 
Consider the following program segment:
GOTOXY(10,10); WRITE(messagel);
GOTOXY(10,15); WRITE(message2);
A separate statement is used for each cursor positioning and write operation. It would be 
simpler if the cursor positioning could be done inside a WRITE or WRITELN statement. 
This would also have the effect of reducing actual compiled code considerably. The A T  
function simplifies the above code segment to the following:
WRITE(AT(10,10),messagel,AT(10,15),message2);
The A T  function places the cursor at the screen coordinates '10,10'. The function then 
returns the ASCII null character to the WRITE statement which is then displayed on the 
screen but which effectively does nothing, 'messagel' is then displayed. Following this 
the cursor is re-positioned at the screen coordinates '10,15', where 'message! ' i s  
displayed after the ASCII null character is returned. This technique enhances program 
readability: four statements of code have been replaced by one statement of code.
A .4 ,3  The fA T  C L E A R ’ Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION AT_CLEAR (x, y : INTEGER) : CHAR;
Once the cursor is placed at the screen coordinates 'x,y' the screen is cleared-to-end-of- 
line. Following this, the cursor is repositioned at the original 'x,y' screen coordinates. 
In the following program segment:
messagel:='0123456789-01234567890'; 
message2: = ’abcdefghij';
WRITE (AT (10,10),messagel, AT_CLEAR(15,10) ,message2) ;
1 2
the sequence of events are:
1/. 'm e s s a g e ! ' is displayed at the coordinates '1 0 ,1 0 '. The screen would appear 




2/. The cursor then is placed at the screen coordinates '1 5 ,1 0 ' and the screen is 
cleared-to-end-of-line.
3/. 'm e ss a g e ! ' is then displayed at the screen coordinates '15 ,10 '. The screen would
finally appear similar to the following:
01234aJDcdefghi j
V_________________________________ J
A .4 .4  The 'A T  CEN TRE1  Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION AT_CENTRE (s: STRING; y : INTEGER) :CHAR;
The cursor is placed at the selected y-coordinate screen line where the entire screen line is 





would cause the screen to appear similar to the following:
where 'm e s s a g e ! ’ is displayed in the centre of the screen at the y-coordinate line '10'.
A .4.5  The ’C E N T R E  M E S S A G E ’ P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE CENTRE_MESSAGE (s:STRING; y :INTEGER; alert : alerts);
The actual string 's ' is positioned in the centre of the screen at the selected y-coordinate 
screen line in the selected 'a le r t' mode. This procedure is commonly employed to display 
promptline option lists. Consequently, the reserved the y-coordinate screen lines 
’y m a x + r  and 'ym ax+ 2  ' may be used. The following code:
messagel:='Type: Y(es or N(o’;
CENTRE_ME S SAGE(messagel,ymax+1,invert);
displays a promptline option list in inverse video positioned on the upper reserved screen 
line.
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 ̂ 4.6 The ’P A T '  Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION P_AT (x, y : INTEGER; VAR device: devices) : CHAR;
Under the UCSD Pascal programming environment there is no simple mechanism 
provided to print the current text screen whenever desired which is also portable. The 
'P_AT function has been provided as one approach to simplifying this problem.
The 'P_AT' function is similar to the 'A T ' function, except it is specifically a 'device' 
oriented relative GOTOXY function. The 'devices' are normally the INTERACTIVE files 
'prt' or 'csl' as defined within 'G ET_STU FF' and are defined as 'Printer:' and 
'Console:', respectively.
Unlike the 'AT' function (A.4.2) however, the 'P AT' function moves the cursor (or 
print head) from its current position relative to the actual 'x,y' coordinate position. 
Whenever 'y' alters or a WRITELN is used in between 'P_AT' statements the 'x' 
position becomes relative to zero. Consider the following program segment:
PROCEDURE SHOW MENU(VAR d:devices);
{ = = — } 
CONST by=’(by D. Cheesman)’;
user_title=’Graphics Processor’;
VAR x,y : INTEGER;
BEGIN
x:=10; y:=01;
WRITE (d, P_AT (05, 05, d) ,user_title,
P_AT(08, 00,d),by, { Output on same line } 
P_AT(x,2,d),’G. . . Get filename’,
P_AT(x,y,d),’L ... Load file’,
P_AT(x,y,d),’S... Save file’,
P_AT(x,y,d),’P ... Process file’);
END;
{ PROCEDURE SHOW MENU }
BEGIN { MAIN segment }
REWRITE(csl,’console :’); SHOW_MENU(csl) ;
REWRITE(prt,’printer :’); SHOW_MENU(prt);
The above code employs the 'P_AT' function in a similar manner to the AT  function. 
The only difference here is the formatted output may be sent to either the console or the 
printer.
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Often it is desirable to provide the operator with a mechanism for obtaining hard copies of 
various menu lists presented in an application program. This is especially useful when 
the operator is not familiar with the software. The above code suggests a simple 
programming method in which a hard copy of a menu may be obtained and, at the same 
time save computer memory by using one procedure to perform the two essentially similar 
tasks.
Since the INTERACTIVE devices 'prt' and 'csl' are defined in ’GET_STUFF\ they may 
be passed as actual variable parameters as indicated in the above 'SHO W _M ENU' 
procedure.
A .4 .7  The ’O U TP U T D E V IC E f P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE OUTPUT_DEVICE (x, y : INTEGER) ;
If a printing device is present in the system this procedure displays the prompt:
OutputDevice= Printer: <Y>
at the actual 'x,y' screen coordinates thus, prompting the operator to select the printer as 
the output display device. Immediately following the above prompt the option list:
Type: Y (esorN (o
is displayed in the centre of the screen in inverse video positioned on the upper reserved 
screen line.
Whenever the operator responds with Y  the global Boolean variable 'print' is set to TRUE 
and the printing device is OPENed for output communication; otherwise a N  response 
will set global Boolean variable 'print' to FALSE and the printing device is automatically 
CLOSEd. Further, this procedure always ensures the output device 'csl' always remains 
open, consequently its is not necessary to OPEN this device.
If a printing device is not present in the system the prompt:
Output Device^ Console:
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is displayed at the actual 'x,y' screen coordinates followed by the comment message:
PRINTER: off-line
The global Boolean variable 'print' is then automatically set to FALSE and the printing 
device is CLOSEd.
Note, the Boolean variable 'print' is always initialized to FALSE whenever an application 
program is first executed.
Modifing the "MAIN segment" code segment, as described in the 'P_AT' function, the 
'OUTPUT_DEVICE' procedure may be invoked as follows:
PROCEDURE SHOW_MENU(VAR d : devi ce S) ;
{  ----------------- ----------------------  -------------------------- ---------------}
BEGIN { MAIN segment }
OUTPUT_DEVICE(10,10); SHOW_MENU(c s1); 
IF print THEN SHOW_MENU(prt);
Initially, the operator is provided with a choice as to whether the output device will be 
either the console alone or both the console and printer.
Whether or not the operator selects the printer as an output device, the option list will be 
initially output to the console because the interactive device 'csl is passed as an actual 
parameter to the 'SHOW MENU' procedure. Assuming the operator selects the printer 
as an output device, then a second call to the 'SHOW_MENU procedure is made where 
the interactive device 'prt' passed as an actual parameter.
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A .5 Functions for Converting Alphanumeric Strings to thpir 
Equivalent Numeric Format and Procedures for General 
String Manipulation
A .5 .1  The 'SHOW E RR O RS '  P rocedu re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE SHOWJERRORS (error: INTEGER) ;
This procedure should be used specifically in conjunction with the 'STRJR.EAL' and 
'S T R J N T ' functions. The result of 'error', which is obtained from these functions, 
should be passed to this procedure. The value of 'error' is automatically interpreted into a 
message describing the validity of the numeric conversion. The message is then 
displayed on the text screen as a comment. The range of 'error' is '0..6\ Their values 









No number present 
Exponent out of range 
Mantissa out of range 
String is too long
Integers do not contain decimal points 
Absolute of integer is greater than MAXINT
where:
MAXINT Greatest integer value represented by the microcomputer.
An example using this procedure can be found in the following section which describes
the 'STR R EA L' and 'STR IN T  functions.
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A.S.2 The 'STR R E A L f Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION STR_REAL (VAR s: STRING; VAR result: REAL;
VAR error: INTEGER) ¡BOOLEAN;
and
A.5.3 T h e . . ' S T R  INT ' Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION STR_INT (VAR s: STRING; VAR result, error: INTEGER) ¡BOOLEAN; 
where:
' s ' = The alphanumeric string to be converted to a number,
#result' = The numeric result of the conversion which is of TYPE
REAL, or TYPE INTEGER;
'error' = An integer value reflecting the status of a conversion;
'STR REAL' and
'STR _IN T ' = Boolean functions which are set to TRUE if the 
conversion is successful.
Arithmetic operations cannot be performed on variables of type STRING (or type 
CHAR). A routine must be provided which will convert an alphanumeric string into a 
number: either the type real or the type integer. Conversions of this type are easily 
accomplished using either the 'STR_REAL' or 'STR INT' functions.
Both these functions will accept alphanumeric input in either fixed point or scientific 
notation. For example, the following notations represent the same absolute number:
+12345.0, +1234.5el, +1234.5E+1, +1234.5E+01,
-12345.0, -1234.5el, -123450E-1, -123450e-01,
and +.12345e+05 or +0.12345E+05.
All the above notations are legal numeric formats for the same absolute number. The 
scalar prefix signs + and - have been included in the above example to indicate the 
versatility of the conversion capabilities of both functions. Although strictly speaking the 
use of scientific notation implies "real" numbers the 'STR_INT' function will however 
accept both formats.
Specifically, the 'STR JR E A L ' and 'S T R J N T ' Boolean functions tackle the task of 
converting the contents of the variable string 's' to a real number or an integer number, 
respectively. The numerical result of the converted string 's' is returned via the variable
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'result'. Both functions have the same parameter calls, except the 'STR_REAL' function 
returns a real number whereas the 'STRJN T' function returns an integer number.
All leading and trailing non-numerical characters are ignored, except the exponent 
characters 'e' or 'E '.
Both Boolean functions return a status of TRUE if a conversion is successful; otherwise 
FALSE is returned.
If an error occurs, zero is returned as the 'result'.
The variable 'error' contains an integer value which reflects the status of the last 
conversion. The result of 'error' should be passed to the 'SHOW_ERROR' procedure 
where the 'error' value is interpreted into a message describing the validity of the numeric 
conversion and a message is automatically displayed on the text screen as a comment.
Consider the following program segment which converts a string to an integer:
VAR user__response : STRING;
converted,error:INTEGER;
BEGIN
WRITE(’Type an integer? *); READLN(user_response) ; 
IF STR__INT (user__response, converted, error)
THEN WRITELN('The converted number is 1,converted) 
ELSE SHOW ERROR(error);
The operator is prompted to type an integer number on the keyboard followed by a 
carriage return. Once the numeric validity of the string variable 'user_respouse' is 
determined the status of the Boolean function 'S T R JN T ' is set. If the 'user_respouse' is 
valid, i.e. TRUE, the numeric equivalent of the string is returned to the executing 
program via the integer variable 'converted '. The converted result is then displayed on 
the screen. If the status of 'S T R J N T ' is FALSE zero is returned as a result via the 
integer variable 'converted'. Consequently the above code would default to the ELSE 
block where the 'SH O W _ERRO R' procedure is employed to display the (possible) 
reason for the invalidity of the response.
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The above program segment demonstrates an effective method for obtaining numeric 
information interactively from the operator without type conflict errors ocurring. 
Naturally, more elaborate routines are necessary to provide complete user friendly 
interactive numeric input. These facilities are provided for in the 'READ IN T  (A.9.8) 
and 'READ_REAL' (A.9.9) procedures.
A .5 .4  The fR E A L  STR*  P ro ced u re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE REAL_STR (r:REAL; fmt: format; ndecimals:INTEGER;
VAR s:STRING);
This procedure is similar to the UCSD Pascal intrinsic STR procedure, except this 
procedure translates a real number into a string according to a specified format'.
The formal parameter 'fmt' determines the fo rm a t' of the string variable 's' when it is 
returned to the calling application program. The programmer may select one of two 
formats: the actual value of the parameter 'fmt' may either be 'fixed_point' (equivalent to 
fix') or 'scientific' (equivalent to 'sci').
The formal parameter 'ndecimals' defines the number of digits which are to appear before 
or after the decimal point. For example, if 'ndecimals' is -2 the value of the actual 
parameter 'r' will be rounded to the nearest multiply of 100 or if 'ndecimals' is +2 the 
value of the actual parameter Y  will be rounded to two decimal digits.





REAL_STR (dollar, fixed_point, 2, s_dollar) ; 
WRITELN('Account in overdraft by $1,s_dollar);
The variable 'd o lla r ' is arbitrarily assigned to a six decimal digit number in scientific
notation. By calling the 'REAL STR' procedure the number is rounded to two decimal
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digits and converted to fixed point format. Following the conversion the result is 
displayed on the screen: in this case as an overdraft indicator.
A .5^5___ T h e ^ F IL L .  S T R IN G ' P rocedu re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE FILL_STRING (index, count: INTEGER; c: CHAR; VAR s: STRING) ;
This procedure fills the actual string variable '5' from the 'index'sd position 'count' 
number of bytes with the specified character 'c'.
'index' is an integer value which specifies the starting position of the range of byte to be 
filled. .
'count' is a integer value which specifies the number of bytes to be filled.
'c' is a character which is copied into each byte in the specified range.
Whenever either 'index' or 'count' are less than one the 'FILL_STRING' procedure does 




FILL_STRING (LENGTH (si5) +1,
SIZEOF (sl5) -LENGTH (sl5) , ’ # ’, Sl5) ;
fills the string 's i5 ' with the character from the indexth position 'LEN G TH (sl5)+ l' 
to the last element in the string. Consequently, 's i5 ' will contain now contain the string 
'0123456789-####'.
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ft 5 .6  The ’A D D  C H A R ' P ro ced u re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE ADD_CHAR (max_length:INTEGER; c:CHAR; VAR s:STRING);
This procedure adds one character onto the end of a string, thus overcoming type conflicts 
normally associated with characters and strings. The length of actual string '5' is 
compared to 'm a x jen g th \  to ensure there is enough room to add the actual character 'c\ 
If room is available to add the character 'c', the length of string 's’ is incremented by one. 
In all cases the integrity of the string's length is maintained.
Note, 'max_length' should be less than or equal to 'xmax'.
This procedure may be invoked as follows:
VAR c : CHAR;
s: STRING;
BEGIN 
c : = 1 9 1 ;
s:=f12345678*;
ADD CHAR ( s, c, xmax ) ;
where the character V' is added on to the string 's'. Consequently, 's' will now contain 
the string '123456789'.
A .5 .7  The 'C H O P C H A R 9 P rocedu re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE CHOP_CHAR (VAR s: STRING);
This procedure deletes the last character from the end of the actual string fs . A check is 
made to ensure at least one character is present in the string before the string s length is 
decremented by one.




would result in string 's' containing '123456768', its initial contents.
A .5 .8  The rU PPER C A S E ' Function 
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION UPPERCASE (c:CHAR) : CHAR;
This function converts the actual character 'c' to its upper-case equivalent and returns 
result to the calling application program. The following code segment:
cl : = 1 a 1 ;





positioned at coordinates '10,10' and '10,12'respectively, on the screen.
A ,5 .9  The ’ST R  U PPER C A S E ’ P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE STR_UPPER_CASE (VAR s:STRING);
This procedure operates in a similar manner to the 'UPPER_CASE' function. Each 
character of the actual string 's' is converted to its upper-case equivalent. The converted 
string is returned to the calling application program via the formal string variable s . For 
example the following code segment:
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s=IS THIS LOWER-CASE !
on the screen.
A .5 .10  The 'T ID Y ' P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE TIDY (x, y,max_length: INTEGER; VAR s: STRING);
This procedure may be used as an alternative to the screen control character 'clreol' (i.e. 
clear-to-end-of-line). The cursor is positioned at the actual y  screen coordinate and the 
'x' screen coordinate as defined by 'x+LENGTH(s)\ The referenced y  screen line is 
then cleared from 'x+LENGTH(s)' to ’m axjength'. Normally this procedure would be 
invoked to TID Y' up a "work-area window" (a predefined field) which the operator uses 
for entering or editing data.
Consider the following example in which the operator is prompted for a filename. 
However, in this case the programmer has decided to supply the operator with both a 
default file name and the current system date on the same screen line. The screen could 
appear as follows:
Type filename: MYDISK:quite Jong.data Date:03-Jul-85
A
(cursor position)
where the cursor is positioned over the character "M" to indicate to the operator where the 
echoed input will appear. Now assume the operator types:
#5:short.data
in response. The screen would appear as:
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Type filename: #5: short.datalong,data Date:03-Jul-85
This would obviously tend to confuse the operator. The programmer has the option of 
using the clear-to-end-of-line control character directive. However, by using such a 
directive all the other useful information displayed on the same screen line would be 
deleted; in this case the date. Generally, the progammer is aware of the operators current 
"work-area window" for keyboard input. Thus, it seems useful to employ a procedure 
which will only clear the "work-area window" of a screen line and which leaves all other 
information contained on the same screen line intact. If the TID Y’ procedure had been 
implemented in the above example the screen would appear as:
Type filename: #5 '.short.data Date:03-Jul-85 
once the operator accepted the input data.
A ,6 Routines for Addressing and Accessing Memory 
Directly
A fundamental principle of Pascal is that the user should need to consider the underlying 
hardware in order to develop application programs. Except in very special circumstances 
memory may be manipulated by using the "POKE" procedure or the "PEEK" function. 
The use of such machine specific practices is, however, not encouraged.
A .6.1  The fP O K E f P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE POKE (address:INTEGER; value:byte);
and
A .6 .2  The ’P E E K ’ Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION PEEK (address:INTEGER) :byte;
Both the ’PO KE’ procedure and the ’PEEK’ function utilize the concept of a variant 
record. The variant record ’memory’ is defined by the following TYPE declaration:
TYPE byte= 0..255; location= PACKED ARRAY[0..0] OF byte;
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memory= RECORD CASE BOOLEAN OF
TRUE :(addrs :INTEGER);
FALSE:(pointer:̂ location);END;
The 'memory ' construct consists of two fields which really occupy the same memory 
space. This allows the same value to be interpreted in two different ways. The first 
interpretation, given by the 'addrs' field of the record, considers the value stored in a 
variable of type 'm em ory ' to be the address of a memory location. The second 
interpretation, given by the 'pointer' field of the record, considers a variable of type 
'memory' to be a pointer variable.
Functionally, both the 'POKE ' procedure and the 'PEEK' function operate in the same 





IF PEEK (keybd)>128 THEN POKE(clrkeybd,value);
The 'PEEK' function retrieves the value stored in memory location 'keybd '. The value 
returned is a decimal in the range 0..255. Upon executing the 'POKE ' procedure the 
binary equivalent of the decimal value in argument two (i.e. 'value') is written into the 
location whose address is given by 'address '. Note, the range of argument one (i.e. 
'address') is from -65535..+65535 whereas the range of argument two (i.e. 'value') is 
from 0..255.
A .7 The ’K E Y  T O U C H E D ’ Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION KEY__TOUCHED : CHAR;
This function returns the equivalent upper-case character of the last key typed on the 
keyboard since the program was initiated. If a character has not been typed a null (i.e. 
ASCII zero) is returned. This function is especially useful when one wants to interrupt a 
program Mon-the-flyM since 'KEY TOUCHED' does not wait for a key to be pressed.
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This function emulates the KEY_PRESS Boolean function; a routine provided by Apple 
Pascal which is found in the unit APPLE STUFF. However, unlike the KEYJPRESS  
function which only indicates a character has been entered at the keyboard, the 
'KEYJ'OUCHED' function returns the actual ASCII character code of the key entered.





cr: { Code to stop/start output }
esc: { Code to EXIT current process }
END;
{ If any other key is typed it is ignored. }
END;
and may be called from within another procedure which would normally provide 
continuous output for example: '
for_ever:=FALSE; I :=0 
REPEAT
PRESS_KEY;
WRITELN(I); I:=1+1; IF I=MAXINT THEN I:=0; 
UNTIL for ever;
If either a carriage return or the escape key is typed whilst the above continuous process is 
executing, one of the actions provided in the PRESS_KEYf procedure will take place.
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A S UCSP P-Svstem Disk Volume Verification Routines
ft ,8 .1  The 'VOLS A V A IL A B L E * P rocedure  
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE VOLS_AVAILABLE;
Upon executing an application program this procedure is automatically called by this unit 
to determine which disk volumes are present in the system. The numerical value of each 
volume is stored in ascending order in the global integer array 'disk_volumes'. The 
zeroth element of the array, i.e. 'disk_volumes[0]\ contains the total number of disk 
volumes available to the executing application program.
Note, the number of disk volumes available plus one element contains a zero, i.e. 
'disk_yolumes[disk_yolumes[0]+l]=0\ Special note, sometimes volumes are "patched" 
into the operating system. Rather than using the UCSD p-System "attach devices" facility 
(i.e. SYSTEM.ATTACH), some proprietors alter the actual system software in order to 
attach the device's driver! This is known as "patching". However, the Pascal intrinsic 
procedure UNITSTATUS (from version 1.3) and the intrinsic procedure UNITCLEAR 
(from version 1.2) do not recognize patched devices. Upon implementing these 
procedures a "No device" I/O error (IORESULT=9) occurs. To circumvent the system's 
misunderstanding the programmer may, from within the application program, adjust the 
array 'd iskvo lu m es ' to include the numerical values of the patched devices. The 
following example suggests a simple mechanism for including the patched disk volumes





disk volumes[6]:=12; tdisk volumes[0]:=6; { Contains number of disk volumes }
disk volumes[disk_volumes[0]+1]:=0; { Must contain zero }
END; “ ~
The global integer array fdisk_volum es' has been adjusted to considered the patched disk
volumes. This procedure can be invoked at anytime after an operation such as the above
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to reset the global integer array 'disk_volumes' to the disk volumes present as recognized 
by the system.
A .8 .2  The ’VO L P R E S E N T ’ Function 
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION VOL_PRE SENT (VAR disk_volumes ¡volumes; vol: INTEGER) : BOOLEAN;
This Boolean function returns TRUE if the integer 'vol\ which normally represents a 
disk volume, is present within the actual integer array 'dishvolumes’', otherwise FALSE 
is returned. This function may be invoked as follows:
WRITE(AT(10,10,),1 Load which Disk Volume ?’); 
READ__INT (10,10+20,min_vol,max_vol, vol) ;
IF VOL PRESENT (vol) THEN LOAD VOLUME;
A .8.3  The ’V O LS S T R ’ P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE VOLS_STR (VAR di sk_volumes : volumes ; VAR s_vol s : STRING) ;
This procedure converts the contents of the actual integer array 'disk_vo lume s' into a 
string and returns the result via the actual string variable 's_vols'.
The most powerful feature of this procedure is the resulting string is not simply a list of 
the converted integers contained within the actual integer array 'disk_yolumes' but a 
compressed list of three or more sequentially ascending integer numbers. For example, 
assume the actual array 'disk_volumes' contains the following sequence of ascending 
integers:
"5,9,10,11,12,14,15,17,18,19,20,128,129,130,135"
where the commas separate each integer value. As can be observed this list is rather 
awkward to read and therefore could lead to confusion. Instead of returning a string such 
as the above this procedures compresses the list as follows:
'5,9. .12,14,15,17..20,128. .130,135"
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where the commas separate each integer and the characters .. indicate from..to 
inclusively. Certainly, this list is far easier to comprehend than the previous equivalent 
list. An significant advantage regarding this approach is the actual string is also shorter in 
length.
This procedure is not solely restricted to converting disk volume numbers alone. It may 
be invoked to compress and convert into a string any positive or negative sequence of 














ascending[0]:= 9; { Maximum actual numbers in the array } 
ascending[ascending[0]+1]:=0; { Must be assigned to zero } 
VOLS_STR(a_list); { Compress/convert integers to string } 
WRITELN(a_list); { Display compressed result }
Upon executing the above segment of code the screen would display:
-14 ..-12 ,-1 .1 ,3 ,4 ,6
Note, conversion is terminated if the resulting string is greater than 'xmax' and the 
following comment is displayed:
Too Many Numbers :Type Return
In this case the actual variable 's_vols ' will contain a string of converted numbers up to 
(xm ax ' in length.
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A .9 Routines Ensuring Valid Operator Keyboard Tnpnt
The routines describe in this section provide both range checking on all operator keyboard 
input and positional control of the cursor over the screen. Keyboard input is analysed to 
ensure the operator has responded with values which lie within a specified range. The 
bell is sounded to indicate invalid responses. Consequently, erroneous input is 
continually rejected until the input is compatible with the range checking specifications.
Prior to calling these procedures it is essential to initialize the actual variable parameters 
with appropriate default values before they are passed to any of these routines. This is 
necessary because default values are displayed on the screen. Once the default values is 
displayed the operator must respond with valid information. All keyboard input is echoed 
on the screen. A carriage return may be typed to accept all valid default values.
Internal checking mechanisms ensure the actual default value will always be displayed on 
the screen. Whenever the actual default value cannot be wholly displayed at the desired 
'x' coordinate the value of the 'x' coordinate is adjusted (reduced by one) until the default 
value can be wholly displayed on the screen. If the fx f coordinate is greater in length than 
the programmed screen fields or the default variable cannot be wholly displayed on the 
screen a comment appears on the screen explaining the error. Following this the 
application program is automatically aborted. The ’y ’ coordinate will be adjusted if it lies 
outside the range O./ymax '.
Obviously, the programmer should be cognizant of maximum string fields and screen 
positions, thus it is the programmer's responsibility to remedy such a situation.
Apart from the 'C O M M E N T ' (A.9.3), ’C P R O M P T  (A.9.5) and R E A D  _C H A R ’ 
(A.9.6) procedures and the fYN_PROMPT' (A.9.4) function, a "work-area window is 
calculated internally by each procedure from the actual range limiting parameters. 
Whenever the actual default value does not wholly occupy the calculated work-area 
window underline characters (i.e. are concatenated on to the end of the default value 
to indicate the maximum work-area window available. For example, the default string 
'volts' may be passed to the READ _STR’ procedure (A.9.7). If this procedure's formal 




where the work-area window is set to ten characters; five elements of the work-area 
window displaying the actual default value and five elements of the work-area window 
displaying the underline character "_M. This interactive method is highly desirable, since 
the operator is immediately aware of the maximum field length available for input; the 
operator is not left guessing.
All the keyboard input routines, except the 'COM M ENT' procedure, offer an escape 
mechanism enabling the operator to abort a current input session at anytime.
A .9 .1  O p e ra to r In terac tive  K eyboard  O ptions
Apart from the 'COM M ENT  procedure (A.9.3) all keyboard input routines provide the 
operator with the following interactive keyboard input options:
1/. A carriage return must be typed to terminate all string input.
2/. Given the default value is a legal subset of range determining parameters a carriage 
return may be typed to accept the default value as displayed on the screen.
3/. All keyboard input is echoed on the screen. Only those characters on the left-hand 
side of the cursor will be accepted once a carriage return is typed.
4/. The operator may type the escape option twice in sequence to abort the current 
input process. This will be referred to as the "escape-abort" option.
Two further options are available with routines which accept string information:
1/. The escape option may be typed once at anytime during current keyboard input to 
re-display the default value: this will be referred to as the "escape" option. Once 
the escape option has been selected a carriage return may be typed to accept the 
default value.
2/. The "forward" and "backward" arrow-keys have been implemented, and may be 
used to move the cursor over the default characters: or the currently displayed 
input characters. Only those characters on the left-hand side of the cursor will be 
accepted once a carriage return is typed. If the "forward" and "backward" arrow- 
keys have been used, and the cursor is finally positioned over the zeroth character, 
by typing carriage return the default value will be accepted.
The operator may respond by typing control characters, i.e. non-printable characters 
whenever string input is required. However, since these characters cannot be seen it is 
strongly recommended to avoid such a practice.
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A.9.2 Programmable Facilities
The following facilities are available to the programmer with all the procedures other than
the 'COMMENT' procedure (A.9.3):
1/. The first two parameter arguments of each procedure, i.e. the actual integer 
variables 'x,y\ enable the programmer to position the actual default information at 
the selected screen coordinates.
2/. Formal range checking parameters and formal default parameters are programmable. 
During the execution of an application program various calculations can be 
performed which could be used to define the range in which the operator may 
respond. The result of these calculations can be easily used as the range checking 
parameters to ensure correct range input. Further, by adjusting the default value the 
application program can always suggest to the operator the most appropriate 
response.
3/. The 'R E A D J N T ' (A.9.8), 'R E A D _R E A L ' (A.9.9) and ’G E T _F IL E N A M E ' 
(A.9.10) procedures automatically display a dynamic input range list in the centre of 
the screen at the upper reserved screen line 'ym ax+r in inverse video.
The Boolean variable 'sh o w ja n g e ' enables the programmer to cancel this automatic 
provision for the procedures 'R E A D _ IN T ' and 'R E A D _ R E A L '. When 
's h o w ja n g e ' is set to TRUE the dynamic input range list is displayed: when 
FALSE the dynamic input range list is not displayed. This programmable facility 
can be implemented to overcome the situation where the dynamic input range may 
be discontinuous. For example, the program may required the operator to respond 
within the discontinuous range:
4,5,9..12
Without this facility the automatic dynamic input range provision would display:
Range is 4..12
Obviously this is not consistent with the desired range. By setting the Boolean 
variable 'show jrange' to FALSE the automatic dynamic input range list is not 
displayed. Consequently, the application program must supply the information 
regarding the display of the dynamic input range. The following example suggests 






IF NOT (vol IN [4,5,9..12]) THEN vol;=05; 
CENTRE_MESSAGE ('Range is 4,5,9. . 121,ymax+1, invert); 
READ_INT(x,y,4,12,vol) ;
UNTIL (vol IN [4,5,9..12]) OR escaped; 
show_range:=TRUE;
WRITE (AT_CLEAR (0, ymax+1) ) ;
4/. The programmer may nominate an alternative key to the already preset "escape" 
key. This would enable the programmer to use the "escape" key for some other 
application during the course of program execution. To nominate an alternative key 
the global integer variable 'escape ' must be re-assigned to a new (character-key) 
value. Whenever an alternative key is nominated the global string 'escjnessage ' 
must modified accordingly.
The following example modifies the integer variable 'escape ' to accept the "etx" 
key, (i.e. control-C) and modifies the global string 'escjnessage' accordingly:
BEGIN { Main Program }
escape:=03; { "Control-C" }
{ The operator must type "Control-C" instead of } 
{ the "escape" key to invoke the escape option }
{ or the escape-abort option. }
esc_message:=’Type Control C twice to Abort’;
5/. To invoke the escape-abort mechanism effectively the application program must 
provide the code for re-directing the program's sequence, i.e. where the program 
will default to. To determine whether or not the operator has invoked the escape- 
abort mechanism the status of the global Boolean variable 'escaped' must be 
checked after each input operation.
The following code segment illustrates the implementation of the escape-abort 
option:
{ Keyboard input routine declared here. }
IF escaped 
THEN BEGIN
{ either } EXIT({ current procedure }); 
{ or } { call another procedure }
END
ELSE BEGIN
{ continue processing }
Note: whenever the escape-abort option is selected by the operator the actual variable 
input parameter returns to the application program its original contents.
A .9 .3  The 'C O M M E N T ' P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE COMMENT (s:STRING);
The sole purpose of this procedure is to display a comment and cause a legal pause in the 
execution of the application program to ensure the operator views the displayed comment. 
The 'bell' is also sounded to obtain the operators attention. Unlike all the other keyboard 
input routines, the actual string ’s ’ is always displayed in the centre of the screen on lower 
reserved screen line 'ymax+2' in inverse video colour.
The extension
:Type Return
is concatenated on to the end of the actual string 's'. The length of the actual string 's' 
should not exceed 64 characters: otherwise it is clipped to ensure the concatenation. This 
procedure introduces number of advantages:
1/. All messages are displayed on the same text line rather than randomly over the 
screen.
2/. The programmer has a simple but effective mechanism of informing the operator of 
a current status condition.
3/. A carriage return must be typed by the operator: no other key will be accepted.
4/. This procedure ensures messages do not flash past the operator.
5/. The escape-abort facility is not invoked.
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COMMENT(CONCAT( ' I/O error is , s_error));
{ Program continues or ’EXIT’S current procedure }
The integer variable 'io_error' is assigned the current value of UCSD Pascal intrinsic 
IORESULT integer function. I f 'io_error' is not equal to zero the above code defaults to 
the THEN code segment. The UCSD Pascal intrinsic STR procedure is used to convert 
the value of the integer variable 'io_error' to a string. Eventually the 'C O M M EN T' 
procedure is invoked to display the value of the I/O error.
A .9.4 The ’Y N  P R O M P T f Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION YN_PROMPT (x,y: INTEGER; alert: alerts; s: STRING;
yes_or_no: CHAR) :CHAR;
This function is design to obtain a yes (Y) or no (.N) response from the operator. Once 
the cursor has been placed at the screen coordinates 'x,y', the screen is cleared-to-end-of- 
line. The string 's' is displayed at the selected screen coordinates in the selected 'alert' 
mode. The following option list is displayed on the lower reserved screen line 'ymax+2' 
in inverse video:
Type: Y ( e sorN(o
If the operator invokes the escape-abort option the function returns to the calling 
application program  the opposite of the value contained in the form al param eter 
yes or no'.
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A-9.5 The fC P R O M P T f P ro ced u re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE C_PROMPT (x, y : INTEGER; alert: alerts; s: STRING;
acceptable: sets; VAR c:CHAR);
Once the cursor has been placed at the screen coordinates 'x,y\ the screen is cleared-to- 
end-of-line. The string 's' is displayed at the selected screen coordinates in the selected 
'alert' mode. At an appropriately calculated 'x' offset, the default value of the character 
variable 'c' is displayed. The operator must respond by entering an 'acceptable' character 
from the keyboard.
The programmer defines an 'acceptable' set (an option list) of characters, which, when 
passed to this procedure, will ensure the operator responds with an 'acceptable' set 
member. The minimum number of characters allowed in the 'acceptable' set is one.
Keyboard input characters are automatically converted to their upper-case equivalent 
whether or not the operator responds in lower-case or upper-case. Clearly, the 
programmer must ensure all alphabetical characters contained in the 'acceptable' set are in 
upper-case.
Since this procedure accepts only one character input, the arrow-keys are not 
implemented.
Under Apple's implementation of UCSD Pascal it is "almost" impossible to detect a 
carriage return in response to the statement:
READ (ch) ;
Whenever the operator enters a carriage return in response to the above statement the 
operating system converts it to a "space"! Under most circumstances such a restriction can 
be ignored but often a definite distinction is required between the two characters. The 
procedures 'CJPROM PT' and the 'READ CHAR' (refer to section A.9.6) resolve this 
idiosyncrasy, thus the following set definition:
cr:=13; { ASCII 13 = carriage return } 
c return:= [CHR(cr)];
is an 'acceptable' set for both procedures.
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The following program segment illustrates an elegant method for displaying a option list 
and ensuring a valid operator response:
PROCEDURE OP TIONJMENU;
{=====================-------------  = = = = = = }
VAR done : BOOLEAN ;
choice,cr:CHAR;
FUNCTION OPTION:CHAR; ,






AT_CENTRE(1 Data Processing Package1,0),
AT(x,y+00),'X... Process Data',
AT(x,y+01),' S... Show Results',
AT(x,y+02), 'G... Graph Results',
AT(x,y+03), ' P . . . Print Results',
AT(x,y+10),'Q... Quit'); y:=y+10+2; 
options:=['X','S','G ',’P ',...'Q '];
choice:='X'; { Non-random suggested operator response. }
{ Placing this assignment here means the }








{ choice:='X'; } { If this assignment is placed here the }
{ default option will always remember the } 
{ last operator keyboard option selected. }
REPEAT
CASE OPTION OF
'X':PROCESS_DATA; { Procedures called once }
'S':SHOW_RESULTS; { keyboard operator has }
' G ' : GRAF_RESULTS; { made a selection of }
'P' :PRNT~”RESULTS; { the options available. }
'Q':done:=TRUE; { The only legal exit 
END; { END CASE statement }
UNTIL done;
END; { END PROCEDURE OPTION_MENU }
}
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Essentially, the 'OPTION' function performs two tasks;
1/. Displays the entire option list, and 
2/. Prompts the operator to select an option.
The ' O P T I O N  _ M E N U '  procedure contains a CASE directive nested in a 
REPEAT..UNTIL loop. In the conditional part of the CASE block a call to the 
'OPTION' function is made which returns the character selected by the operator. 
Subsequendy, the CASE directive evaluates the character and selects the appropriate 
procedure module. Once the selected procedure module has completed its task the 
application program returns to re-cycle through the same process.
Clearly, the above programming technique readily enhances the user-friendly nature of an 
application program and from a programming point of view, the above code obviously 
promotes easy maintenance.
A .9 .6 The ' R E A D  C H A R 9 P ro ced u re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE READ_CHAR (x,y:INTEGER; acceptable:sets; VAR c:CHAR);
This procedure works in exactly the same manner as the 'C PROM PT  procedure, except 
a prompt string is not passed to this procedure. Specifically, the YNJPROMPT' function 
and the 'C_PROMPT procedure call this procedure to obtain the operator's response.
The cursor is moved to the screen coordinates 'x,y', where the default value of the 
character variable 'c\ is displayed. The operator must enter an 'acceptable' character 
from the keyboard.
The following example demonstates a simple invocation of this procedure:
VAR options:sets; 
reply : CHAR; 
x, y : INTEGER;
BEGIN




An appropriate option list is displayed in the centre of the screen on the upper reserve 
screen line 'ym ax+l' in inverse video mode. The operator must respond with one of the 
characters displayed the option list.
A.9 .7  T he ' R E A D  S T R ' P rocedu re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE READ_STR (x, y,max_length: INTEGER; VAR s:STRING);
The default value of the string variable 's' is displayed at the selected screen coordinates. 
The operator respond with a string of length less than or equal to 'm axjeng th '. A 
carriage return must be typed to accept entered information.
All user interactive keyboard options have been implemented in this procedure. Note, the 
"forward" arrow-key will only move the cursor over displayed alphanumeric characters 
and not over the underline characters (i.e. "_") used to indicate the work-area window.
Whenever an empty string (i.e. s:=";) is passed as the actual string variable 's', the 
formal variable ’s ’ is assigned 'm a xjen g th ' underline characters as the default value. 
The new default string is then is displayed on the screen as the work-area window. Only 
in this instance can the "forward" arrow-key can be used to move the cursor over the 
underline default characters.
If the LENGTH of the variable string 's' is greater than 'm axjength ' or 'm axjength ' is 
greater than 'xmax' the actual string variable 's' is truncated to 'm axjeng th '.
The following example suggests a simple invocation of this procedure:
VAR s: STRING; max_length: INTEGER;
BEGIN
s:=1’; max_length:=10;
CENTRE_MESSAGE (escjnessage, ymax-1, invert) ; 
REPEAT
READ_STR(10,10,max_length, s) ;
WRITE (AT (10,12) , s) ;
UNTIL escaped;
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An empty string is assigned to the string variable 's'. Upon executing the above code and 
entering the REPEAT..UNTIL loop for the first time only the work-area window will be 
displayed (i.e. the character will be displayed adjacently 'maxjength ' times). The 
'escjnessage' is displayed in the centre of the screen at y-coordinate 'ymax-1' in inverse 
video mode.
A.9.8 The fR E A D  I N T f P ro ced u re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE READ_INT (x, y, 1 range, hrange: INTEGER; VAR number: INTEGER) ;
The default value of the integer variable 'num ber ' is displayed at the selected screen 
coordinates. The operator must to respond with an INTEGER in the range:
'Irange' <=  'number' <= 'hrange'
where
'Irange' -  lower integer limit,
'hrange' = higher integer limit, and
'number' = a default value.
The range of acceptable values are displayed continuously in the centre of the screen on
the reserved screen line 'ymax+1' in inverse video.
A carriage return must be typed to accept entered information. If the operator's response 
exceeds the programmed range a bell is sounded. However, if the operator responds with 
a value consistent with one of the error options present in the ' SHOW ERROR'  
procedure a comment will appear indicating why the erroneous data was not accepted.
If the default value of the variable integer 'number' lies outside the range:
'Irange' <= 'number' <= 'hrange',
it is re-assigned to the value of 'hrange'. Note, the programmer must ensure sensible 
values are passed to the range limiting integers 'Irange' and 'hrange'.
Since this procedure employs the 'READ_STR' procedure all user interactive keyboard 
options are implemented. The following example, suggests a simple invocation of this 
procedure:
VAR number, lrange, hrange: INTEGER;
BEGIN
number:= '10'; lrange:=-100; hrange:=100; 
CENTREJMESSAGE (esc_message, ymax-1, invert) ; 
REPEAT
READ_INT (10,10, lrange, hrange, number) ; 
WRITE (AT (10,12), number) ;
UNTIL escaped;
The integer variable 'number' is assigned the value 7(9'. The acceptable numeric input 
range is between '-100..100'. Upon executing the above code and entering the 
REPEAT..UNT1L loop for the first time the default value of the integer variable 'number' 
is displayed. The 'escjnessage ' is displayed in the centre of the screen at y-coordinate 
'ymax-1' in inverse video mode.
A .9 .9  The ' READ R E A L ’ P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE READ_REAL (x, y : INTEGER; lrange, hrange: REAL; fmt:format;
ndecmals: INTEGER; VAR number:REAL);
This procedure works in exactly the same manner as the READ J N T ' procedure, except 
the parameters 'lrange' , 'hrange' and 'number' are real numbers. Two further parameters 
appear in the formal parameter list, i.e. fm t' of type form at' and 'ndecmals' of type 
INTEGER (A.5.4). These parameters define the format of the actual parameter 'number': 
whether it is in scientific notation or fixed point notation. The 'REAL_STR procedure is 
employed to convert the formal parameters 'lrange', 'hrange' and 'number to strings 
according to the actual parameter fmt'.
The following code suggests an invocation of the READ REAL procedure:
CONST min_time=2. OE-6; max_time=l. OE+6;
VAR x,y:INTEGER; time:REAL; s:STRING;
BEGIN , x .x:=10; y:=10; s:=,Type time period'; WRITE(AT(x,y), s) ;
time:=min_time; _ . . .
R E A D  R E A L  ( x + L E N G T H ( s ) + l , y , m i n _ t i m e , m a x _ t i m e ,  s c i ,  6 ,  t i m e ) ;
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In the previous example a time period which lies within the range:
'm in jim e  <= ’time < -  'max_time'}
must be entered by the operator. In this example the actual variable 'time ' is returned in 
scientific notation.
A.9 .10 The ’G E T  F I L E N A M E f P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE GET_FILENAME (x, y : INTEGER; VAR fname:fstring);
As the name suggests, the purpose of this procedure is to obtain a filename from the 
operator. This procedure is designed to obtain from the operator a filename which is 
consistent in syntax with the UCSD p-System's file naming format.
All operating systems insist upon correct syntax whenever filenames are used. In many 
cases when manipuling large numbers of files such syntax can prove to be very 
cumbersome. To simplify the syntax for manipulating files (thus filenames), the UCSD 
p-System has incorporated the "wildcard" concept. Wildcard characters may be used to 
specify a subset of filenames by simply specifying a portion of the filename which may be 
ignored or which is constant. The Operating System's Filer then performs the required 
action on all files whose filenames meet the subset specifications.
However, the wildcard concept cannot be (easily) programmed into an application 
program written under the UCSD p-System. In fact the wildcard concept, from a 
programmers point of view, introduces a number of complex programming problems, for 
example wildcard characters cannot be used to specify a filename in an application 
program. Filenames may be prefixed with either a disk volume name or a disk volume 
number. If the prefix is not defined the system wildcard will assume the file is present on 
the "prefixed" volume. However, there is no simply way of determining from within an 
application program which volume is the current "prefixed" volume.
Often a suffix also appears in a filename to indicate a particular file type, for example 
f i l e l J E X T  or file l.C O D E '. The syntax rules for suffixing filenames can also be 
cumbersome. The UCSD p-System provides automatic suffixing for some file types. 
Automatic suffixing is available to the operator at the Operating System level however it is 
not available to an application program.
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In general, far too many constraints must be considered when programming for the above 
"convenient" Operating System provisions. Employing the Operating System's automatic 
prefixing and suffixing facilities as programming tools is not a viable approach. 
Furthermore, the Operating System assumes the operator is familiar with the above 
automatic filenaming conventions and the wildcard scheme. Application programs which 
a manipulate or process data files should be designed so that the novice user, in particular, 
need not spend time learning the Operating System's filenaming conventions or wildcard 
scheme in order to use an application program package.
This procedure has been designed to meet the syntax of the UCSD p-System's file 
naming conventions. All operator input filename responses are scanned to ensure both 
the filename does not contain any wildcard characters and the correct prefixing and 
suffixing appears in the filename.
Positioned at the selected screen coordinates the promptline:
Disk filenam e ... <filename>
Volume(s): <Disk Volumes Currently Available>
is displayed where <filename> contains the actual default filename fname' and <Disk 
Volumes Currently Available> could appear as:
Volume(s): 4,5 ,9..12,14,15,17..20
The characters .. indicate from..to inclusively. The numeric values indicate the disk 
volume numbers of the disk volumes present within the system (A.8). Only filenames 
prefixed by one of the disk volume numbers listed will be accepted.
Following this prompt the operator must respond with a legal filename or select the 
escape-abort option. This procedure employs the ’READ_STR' procedure thus all user 
interactive keyboard options are implemented.
A.9.10.1 Automatic Prefix
Application programs which process files typically tend to access the same disk volume 
during any particular session. Automatic prefixing may be insigated from within an 
application program by assigning the actual variable filenam e' to a default prefix as 
exemplified in the following example:
VAR filename:fstring;
BEGIN
filenames* #5: GET_FILENAME (10,10,filename);
At anytime during the execution of an application program the operator may alter the value 
of the disk volume prefix to one of the disk volumes present within the system.
A.9.10.2 Automatic Suffix
Whenever an application program creates or deletes files it is often desirable to append a 
constant suffix to filenames. The suffix of a filename usually assists the operator and 
definitely aids the programmer in identifying the type of file being processed. For 
example an application program may only process "DATA” files. It would seem sensible 
then for the application program to always append the suffix "DATA". This would 
ensure only "DATA” files will be processed by an application program.
Note, under the UCSD Operating System the 'suffix ID ' is usually a dot (i.e. 7). The 
'suffix_ID' is employed to identify the suffix of a filename. The term "dot-suffix" is 
defined here to mean the 'suffix ID ' followed by the suffix inclusive, for example 
"DATA", given the 'su ffixJD ' is actually a dot.
The provision for appending a dot-suffix to a file name is available to the programmer 
when employing the 'GET_FILENAME' procedure. By simply including a dot-suffix in 
the actual default filename as in the following assignment:
filename:='. abc...DATA';
and passing the actual variable filenam e ' to the 'GET_FILENAME'  procedure as 
follows:
GET_FILENAME (x, y, filename) ;
will ensure the operator selects files suffixed by ”.D A TA ". It is not possible for the
operator to alter the dot-suffix of a filename.
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Note, the 'GETJFILENAME' procedure scans for the last occurrence of the 'suffix ID' 
in the default filename. Once the last ’su ffixJD ' is found, this procedure assumes all 
characters following the last occurring 'suffix_ID\ including the last 'suffix_ID\ to be 
the dot-suffix.
If the actual parameter 'filename' is not assigned a dot-suffix this procedure will assume 
no suffix is to be appended to the actual filename'. Consequentiy, the operator may 
define a dot-suffix.
A.9.10.3 Homologous Series Filename Generator
Homologous filenames are a series of filenames with the same filename identifier, the 
same disk volume prefix and the same dot-suffix but each member within the series 
contains a unique numerical value. This numeric value is defined as the homologous- 
suffix for example:












Note, the dot-suffix, (i.e. \ 0000*) is not altered.
Both the third and last examples show that the homologous-suffix can be an actual 
filename identifier. In the last three examples the homologous-suffix prefixes the dot- 
suffix.
The range and thus the cycle of an homologous series of filenames is determined by the 
number of alphanumeric characters supplied as the homologous-suffix. Thus, if one 
alphanumeric character is supplied the range will be from 0 to 9, if two alphanumeric 
characters are supplied the range will be from 00 to 99, and so forth.
Whenever this procedure is invoked and the actual 'filename' contains an homologous- 
suffix the homologous series generator automatically increments the numerical value of 
the homologous-suffix by one to generate the next homologue in the series.
The programmer may elect to include in the default filename a number of alphanumeric 
characters to automatically invoke this option upon execution of the application program. 




Upon executing the application program the default homologous-suffix filename will be 
automatically incremented by one before it is displayed. Thus, in the above example the 
actual filename will first appear as:
Disk filename ... abc-Ol.DATA 
or
Disk filename ... abc-Ol
At anytime the automatic homologous series filename generator can be stopped by 
excluding the homologous-suffix within the actual filename.
A.10 Routines for Manipulating UCSP p-Svstem Filenames
The following routines have been provided to assist the program m er in readily 
manipulating UCSD p-System filenames.
A .10.1 T he ' INC  F I L E N A M E '  P ro c ed u re  
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE INC_FILENAME (change: INTEGER; VAR fname: f string) ;
Upon invoking this procedure the homologous-suffix of the actual variable fnam e' is 
automatically incremented or decremented by one depending upon the absolute value of 
the integer 'change '. Note, the magnitude of the integer 'change ' is ignored: the 
increment is always one.
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The following code illustrate an invocation of this procedure:
fname:=’#5:file-00.data'; 
INC FILENAME (-04,fname);
The variable 'fname' would now contain the string "#5:file-99.data”.
A. 1 0 .2  T he  ' S U F F I X  L E N G T H f F u n c tio n
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION SUFFIX_LENGTH (VAR fname:fstring) INTEGER;
This function returns the total LENGTH occupied by both the 'su ffixJD ' and the suffix 
in the actual param eter fnam e'. All characters following the last occurring 'su ffixJD ' 
are assumed to be the suffix. If  a 's u f f ix J D ' is not present in the actual parameter 
fnam e ' the function returns zero. The following code suggests a invocation of this 
procedure:
fname: = ’#5:file-00.data* ;
WRITE (AT_CENTRE (' Suffix length is 1, ymax), 
SUFFIX LENGTH(fname));
The above code would display
Suffix length is 5
in the centre of the screen at the y-coordinate 'ymax'.
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10.3 The ' S U F F I X  R E N A M E ’ Procedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE SUFFIX_RENAME (new_suffix: fstring; VAR fname:fstring) ;
Upon invoking this procedure the suffix of the actual filename fnam e' is replaced with 
the contents of the actual string 'new_suffix'. The actual string variable 'new_suffix' 
must contain both the 'suffix_ID' and the new suffix string.
The actual string variable 'new_suffix' should contain the same 'suffix_ID' identifier as 




The variable fnam e' is assigned a legal filename with the dot-suffix '.data'. Upon calling 
this procedure the 'new_suffix' argument '.smoo' replaces the old suffix '.data'. The 
variable fnam e' would now contain the string ”# 1 2 file-00 .smoo".
Note, this procedure contains no error checking regarding the LENGTH of the actual 
string 'new jsuffix'. Thus, for example, it would be unwise to rename a five character 
suffix with a six character suffix.
A .10 .4  T he ' P R E F I X  R E M O V E ’ P ro c ed u re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE PREFIX_REMOVE (VAR fname :fstring);
This procedure removes the volume prefix (i.e. volume number or volume name) from 




PREFIX_REMOVE (f name); WRITELN (f name) ;
The variable fnam e' would now contain the string "file-00.data".
A. 1 ft.5 T he 9G E T  V O L  N U M B E R f P ro c ed u re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE GET_VOL_NUMBER (x, y : INTEGER; VAR s: STRING; VAR vol: INTEGER) ;
The actual string 's' is displayed on the screen at the 'x,y' coodinates and is intended to 
prompt the operator to respond with a disk volume number which is currently available to 
the system as defined by the contents of the global integer array 'diskjyolumes'. The 
range of available disk volum es is displayed on the upper reserved screen line at 
'ymax+1'. Once the volume number is obtained it is returned to the calling application 
program via the formal variable 'vol'. In the following example:
s:=’View Directory of which Volume ?'; 
GET_VOL_NUMBER (x, y, s, vol) ;
the screen would appear similar to the following:
View Directory o f which Volume ? <4>
Volume(s): 4 ,5 ,9 ..12,14,15,17.20
where the actual string 's' is displayed at the actual 'x,y' screen coordinates.
A. 10.6 The f F N A M E  V O L ' Procedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE FNAME_VOL (x, y : INTEGER; VAR fname: f string; VAR vol:INTEGER);
This procedure converts the alphanumeric prefix of the actual filename '/name' to an 
integer number which represents the volume number of the filename. Once the volume 
number is obtained it is returned to the calling application program via the formal variable 
'vol*. Failing a successful conversion the prompt:
What is the Volume Number o f <filename> ? <4>
Volume(s): <Disk Volumes Currently available>
is displayed at the actual 'x,y' screen coordinates. The operator should then respond with 
a volume number which represents the volume number of the displayed <fllename>. The 
default volume number is assumed to be 4.
The conversion is accomplished by scanning the filename for either the prefix symbol 
or (the system's root volume). If the filename is prefixed by 'vol' will assume 
the Operating System's root volume number, i.e. 4.
Whenever the filename assumes the Operating System's automatic prefix or is prefixed by 
either or "<volume name>:” the aforementioned prompt will be displayed.
For the operator's convenience, whenever the actual filename fn a m e’ is prefixed by a 
volume name or by the Operating System's root volume symbol the prefix is converted to 
its equivalent volume number and returned to the calling application program via the 
formal variable fn a m e .
The following example:
fname:='*system.library*;
FNAME_VOL (x, y, fname, vol ) ;
IF vol=4
THEN WRITE (AT_CLEAR (x, y) ,* System Disk File: fname);
would cause the screen to appear as follows:
System D isk File: #4:system.library
at the actual 'x,y' screen coordinates.
A .10.7 T he  ' V O L  F N A M E '  P ro c e d u re  
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE VOL_FNAME (voi : INTEGER; VAR f name : f string)
This procedure replaces the volume number o f the prefix in the actual filename fnam e' 
with the value o f the actual integer Vo/'. If the value of Vo/' does not represent a volume 
which is currently available to the system the prefix of the actual filename fn a m e ' is not 
altered.
The following example demonstrates an invocation of this procedure:
f n a m e f i l e - 0 0 . d a t a ’; 
VOL FNAME ( 5, fname ) ;
The filename fn a m e ' would contain the string "#5.file -00.data", where 5 is assumed to 
be an available volume.
Appendix R.O
THE ’D I R  S T UTINTT
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The 'D IR _STU F F ' unit has been developed as a utility to reserve a specific area of 
memory for use as a "scratchpad" and to process UCSD p-System disk directory 
information.
R .1 The 'D I R  S T U F F ’ Interface
To use the 'DIR_STUFF' unit at compile time both this unit and the 'GET_STUFF' unit 
must reside within the SYSTEM.LIBRARY file. An application program must contain a 
USES declaration similar to:
USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF;
Many of the input/output routines contained within 'DIR STUFF' call routines found in 
the unit ,G ET_STU FF\ The UCSD p-System syntax rules for nesting of units require 
the most deeply nested unit to be declared first in a USES declaration.
Both ' G E T _ S T U F F '  and ' D I R _ S T U F F '  are intrinsic units. A t run-tim e the 
SYSTEM.LIBRARY file must be on-line and available to the application program being 
currently executed. The following text is a listing of the interface section of the unit 
'DIR ST U F F '.
{$S++,R-,I-}
UNIT DIR_STUFF; INTRINSIC CODE 25 DATA 24;
INTERFACE USES GET_STUFF;
CONST md_files=77; { Max # files in a Disk Directory }
| ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  j
{ Extrinsic data constructs }
blk_head=l; { Min # of disk blocks 'heads’ requires }
max_buffer=1023; { Max length of 'buffer' }
TYPE d_string=string[10]; { Date string Definition }
s label =string[09]; { Label string Definition }
interval = (micro,milli,second,minute,hour,day);{ Time interval} 
t_units = (celsius,kelvin,fahrenheit,rankine); { Temp Units } 
genera = (normal,faster); { Acquisition mode }




x_l abel,d_l abel,y_l abe1 :s_l abel;
title,operator,ours :STRING;
min_j/_data, min_y_index,
max_j/_dat a, max_y_i ndex,
n_datum, m_datum, n_smooth,
x_delay, x_increment ; INTEGER;
delay, increment :interval;








Stuffs = PACKED RECORD
buff : buffer; 
kind : head; 
fname: fstring; 
END;
{ File currently represented }
driver ^drivers; 












Minimum A/D conversion time } 
Minimum norm interrupt time } 
Minimum clock interrupt time } 
Min/Max A/D conversion range }
Number buffers employed } 
Units: 'milli' or 'micro’} 
Units: 'milli' or 'micro'} 
{ Units: 'micro' }
{ Data size and Acquisition mode }
{**^***********************************************************}.
{ Intrinsic data constructs }
action = (save,load,replace,list,remove,rename,select,smooth); 
pruin = ''ruins;
ruins = PACKED ARRAY [1..md_files] OF BOOLEAN; 
pcycle = ''cycles;
cycles= ARRAY [1..md_files] OF INTEGER;
date = PACKED RECORD
month: 0..12; 
day : 0. . 31;




dir_block: INTEGER; { Blocks in directory }
nop_B : INTEGER;
disk_name: string [7]; { Disk volume Name }
disk_size: INTEGER; { Blocks available on disk } 
















files: ARRAY [1..md_files] OF fileinfo;
END;
directory^ ^direct; { 'directory1 is a POINTER to 'direct'. }
:INTEGER;
: date;
E : INTEGER; { Date disk last used }
{ Starting block of file } 




string [15] ; { File with this info }
INTEGER;
date; { Date file last used }





{ Reflects status of last I/O operation. } 
{ Extrinsic Data- block size variable. } 
{ Preset to 16834; Graphics Page. } 












(VAR d:date; VAR s_date:d_string);
(VAR s_date:d_string; VAR d:date);
(error:INTEGER) :BOOLEAN;






READ_DIRECTORY (x,y:INTEGER; VAR vol:INTEGER;
VAR dir:directory) ;
DISK_SPACE (VAR dir:directory;
VAR used,unused,largest:INTEGER) ; 
BLOCKS_AVAILABLE(x,y:INTEGER; VAR dir:directory;
VAR fname: f string; VAR n_datum: INTEGER) : BOOLEAN; 
RENAME_FILE (VAR dir:directory; VAR f:files;
VAR fnamel,fname2:fstring) ; 
REMOVE FILE (VAR f:files; VAR fname:fstring);
PROCEDURE PRINT DIRECTORY (VAR dir : directory);
PROCEDURE PROCESS_DIRECTORY(sort : action; vol: INTEGER;
VAR dir : directory; VAR f:files;
VAR ruin:pruin; VAR cycle:pcycle;
VAR s_title: STRING; VAR s_cycle : d_string) ; 
FUNCTION FILE_EDITOR (sort : action;
VAR dir : directory; VAR f:files;
VAR fname :fstring) : BOOLEAN;
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B.2 Overview of Routines Within rD T R  STUFFf
The u n it 'D IR JTU F F ' can be divided into three convenient categories:
1/. Global CONSTant, TYPE and VARiable declarations.
2/. Procedures enabling the programmer to reserve parts of memory for use as a 
"scratchpad”.
3/. Utility routines for processing UCSD p-System disk directory information.
The following sections describe the components as they appear in the interface of the 
'D IR JT U F F ' unit.
B.3____ Global CONSTant. TYPE and VARiable Declarations
The INTERFACE section of 'DIR_STUFF' contains a number of global CONSTant, 
TYPE and VARiable declarations. These declarations are subdivided into two sections: 
B.3.1 Extrinsic data constructs, and 
B.3.2 Intrinsic data constructs.
B.3.1 Extrinsic Data Constructs
The extrinsic CONSTant and TYPE declarations are neccessary for use within the units 
'H E A D JT U F F ' and 'DISK STUFF' and 'M A C JTU F F'. The 'D IR JTU F F ' unit is 
an intrinsic unit of these units. By declaring the extrinsic constructs within this unit 
allows the units 'H EAD JTU FF', 'D ISK JTU F F' and 'M AC JTU FF' to use the same 
identifiers without duplication errors occuring.
Note, the extrinsic constructs are simply defined in this section. Complete descriptions 
regarding their purpose and examples of their use are presented in the appropriate 
sections: either Appendix C.O, D.O, E.O or F.O.
B.3.1.1 CONSTant Declarations
Although the CONSTant 'm d jiles' is not an extrinsic definition, it is the only CONSTant
required by the 'D IR JT U FF ' unit thus for clarity in terms o f Pascal program declaration
formats it is best defined under this section:
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'm d j i le s ' = Maximum number of files in a UCSD p-System
directory.
Both the CONSTants 'b lk jiea d ' and 'maxjbuffer' are extrinsic definitions:
'b lk jiea d ' = Minimum number of disk blocks required to store the 
title page of a data file.
'’m axjbu ffer ' = Maximum number of integer elements contained in the
'buffers' construct.
B. 3.1.2 TYPE Declarations
Strickly speaking the 'd_string' construct (C.l) is an instrinsic construct but it appears in 
the extrinsic section because its definition is required in the 'heads' construct. This 
construct defines a STRING type of ten elements. A string variable defined with this 
construct is intended to contain a date.
The 's_label' construct (C .l) defines a STRING type of nine elements. A variable 
defined with this construct is intended to contain a label describing an acquisition 
phenomenon e.g. "mVolts" or "absordance".
The 'interval construct (C.l, C.2) enumerates various time periods.
The 'genera' construct (C.2) enumerates various data acquisition modes.
The 'buffer' construct (C.2) is a pointer to the fixed data structure 'buffers' which is 
intended to store acquired data.
The 'head' construct (C .l, C.2) is a pointer to the fixed data structure 'heads' which 
contains information regarding a data acquisition process.
The 'stuff construct (C.2) is a pointer to the fixed data structure 'stuffs' which associates 
the 'buffer ' which contains the acquired data, the 'head'tr page which contains the 
parameters of the data acquisition process, and the filename of the data file in which this 
information is stored.
The 'driver' construct (C.2) is a pointer to the fixed data structure 'drivers' which 
contains the basic operating parameters of the A/D converter interfaced to PAM.
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R .3.2 Intrinsic Data Constructs
The intrinsic data constructs define specific parameters necessary for the operation of this 
unit.
B.3.2.1 Further TYPE Declarations
The 'action construct enumerates various disk file actions. Various 'action's are 
performed when these enumeration types are passed as actual parameters to routines 
containing the formal parameter declaration. Note, for descriptive purposes and 
convenience some of these 'action's are employed by various routines contained within 









= Save current data file,
= Load current data file,
= Replace current data file, 
= Copy current data file,
= Remove current data file, 
= Rename current data file, 
= List current directory,
= Print current directory.
The 'pruin' construct is a pointer to the fixed data structure 'ruins', a PACKED ARRAY 
of BOOLEAN. They are defined as follows:
'pruin' = Pointer to 'ruins',
'ruins' = Pointed to by 'pruin.
The 'pcycle' construct is a pointer to the fixed data structure 7cycles', an ARRAY of 
INTEGERS. They are defined as follows:
'pcycle' = Pointer to 'cycles',
'cycles' = Pointed to by 'pcycle'.
The 'date' construct is the UCSD p-System representation for dates. Requiring only two 
bytes, it is defined as follows
'date' = < 0 ..1 2 > -< 0 ..3 1 > -< 0 ..1 0 0 >
where: '1 0 0 '  = A  temporary volum e as defined by UCSD system.
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The 'd isk jn fo ', f i l e j n f o ' and 'direct ' constructs define the UCSD p-System disk 
directory format. Note the integers prefixed with constant 'nop_' have no useful function 
and thus have not been employed in any of the software described.
Combining the fixed structures 'd is k jn fo ' and f i l e jn fo ' into the fixed data structure 
'direct', a refined version of the UCSD p-System disk directory, positioned at blocks 2..6 
on a disk volume can be represented.
The 'directory' construct is a pointer to the fixed data construct 'direct'. It simply 
provides an efficient mechanism for accessing the fixed data construct 'direct'.
The 'files' construct is a convenient definition which enables the programmer to pass files 
as actual variable parameter arguments in the parameter list of both procedures and 
functions.
B.3.2.2 VARiable Declarations
The integer variable 'IOerror' is intended to reflect the status of the last performed 
input/output (I/O) disk volume operation attempted by any of the routines contained 
within this unit or any of the units which employ this unit. The values returned by this 
integer variable may be found in Table 2 of the Apple Pascal Language Reference Manual.
Note: the value of 'IOerror' may be referenced at any time. Unlike the result of the 
UCSD Pascal intrinsic IORESULT function this variable maintains its current status until 
another I/O operation is performed by either the 'DIR_STUFF'  unit or any unit 
employing this unit (C.0).
The integer variable 'block' (E.6.2) is an extrinsic variable. Its preset value should not be 
altered.
The integer variables ’hires J o p '  and 'hires_bottom' contain the addresses of the high 
resolution graphics screen page one at the top and at the bottom, respectively. The 
addresses assigned to these variables may be altered within the initialization section of an 
application program (B.4.1).
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B.4 Procedures Designed to Reserve Specific Parts of 
Memory for Use as a Scratchpad
A scratchpad is defined here as an area of memory set aside in which data may be stored 
temporarily and then be overwritten with new data. The area of memory set aside for this 
purpose should in no way effect the operation of the currently executing application 
program.
Pam utilizes graphics to display data pictorially on the screen. There are two graphics 
packages available under the Apple UCSD Pascal p-System Operating System: 
TURTLE GRAPHICS and SHORT_GRAPHICS. Both packages are available to an 
application program in the form of a unit.
The graphics package normally provided under the UCSD p-System is the 
TURTLE GRAP HICS unit and is resident within the standard SYSTEM.LIBRARY file. 
The TURTLE_GRAPHICS unit is a relatively large package requiring a length of 5230 
bytes for code segment and a length of 386 bytes for the data segment. Whenever this 
unit is invoked within an application program it automatically protects the graphics screen 
from being over-written by the application program or by program data. This is 
accomplished by relocating the top-of-heap pointer above the graphics screen. During 
this process, however, 4.7-Kbytes of memory are made inaccessible to the application 
program. Consequently, very large application programs tend run out of memory when 
employing this unit.
The SHORT GRAPHICS unit is a simplified version of TURTLE GRAP HICS and was 
issued by Apple Computers Incorporated as a solution to reducing the excessive memory 
usage of the TURTLE GRAP HICS unit. It simply replaces the TURTLE GRAP HICS 
unit as provided in the standard SYSTEM.LIBRARY. Both units have the same segment 
number so only one of the units may be used within an application program. The unit 
saves memory by excluding the "relative polar coordinate" routines (e.g. MOVE, TURN, 
TURNTO and TURTLE_ANG) found in the TURTLE_GRAPHICS unit: only absolute 
coordinates are available. The code segment of SHORT_GRAPHICS is 3140 bytes in 
length with a data segment of 18 bytes in length. By employing the 
SHORTJGRAPHICS unit in place of the TURTLE_GRAPHICS unit 2458 bytes of extra 
memory are made available for use within an application program.
Additional declarations have been added to the INTERFACE section of 
SHORT GRAPHICS which are not present in TURTLE_GRAPHICS. They are:
TYPE font=PACKED ARRAY [0..127,0..7] OF 0..255;
VAR fontptr=/Nfont;
where the pointer f o n tp t r ' is a pointer to the memory buffer used by f o n t '. This buffer 
contains the character set used by the W C H A R  and W S T R IN G  procedures to display text 
on the graphics screen.
B .4 .1  M em ory Considerations Regarding S H O R T  GRAPHICS
Whenever an application program employing the T U R T L E ^G R A P H IC S  unit is executed 
the heap pointer is automatically set above the high resolution graphics screen to protect it 
from being overwritten by the application program. During this process however, the 
memory space between the original top of heap and the start of the graphics screen is 
made inaccessible. The figure B.l indicates this:
Bottom of the stack
Free accessible memory
Top of Heap/Graphics page
Hi-res Graphics page
Bottom of Graphics page 
inaccessible memory 
Original Heap pointer 
position before TURTLE_GRAPHICS  
is initialized
Figure B.l
The Position of the High Resolution Graphics Screen in the Stack
Unlike the T U R T L E  G R A P H IC S  unit, the S H O R T  G R A P H IC S  unit does not protect 
the graphics screen. This enables the programmer to access the normally inaccessible 
4.7-Kbytes of memory space between the original top of heap and the start of the graphics 
screen as a scratchpad. However, the high resolution graphics screen must be protected 
in case the application program inadvertently overwrites the graphics screen. The integer
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variables 'hires J o p ' and 'hiresJbottom' contain the addresses which define the top (i.e. 
address 16834) and the bottom (i.e. address 8192) of high resolution graphics screen in 
the Apple II family of microcomputers.
Included in the 'DIR_STUFF' unit are procedures which enable an application program 
access the 4.7-Kbytes of inaccessible memory for use as a scratchpad whenever the 
SHORT GRAPHICS unit is used and also to protect the high resolution graphics screen 
from being over-written with data.
B .4 .2  The rMAKE ROOM* P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE MAKE_ROOM (bytes: INTEGER) ;
This procedure provides a mechanism for accessing the memory between a program's 
original top of heap and the start of the graphics screen for use as a scratchpad area of 
memory. To access the scratchpad the number of bytes required must be passed to the 
'MAKE_ROOM' procedure. This procedure checks the available memory space and 
marks the system's current top of heap pointer.
If there is insufficient room the heap pointer is moved to the top of the graphics screen to 
protect it. Following this a message is displayed advising that the scratchpad is not 
available.
This procedure should be declared immediately after the BEGIN statement in the main 
section of an application program. Upon initially running an application program 
approximately 4734 bytes of memory is available between the top of the heap and the 
bottom of the graphics screen. The following example demonstrates the use of this 
procedure. Assume two data buffers (of type 'buffers') are required. To store them in 
the scratchpad the following sequence of statements should be declared in the main 
section of a program:
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PROGRAM MEM_STUFF; USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF,
short_graphicsT /CONST n_buffers=2; { Number of data buffers } 
VAR bufferl,
buffer2: buffer;




SIZEOF(buffers)= number of bytes in the array.
n_buffers= number of arrays required. } 
{ SIZEOF(buffers) * n_buffers = 4096 bytes }
NEW(bufferl); { Allocates memory to this pointer }
NEW(buffer2); { Allocates memory to this pointer }
PROTECT; { Protect the graphics page anyway. }
INIT_TURTLE; { The graphics screen is initialized }
By utilizing the above technique 4096 bytes of extra memory are made available to the 
application program. The UCSD Pascal intrinsic procedure NEW is called to allocate the 
memory space assumed by the number of bytes passed to 'MAKE ROOM' for the two 
buffers. Following this the 'PROTECT' procedure is called (defined in the next section).
B .4 .3  The P R O T E C T f P rocedu re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE PROTECT;
This procedure should always be called to ensure the high resolution graphics screen is 
'PROTECT'?,d whenever SHORT_GRAPHICS is employed in an application program.
Similar in action to the 'MAKE ROOM' procedure, the 'PROTECT' procedure evaluates 
the system's current top of heap pointer (B.4.2). If it is below the high resolution 
graphics screen the current top of heap pointer is saved and then re-assigned to the 
address of the top of the high resolution graphics screen (i.e. address 16834).
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f t .4 .5  The 'U N  M A K E  R O O M '  P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE UN_MAKE_ROOM;
These procedures must be called prior to exiting the application program if their respective 
counterparts have been previously called by the application program. These procedures 
release the pointers used to 'PRO TECT ' the high resolution graphics screen and de­
allocate the memory space created by 'MAKE_ROOM\ A system error or fatal crash will 
occur if these procedure are not called to release their respective counterparts.
Completing the example in section B.4.2: from the main program code segment the 
following sequence of calls should be executed to release the heap pointers:




{ Release graphics screen pointers. } 
{ Release buffer pointers. }
{ END Main Program }
B.5 Routines for Processing Disk Directory Information
The following routines make use of the information found in the directory of the selected 
disk volume. The pointer construct'd ire c to ry as declared in the interface section of the 
'DIRJSTUFF' unit is employed to pass directory information between disk and memory.
Those routines which employ the formal parameter list 
VAR dir:directory
require the formal parameter pointer 'dir' to have been previously declared in the 
application program. By employing the pointer variable 'dir' in the formal parameter list 
only the address of the referenced directory is passed on the stack. This technique
reduces stack growth considerable: only two bytes of information are passed on the stack 
instead of 2028 bytes of directory information.
The following example suggests a method for declaring the memory space required by the 
directory:
{$S++}
PROGRAM TEST; USES GET_STUFF, DIR STUFF;
VAR dir1:directory;
BEGIN
NEW(dirl); { Allocate memory for the directory }
The UCSD Pascal intrinsic procedure NEW is called to allocate the memory space of the 
directory as pointed to by the pointer variable 'd irl '.
B .5.1 The 'SYSTEM DATE ’ P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE SYSTEM_DATE (sort:action; VAR d:date);
There are only two 'actions taken by this procedure: either 'load ' or 'save'. The 'action 
'load ' obtains the current operating systems' date and returns it via the formal 'date' 
variable 'd\ while the 'action 'save' stores the actual '¿tare'variable 'd' into the operating 
systems' date directory.




In the above example the current system data is loaded into the 'data' variable d .
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Programmer's Note: An interesting anomaly exists within the Apple UCSD p-System 
Pascal 1.2 and 1.3 Operating System. An application program may rewrite/store in the 
system boot directory the current date as defined by the operator, as many time as desired 
during the course of executing the application program. However, if the operator exits 
the current application program and returns to the Apple UCSD p-System Pascal 1.2 or
1.3 Operating System and selects the Filer Date command, the date displayed by the 
Operating System will be the date of when the system was last booted or when the date 
was last updated by the operator prior to re-booting. Oddly, the Apple UCSD p-System 
Pascal 1.2 or 1.3 Operating System's Filer prefers to check the date on the boot directory 
of system disk rather than the directory which contains the boot directory's actual current 
contents prior to being re-booted. Moreover, when the operator inputs the current date 
via an application program and then re-boots the system, the Operating System's Filer 
Date command will display the date the operator last input! Franks1 mentions this 
anomaly in his article "Make a Date with Pascal".
B .5 .2  The 'DATE S T R ' P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE DATE_STR (VAR d:date; VAR s_date: d_string) ;
The actual 'date ' variable 'd ' is converted into a string of type ,d_string\ The result is 
returned via the formal ’d_string' variable 's_date'.




WITH d DO BEGIN
day:=1; month:=10; year:=8 6; 
END;
DATE STR(d,s date);
Franks, S., "Make a Date with Pascal”, Apple User, April, 42, 1985.1
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B .5 .3  The 'ST R  D A T E ' Procedure  
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE STR_DATE (VAR s_date:d_string; VAR d:date) ;
This procedure converts the 'd jtr in g ' variable 's_date' to the type 'date' and returns it 
via the formal variable 'd'.
The following example demonstrates an invocation of this procedure:
s_date:='03-JUL-85'; 
STR_DATE(s_date,d);
B .5 .4  The 'V A L ID A T E ' Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION VALIDATE (error:INTEGER) :BOOLEAN;
The actual parameter ’error' is designed to reflect the current value of the UCSD Pascal 
intrinsic function IORESULT as obtained from the most recent I/O operation. Whenever 
the numerical value of 'error ' is set to zero the function returns a status of TRUE: 
otherwise FALSE is returned and a message is automatically displayed on the screen as a 
comment to indicate the value of the error.





The boolean variable 'open_file' is assigned the result of VALIDATE ' as determined by 
UCSD Pascal intrinsic function IORESULT.
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B .5 .5  The 'F IL E  E X IS T S ' Function 
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION FILE_EXISTS (VAR f:files; fname:fstring) ¡BOOLEAN;
This function simply checks the existence of the file designated by the actual filename 
fname'. If the actual file exists the function returns a status of TRUE: otherwise FALSE 
is returned.







CLOSE(f); RESET(f,fname) ; 
open_file:=VALIDATE(IORESULT);
END
ELSE COMMENT (CONCAT (fname, ' does NOT exist') ) ;
The above code confirms the existence of the file fname'.
B .5 .6  The 'R E AD  D IR E C T O R Y ’ Procedure 
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE READ_DIRECTORY (x, y : INTEGER; VAR dir:directory;
VAR vol: INTEGER) ;
This procedure prompts the operator to enter the volume number of the disk directory 
volume to be loaded into the memory. The prompt:
Volume number ? <4>
Volume(s): <Disk Volumes Currently Available>
is automatically displayed at the actual 'x,y' screen coordinates followed by a volume 
number. Once the operator selects an available volume its directory is loaded into
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memory. The directory information is pointed to by the actual#directory' pointer variable 
'dir'.
The volume number selected by the operator is returned via the formal variable 'vol'. The 





{ The directory of 'vol'ume is loaded into memory. }
B .5.7 The ’D I S K  SPACE'  Procedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE DISK_SPACE (VAR dir:directory;
VAR used,unused,largest:INTEGER);
This procedure calculates the number of blocks used, unused and the largest empty space 
available on the disk volume containing the directory as pointed to by 'dir'. The 
information is returned via the formal integer variables 'used', 'unused' and 'largest'. 
This procedure may be used in an application program to calculate whether or not a data 
file can be stored on a particular disk volume.
The following example illustrates an invocation of this procedure:
FNAME_VOL (x, y, fname, vol) ;
READ_DIRECTORY(x,y,dir, vol) ;
{ The directory of 'vol’ume is loaded into memory. }
DISK_SPACE(dir,used,unused,largest) ;
WRITELN('Used Disk Space =',used);
WRITELN('Unused Disk Space =',unused);
WRITELN('Largest Disk Space Available =',largest);
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B .5 .8  The *B L O CKS A V A IL A B L E f Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION BLOCKS_AVAILABLE (x, y : INTEGER; VAR dir:directory;
VAR fname :f string; VAR n_datum: INTEGER) : BOOLEAN;
This function checks the availability of storage space on the disk volume for which a data 
file created by PAM is to be stored.
The volume number is obtained from the actual filename fname'. Once the directory of 
disk volume is loaded into memory the maximum available diskette storage space is 
ascertained.
The programmer should be cognizant of the following three possible outcomes when 
invoking this function:
1/. If there is sufficient storage space available to save a data file of n_datum' integer 
elements plus one block (i.e. the header section of a file) the function returns a 
status of TRUE.
2/. If there is insufficient storage space to save 'n_datum' integer elements plus one 
block but enough to save a smaller number of 'n_datum' integer elements plus one 
block the function returns a status of TRUE.
However, the following prompt is displayed on the screen as a comment:
DISK ALMOST FULL: Max data points left <###> :Type Return
where:<###> = Maximum number of data points which can be stored on
the disk volume of concern.
The actual integer variable 'n_datum' is then re-assigned the value <###> and 
returned to the application program.
3/. If there is no storage space available the following prompt appears:
DISK FULL: Insert new data disk NOW :Type Return
at the actual 'x,y' screen coordinates informing the operator of the situation. 
Following this the function returns a status of FALSE.




UNTIL BLOCKS_AVAILABLE (x, y, dir, f name, max datum) OR escaped;
Upon passing the appropriate actual parameters to the 'BLOCKS AVAILABLE’ function 
the above code segment will remain in the REPEAT..UNTIL loop until either enough 
disk storage space is available to save 'max_datum’ or less elements plus one block, or 
until the operator invokes the escape-abort option.
B.5.9 The 'R E N A M E  F IL E ' Procedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE RENAME_FILE (VAR dir: directory; VAR f: files;
VAR fnamel,fname2:fstring);
The existing disk file fnam el ’ is renamed the filename fnam e2’ upon invoking this 
procedure. If fname2’ already exists the following prompt:
<fname2> Exists, <fname 1 > NOT Renamed :Type Return
is displayed in the centre of the screen at the y-coordinate ’ym ax’ with the actual 
filenames. Once the operator types return the file fnam el ’ is not renamed and the 
procedure is aborted.
Whether or not the actual filenames fn a m e l’ and fname2 ’ exist as files on disk, the 
prefix of each actual filename is converted to a volume number via the ’FNAME_VOL’ 
procedure (A. 10.6) before being returned to the calling application program via their 
formal parameters.
The following example illustrates an invocation of the ’RENAME FILE’ procedure:




Initially, the operator is required to respond with the volume number of the associated 
volume name (A. 10.6). Following a valid response the file is renamed.
B .5 .10  The 'R E M O V E  F IL E ’ P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE REMOVE_FILE (VAR f: files; VAR fname : f string) ;
This procedure provides a simple mechanism for removing an existing file. If the file 
does not exist the procedure is automatically exited.
This procedure may be invoked as follows:
fn a m e l:='ABC:xyz.TEXT'; 
REMOVE FILE(f,fn a m e l);
The file named fnam el ' is removed.
B .5 .11  The 'P R IN T  D IR E C T O R Y f P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE PRINT_D I RE CTORY (VAR dir: directory)
The actual directory, as pointed to by 'dir\ of a disk volume is automatically formatted, 
as set out below, and sent only to the printer.
This procedure may be invoked as follows:
voi :=4 ;
READ_D I RECTORY (x, y, voi, dir) ; 
PRINT DIRECTORY(dir) ;
Once the operator selects a volume number the directory of the selected disk volume is 
sent to the printer in the following format:
Disk name <disk name>
Disk size <disk size>, #  Files <#files>
<#> blocks used, <#> unused, <#> in largest
<filename> <# blocks occupied> <file date>
<fllename> <# blocks occupied> <flle date>
where: #  =Number of...
A page eject follows the above printed output.
B.5.12 The 'P R O C E S S  D IR E C T O R Y y Procedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE PROCESS_DIRECTORY (sort: action; vol: INTEGER;
VAR dir:directory; VAR f :files;
VAR ruin:pruin; VAR cycleipcycle;
VAR s_title: STRING; VAR s_cycle: d_string) ;
This procedure provides a number of 'actions  which enable the operator to process the 
directory of a disk volume from within an application program.
Once an 'action has been determined the 'directory  of the selected volume is displayed 
on the screen. Information regarding the name of the disk volume, its size, the number of 
files present, the number of used and unused blocks, and the largest space available for 
storage are also displayed. The title of the 'action selected is displayed at the top of the 
screen. A prom ptline is displayed at the bottom of the screen offering a range of 
interactive options.
ft 5-12.1 Range of Operator Options
The range of operator keyboard options are:
RETURN to page- 
Q to Quit =
'-> ' =
YIN to process =
Enables the operator to page through the directory 
contents.
Enables the operator to quit from the current selection 
and allow processing to take place.
Indicates the forward arrow key. Enables the operator 
to move the cursor forwards through the directory text. 
Indicates the "backward" arrow key. Enables the 
operator to move the cursor backwards through the 
directory text.
Enables the operator to select a file for processing.
The following 'sort' of programmable 'actions are available:
B.5.12.2 'L IST '
The directory of the selected volume is displayed on the screen. The operator may select 
any of the options displayed in the prompdine to view the contents of the directory.
B,5.12.3 /RENAM E'
Any file present within the selected volume may be renamed. To rename a file the 
operator must select Y. All entered filenames are converted to uppercase to avoid case 
conflict. If a renamed file already exists the new filename is not accepted. To avoid this 
conflict the operator must either rename the old file or remove the old file before the new 
filename is accepted.
B.5.12.4 'REM OVE>
Any file present in the selected volume may be removed. To remove a file the operator 
must select Y. The symbol is placed next to those files which are to be removed. To 
de-select a file for removal the operator must re-position the cursor next to the selected file 
and type N. The symbol is then removed to indicate the de-selection.
Files are not deleted until the operator selects Q to quit. As a safety precaution the 
operator is asked for confirmation prior to deleting the files. As the files are being
removed, their filenames are displayed on the screen. At anytime during the removal 
process, the operator may type any key to stop the deletion of files. Following this, the 
operator is once again asked for confirmation to either continue or to abort the removal of 
files.
tt.5.12.5 'S E L E C T
and
TV512.6 7SM O O TH '
These two 'actions enable the operator to select various files from the current volume for 
further application program processing. The operator may choose a file by typing 7. The 
symbol is placed next to those files which are selected. To de-select a file, the 
operator must re-position the cursor next to the selected file and type N. The symbol 
is then removed to indicate the de-selection.
When the 'action 'sm ooth' is employed an integer prompt is displayed on the same line 
of the selected filename thus enabling the operator to choose the number of cycles the 
selected file is to be processed. The range of cycles is set to '1..1000': it is assumed that 
a selected file will be processed at least once.
All operator selected filenames are recorded in the BOOLEAN array 'ruin' at their 
respective index positions, as TRUE: those files not selected are recorded as FALSE. 
The result is returned to the application program via the formal parameter 'ruin'.
The following list describes the memory requirements of the formal variables ruin , 
'cycle', 's_title' and 's_cycle'.
1/. CASE action OF
select,
smooth: THEN
2/. CASE action OF
smooth: THEN
3/. CASE action OF
select,
smooth: THEN
4/. CASE action OF
smooth: THEN ’ s cycle’ -> is displayed in the title list
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These variables enable the programmer to utilize this procedure to obtain similar file 
selection inform ation from  the operator for other manipulation processes using the same 
interactive method.
B.5.13 The ' F I L E  E D I T O R 9 Function 
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION FILE_EDITOR (sort:action; VAR dir:directory; VAR f:files;
VAR fname: fstring) : BOOLEAN;
During the course o f executing an application program, the operator may wish to obtain a 
printed listing o f a directory, or remove various files from a volume, or examine the 
available disk storage space within a particular volume. This completely self contained 
menu operated Disk -F ILE  EDITOR’ function has been designed to provide a mechanism 
for manipulating the directory o f a volume (i.e. the files) from within an application 
program.
When the T IL E  ED ITO R' function is invoked the screen is cleared and the following 
option list is displayed:
Disk-File Editor
Current filename <currentfilename > <file status >
C . .. Change <currentfilename>
D . .. Delete <currentfilename>
L .. .  L ist
R . . .  Rename 
X . . .  Rem ove
P .  .. Print List
V ... Read Volume
Q . .. Quit
Which Option ?
The actual filename fn a m e ' is displayed by < cur rent file  name>. The volume prefix of 
fname ' is converted to an integer, and if successful, the directory of the disk volume for 
which the actual fnam e ' refers to is read into memory: otherwise the directory of volume 
5 is automatically loaded into memory as the default disk volume directory.
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The <file status> of the actual filename fname' is also displayed where:
<file status> = "** Exists **" 
or
<file status> = "** Does NOT exist **".
Depending on the 'action selected a pre-determined default option is displayed following 
the prompt "Option ?". The following describes each option as presented in the option 
list:
B.5.13.1 C... Change <current filename>
Change the current filename. Upon changing the current filename its status is checked 
and displayed on the screen in the appropriate position. The updated filename is returned 
to the application program via the formal variable fname'.
B.5.13.2 D... Delete <current filename>
Delete the current file. If the current file exists selecting this option deletes the file. 
Following this the status of the file is displayed on the screen in the appropriate position.
B.5.13.3 L... List
The directory information and the files present on the selected disk volume are displayed 
on the screen when this option is selected. Information regarding the name of the disk 
volume, its size, the number of files present, the number of used and unused blocks, and 
the largest space available for storage are also displayed.
B.5.13.4 R... Rename
This option enables the operator to rename multiple files present on the selected volume. 
To rename each file the operator must select Y. If a renamed file already exists the new 
filename is not accepted. The operator must either rename the old file or remove the old 
file before the new filename is accepted. Files are not renamed until the operator selects Q
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to quit. As a safety precaution the operator is asked for confirmation prior to renaming 
the files.
R.5.13,5 X... Rem ove
This option enables the operator to remove multiple files present on the selected volume. 
To remove each file the operator must select Y. The symbol is placed next to those 
files which are to be removed. To de-select a file to be removed the operator must re­
position the cursor next to the selected file and type N. The symbol is then removed 
to indicate the de-selection.
Files are not rem oved until the operator selects Q to quit. As a safety precaution the 
operator is asked for confirm ation prior to rem oving the files. As the files are being 
removed their filenames are displayed on the screen. At anytime during the removal of 
files the operator may type any key to stop the process. Following this the operator is 
once again asked for confirmation to either continue or to abort the removal of the selected 
files.
B.5.13.6 P... Print List
The directory of the selected volume is automatically formatted, as set out in section 
B.5.11, and sent to the printer. Information regarding the name of the disk volume, its 
size, the number of files present, the number of used and unused blocks, and the largest 
space available for storage are included in the printed listing.
B.5.13.7 V... Read Volume
This option prompts the operator to select a volume number. The directory of the selected 
volume is then loaded into memory from disk.
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B 5.13.8 O ... Quit
Selecting this option enables the operator to quit this function.
Note, the esc ape-abort option has been implemented.. Whenever the operator escapes 
from this function its boolean value is set to TRUE.
B.5.13.9 Secondary Option List
Upon selecting either the options L, R ovX , the directory of the selected volume is 
displayed along with the title of the selected option. Following this a secondary option 
list is displayed continuously at the bottom of the screen (B.5.12.1).
The following program example illustrates an implementation of the T IL E  EDITOR' 
function:
{$s++}






NEW(dir); { Allocate memory for directory } 





{ The operator must use the escape-abort }
{ option to enter this section of code. }





Upon executing the above code, the operator may either select the escape-abort option to 
exit or type Q to quit the 'FILE_EDITOR'. Only when the operator types Q to quit, will 
the boolean variable 'done' be set to TRUE, thus terminating the REPEAT..UNTIL loop.
The following points should be noted regarding the above program:
1/. The first three VARiable declarations must appear in the application program prior 
to calling the 'FILEJEDITO R ' function, since they are used as actual parameters in 
the function's call.
2/. The UCSD Pascal intrinsic procedure NEW is invoked to allocate dynamically 
memory for the VARiable 'dir'.
3/. The string variable 'f nam e' is assigned a default filename which also includes a 
default volume number.
Appendix C.ft
AN INTRODUCTION TO THF ITNTTS 




The three units 'H E A D _ST U F F ' (D.O), 'D ISK _ST U F F ' (E.O) and 'M A C _STU F F ' 
(F.O) essentially create, store or manipulate data file for use within PAM. These three 
units operate independently of each other, however they are interdependent upon each 
other and should be used in conjunction with each other. Henceforth, the term "data file" 
specifically refers to a file created by PAM.
To use these units at compile time both units must reside within the SYSTEM.LIBRARY 
file. All three units em ploy the units 'G E T S T U F F ' and 'D IR _ST U F F ' thus an 
application program must contain a USES declaration similar to the following:
USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF,
HEAD_STUFF/ DISK_STUFF, MAC_STUFF;
where the order of 'H EAD_STUFF ', 'D ISK STU FF' and 'M A C JT U F F ' is irrelevant.
Whenever a disk volume I/O error occurs during the execution of any of the routines 
contained within these units the global integer variable TO error' (B.3.2.2) is assigned the 
value of the current I/O error before control is returned to the application program.
C .l Data File Format
All data files created by PAM can be manipulated by the three units 'HEAD_STUFF\ 
DISK_STUFF' and 'MAC_STUFF '. Each data file contain two internal parts:
1 /. At the beginning of each data file a 512-byte (one block) header page exists which
contains information regarding the circimstances under which it was created.
2/. Tailing the header page, all subsequent blocks contain the integer data obtained 
during an acquisition process. These two parts are concatenated into one data file. 
The contents of the header page is defined by the fixed structure 'heads' (B.3.1.2) 










x_delay, x_increment : INTEGER;
delay, increment : interval-















= Date file was created,
= Data labels, e.g. "time" vs "volts", respectively,
= Any tide describing the purpose of the data file,
= Name and department of the operator,





'm ax_y_index' = 
'n jda tum ' =
'm jda tum ' = 
'n_sm ooth' =





't ju n it ' =
'spareJU ', 'spare_ 
'spare_B V , 'spare 
'spare_C1 ' =
= Minimum and Maximum datum in the data file,
Their corresponding index values,
Total number of datum collected,
Maximum number of datum expected,
Number of cycles the data within the file have been 
smoothed,
Delay time prior to collecting data,
Increment of time between sampling,
Units of the time 'interval' 'x_delay ' ,
Units of the time 'interval' 'x_increment\
Temperature at the time data collection took place,
Units of the 'temperature',
n \
sr,
’A group of common TYPEs which may be used by the 
programmer to store further information in the header 
component of a data file.
The 'head' construct points to the fixed data structure 'heads' as defined above.
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fl.2 Fixed Data Structures
Many of the routines found in the three units 'HEAD_STUFF', 'DISK STUFF' and 
'M AC_STUFF' require the same combination of variables to be passed as actual 
parameters. The following fixed structures have been declared in the extrinsic data 
constructs section of the interface of the unit 'DIR_STUFF' (B.l).
The 'stuffs' PACKED RECORD construct has been defined to contain the following 
combination of variables:
stuff =/s stuffs;
Stuffs = PACKED RECORD
buff : buffer; 




'b u f f
'kind'
'fname'
A pointer of type 'buffer' which points to a window of 
data within the current data file,
A pointer of type 'head' which points to the header page 
of the current data file,
The filename of the current data file.
The 'stuff construct points to the fixed data structure 'stuffs' as defined above.
To enable PAM to readily communicate with various timing devices and A/D devices the 
















'no rm jim e ' = 
'clock_time' =
'min _AD _r ange ' = 
'max_AD j  ange' =
Minimum A/D faster' 'interval' conversion time, 
Minimum A/D 'normal' 'interval' interrupt time, 
Minimum clock interrupt time,
Minimum A/D conversion range,
Maximum A/D conversion range,
8 6
’n jb u ffe r ’ 
'ad jn terva l' 
’no rm jn terva l’ 
’c lockjn terva l’ 
’g en u s’
Number buffers employed,
'interval’ units: ’mi Hi’ or m icro’,
'interval’ units: ’m illi’ or micro',
’interval’ units: ’m icro’,
’genera’ acquisition mode, also implies data file size.
The ’driver’ construct points to the fixed data structure ’drivers’ as defined above.
fl-3 Allocating Memory
The data structures described in sections C .l and C.2 must be allocated memory to 
contain actual information. The following program outlines a method of allocating the 
memory space required by these data stuctures:
{$s++}
PROGRAM DYNAMIC; USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF,
HEAD_STUFF, DISK_STUFF MAC_STUFF;
VAR bufferl: buffer; 
headl: head; 
the : stuff; 
mac : driver; 
heap :̂ integer;
BEGIN
MARK (heap) ; 
NEW (bufferl); 
NEW (headl) ; 
NEW (the);
NEW (mac);
{ SIZEOF(buffers) = 2048 } 
{ SIZEOF(heads) = 406 } 
{ SIZEOF(stuffs) = 28 } 
{ SIZEOF(drivers) = 14 } 
{ Total bytes = 2496 }
WITH the^ DO BEGIN
buff :=bufferl; 
kind :=headl; 
fname: = '#5 : file-00.DATA1; 
END;






The HEAD_STUFF  unit enables the operator to initialize a header page, interactively 
alter the contents of a header page, or view the contents of a header page on either the 
console alone or on both the console and the printer.
D .l  The 'HEAD STUFF' Interface
The following text is a listing of the interface section of the unit 'HEAD STUFF'.
{$S++,R-}
UNIT HEAD_STUFF ; INTRINSIC CODE 23 DATA 22;
INTERFACE USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF;
VAR header_title : STRING; { Title on Header page } 
yn_temp, yn_delay : CHAR; { Recalls last choice } 
ex_temp_source : BOOLEAN; { TRUE if temp obtained externally } 
tatx,taty: INTEGER; { WRITE (AT (tatx,taty), temperature) }
PROCEDURE INIT_HEAD (VAR kind:head);
PROCEDURE SHOW_HEAD (VAR the : Stuff; wait : BOOLEAN);
PROCEDURE READ HEAD (VAR the:stuff; VAR mac:driver);
D .2 Overview of Routines Within fHEAD STUFFr
The unit 'HEAD_STUFF' can be divided into two categories:
1/. The global VARiables.
2/. Routines for initializing and displaying the contents of a header page, and enabling 
the operator to interactively alter the contents of the header page.
The following sections describe the components as they appear in the interface of the 
’H E A D JT U F F ' unit.
D .3 The Global String VARiable 9header title’
The contents of the global string VARiable 'header_title' are displayed as the title of a 
header page. It is preset to the string " The PAM Project During the initialization 
section of an application program its contents may be altered by simply assigning it to a 
preferred header title.
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The global CHARacter variables 'y n je m p ' and 'y n je la y ' each contain the operator’s 
last reponse regarding whether a temperature or a delay was required, respectively. It is 
not necessary for the application program to alter their values at anytime.
When the Boolean variable 'e x je m p jo u r c e ' is logically TRUE the 'READ_HEAD' 
procedure assumes the actual value of 'temperature' will be obtained by the application 
program from an external source, usually via an A/D converter. If this variable is 
logically FALSE the ’READ  H E A D ’ procedure prompts the operator to enter a 
temperature value and its units. This variable is automatically preset to FALSE.
If the 'temperature' is obtained from an external source its value should be displayed at 
the screen coordinates 'tatxjaty ' as follows:
WRITE (AT (tatx, taty), the^. kind^. temperature) ; 
immediately after the operator quits the R E A D H E A D ' procedure.
D .4 Routines for Processing the Header Page of a Data File
The following routines may be used to process or manipulate the header page of a data file 
created by PAM.
D .4 ,1  The ' I N I T  H E A D f P rocedu re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE INIT_HEAD (VAR kind:head);
The contents of a header page as pointed to by the actual pointer 'JdndA' are automatically 
initialized to various preset values.
A call to this procedure should be made at least once and preferably in the initialization 
section of an application program in the following fashion:
INIT HEAD (headl);
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The header page pointed to by the pointer 'headlA' is initialized.
D.4.2 The fS H O W  H E A D f Procedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE SHOW_HEAD (VAR the:stuff; wait:BOOLEAN);
This procedure displays a formatted output of the contents of the header page of a selected 
data file as pointed to by the actual pointer 'theA.kindA' on a previously selected output 
'device': either the console alone or both the printer and the console. Whenever the 
Boolean variable 'wait' is logically TRUE output is continuously displayed on the console 
until the operator types a carriage return in response to the comment "To Continue :Type 
Return": when logically FALSE output is displayed but the application program 
continues executing.
The header page is formatted in the following fashion:
' header_title’
Run Title: <title string>
Date: <date> File name: <filename>
Operator: <operator string>
Delay <time interval>: <delay>
Increment <time interval>: <increment>
Number of data points: <# of data>
X-data label: <x label>
Y-data label: <y label>
Temperature: <t_units> <temperature>
Smooth cycles: <# smooths>
Minimum <y label> is <###> at <displacement> <x label> 
Maximum <y label> is <###> at <displacement> <x label>











Any title describing the purpose of the data, 
Current Operating System date,
Filename of current data file,
= Name and department of the operator, 
Range of the <delay>  or <increment> 
Minutes, Seconds, Milli or Micro seconds, 
Delay time prior to collecting data, 








a  a  a .
< tfftrr>
<displacement>
= Number of data points collected,




= Number of cycles the data within the file have been 
smoothed,
= An integer number,
= The displacement of the respective datum in the file.
The number of smoothing cycles is displayed only when smoothing has taken place upon 
the current data file. The minimum and maximum values are displayed only after a data 
acquisition has been completed.
The 'SHOW_HEAD' procedure may be invoked in the following fashion:
OUTPUT_DEVICE (x,y) ; 
SHOW_HEAD (the,NOT print);
Once the operator has selected an output device the status of the global Boolean variable 
'print' (found in the 'G ET_STU FF ' unit) is set. The contents of a header page, as 
pointed to by the actual pointer 'theA.kindA' is then sent to the appropriate 'device': either 
the console alone or both the printer and the console.
D .4 .3  T he fR E A D  H E A D r P ro ced u re  
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE READ_HEAD (VAR the-.stuff; VAR mac: driver );
Upon invoking this procedure a call to the 'SHOW_HEAD procedure is automatically 
performed to display either the header page information as pointed to by the actual pointer 
'theA.kindA'. In this instance the only output 'device' available is the console (screen).
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The operator is prompted in the following fashion:
'header_title'
Run Title: <title string>
Date. <date> File name: <filename>
Operator: <operator string>
Delay <time interval>: <delay>
Increment <time interval>: <increment>
Number of data points: <# of data>
X-data label: <x label>
Y-data label: <y label>
Temperature: <t_units> <temperature>
Total Acquisition Time: ~ <increment> <time interval>
Delay: ~ <delay> <time interval>
<Secondary Promptline>
<Secondary Option list>
See section D.4.2 under the ' SHOW _HEAD'  procedure for header page variable 
definitions. The following example suggests an invocation of this procedure:
REPEAT
READ_HEAD (the,mac) ; 
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
UNTIL escaped OR ... ;
Upon executing the 'READ J iE A D ' procedure a header page similar to the above is 
displayed. At anytime during keyboard input the operator may implement the escape- 
abort option.
D.4.3.1 Secondary Promptline and Option List
Various secondary prom ptlines appear at the y-coordinate ym ax . The range o f options
available to each prom ptline are displayed on the reserved screen line ymax+1 in the
centre o f the screen in inverse video.
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When the header page is initially displayed the following prompdine: 
Alter Parameters ? <Y>
Type: Y(es or N(o
is displayed on the screen enabling the operator to either interactively alter the various 
parameters or accept them as displayed.
Upon moving the cursor to the <delay> option the following prompdine:
Delay Required ? <Y>
Type: Y(es or N(o
is displayed. W henever the operator selects N  the < delay > defaults to zero and its 
corresponding <time interval> is left unaltered.
If the operator selects Y  or the cursor is moved to the <increment> option a prompdine 
similar to the following:
Increment Interval ? <L>
Units: M -m in, S=Sec, L=milli, U-micro
is displayed on the screen. The incremental time intervals are:
M -m in  -  Minutes,
S=Sec = Seconds,
L-m illi = Midi seconds,
U-micro  = Micro seconds.
Depending upon the preset values contained in the actual 'drivers' as pointed to by the 
actual pointer 'macA' (F.4.1) calculations within this procedure ensure only valid time 
intervals are displayed and therefore made available to the operator.
Upon moving the cursor to the <temperature> option the following promptline:
Include "External" Temperature ? <Y>
Type: Y(es or N(o
9 4
is displayed. Only when the global variable 'ex_temp_source' is logically TRUE is the 
string "E x te r n a l" present in the prom ptline. W henever the operator selects N  
<temperature> is set to zero and the string "Not Included" is displayed in the place of the 
units <t_units>. Selecting Y  causes the following promptline:
Temperature Units ? <C>
Units: C(elsius, K(elvin, Fahrenheit or Rfankin
is displayed.
D.4.3.2 Data File Storage Space
Whenever this procedure is invoked an automatic check is made to determine the available 
storage space on the disk volume for which acquired data will be stored. The storage 
space available is checked against the default value or the previously selected value of the 
<# ofdata>  points collected plus the header page.
During multiple data acquisition cycles the operator may not be aware of the available disk 
storage space. This procedure invokes the ’BLOCK_AVAIL A BLE ’ function (B.5.8) to 
ensure the data acquired during each acquisition process can be entirely saved on the 
selected disk volume.
Appendix E.O
THE ' D I S K  S T U F F ’ UNIT
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The 'DISK_STUFF ' unit provides a package of routines designed essentially to perform 
the following two basic functions:
1/. Store collected data on disk during data acquisition, and 
2/. Retrieve data from disk for data processing.
The block oriented functions BLOCKREAD and BLOCKWRITE are employed to 
provide the very fast storage and retrieval of data from a file. Because these functions 
process untyped files both the header page and the acquired data can collectively be stored 
in one data file. The first block of each data file contains the header page and each 
subsequent block contains the actual numeric data.
Note, a window or page of data is defined by the length of the fixed data structure 
'b u f fe r s i.e. '0..max_buffer' or 1024 elements.
E.1 The ’DISK STUFF’ Interface
The following text is a listing of the interface section of the unit 'DISK_STUFF'.
{$S++,R-,I-}
UNIT DISK_STUFF; INTRINSIC CODE 19 DATA 18; 
INTERFACE USES GET STUFF, DIR_STUFF;
TYPE x_type= ( x_i ndx, x_dspl ) ;



















VAR the¡stuff; VAR f:files) ¡BOOLEAN; 
(buff¡buffer; VAR f:files) ¡BOOLEAN;
(x,y:INTEGER; VAR the¡stuff; VAR f¡files);





(x,y:INTEGER; VAR kind:head; _
VAR istart,ifinish:INTEGER; VAR which:x_type;
VAR which reply¡CHAR);
(VAR kind:head; i:INTEGER)
(VAR kind:head; x : REAL)









PROCEDURE MIN_MAX (x,y :INTEGER; VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files;
istart,ifinish:INTEGER; * #
VAR min,max,imin,imax: INTEGER); PROCEDURE PRT_RESULT(VAR d:devices; VAR kind:head;
indx : INTEGER; result : REAL; VAR prt__type : desire) ;
Note: at anytime, the actual pointers 'dirA' and 'theA b u jf  may both point to the same 
memory space (addresses). However, the actual pointer 'theA.kind' must always point to 
an independent memory space.
E.2 Overview of Routines Within fD T S K  S T U F F ’
The unit 'DISKJSTUFF' can be divided into five convenient categories:
1/. Global TYPE declarations,
2/. Data storage routines,
3/. Data retrieval routines,
4/. Utility routines,
5/. Two disk file resident utility routines.
The following sections describe the components as they appear in the interface of the 
'DISK STUFF' unit.
E.3 Global TYPE Declarations
The following declaration has been defined for use within the 'FROM TO'  and 
'PRT_RESULT' procedures.
TYPE
x_type= (x_indx, x_dspl) ;
where: 'x_ in d x ' = Enumerates the "index" mode,
'x jd sp l' = Enumerates the "displacement" mode.
Only the 'PRT_RESULT' procedure requires the following fixed data structure definition: 
TYPE
desire =^desires; 





where the 'desire' construct points to the fixed data structure 'desires' (E.6.4).
E.4 Data Storage Routines
The routines contained in this section save on a previously selected disk volume both the 
header page and the numeric data collected during an acquisition process. Both the header 
page and the numerical data are stored in a single data file. The 'DISKSORT'  and 
'BSAVE ' functions and the 'QUIT_SAVE ' procedure must be used in conjunction with 
each other to create a disk resident data file in which acquired data can be stored to disk 
during an acquisition process for later processing by PAM.
F .4 .1  The 'D IS K  S O R T ' Function 
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION DISK_SORT (x,y:INTEGER; sort¡action;
VAR the¡stuff; VAR f:files) ¡BOOLEAN;
The 'action ' taken by this function is dependant upon the 'sort' of process required. 




These 'action's only perform disk I/O operations on the header page of a data file. This 
function does not process numeric data.
The function returns logically TRUE whenever the required 'action is both valid and 
performed is successful; otherwise FALSE is returned.
The minimum length of an array pointed to by the actual pointer theA.buffA is defined by 
the fixed data structure 'buffers'  as defined within the extrinsic section of the 
'DIR_STUFF' unit. Whenever a disk write operation takes place. The data array pointed 
to by the actual pointer 'theA.bujfA' is initialized with nulls.
The following is a description of each 'sort' of 'action available:
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F.4.1.1 'LO AD '
If the actual filename 'theAfnam e' exists as a data file on disk the header page of that data 
file is loaded into the memory location pointed to by the actual pointer 'theAkindA\  The 
first window of data is also loaded into the memory location pointed to by the actual 
pointer 'theA.buffA this is the only occasion in which numeric data is processed by this 
function. Assuming the actual parameters have been correctly assigned, a data file may be 
loaded into memory as follows and processed accordingly:





SHOW_HEAD (the, TRUE) ; 
max : =kind^ . n_datum;
IF max>max_buffer THEN max:=max_buffer;
FOR I := 0 TO max DO WRITELN(’1=',buff"[I]) ; 
END
ELSE EXIT({current PROCEDURE or PROGRAM});
If the 'DISKJSORT' function returns logically TRUE the header page of the referenced 
data file is loaded into memory. Its contents are then displayed on the screen.
E.4.1.2 R E P L A C E '
During the processing of a data file it may be necessary to edit, alter, or update part of the 
header page. This 'action replaces the contents of the header page of an existing data file 
with the contents of the header page pointed to by the actual pointer 'theA kindA.
Note: the 'heads’ variable 'n_datum' defines the length of a data file. If this value is 
incorrecdy altered unpredictable results may occur such as a system crash.
1 0 0
The following example demonstrates an invocation of the 'replace' 'action':




’smooth’ = the current number smoothing cycles performed 
on the current data file,
’n_smooth’ = the total number smoothing cycles performed 
on the current data file. }
IF DISK_SORT(x,y,REPLACE,the,f)
THEN SHOW_HEAD(the,TRUE)
ELSE EXIT({current PROCEDURE or PROGRAM});
The actual 'heads' variable 'n_smooth' as pointed to by the actual pointer 'theA.kindA' is 
updated. The new header page information is saved on disk replacing the contents of the 
header page of the existing data file. Its contents are then displayed on the screen.
E.4.1.3 'SA V E '
Upon invoking this 'action a new data file is created on the selected disk volume and the 
contents of the header page as pointed to by the actual pointer 'theA.kindN are 'save'd in 
the first block of the data file.
When a data file is newly created it is left OPEN, thus allowing immediate access to the 
data file for real-time storage of acquired data.
Employing this 'action is similar to the previous two examples. A specific example is 
illustrated within the section describing the 'QUIT_BSAVE' procedure (E.4.3).
E^4,2 The 'B S A V E ' Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION BSAVE (buff¡buffer; VAR f:files) :BOOLEAN;
The contents of a 'buffers' array as pointed to by the actual pointer 'buffA' are saved to a 
disk volume data file which has been previously created and left OPEN by the
1 0 1
VISK_SORT' function. Each time this procedure is invoked the contents of the buffer 
are appended to the end of the data file allowing the data file to grow dynamically during 
the actual acquisition of data.
The function is set logically TRUE if data has been stored successfully; otherwise FALSE 
is returned.
An example invoking this function may be found within the 'QUIT_BSAVE' procedure 
(E.4.3).
R .4.3 The fO U IT  BSAVE*  P rocedure  
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE QUIT_BSAVE (x,y:INTEGER; VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files);
Upon invoking this procedure the data file created by the 'DISK SORT' function and 
extended by the 'BSAVE' function is LOCKed and made permanent in the directory of 
the selected disk volume.
Once LOCKed an automatic search is invoked to determine the minimum and maximum 
values of the numeric data in the file and their respective index values. Once this 
information is obtained it is stored in the header page of the data file.
This procedure should be used in conjuction with the 'DISK_SORT' and 'BSAVE' 





.{ Code designed to acquire the actual } 
.{ numeric data and store them in the } 







GET_DATA (buf f erl) ; GET_DATA (buf f er2) ;
IF BSAVE (bufferl, f) AND BSAVE (buffer2 f) 




'I/O error: ',fname,' File Deleted')); END;
END
ELSE EXIT({current PROCEDURE or PROGRAM}) ;
Two independent data storage buffers are assumed to exist with the 'buffer' pointers 
'bufferlA' and 'buffer2A' pointing to them, respectively.
In the above example when the 'DISK_SORT' function is logically TRUE a new data file 
is automatically created and left OPEN. Following this two calls are made to the 
'GET_DATA' procedure. For the purposes of this example the 'GET DATA' procedure 
is assumed to obtain the numeric data and store them in the array pointed to by the 
pointers ' buffer 1A' and 'buffer2A\
The entire contents of the arrays pointed to by the pointers 'buffer 1A' and 'buffer2A' are 
saved sequentially to the newly created data file by invoking the function 'BSAVE': the 
array pointed to by the pointer 'buffer2A' being appended to the array pointed to by the 
pointer 'bufferlA'. If both calls to the 'BSAVE' function return a logically TRUE state 
the 'QUITJBSAVE' procedure is called to CLOSE the newly created data file in the 
directory of the referenced disk volume; otherwise the data file is PURGEd and a 
comment is displayed indicating an I/O error has occurred.
E .4 .4  The ’R E  S A V E f P rocedu re  
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE RE_SAVE (VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files; indx,value:INTEGER) ;
By invoking this procedure any datum value within the referenced data rile may be 
altered.
The value of the indexed ('indx') datum is re-assigned to the actual integer 'value'.
This procedure is window oriented, where the length of the window is defined by 
0..max_buffer\ Updated data is only saved to disk when a new window is loaded into
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memory or when the last datum point is 'RE_SAVE'd . This technique reduces disk 
access considerably and also saves time whenever the alteration of large amounts of data 
are performed sequentially.
Assuming all variables have been previously declared, the following example 
demonstrates the use of this procedure:
WITH the^.kincT DO
FOR I:=0 TO n_datum DO RE_SAVE(the,f, 1, 0 ) ;
Every datum value within the referenced data file is replaced by zero.
E.5 Data Retrieval Routines
The routines contained in this section enable the operator to retrieve the numeric data from 
a selected disk file one window at a time. The operator may select the range of data points 
to be processed and the mode in which the data points will be processed , i.e. via the 
"index" mode or the "displacement" mode. Note, the 'DISK_SORT  function must be 
initially invoked to load ' the header page of the data file into memory from disk prior to 
using these routines.
E .5 .1  The ' FROM T O ’ P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE FROM_TO (x,y:INTEGER; VAR kind:head;
VAR istart, ifinish : INTEGER; VAR which:x_type;
VAR which_reply : CHAR) ;
Upon invoking this procedure the following promptline appears on the screen at the actual 
'x>y' coordinates enabling the operator to select the range over which data processing is to 
take place.
Process data from <start> 
to <finish>
Type: Displacement, I(ndex, Q(uit
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The secondary option list is displayed in the centre of the screen at the reserved screen line 
ymax+1 . The operator must select one of the options provided or use the escape-abort 
mechanism.
The actual integer variables 'istart' and 'ifinish ' contain the index range selected for 
processing.
There are two modes in which data may be processed: either as a displacement within the 
data file or via an indexed position within the data file. The actual variable which' is 
assigned either one of the following enumerations (declared in the extrinsic section of the 
'D IRJTU F F ' unit):
'x _ d sp l' = Displacement mode or
'x_ indx' = Index mode.
reflecting the operator's choice in the above secondary option list, where:
D(isplacement = Assignes the enumeration 'x_dspl\
I(ndex = Assignes the enumeration 'x_indx',
Q(uit = Quit current keyboard input and return to the application
program the last selected mode.
The actual character variable 'w h ich jrep ly ' contains the last mode selected by the 
operator. This variable is used as the default prompt option in the secondary option list.
The following example illustrates a simple invocation of this procedure:
which_reply:='D'; { Programmed default }
FROM_TO (x, y, the^. kind, istart, ifinish, which, which__reply) ;
FOR I:=istart to ifinish DO
BEGIN
.{ Range over which data is to be processed. }
.{ Mode is either "index" or "displacement". }
END;
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F..5.2 The 'X F R O M  / '  Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION X_FROM_I (VAR kind:head; i: INTEGER) : REAL;
This function returns the real displacement value in a data file as indexed by the actual 
variable integer 7". The following example converts a range of index values to their real 
displacement values and displays the result on the screen:
which_reply:=’D ’;
FROM_TO(x,y,headl,istart,ifinish,which,which_reply);
FOR I:=istart to ifinish
DO WRITELN (1 Index= 1, I, 1 Displacement= ',X_FROM_I (headl, I);
E.5.3 The 7  F R O M  X'  Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION I_FROM_X (VAR kind:head; x:REAL) : INTEGER;
This function returns the index position in the data file of the actual real displacement 
variable Y . The following example converts the real displacement variables, 'dsplmntl ’ 
and 'dsplmnt2' to their equivalent index positions.
VAR dsplmntl,dsplmnt2 :REAL;
i start,i fini sh :INTEGER;
BEGIN
.{ 'dsplmntl' and 'dsplmnt21 have been } 
.{ previously assigned values. }
i start:= I_FROM_X (headl,dsplmntl); 
ifinish:=I_FROM_X(headl,dsplmnt2);
The integer variables 'istart ' and 7finish' are assigned the index positions of the real 
displacement variables 'dsplm ntl ' and 'd s p lm n tl respectively.
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F .5 .4  T he 'I N D E X 9 F u n c tio n
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION INDEX (VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files; indx:INTEGER) :INTEGER;
This function provides easy access to any data point in the referenced data file. A 
window is set up with an array length of V..m ax_bujfer\ If a datum point lies outside 
the current window, a search is made to locate the window which contains the datum of 
interest. Upon locating the datum point the window it resides in is automatically loaded 
into memory from disk. Each time a disk I/O operation is performed the public global 
integer variable lO error' is updated (B.3.2.2).
The following example demonstrates an invocation of this function:
WITH the* DO
FOR I :=0 TO kind'". n_datum DO WRITELN (buff'A [INDEX (the, f, I) ]) ;
The entire numeric contents of the referenced data file are displayed on the screen.
E.6 Utility Routines
The following routines obtain information regarding the contents of a data file or to 
process the contents of a data file.
T he 'N  B U F F E R  W I N D O W S '  Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION N_BUFFER_WINDOWS (n_datum: INTEGER) : INTEGER;
This function returns the number of buffer windows (of length ,0..max_bufferr) each 
data file of 'njdatum ' elements will occupy.
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The following example illustrates a simple invocation of this function:
WRITELN('# Windows =',N_BUFFER_WINDOWS(MAXINT))
The above example would display 32 on the screen.
E .6 .2  The ' B L O C K  B Y T E S '  P ro ced u re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE BLOCK_BYTES (bytes:INTEGER);
This procedure calculates the number of disk blocks (512 bytes per block) an array of 
length '0..bytes' would occupy. The variable 'bytes' must represent the number of bytes 
contained in the data array. The result is stored in the integer variable 'block' found in the 
extrinsic section of the 'DIR_STUFF' unit (B.3.2.2).
The following code segment demonstrates a method of using two contiguous buffers as 
one single buffer. The pointer 'single_buffer' is assigned to the total area of memory 
pointed to by the two contiguous buffers 'buffer 1' and 'buffer2\
CONST max_single =2047; { i.e. (0..max_buffer)*2-1 }
TYPE single^jDuffer^singles^uffer; { Re-defined ’buffer’ } 





NEW (bufferl); NEW(buffer2) ;
MOVELEFT(bufferl,singlel, 2) ;
{ ’singlel’ now points to the total area of memory }
{ pointed to by both ’bufferl’ and ’buffer2. }
. { Create file and save header page. }
FOR I:=0 TO max_single DO singlel'* [I] :=I; { Dummy data }
BLOCK_BYTE S(SIZEOF(singles_buffer)); 
saved:=BSAVE(bufferl,f);
BLOCK_BYTES(SIZEOF(buffers)); { Re-set for ’buffer’ }
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Although the variable 'bufferV  is passed as the actual pointer parameter to the 'BSAVE' 
function, when the data is saved to a disk file the number of data blocks saved will be the 
current value o f the global in teger variable  ' b l o ck '  as determ ined by the 
,BLOCK_BYTES ' procedure.
F..6.3 T he fM I N  M A X f P ro c ed u re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE MIN_MAX (x, y : INTEGER; VAR the: stuff; VAR f : files;
istart,ifinish:INTEGER; 
VAR min,max, imin, imax : INTEGER) ;
This procedure searches through the referenced data file for the minimum and maximum 
datum values and their respective index values. Upon invoking this procedure the 
message:
S ea rch in g ......< .>
is displayed at the actual % y’ screen coordinates. Each dot represents one window of 
searched data. The main advantage of displaying the dots is to reassure the operator 
something is happening: this is especially useful during long searches.
The range over which a search is performed is determined by the actual index integers 
'istart' and 'ifinish '. Information is returned to the calling application program via the 
actual integer variables, where:




Minimum data value in the range,
The index of the minimum value, 
Minimum data value in the range, and 
The index of the maximum value.
Whenever two equivalent values are found which represent either the minimum or the 
maximum value the respective index (i.e. 'imin' and 'imax') is assigned to the index of 
the first sequentially found minimum or maximum value starting from zero.
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The following example displays the results of a search performed on the referenced data 
file:
which_reply:=1D 1;
FROM_TO (x,y,the*.kind, istart, ifinish, which, which_reply) ;
MIN_MAX(x,y,the,f,istart,ifinish,min,max,imin, imax) ;
WRITELN(’Minimum value=’,min,’ at index=’,imin) ;
WRITELN ('Maximum value=' ,max, ' at index=', imax) ;
Once the operator has selected the range over which to search the data file the 
'MIN_MAX'  procedure is invoked. The results are displayed on the screen upon 
completion of the search.
E .6 .4  The ’P R T  R E S U L T f P ro ced u re
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE PRT_RESULT (VAR d:devices; VAR kind:head;
indx:INTEGER; value:REAL; VAR prt_type:desire);
This procedure transmits the actual real variable 'value' with its corresponding actual 
integer variable index ('indx9 in the desired mode (i.e. "index" or "displacement" mode) 
to the previously selected dev ice 'd': either the console only or both the console and the 
printer. Output is automatically formatted and sent to the selected device continuously.
Upon invoking this procedure the message:
<esc_message>, RETURN to stop!start ouput
is displayed in the centre of the screen at the y-coordinate 'ymax'. During a continuous 
listing the operator may stop the current listing at any time by typing a carnage return. To 
continue listing the data a second carriage return must be typed. The operator may also 
escape from a continuous listing by typing the escape-abort key twice in sequence.
1 1 0




desires = PACKED RECORD
page,column,line:INTEGER; 





'co lum n ' 
'line' 
'w hich ' 
'first_page'
Current page number of the listing, 
Current column number in the listing, 
Current line number of the listing,
Mode is either "displacement" or "index", 
Logically TRUE when first page is listed.
The 'desire' construct points to the fixed data structure 'desires' as defined above.
Prior to invoking this procedure the contents of the fixed structure 'desires' as pointed to 
by the actual pointer 'p r tjyp e ' must be initialized. For example:







During the execution of this procedure in an application program these values are 
continuously altered. Thus, these variables must be re-initialized each time a new 
'PRT_RESULTS' sequence is invoked.
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The following example illustrates an invocation of the 'PRTJRESULT' procedure:






WITH prt_type DO BEGIN
page : =0; 
column:=0; 
line :=0; 










WITH the'' DO 
REPEAT
result:=buff■ [INDEX(the,f,indx)]; 
PRT_RESULT (d, kind, indx, result, prt_type); 
indx:=indx+l;
UNTIL (indx>ifinished) OR escaped;
END;
UNTIL done;
Output is automatically formatted and continuously transmitted to the selected output 
device'd' until the listing is completed or the operator invokes the escape-abort option.
E.7 Two Disk File Resident Utility Routines
The following two utility routines have been excluded from the 'DSK_STUFF' unit for 
memory management purposes. It is only necessary to exclude these routines from this 
unit under the 64-Kbyte configuration of the Apple UCSD Pascal Operating System. 
Consequently, memory may be utilized more efficiently under this restriction than would 
be possible had these routines been included in the 'DSK_STUFF' unit. These routines 
should be included within the 'DSK_STUFF' unit as intrinsic routines if the host UCSD 
p-System accesses more than 64-Kbytes of memory.
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An application program employing these routines must contain a USES declaration similar 
to the following:
USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF, DSK_STUFF;
Although these routines are disk file resident they may be included in an application 
program as SEGMENTed routines. However, the programmer must consider their 
memory requirements prior to their inclusion in an application program.
F..7.1 The ' C O P Y  F I L E ' Function
Formally declared as:
FUNCTION COPY_FILE (x,y:INTEGER; VAR dir:directory;
VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files; VAR fname2:fstring): BOOLEAN;
The currently existing data file denoted by the actual filename ftheA.fname' is copied into 
a new file which is denoted by the actual filename fname2\
Upon invoking this procedure the 'd/r'ectory of the disk volume into which the data file is 
to be copied is checked to ensure enough disk space is available to copy the file and that a 
file does not already exist on that disk volume with the same filename as the actual 
'fname2'. If the actual data file fnam e2 ' already exists the following message:
<fname2> Already Exists
is displayed in the centre of the screen at the y-coordinate 'ymax ' and the 'COPY_FILE' 
function is aborted.
If there is sufficient space to copy the data file the following message:
Copying <theA.fname> into <fname2>....<.>
is displayed at the actual fx,y' screen coordinates indicating that the file is being copied. 
The dots <.> indicate the number of blocks copied.
Whenever a disk volume I/O error occurs during the copy process the new data file is 
deleted and the global integer variable 7(9error' (B.3.2.2) is assigned the value of the 
current I/O error before control is returned to the application program. This function may 
be invoked as follows:
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COMMENT(CONCAT(1I/O error ',s_IOerror)) ; 
END;
Once the operator responds with a filename, the data file denoted by 'theA.fname' is 
copied into data file denoted by the filename fname2\
E .7 .2  The ' S M O O T H  D A T A f Procedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE SMOOTH_DATA (x: INTEGER; VAR y: INTEGER; n_cycles: INTEGER;
VAR therstuff; VAR fifiles; VAR title:BOOLEAN) ;
This procedure smooths the data contained in the referenced data file and searches for the 
minimum and maximum datum values in the data file upon completion of the smoothing 
process.
The following algorithm is employed to smooth the data:
(data[I-l] + 2*data[I] + data[I+l])/4
Although this procedure only processes one data file at a time it has been designed to 
display on the screen information pertaining to each data file it has processed during a 
batch-processing operation.
During any smoothing process the following information regarding each data file is 
displayed on the screen:
1/. The filename of the data file currently being smoothed.
2/. The number of smoothing cycles expected to be performed on the current data file. 
3/. The number of currently completed smoothing cycles.
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4/. The total number of smoothing cycles performed on the current data file to date.
51. At the conclusion of a smoothing process a search for the minimum and maximum 
data values of the data is performed automatically and the results are stored in the 
header page of the same data file.
The Boolean variable 'title' determines whether a title page is initially displayed upon 
invocation of this procedure. To obtain a title page this variable should be set logically 
TRUE at least once and prior to initially invoking this procedure during a multiple 
smoothing process.
The actual integer variable 'y' must also be assigned to zero prior to initiating a 
continuous smoothing process and should not be altered by the application program at any
time during such a process. This enables the procedure to clear the screen and display the 
following title page with the above information in the following format:
Smoothed Files
Filename Expected Completed Total







= Filename of current data file being smoothed,
= Expected number of smoothing cycles,
= Completed number of smoothing cycles,
= Total number of smoothing cycles performed on the data 
file.
Note: The operator may select the escape-abort option to exit the current smoothing 
process.
Sixteen data files and their relevant processing parameters are displayed per screen page 
of output.
To above output format may be suppressed by setting the Boolean variable title logically 
FALSE and ensuring the value of the actual integer variable 'y' remains constant and is 
less than 16. However, during the smoothing process information regarding each data 
file is displayed on the screen at the actual 'x' and constant 'y' screen coordinates.
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The number of smoothing cycles performed on a data file is obtained from the actual 
variable 'n_cycles'.
The smoothing process may be terminated by one of the following conditions:
1/. All selected files have been processed for the required number of cycles.
2/. A disk error occurs.
3/. The operator invokes the escape-abort option to exit the current batch processing 
cycle. Such an exit is only implemented upon completion of the current smoothing 
cycle.
The following example demonstrates a simple implementation of this procedure:
CONST message=‘ Number of Smoothing Cycles ?
VAR fname2:fstring;




WITH the^ DO 
BEGIN
GET_FILENAME (x, y, fname) ;
IF FILE_EXISTS(f,fname)
THEN BEGIN
WRITE (AT_CLEAR(x, y),message, n_cycle) ;




SMOOTH_DATA (x,ysmooth, n_cycle, the, f, TRUE) ;
Once a .data' file has been found to exist on referenced disk volum e the suffix of 
filename is altered to 'sm o o ' and the original data file is copied. Following this the 
smoo' file is smoothed for the number of cycles required.
Appendix F.O
THE [ M A C  STUNIT
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The 'M A C J T U F F ' unit is prim arily intended as an interface between pre-assembled 
machine code and an application program. Currently, the assembly language routines 
interfaced to this unit perform the following functions:
1/. Initialize the host application program with the operating parameters associated with 
the currently installed A/D conversion card and Timing card,
2/. Collect data from  the currently installed A/D conversion card in real-time using 
interrupts, and store each A/D conversion in memory, and,
3/. Explicitly disable interrupts.
Each assembly routine contained within this unit is separately assembled and has been 
linked into this unit. This enables the programmer to reconfigure an application program 
to operate with many commercially available A/D conversion cards and any Timing cards 
suited to the host m icrocom puter. By either modifying or completely changing the 
assembly code source in accordance with the particular parameters of the A/D conversion 
card and/or Timing card but retaining the routine's name, the programmer need only link 
the assembled code into this unit to customize PAM.
F .l The ' M A C  S T U F F ’ Interface
The following text is a listing of the interface section of the unit ,MAC_STUFF\
{$S++, R-}
UNIT MAC_STUFF; INTRINSIC CODE 17 DATA 16;
INTERFACE USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF;
VAR ad_l_flag, { Buffer block-1 flag: completion }
ad_2_flag, { Buffer block-2 flag: completion }
ad_fi n i shed:BOOLEAN; { TRUE when A/D is finished }
PROCEDURE AD_INIT (VAR mac:driver);




V t7 Overview of Routines Within ’M A C  S T U F F '
The unit 'MAC_STUFF' can be divided into two convenient categories:
1/. Global VARiable declarations,
2/. A/D routines.
The following sections describe the components as they appear in the interface of the 
'MAC STU FF' unit.
F.3 Global VARiable Declarations
The following Boolean variables reflect the status of various events which occur during 
the execution of the 'AD ACQUIRE' procedure (F.4.2).
Whenever the variables:
'ad_l_ flag ' = Data buffer-1 flag, or
'a d _ 2 J la g ' = Data buffer-2 flag
are logically TRUE the data buffer represented by its respective flag is assumed to be 
completely full. These two variables alternate with respect to each other, always 
containing logically opposite values.
When TRUE the Boolean variable:
'a d jin is h e d ' = TRUE when an acquisition process is finished
indicates the completion of a data acquisition process performed by the 'AD_ACQUIRE' 
procedure.
Refer to Appendix H.3 for a detailed discussion of these variables.
F 4 A/D Routines
The following routines interface the host application program to the software drivers 
(assembly programs) which communicate with both an A/D conversion card and a Timing 
card.
F.4.1 The rAD I N I T ' Procedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE AD_INIT (VAR mac: driver) ;
This procedure initializes the actual'driver' variable 'mac' to the operating parameters of 
the currently installed A/D conversion card and Timing card, i.e. the minimum possible 
time interval between each successive A/D conversion and the minimum time interval the 
clock on the Timing card can interrupt. This procedure should appear in the initialization 
section of an application program, or at least prior to calling the interactive procedure 
'READ HEAD'  (D.4.3). Note, This procedure does not initialize the actual 'mac' 
variables 'njbuffer' or 'genus' (H.3). These two variables must be assigned appropriate 
values by the application program.
The following segment of code initializes all the variables contained in the actual'driver' 
variable 'mac':
WITH macA DO BEGIN
n_buffer:=2; { Two buffers are available } 
genus:=normal; { Mode of data acquisition } 
END;
AD_INIT(mac); { The order does not effect the }
{ previous two assignements. }
L 4.2  The fA D  A C Q U I R E ’ Procedure 
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE AD_ACQUIRE (VAR the: stuff; VAR mac:driver);
Depending upon the value of the actual variable 'm ac\genus' this procedure selects one 
of two assembly procedures enabling an application program to communicate with an A/D
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conversion card and a Timing card. The two assembly procedures vary in their data 
acquisition modes, i.e:
1/. The timing method used to determine the interval between each successive A/D 
conversion, and
2/. The method used to store acquired data which determines the maximum number of 
data points which can be collected during an acquisition process (H.6).
The actual variable 'macA. genus' must be assigned to one of the following enumerated 
'genera' values:
'normal' or 'faster'.
Once the data acquisition mode is determined the 'READ_HEAD' procedure (D.4.3) 
should be invoked to obtain from the operator the interval between each A/D conversion 
and the number of data points to be collected.
The following segment of code suggests the sequence of events which should take place 
prior to invoking the 'AD_ACQUIRE' procedure:






IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
READ_HEAD (the,mac, delay_reply) ;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
AD_ACQUIRE (the,mac) ;
AD_CLOSE;{ Explicitly clears Interrupts } 
. { Code for processing data stored }
UNTIL escaped;
Assuming all the variable parameters have been declared and assigned appropriate values 
elsewhere (C.3), the above code initializes the actual variables pointed to by the pointer 
'macA', obtains from the operator a filename, and via the 'READ_HEAD' procedure the 
time interval required between each successive A/D conversion and the number of data 
points to collect.
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F-4.3 The 'AD  C L O S E ' P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE AD_CLOSE;
This procedure should appear after the 'ADACQUIRE' procedure to ensure all interrupt 
lines employed during a data acquisition process are disabled. This is to stop extraneous 
interrupts from occurring within the microcomputer system upon completion of a data 
acquisition process.
The previous example demonstrates an invocation of this procedure.
F .4 .4  The 'AD  S E T T I N G S '  P rocedure
Formally declared as:
PROCEDURE AD_SETTINGS;
This procedure enables the operator to use an external device to trigger the data acquisition 
process from an external source such as a switch, determine the trigger voltage transition 
state, i.e. from +5 volts to 0 volts or 0 volts to +5 volts, and toggle an external device 
such as an oscilloscope. The following option list is displayed:
Status o f Acquisition Peripherals
1... Trigger Acquisition Externally <False> < >
2 ... Trigger on High to Low Transition <True>
3... Trigger External Device upon Acquisition <True> <Bit = <#>>
Q - Quit
Which Option ? <>
where the status <False> or <True> indicates whether the option is active or not, and 
<Bit = <#>> indicates which bit is active, i.e. <#> displays the active bit selected. The 
blank, i.e. < > indicates no bits are active. All information contained within the < > are 
in inverse video except the option list prompt.
Selecting one of the numeric options will toggle its logical state either TRUE or FALSE. 
Whenever the selected option becomes TRUE the promptline:
Activate which bit ? <>
Bit Range <0..7>
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is displayed requesting the operator to respond within the displayed bit range.
Whenever an external source is selected to trigger the actual acquisition process the 
character ? is displayed on the screen to interactively indicate to the operator that the 
acquisition process will only proceed when the external trigger changes its transition state 
from either +5 volts to 0 volts or 0 volts to +5 volts. The trigger voltage transition state is 
determined by the logical state of option 2 in the option list.
The input bit(s) selected by the operator must be connected to the appropriate external 
source. The following two circuit diagrams suggest how an external "voltage free" 
contact may be connected to a input port of the microcomputer. Figure F.l is a schematic 
diagram of +5 volt to 0 volt transition upon closing the switch, while figure F.2 is a 




<-- 4.7 KOhm pull-up resistor 
<-- When Closed = + 0 Volts 
<-- Switch
Figure F. 1





< - When Closed = + 5 Volts
<~ 4.7 KOhm pull-down resistor
Figure F.2
0 volt to +5 volt transition upon closing the switch
When the switch is open the resistor ensures the input port of the microcomputer is held at 
the appropriate input voltage state prior to the switch being closed. The value of the
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resistor is chosen with consideration the input port bias current and ensures a true voltage 
transition, for example:
bias current = 0.1 mA
hold down voltage = 0 . 5  volt
R= V/I
=> 0.5/0.1 = 5 KOhm
(nearest standard value is 4.7 KOhm)
To trigger an oscilloscope the toggle bit selected by the operator of the output port of the 
microcomputer may be directly connected to the external trigger facility of the 
oscilloscope. When the selected output bit is toggled by the microcomputer a brief pulse 




The Macro Library has been designed as an aid to the programmer in developing 
structured assembly language (machine) routines using 6502 machine code mnemonics 
and the 6502 Assembler included in the UCSD p-System.
All the intrinsic units described in the previous sections are separately pre-compiled 
modules containing subroutines, usually with some common application. These units 
reside in a library file which is normally the SYSTEM.LIBRARY file. Unlike 
subroutines, however, it is not possible to assemble a set of macro routines and store the 
object code in a unit since at assembly time the source code contained in a macro is 
expanded to an actual sequence of instructions of in-line assembly code each time a macro 
is called. Thus it seems appropriate to entitle this set of macro utility routines as a 
"library" (rather than a "unit").
The reasons for writing assembly code may be summarized into the following three 
categories:
1/. Speed. UCSD Pascal is relatively slow. The interpretation of the p-machine code 
into 6502 machine language coupled with the complex nature of the built-in error 
and range checking features, result in the relatively slow execution of an application 
program. Routines written in assembly code run much faster than the equivalent 
Pascal routines.
2/. The Use of non-standard devices. The range of input/output devices which may be 
accessed directly in UCSD Pascal is limited to the following:
RE  MIN:,
REMOUT: (essentially external terminals),
P RIN TER :,
CONSOLE: and
Disk volumes, i.e. #4:, #5:} #9:..#12:.
Other devices may be added to this list by means of the SYSTEM.ATTACH feature 
but the software drivers for each device must be written in assembly code.
3/. Real-time operations. Whenever devices are being serviced by the host computer at 
very high speeds certain time-critical operations may need to be written in assembly 
code. For example, it may be necessary to know the precise time it takes to execute 
a particular sequence of machine code instructions during a real-time interrupt 
driven data acqusition process.
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However, assembly language programming has no recognizable program control 
structures whereas Pascal is a highly structured programming language allowing the 
systematic development of application programs. Further, Pascal programs are far easier 
to debug and modify due to their structure than are their assembly code equivalents.
With the 6502 microprocessor in particular, the instruction set is limited to 56 basic 
mnemonic instructions which, when all the permutations are considered, provide 151 
separate instructions. The basic elements in the structure of the 6502 microprocessor 
include a 16-bit Program Counter, an 8-bit Accumulator, two 8-bit Index Registers, an 8- 
bit Stack Pointer, an 8-bit Status Flag Register and Memory. All address manipulation on 
the 6502 involve the use of 16-bit (2-byte) numbers and unlike many other 8-bit 
microprocessors the 6502 does not include any 16-bit operations in its instruction set. 
There are no interactive input/output facilities enabling the programmer to either obtain 
information from keyboard input or output information to either the printer or the console. 
Thus, debugging an assembly routine can be quite difficult.
These potential difficulties may be readily overcome by employing the "MACRO" facility; 
an assembler feature provided in the UCSD p-System Operating System's Assembler. 
Quite often an assembly routine may use the same set of symbolic instructions many 
times. Macro assembly permits the programmer to write the set of instructions only once, 
and then, by defining the set as a macro, the same set of instructions can be generated at 
any point in an assembly routine by referring to the macro using its name. Most 
importantly, macros do not function in the same way as subroutines. A subroutine occurs 
once in a program and the program branches to the subroutine at execution time when the 
subroutine is called. Each time a macro is called at assembly time, the actual assembly 
source code instruction sequence contained within the macro is incorporated into the 
assembly routine.
The following is an example of a macro. Suppose the contents of two memory bytes 
*alpha' and 'beta* need to be swapped. A macro to do this may be written as follows:
.MACRO SWAPBYTES
LDA %1 ;Get first byte
PHA /Push on stack for temp storage
LDA %2 /Get second byte
STA %1 /Store in first byte
PLA /Get first byte from stack
STA %2 /Store in second byte
.ENDM











Note, each actual parameter in the macro-instruction must be separated by a comma. All 
extra spaces on the same line are ignored and do not affect the generated code. The actual 
parameters may consist of any sequence of symbols not including a comma. When the 
macro body is substituted for the macro-call, each appearance of a formal parameter is 
replaced by the corresponding actual parameter. In the above example the dummy 
variables '% !' and '%2' within the macro are replaced by the true program labels 'alpha ' 
and 'beta '.
A statement similar to the following:
SWAPBYTES gamma, omega
could also appear elsewhere in the same assembly routine. The macro 'SWAPBYTES' 
would generate the necessary code to swap the contents of the two bytes 'gamma ' and 
'omega' at that position. Quite obviously program readability would be enhanced by 
employing the Macro facility: the statement 'SWAPBYTES gamma, omega ' definitely 
contains more meaning than would the expanded code.
The most important aspect of macro assembly is error free assembly code is always 
generated upon their invocation, since the macros themselves would have previously been 
tested and thoroughly debugged. Thus, debugging a macro-assembled routine is 
enormously simplified due to readability and when an error does occurs in an assembly 
routine, the programmer is assured the error lies in the coding of the routine and not in the 
macros themselves.
Although macro assembly is a programming technique commonly employed by 
programmers when writing assembly code, the actual macro code within a particular 
routine or routine segment is usually locally specific to the respective routine or routine 
segment, and is not normally available to other routines or routine segments outside the
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code file in which they are declared. As a result of this, there is a paucity of published 
material on macros. Thus macros are not commonly available as public domain software.
The Macro Library, as presented, introduces many of the programming structures one 
normally finds in a high level language and, most importantly, input/output facilities are 
furnished to provide the programmer with direct access to keyboard input and either 
printer or console output. Various techniques are also introduced enabling the 
programmer to use the Macro Library as a library in a manner similar to employing units.
G .l  Implementing The Macro Library
The Macro Library exists as a text file. To implement the Macro Library within an 
assembly routine under the UCSD p-System's Assembler, the assembler's file directive 
.INCLUDE <filename> must be used in the following fashion:
.NOMACROLIST
.NOLIST
.INCLUDE <Macro Library filename> ;The Macro Library. 
.LIST
The .INCLUDE file directive may appear at any point within an assembly routine.
The assmbly control directives .LIST and .NOLIST have been invoked to avoid 
unnecessary listings of the Macro Library at assembly time when a listing of only the 
assembly routine itself may be required. Whenever a listing of an assembly routine is 
required the above code segment, as written, will give only the unexpanded names of 
each macro call in the listing. To obtain the fully expanded code for each macro within an 
assembly routine listing, the list control directive .MACROLIST should appear after the 
.INCLUDE directive. Note however, a macro filled routine can produce many hundreds 
of lines of code.
There are m any programming approaches to em ploying the M acro Library within the
assem bler environm ent. The fo llow ing  discussions demonstrate the m ost appropriate
techniques for invoking the Macro Library under the UCSD p-System 's Assembler.
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Initially, it must be realized, macros may appear within a assembly routine at any position 
so long as their declaration appears before their invocation. However the position within 
an assembly routine as to where a macro is declared determines the global nature of the 
particular macro with respect to the entire assembly routine or set of assembly routines.
Since it is assumed that the Macro Library will be employed in a fashion similar to units, 
all the routines contained within the Macro Library should be thought of as being globally 
available to any assembly routine. To effect such a mechanism the following two Macro 
Library implementation methods should be followed.
G .1.1____Single Routine Implementation of The Macro Library




.INCLUDE <Macro Library filename> ;The Macro Library.
. ;More macros!
.PROC <identifier> <,expression>
.END ;The physical end of the Assembly.
where .PROC may be replaced by .FUNC. The above outline should be typical of most 
assembly routines comprising of only one .PROC or .FUNC which use the macro 
directive.
G .1.2  Multiple Routine Implementation of The Macro Library
Whenever multiple sets of assembly routines are to be assembled and linked to one or 
more host programs, it is preferential for both debugging and editing purposes to store 
each individual assembly routine in its entirety in a separate text file. Another text file, 
which will be referred to as a "Shell", should be created which at assembly time directs 
the Operating System's Assembler, using the .INCLUDE directive, to selectively 
assemble the individual assembly routines into one code (object) file.
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Six significant advantages result from this technique:
1/. The Macro Library is assembled only once and is globally available to all the 
assembly routines included in the Shell at assembly time.
2/. Variable declarations (e.g. .PUBLIC declarations) and address assignments 
common to the assembly routines may be declared within the Shell or .INCLUDEd 
within the Shell and thus be globally available to all the assembly routines included 
in the Shell at assembly time.
3/. The Shell provides a simple mechanism for including or excluding various 
assembly routines from the final code file.
4/. All the individual assembly routines included in the Shell are assembled into one 
code file.
5/. The Operating System's Linker will automatically link to the host program those 
assembly routines contained in the single code file which are required by the host 
program.
61. The programmer processes only one code file rather than processing the equivalent 
number of individual assembly code files. The following Shell outline is suggested 









.INCLUDE <Fileñame X> 
.INCLUDE <Fileñame Y> 
.INCLUDE <Fileñame Z>
.END ;The physical end of the Assembly.
/
; Must use .END here. Its the end of the assembly!
Special Programmer's Note: Whenever the Shell technique is employed the assembler 
delimiting directive .END must appear within the Shell as indicated in the above example,
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and should not be included within any of the .INCLUDE text files, since an assembly 
process is always terminated upon encountering the .END directive.
The disk volume specifiers of the .INCLUDE files within a Shell must be adjusted 
correctly otherwise a system error may occur.
G .2  Apple UCSP Pascal Assembler Convention
W ithout conventions, communication may become extremely awkward. The 6502 
microprocessor presents programmers with an important convention regarding addresses. 
Since the 6502 microprocessor has a limited register set, (there are no address-length (16- 
bit) user registers) variable addresses must be stored in pairs of memory locations. The 
lack of 16-bit registers also complicates the handling of arrays or blocks which occupy 
more than 256 bytes of memory. Variable address-length words are stored in pairs, 
where the lower address holds the less significant byte, and the higher address holds the 
most significant byte. For example, if the address '1234' is to be stored in the word 
variable 'address', the following convention exists:
This convention, although it applies to addresses in the main, should be observed whilst 





;l-byte of the address 
;Store least significant byte 
;h-byte of the address 
;Store most significant byte
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£L2____ Summary of the Formal Parameter List Used hv ThP
Macro Library Routines
The formal parameter list for macros in the Macro Library is standardized as follows:
0 .3 .1  < B YTE >
Indicates an 8-bit number which, in accordance with the 6502 assembler convention, may 
appear in the formal parameter list as a label having the value of a byte or in immediate 
mode with an actual number e.g. '#05'.
0 .3 .2  <W ORD>
Indicates a 16-bit number stored in consecutive bytes, where the least significant byte is 
followed by the most significant byte. In the formal parameter list this will always be 
represented as a label having the value of the least significant byte.
0 .3 .3  < LA B EL>
Indicates a label having the value of the first byte of a sequence of consecutive bytes in 
which "string" information is stored.
G .3 .4  <LOOP LABEL>
This is an internal label used as a bracket specifier to indicate the beginning and end of a 
loop structure. The user does not have to supply memory labelled with this specifier, 
instead the relevant macro counterparts will place the same specified label at the start and 
end of the condition.
0 .3 .5  < LO C ATIO N >
Indicates a label having the value of an address contained with in the routine to which 
control will be transferred.
0 . 3 . 6  <CONDJTJON>
Indicates the name of one of the conditional macros.
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G .4 The Macro Library Contents
The following text is a listing of the macro identifiers available in the Macro Library.
EQ (conditional equivalence)NE (conditional non-equivalence)
LT (conditional less-than)
GT (conditional greater-than)
EQ WORD (conditional equivalence)
LE WORD (conditional less-than or equal to)
GE WORD (conditional greater-than or equal to)IF <bytel>, <condition>, <byte2>,
<”THEN" or "ELSE1̂ , <location>IFJWORD <wordl>, <condition>, <word2>,
<"THEN" or "ELSE">, <location>
CASEMACRO <byte>, <location-n>
CASE 5 <byte>, <location-l>, <location-2>,
<location-3>, <location-4>, <location-5>
LOOP <number of times>, <loop label>
ENDLOOP <loop label>
REPEAT <loop label>
UNTIL <bytel>, <condition>, <byte2>, <loop label>
REPEAT WORD <loop label>



















DADD <wordl>, <word2>, Cresult in word3>






























Note, those macros which process the formal parameter <word> can be used equally for 
manipulating both 16-bit data, and 16-bit addresses. The convention of least significant 
byte followed by most significant byte is applied throughout the Macro Library.
G.5 Overview of Routines Within The Macro Library
The Macro Library can be divided into four categories:
1/. Macros providing structured programming facilities.
2/. Macros providing additional useful features.
3/. Macros providing limited input/output facilities to the console and the printer.
4/. Address specific macros.
The following sections describes the macros as they appear in the Macro Library contents.
G,6 Macros Providing Structured Programming Facilities
This set of macros is intended to provide the elements of a structured programming 
language.
G .6 .1  The Conditional BYTE M acros
There are four conditional byte macros which can be used as the <condition>dl argument 
in the parameter list of the various byte oriented conditional macro structures contained 
within this library. These macros provide the tests for every possible <condition> of two 
bytes. They are:
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G.6.1.1 The 'EO' Macro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro tests two bytes for a conditional equivalence.
G .6.1.2 The 'NE' Macro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro tests two bytes for a conditional non­
equivalence.
G.6.1.3 The ’L T  Macro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro tests two bytes for a conditional less-than. 
G .6.1.4 The 'G T  Macro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro tests two bytes for a conditional greater-than.
G .6.2  The Conditional WORD Macros
There are three conditional word macros which may be used as the <condition>al 
argument in the parameter list of the various word oriented conditional macro structures 
contained within this library. These macros provide the tests for every possible 
<condition> of two words. They are:
G .6 .2 .1 The 'EO WORD' Macro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro tests two words for a conditional equivalence. 
G .6.2.2 The 'LE WORD' Macro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro tests two words for a conditional less-than or 
equal-to.
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G.6.2.3 The 'G EJVO RD ' Macro
Formally declared as entided, this macro tests two words for a conditional greater-than or 
equal-to.
G .6 .3  T he 'IF* M acro  
Formally declared as:
IF <bytel>, <condition>, <byte2>, <"THEN" or "ELSE">, <location>
If the test <condition> between <bytel>  and <byte2> is TRUE <"THEN"> jump to the 
specified <location>. If the test <condition> is FALSE <"THEN"> execute the next 
sequence of instructions following the 'IF' statement (this is the "ELSE" part of the 
structure). Whenever the <”ELSE"> option is selected reverse logic occurs.
The 'IF' macro, in combination with one of the conditional macros 'EQ', ‘N E ', 'GT, 
and 'LT'y provides an IF...THEN...ELSE structure. The UCSD p-System Assembler 
both expands dummy variables, such as '%2\ to whatever string of characters are passed 
in the argument parameter list of a macro and also allows macros to be nested. Thus, it is 
quite legitimate to pass the name of a macro as an argument parameter to a macro.
Accordingly, the statement:
would generate the following code which tests 'bytel' for equality with byte2 .





$901 ; The "ELSE" part
JMP continue
locatel ;The "THEN" part
continue /Continue assembly
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If 'byteV is equal to 'byte2' then the next statement executed will be the lab e l'locatel'. 
In other words, the "ELSE" block consists of the statement sequence immediately 
following the 'IF' statement and up to the statement labelled 'lo ca te l '. To avoid 
executing the "THEN" block of statements the programmer would have to provide an 
appropriate jump (i.e. "IMP continue" in the above case) just before 'locatel' to jump 
around the "THEN" block of the statements.
The macro uses '$901' as an internal branch label within the generated code. Local labels 
of this type may appear in numerous places within a routine because their scope (their 
range of validity) is limited to the single section of code in which they appear, in this case 
a macro. Thus, it is possible to repeatedly invoke and/or nest the same macro, or any of 
the other macros, as needed within a routine with no errors resulting which involve 
multiple definitions of the same labels.
The Conditional Assembly directive feature provided by the UCSD p-System Assembler 
may be used to selectively exclude or include sections of code at assembly time. When 
the Assembler encounters an .IF directive it evaluates the associated expression. If the 
expression is false the Assembler omits the text until an .ENDC directive is reached. 
Whenever an .ELSE directive is included between the .IF and .ENDC directives the text 
before the .ELSE is selected if the expression is true. If the condition is false the text after 
the .ELSE is selected. The unassembled part of the conditional does not appear in any 
listing. This feature has been implemented in the 'IF' macro enabling the programmer to 
generate alternative code for a reversed logic branch. The string "THEN" used in 
argument 4 of the 'IF' macro may be replaced by with the string "ELSE" to generate a 
reverse logic statement. Accordingly,
IF bytel, EQ, byte2, ELSE, locatel
would now implicitly place the "THEN" block after the 'IF' statement, and would cause a 
branch to 'locatel' if 'bytel' was not equal to 'byte2'. This reverse logic feature coupled 
with the macros 'EQ', ‘N E 'G T and 'LT\ enables every possible test of two bytes:
IF bytel, GT, byte2, ELSE, locatel 
. ;The "THEN" part
. /statements executed if bytel<=byte2
JMP continue
l o c a t e l ; The "ELSE” p a r t
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continue
/statements executed if bytel>byte2 
/Program continues
The "THEN” and "ELSE" blocks may be of any length because the 'IF' macro in 
conjunction with the conditional macros generate JMP statements and not conditional 
branch statements.
0 .6 .4  The 9IF  W O R D ' M acro 
Formally declared as:
IF_WORD <wordl>, <condition>, <word2>, C'THEN" or nELSE">, <location>
The lack of address-length (16-bit) registers considerably complicates word oriented 
operations. Variable addresses must normally be stored in pairs of memory locations, 
and accessed one at a time. The word oriented macro 7F_WORD\ in combination with 
one of the word oriented conditional macros 'EQ _W O RD  \  'LE _W O R D ' and 
'G E_W O RD ' simplify the complex process of coding word oriented conditional 
branching. This macro works in exactly the same manner as the equivalent byte oriented 
'IF' macro, except there is always a test for conditional equivalence.
The following reverse logic example suggests an implementation of this macro:
IF_WORD wordl, GE_WORD, word2, ELSE, locatel 
. /The "THEN" part





/statements executed if wordl>=word2 
/Program continues
where w o rd l' and word2' contain 16-bit values.





G .fiJ i____The 'C A S E 5 ' M acro
Formally declared as:
CASE5 <byte>, <location-l>, <location-2>, <location-3>,
<location-4>, <location-5>
Although the IF...THEN...ELSE block structure provides a two-way branch mechanism 
most high level languages also provide a statement to give multi-way branching, for 
example Pascal provides the CASE statement. The 'CASEMACRO ' macro is the basic 
module from which multi-way branch macros may be constructed. This readily enables 
programmers to construct CASE statements of any length.
The 'CASES ' macro provides a 5-way branch mechansim and has been included in the 
Macro Library to demonstrate the ease with which CASE modules may be constructed.
The following example demonstrates an invocation of the 'CASE5' macro:
CASE5 bytel, locatel, locate2, locate3, locate4, locate5
Branching to the appropriate label is determined by the value of 'bytel '.







Clearly, a 'CASEn ' macro statement of any length may be constructed by adding a 
'CASEMACRO ' statement for each branch argument required.
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If argument 1 is out of range (i.e. greater than the number of parameters, V, available in 
the 'CASEn' macro), the 'CASEn' statement defaults to the following sequential 
statement in the text outside the 'CASEn' macro. For out-of-range parameters, an 'IF' 
macro could be placed immediately after the 'CASEn' macro to provide alternative 
treatment.
f t . 6 .7 The rL O O P ' M acro
Formally declared as:
LOOP cnumber of times>, <loop label> 
and
f t . 6 .8  The ’E N D LO O P ' M acro
Formally declared as:
ENDLOOP cloop label>
Count controlled repetition, as exemplified by the FOR...DO loop (in Pascal) or the 
FOR...NEXT loop (in BASIC), can be obtained by use of the 'LOOP'...'ENDLOOP' 
macros provided in the macro library. To execute a block of statements 25 times, the 
programmer could write:
LOOP byte__n, labell
. ; Block of statements to be repeated 'byte__n' times
. ;where 'byte_n' is less-than 256.
ENDLOOP labell
Note, the loop counter may be stated in immediate mode.
Since both the X- and Y-registers are only 8-bits wide the maximum value either register 
may contain is 255. Thus any number less than 256 could be written in place of the loop 
counter. The restriction to the number of iterations being less than 256 may be easily 
overcome by nesting loops. For example:
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LOOP #50, label2
. /Statements to be executed 50 times 
LOOP #100, label3
. /Statements to be executed 5000 times
ENDLOOP label3 
ENDLOOP label2
The label arguments 'label2' and 'label3’ act as bracket specifiers to distinguish one loop 
from another (as with "NEXT I", "NEXT J", etc in BASIC). Because the count is 
passed from 'LOOP’ to 'ENDLOOP’ via the stack, it is essential the statements within the 
loop maintain the stack in a balanced condition.




G .6 .1 0  T he ’U N T IL ’ M acro  
Formally declared as:
UNTIL <bytel>, <condition>, <byte2>, <loop label>
Conditionally terminating loops can be constructed from the ’R E P E A T '...’UNTIL1 
macros as follows:
REPEAT labell
. /Statements to be repeated until bytel>byte2
UNTIL bytel, GT, byte2, labell
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Any of the other byte oriented conditional macros (i.e. 'EQ \ 'NE' or 'L T ) may be used 
as the <condition>al argument in the 'UNTIL' macro statement. The label argument, 
la b e ll ' in this example, acts as the bracket specifier to mark the boundaries of the loop.
'REPEAT'...'U NTIL' loops can be nested, providing the statements within the loops 
maintain the balance of the stack.




0 .6 .1 2  The fU N T IL  W O R D ’ M acro 
Formally declared as:
UNTIL_WORD <wordl>, <condition>, <word2>, <loop label>
The word oriented 'REPEAT WORD'...'UNTIL WORD' macros work in exactly the 
same manner as their equivalent byte versions do, except these macros are strictly word 
oriented. Any one of the three word oriented conditional macros (i.e. 'EQ_WORD\ 
'LE W O RD ' or 'GE W ORD') may be used as the < condition>al argument in the 
'UNTIL WORD' statement.
The 'REPEAT WORD'...'UNTIL WORD' macros may be invoked as follows:
REPEAT JWORD labell
. /Statements to be repeated until wordl=word2 
UNTIL WORD wordl, EQ WORD, word2, labell
where 'labell' acts as the bracket specifier.
Note, the byte oriented conditional macros must not be used in the word oriented macros 
or vice versa, otherwise unpredictable errors may occur.
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REPEAT_W ORD  ... UNTIL_WORD  loops can be nested, providing the statements 
within the loops maintain the balance of the stack.
£ L Z -------Macros Providing Additional Useful Features
This set of macros are provided to assist the programmer in writing assembly code easily 
and efficiently.




G.7.2 The ’POP'  Macro
Formally declared as:
POP <word>
The P U SH ' macro stores the contents of the actual word parameter onto the stack, while 
the P O P ' macro takes the top two bytes from the stack and stores them in the actual word 
parameter.
The following example suggests an invocation of these macros:
PUSH alpha ; Store h-byte followed by 1-byte on the stack
POP alpha ;Get 1-byte followed by h-byte from the stack
The 16-bit word 'alpha' is stored on the stack, following this the top two bytes on the 
stack are stored in 'alpha'.
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G .7 ,3  T he T U S H  P C ' M acro
and
G .7 .4 ___ The T O P  P C ' M acro
Formally declared as entitled, the #PU SH _PC’ macro stores onto the stack both the 
current contents of the program counter and the A-register, while the TO P P C  macro 
takes the top two bytes from the stack and stores them in the A-register and the program 
counter, respectively.
The following example suggests an invocation of these macros:
PUSH_PC
. ;Code which may alter the program counter 
POP PC
G .7 ,5  T he ’P U S H R E G ’ M acro
and
G .7 .6  The 'P O P R E G ’ M acro
Formally declared as entitled, these macros store {'PUSHREG') and restore {'POPREG') 
respectively, the accumulator (A-register), the X- and Y-register using the stack.
Normally, these macros would be used to bracket a block of assembly code where it may 
be desirable to preserve the three primary registers.




. ; Code which may alter the three primary registers
POPREG
G .7 .7 ____T he 'P U S H X ' M acro
and
G .7 .8  T he 'P O P X ' M acro
Formally declared as entitled, these two macros, simply preserve {'PUSHX') and restore 
(P O P X 0 respectively, only the X-register using the stack. These macros are primarily 
intended for internal use by other macros in the Macro Library, but may also be used 
elsewhere.
These macros would be used to bracket a block of assembly code where it may be 
desirable to preserve only the X-register.
PUSHX
;Code which may alter the X-register
POPX
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f t . 7 .9  T he 'P U S H Y ' M acro
and
0 .7 .1 0  The 'P O P Y ' M acro
Formally declared as entitled, these two macros simply preserve (TU SH Y1) and restore 
(T O P Y f) respectively, only the Y-register using the stack. These macros are primarily 
intended for internal use by other macros in the Macro Library, but may also be used 
elsewhere.
These macros would be used to bracket a block of assembly code where it may be 
desirable to preserve only the Y-register.
PUSHY
. ;Code which may alter the Y-register
POPY
0 .7 .1 1  The rF P O P f M acro
Formally declared as:
FPOP <word>
When writing assembly functions, four bytes of stack have to be removed before a 
parameter can be passed from Pascal to the function in order to preserve the stack-bias.
The following example suggests a method of both employing the 'FPOP ' macro within an 
external assembly function and the T O P ' macro to obtain two one word function 
parameters from the stack:
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; Declared in a Pascal host application program similar to the 
; following:
/EXTERNAL FUNCTION EXAMPLE (hiresl, hires2 : addresses) : INTEGER;
.FUNC EXAMPLE, 2 /Two one word parameters
return .EQU 00 





/Discard four bytes of stack bias. 
/Parameters are popped in reverse 
/order to their Pascal parameter 
/list declarations.
Note, the Pascal return address is stored in the word 'return . The actual code generated 
by the 'FPOP' macro at assembly time would appear as:
however, the comments listed are only displayed for thoroughness and do not appear in 
any actual listings.
G .7.12 The ' L O A D '  Macro 
Formally declared as:
LOAD <high byte>, clow byte>, <word>
The 'LOAD' macro is used to place the contents of two separate bytes into a 16-bit word. 
For example, if the hexadecimal address 'ttOCOlO' is to be placed in the word 'address' 









/Pop 1-byte of Pascal return address 
/Save 1-byte
/Pop h-byte of Pascal return address 
/Save h-byte
/Discard four bytes of stack bias. 
/(Only necessary for 1.FUNC's)
LOAD #0C0, #10, address
where: #0C0
#10
= h-byte of the 'address', and 
= 1-byte of the 'address'.
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Note, the Apple UCSD Pascal 6502 Assembler requires all hexadecimal numbers 
preceded by an alphnumeric character (e.g. '0C010') to be prefixed with the numeric 
character 'O'. The symbol indicates immediate mode.
Either of the first two actual parameters, <bytel > and <byte2>, can be stated in terms of a 
byte variable or in immediate mode.
0 .7 .1 3  T he fC O P 7 r M acro  
Formally declared as:
COPY <wordl>, <word2>
The 'COPY' macro transfers the actual contents of a 16-bit word <wordl> into the actual 
16-bit word <word2>. The following statement could be written:
COPY zeta, alpha
to copy the contents of the word 'zeta' into the word 'alpha', while leaving the contents of 
'zeta' unaffected.
0 .7 .1 4  The ’Z E R O ’ M acro  
Formally declared as:
ZERO <word>
The 'ZERO' macro reinitializes the actual parameter <word> by replacing its contents 








G .7 .1 6  The 'D EC W O R D ' M acro
Formally declared as:
DEC WORD <word>
The macros 1NC_W0RD' and 'DEC_WORD' increment and decrement respectively, the 




theta = theta +1, and 
epsilon = epsilon -1.









swaps the contents of the two bytes'alpha1 and 'b e t a while the statement:
SWAPWORDS gamma, omega
swaps the contents of the two 16-bit words 'gamma' and 'omega'.
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0 .7 .1 9  T he 'DADD* M acro
Formally declared as:
DADD <wordl>, <word2>, Cresult in word3>
and
0 .7 .2 0  T he rD S U B ' M acro 
Formally declared as:
DSUB <wordl>, <word2>, cresult in word3>
Arithmetic operations on 16-bit numbers are frequently required. The Macro Library 
contains macros for both 16-bit addition {'DADD') and 16-bit subtraction {'DSUB') of 
such numbers. The statement:
DADD wordl, word2, sum
would give
sum = wordl + word2,
while the statement:
DSUB wordl, word2, difference
would give
difference = wordl - word2.
It would be possible to include macros in the library to carry out 16-bit multiplication and 
division operations, but as these macros are relatively lengthy, it is preferable to furnish 
these operations through the use of subroutines.
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The 6th-bit of the actual byte number' will be cleared, while all other bits will be set, i.e. 
'number' will contain the value '1011-1111'.
G .7 .2 3  The 'TOGGLE* M acro
Formally declared as:
TOGGLE <byte>
This macro complements (exchanges 'O' for T  and T  for 'O') all the bits in the actual 
variable <byte> and returns the result via the same variable.




; i . e . ’ 111 1 -0 0 0 0 '
; i . e . ’ 0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 1 ’
The initial bit values of the actual byte 'number' are '1111-0000'. Upon toggling 
'number' it will contain the bit values '0000-1111'.
G.8 Macros Providing Limited Input/Outmit Facilities to the 
Console and the Printer
In a mixed Pascal and assembly code application program, input and output operations 
using standard devices, such as the console and the printer, would most easily and 
sensibly be carried out in the Pascal sections of the application program. Results obtained 
or processed in the assembler environment would then be passed back to Pascal for 
output.
When debugging an assembly routine, however, it is often very helpful to be able to 
insert particular values into variables, or to display the results obtained by a routine 
without returning to the Pascal environment. The following macros provide these 
(limited) facilities and also allow data to be input or output in either ASCII string format 
or in hexadecimal format.
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G .7 ,2 1  T he 'S E T B IT ' M acro 
Formally declared as:
SETBIT <byte>
Set the specified bit as passed by the actual parameter <byte> by placing a T  in the 
required bit, and clear all other bits by replacing them with '0'. The result is returned via 
the actual parameter <byte>. The range of this macro is obviously '0..7'.




;Set 6th-bit, clear all other bits
/Result is '0100-0000’
The 6th-bit of the actual byte 'number' will be set, while all other bits will be clear, i.e. 
'number' will contain the value V I00-0000'.
0 .7 .2 2  The T L E A R B IT ' M acro 
Formally declared as:
CLEARBIT <byte>
Clear the specified bit as passed by the actual parameter <byte> by placing a V' in the 
required bit, and set all other bits by replacing them with 7 The result is returned via 
the actual parameter <byte>. The range of this macro is '0..7'.




/Clear 6th-bit, set all other bits
/Result is ’ 1011- 1111 ’
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The following Pascal equivalent input/output macros generate code which is generally 
longer than any of the other macros contained in the Macro Library. If they are used 
extensively within an assembly routine the extra code generated may become excessive! 
assem bling code containing numerous input/output macros could run into many 
thousands of lines of actual assembled code. A simple solution to this is to redefine the 
appropriate macro call as a subroutine call and to use the respective macro to generate the 
code for the subroutine.
G .8 .1  The 'W R IT E V  M acro
and
G .8 .2  T he ’P R IN T V  M acro
Formally declared as entitled, the 'W RITEV  macro sends only one character to the 
console (screen), whereas the 'PRINTV  macro sends only one character to the printer. 
The character to be displayed must be resident A-register (accumulator).
The following example suggests an invocation of the 'PRINT 1' macro:
LDA #3F 
PRINT1
would display the character ? on the printer.
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0 .8 .4  The 'P R IN T ' M acro
Formally declared as:
PRINT <label>
Output of strings is provided by the 'WRITE' macro which emulates the corresponding 
Pascal statement and the 'PRINT' macro which performs the equivalent function but 
sends the output to the printer.
Both macros output a string of characters starting with the byte specified by the actual 
parameter <label> and terminate when either a "null" byte is encountered or if there are 
more than 256 bytes in the string.
This format allows the output of variable length strings which may contain any 
combination of characters.
The following example suggests an invocation of the 'WRITE' macro:
WRITE title
title .ASCII "This Program Uses The Macro Library"
.BYTE /String delimiter, contains an ASCII "null"
The string 'title' is display on the console at the last cursor position. A .BYTE delimiter 
should always appear after a string <label> declaration to ensure a null character is 
always present at the end of the string.
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0 .8 .6  The rPRINTLN'  Macro
Formally declared as:
PRINTLN <label>
The 'W R ITE LN ' macro emulates the corresponding Pascal statement, whereas the 
'PRINTLN ' macro performs the equivalent function but sends the output to the printer.
Both the macros 'WRITELN ' and 'PRINTLN ' add a carriage return upon termination of 
output. They may be used in exactly the same manner as the macros 'WRITE' are 
'PRINT' respectively.
0 .8 .7  The ’READ’ Macro 
Formally declared as:
READ <byte>
The 'READ' macro emulates the equivalent Pascal statement, in that it allows the input of 
a single character from the keyboard, echoes it on the console and stores the character at 
the byte specified in the macro call.






.ASCII "Type a Single Character ? "
.BYTE /String delimiter, contains an ASCII





The string 'title' is display on the console at the last cursor position prompting the 
operator to type a single character in from the keyboard. The operator’s response is both 
echoed and displayed on the same line as the prompt.
The second .BYTE delimiter declaration provides the terminating character required in the 
respective output macros.
G .8 .8  The 'R E A D L N ' M acro 
Formally declared as:
READLN <label>
The 'READLN' macro emulates the equivalent Pascal statement, in that it receives from 
the keyboard and echoes on the console a string of characters which is terminated by a 
carriage return.
The input characters are stored upwards in memory, in consecutive bytes, starting at the 
byte specified in the macro call. A "null" is stored at the end of the input string instead of 
the carriage return to ensure the stored data is consistent with the declaration of the strings 
used by the output macros.




title .ASCII "Type a String of up to 80 Characters ? "
.BYTE ; String delimiter, contains an ASCII "null"
string80 .BLOCK 80 ; 80-byte input string
.BYTE ; String delimiter, contains an ASCII "null"
The string 'title' is display on the console, at the last cursor position followed by a 
carriage return, prompting the operator to type a string of up to 80 character in from the 
keyboard. The operator's response is both echoed on the line below the prompt and 
displayed on the line below the echoed input.
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The .BLOCK declaration provides the memory space in which the operator's response is 
stored.
G . 8 . 9  The 'C L E A R S C R E E N ' Macro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro clears the entire console (screen).
0 . 8 . 1 0  The 'N E W P A G E ' Macro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro sends a "form feed" to the printer.
0 . 8 . 1 1  The 'C R L F ' Macro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro sends a carriage retum/line feed to the console 
(screen).
G.8.12 The 'P C R L F ' Macro
Formally declared as entided, this macro sends a carriage retum/line feed to the printer.
G .8 .1 3  The 'B E E P ' M acro
Formally declared as entided, this macro sounds the bell twice in succession. This macro 
would be used to obtain the operator's attention.
The following section of assembly code demonstates the simplicity of writing screen 
oriented input/output code.
Once the screen is cleared, the bell is sounded twice and a message prompts the operator 
to type in their name (maximum of 80 characters) from the keyboard. Once a carnage 
return is typed, a form feed is sent to the printer followed by the message "Your name 












.ASCII "Enter your name ? "
.BYTE ; String delimiter, contains an ASCII "null" 
.ASCII "Your name is... "
.BYTE ; String delimiter, contains an ASCII "null" 
.BLOCK 80 ; 80-byte input string
.BYTE ; String delimiter, contains an ASCII "null"
Incidently, this 13 line program section expands to 85 lines of assembly code, which is a 
good indication of the program compression facilities provided by the Macro Library.




G .8 .1 5  The 'S T R N U M ' M acro 
Formally declared as:
STRNUM <label>, <word>
Any information entered at the keyboard by a 'READLN ' macro will be stored in memory 
as a string of characters, even if the information is a number. To use this stored 
information as a number, however, (e.g. as an address) the string of characters must be 
converted from string information into binary numerical information.
The 'HEXBIN ' macro performs this task by converting the two consecutive characters 
contained in the actual parameter <word> into a single <byte> containing the numerical 
value of the two characters, assuming they represent a 2-digit hexadecimal number.
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The 'STRNUM' macro converts the actual <label>, a 4-character string, into a 16-bit 
numerical <word>. The binary information is stored according to the low byte/high byte 
convention (G.8.17).




0 .8 .1 7  The 'N U M S T R ' M acro
Formally declared as:
NUMSTR <word>, <label>
These macros provide facilities for the conversion of numerical information into string 
information enabling the programmer to display sensible information on the console or the 
printer.
The 'BINHEX ' macro converts the 8-bit numerical value of the actual parameter <byte> 
into string information and stores the result in the actual parameter <word>.
Similarly, the 'N U M STR ' macro converts the 16-bit numerical value of the actual 
parameter <word> into string information and stores the result in the actual parameter 
<label>.
The following section of code prompts the operator for the keyboard input of two 16-bit 
numbers (as strings 4-characters long). The two number are added together and the 16- 












;Get 1st four digit number^ 
/Convert to binary, store in numl 
;"Enter 2nd Number"
;Get 2nd four digit number 
/Convert to binary, store in num2 
/Add the numbers _
/Convert the result to a string 
/ "The sum is "









.ASCII "Enter 1st Number ? "
.BYTE ; String delimiter, contains an ASCII 
.ASCII "Enter 2nd Number ? "
.BYTE ; String delimiter, contains an ASCII 
.ASCII "The sum is "
.BYTE /String delimiter, contains an ASCII 
.BLOCK 04 /Contains a four byte string 
.BYTE /String delimiter, contains an ASCII
.WORD /Contains a two byte number
.WORD /Contains a two byte number





The 16-bit numbers are entered at the keyboard and stored as strings where the left side of 
the numeral contains the most significant figure and the right side contains the least 
significant figure, for example the 16-bit number W C 010' (its decimal equivalent being 
'49M S'). The strings are then converted to their equivalent numerical values and are 
stored in numerical form in the actual variables 'numl ' and 'num2 ', according to the 
convention. Thus, the address W COIO' would be stored in the word 'n u m l' as 
n u m l= # 1 0 , num l + l= #0C 0 . (Note, the alphanumeric symbol is prefixed by '0'). 
Following this, the numbers are added together. The numerical result is then converted to 
a string and displayed on the console.
G.9 Address Specific Macros
The macros contained in this section are addresss specific. They are the only system 
dependent macros in the Macro Library. Whenever the Macro Library is to be used with 
any other version of UCSD Pascal only the addresses contained within these macros need 
to be changed.
The following three macros function by calling the appropriate subroutines in the Apple 
UCSD Pascal Basic Input/Output Subsystem (BIOS). They are basic to all the 
input/output macros contained in the Macro Library.
G .9 .1 The ’MREAD’ Macro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro reads a single character from the keyboard into 
the A-register.
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G .9 .2  The 'M W R IT E ' M acro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro sends a single character in the A-register to the 
console.
G .9 .3  The fM P R IN T ’ M acro
Formally declared as entitled, this macro sends a single character in the A-register to the 
printer.
GLJL4___ T h e .'L O A D  IN T E R R U P T  V E C T O R S ’ M acro
Formally declared as:
LOAD_INTERRUPT_VECTORS <location>
This macro loads the actual parameter <location> into the 6502 interrupt vectors (IRQ). 




; Begin Interrupt Service Routine
/Code for processing Interrupts
POPREG
POP_PC
RTI ;End of Interrupt Service Routine
serpnt .WORD service /Address of interrupt service routine
The la b e l 'serpnt' contains the address of the interrupt'service ' routine which is passed to 
the 'LOAD INTERRUPT_VECTORS' macro via the formal parameter <location>. The 
byte addresses of the IRQ vector are '#0FFFE' and '#0FFFF\
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G .10 Concluding Remarks
Macros cannot contain error checking features regarding their parameter list declaration. 
Programming errors such as missing or misplaced arguments will, therefore, usually 
generate garbage at assembly time.
None of the macros use any RAM for storage, thus the code generated is suitable for 
ROM implementation. All parameter passing between macros and internal storage of data 
is carried out using the stack.
From the experience gained in using these macros, many hours of manpower have been 
saved in programming at the assembly code level. The library is especially useful in 
generating structured programs quickly and efficiently. As experienced assembly 
programmers will appreciate, the sheer amount of detail required in the coding of an 
assembly routine of any complexity, makes for time-consuming programming. With the 
aid of the Macro Library, a typical routine which can be written in 20-30 lines of macro 
filled code, may expand to 100-200 lines of bug-free code at assembly time. The macros 
have been written with the minimum of code to generate maximum efficiency. No 
superfluous code is generated.
Although the Macro Library has been written specifically for the 6502 Assembler included 
in the Apple UCSD p-System Pascal Operating System, it could be implemented on any 
6502 assembler, which incorporates a macro facility. Only the addresses in the macros 
'MREAD', 'MWRITE ', 'MPRINT  and X OAD_INTERR UPT_VECTORS' would have 
to be modified, since they are specific to subroutines contained in the Apple UCSD Pascal 
BIOS. Also, it may be necessary to make some minor syntax changes to accommodate 
assembler differences, such as the use of a symbol other than '$' to indicate local labels, 
and to indicate the parameters to be passed to the macros.
Equally, the concepts and macro structures could be carried across to assemblers for 
microcomputers other than the 6502. This raises some interesting possibilities. Since 
most modem assemblers for microprocessors now incorporate macro facilities, it could be 
possible to define a standard set of macros which would enable all basic operations to be 
carried out on any computer. The Macro Library for any particular processor would then 
generate the appropriate assembly code for each operation. All we need to do to achieve 
this is to expand the set of macros reported here, and to standardize the macro facilities of
1 6 3
the various assemblers. This would result in a great and desirable increase in portability 
of programs written at the machine code level.
Appendix H.O
THE A/P MACRO LIBRARY
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The A/D Macro Library offers utility macros normally required to develop A/D data 
acquisition routines and routines to control the 6522 Versatile Interface Adaptor (VIA) 
chip. The macros may be used to assist in interfacing the #MACJSTUFF ' unit to external 
procedures which control an A/D conversion card and the 6522 VIA timers. Contained 
within this library are macros which:
1/. Initialize .PUBLIC assembly variables,
2/. Communicate with the 6522 VIA,
3/. Convert raw A/D binary data into decimal information,
4/. Store the converted A/D data in memory, and 
5/. Explicitly disable interrupts.
The A/D Macro Library may be employed within an assembly routine using the same 
principles as outlined in the Macro Library (G.l). The A/D Macro Library exists as a 
textfile. To implement the A/D Macro Library within an assembly routine or Shell under 
the UCSD p-System’s Assembler the assembler's file directive .INCLUDE <filename> 
must be declared in the following fashion:
.INCLUDE <Macro Library filename> ;The Macro Library 
.INCLUDE <A/D Macro Library filename>;The A/D Macro Library
This could be regarded as being equivalent to invoking the USES statement within 
UNITs.
H .l The A/D Macro Library Contents
The following text is a listing of the macro identifiers available in the A/D Macro Library:
Global .PUBLIC Variable References
INIT_PUBLIC 
VIA_ADDRESSES 
VI A_P AD_INI T 





AD GET P DATA
<buff>









Note, the formal parameters will be described in the relevant sections.
H .2 Overview of Routines Within The A/D Macro T.ihrarv
The A/D Macro Library can be divided into five categories:
1/. Declaration of global .PUBLIC variable references and initialization.
2/. 6522 VIA utilities macros.
3/. Raw A/D binary data convertion macros.
4/. Mass data storage macros.
5/. Miscellaneous macros.
H .3 Global .PUBLIC Variable References and Initialization
This block of code may be considered as being equivalent to a global VARiable 
declaration within a Pascal application program or unit. By invoking the A/D Macro 
Library in a global fashion within a Shell (G.1.2) all the assembly routines included 
within the Shell may access these variables. The host-communication directive .PUBLIC 
allows the sharing of information or data between an assembly routine and the host 
program or unit. These external references are resolved within the 'MAC_STUFF' unit. 
Of the .PUBLIC variables present, only those variables which appear in the INTERFACE 
section of the 'MAC_STUFF ' unit are available to the programmer for use within a Pascal 
application program. All the other .PUBLIC variables are resolved within the 
IMPLEMENTATION section of the 'MAC_STUFF' unit, and are only available for use 
within the unit or within an assembly routine interfaced to the unit.
The global .PUBLIC variable references may be divided into three categories:
1/. Host application program reference variables.
2/. ’MAC_STUFF'IAssembly communication variables.
3/. Variables containing dynamic information.
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H , 3,1___ Host Application Program Reference Variables
Declared within the INTERFACE section of the 'M AC_STU FF' unit as Boolean 
variables, these .PUBLIC variables may only be referenced by the host application 
program, i.e:
’a d j j l a g ’ 
'ad_2 J la g ' 
'ad_finished'
= Boolean buffer-1 flag 
= Boolean buffer-2 flag
= Boolean, when logically TRUE data acquisition is 
finished
The variables 'a d _ lJ la g ’ and 'ad_2 J la g ' are normally used within an assembly routine 
which employs two data buffers in order to store A/D converted data. Whenever the 
relevant data buffer is full the respective variable is set logically TRUE. These two 
variable always contain logically opposite values.
The variable 'a d jin ish ed ’ is set logically TRUE upon completion of a data acquisition 
process.
H. 3. 2  'M A C  S T U F F '/Assembly Communication Variables
The .PUBLIC variables included in this section enable either the 'MAC_STUFF’ unit to 
directly communicate with the interfaced assembly routines or the interfaced assembly 
routines to communicate with the ’MACJSTUFF’ unit directly.
H .3 .2 .1 'MAC STUFF’ to Assembly Communication Variables
The .PUBLIC Boolean variables:
'e x jr ig g er ' = TRUE if external switch activated
’ex J o g g le ’ = TRUE if external is to be toggled
'h igh jo Jo w jra n sitio n  = Voltage transition of trigger
These Boolean variables are logically set whenever the operator invokes one of the 
numeric options in the ’AD_SETTINGS' procedure (F.4.4).
1 6 8
The .PUBLIC integer variables:
'trigger bit' = The input bit used for triggering 
'toggle_bit' = The output bit used for toggling
These integer variables contain the actual number, in the range '0..7\ which indicates the 
active I/O port bit whenever their 'e x j  prefixed equivalents are logically TRUE.
Upon invoking the 'AD_ACQUIRE' procedure (F.4.2) the following .PUBLIC variables 
are assigned appropriately calculated values (obtained from the operator via the 
'READ_HEAD' procedure (D.4.3)) which an assembly routine can access in order to 
control the 6522 VIA timers. These .PUBLIC variables contain latch values which 
control the operation of the two timers on the 6522 VIA:
'Timer0' = TimerO latch value
'Timer 1' = Timer 1 latch value
'DelayO' = Delay TimerO latch value
'Delay 1' -  Delay Timer 1 latch value
Both the variables 'TimerO' and T im erl' are normally employed within an assembly 
interrupt routine, whereas the variables 'DelayO' and 'Delay 1' would be implemented 
indirectly by the VIA_DELAY' macro (H.4.6) present in the A/D Macro Library. Note, 
'TimerO' and 'DelayO' correspond to timer 1, and Tim er 1' and 'Delay 1' correspond to 
timer 2 in the VIA data sheets.
The .PUBLIC variable:
'ad_n_count' = 'theA.kindA.n_datum+r
contains the number of data points a data acquisition routine is to collect before 
terminating. This variable is assigned the value contained in the actual variable 
'theA.kind*.n_datum+r when passed to the 'AD_ACQUIRE' procedure (F.4.2).
The .PUBLIC variable: .
'ad n buff' = Number of 128 words in a buffer 
= i.e. '(max_buffer+l) DTV 128=08'
contains the number of 128 words contained in the 'b u ffers ' array of length 
'max_buffer+l', as declared in the extrinsic section of the 'DIR STUFF' unit (B.3.1).
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The .PUBLIC variable:
'ad_n_page' = Number of buffers available
contains the number of data buffers available in the host application program in which an 
assembly routine can store converted A/D data. This variable is assigned the value 
contained in the actual variable 'macA.n_buffer' when passed to the 'AD _ACQUIRE’ 
procedure.
H.3.2.2 Assembly to 'MAC STUFF' Communication Variables
The 'A D IN IT '  procedure (F.4.1) initializes the actual 'driver' variable 'm ac ' by 
assigning its variables to the following .PUBLIC variables:
'ad_ad_time' = Minimum A/D conversion time
'ad_norm_time' = Minimum norm interrupt time 
'ad_clock_time' = Minimum clock interrupt time
'ad_min_AD_range' = Minimum A/D conversion range 
'ad_max_AD_range = Maximum A/D conversion range 
'ad_ad_interval' = 'interval units: 'm illi'or'm icro'
'a d jio rm jn te rva l  = 'interval' units: 'milli' or 'micro'
'ad clock interval = 'interval' units: 'micro'
where the 'mac' variables are assigned to the above 'ad_' prefixed equivalents.
The .PUBLIC variable:
’CPU' = Clock cycle of CPU, as 10*Hz
Contains the value of the CPU clock rate in Hertz times ten. This variable is used by the 
'MAC STUFF' unit in order to calculate the exact values to be stored in the 6522 VIA
timer variables.
H .3.3  Variables Containing Dynamic Information
The .PUBLIC variables listed in this section are used within a data collection routine to 
act as counters or temporary storage locations:
'ad_c_count' = Start counts to 'n_datum + 1'
'ad_c_bujf = Initialize 128 counter




'a d jn d e x ' 
'adjpointer'
Initializecounter 
A/D conversion flag 
The Y-register index counter 
The current zero page 'pointer' 
The initial 'pointer' value'adjbasejpointer
The label assignment:
pointer .EQU 0000 ;For indirect indexed addressing (post)
is the only zero page assignment to appear within the A/D Macro Library. This variable is 
intended to contain the address of the data 'buffer' provided by the host application 
program.
H .3 .4  T he ’IN IT  P U B L IC r M acro
Formally declared as:
INITJPUBLIC <buff>
This macro initializes all the .PUBLIC variables described in sections H.3.1 and H.3.3 
with appropriate values.
During this process the value contained in the formal parameter <buff> is stored in the 
zero page label 'pointer'. The actual value of <buff> should contain the address of the 
data 'buffer' provided by the host application program. The address is obtained from the 
actual variable 'theA.b u ff  when passed to the 'A D _A C Q U IR E ' procedure. The 
following example demonstrates a method of passing the address of a 'buffer' from a host 
application program to an assembly program and the invocation of the 'INIT_PUBLIC' 
macro:
where the Macro Library and A/D Macro Library files have been .INCLUDEd prior to the
.PROC declaration. The above procedure should be declared within a host program as an
EXTERNAL procedure, e.g:






 ;One Word of Parameters
;Pop the Pascal return address 
;Pop one Word of Parameters 
; Initialize Public varaibles 
;Assign ’buff1 to zero page 'pointer 
/Allocate word space to ’return1 
/Allocate word space to 'buff1
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PROCEDURE BUFFER_ADDRESS(buff:buffer); EXTERNAL;
where the host program at the very least USES the 'GET STUFF' and 'DIR_STUFF' 
units, since 'buffer' is an extrinsic construct of the 'DIR STUFF' unit.
H .4 6522 VIA Utility Macros
A 6522 VIA contains two 8-bit parallel VO ports (A and B), four status and control lines, 
two 16-bit counters/timers, an 8-bit shift register, and interrupt logic. Each VIA occupies 
16 memory addresses. The VIA operates according to the values stored in the addresses.
H . 4 . 1 T he fV IA  A D D R E S S E S ' M acro 
Formally declared as:
VIA_ADDRESSES <slot number, VIA base address>
This macro enables the programmer to access a VIA which may be present in any 
peripheral slot. The formal parameter <slot number> determines which slot the VIA is 
resident. If more than one VIA may be accessed from the slot assignment the formal 
parameter <VIA base address> determines which VIA will be employed. This macro may 
be invoked as follows:
VIA ADDRESSES 05,00
where '05' indicates slot five and '00' indicates which VIA in that slot. To access a 
second VIA within the same slot formal parameter <VIA base address> would contain 
'80 '.
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H .4 .2  T he 'V IA  P A D  I N I T ' M acro
Form ally  declared  as en titled , if  either the 'V IA  P A D  T R I G G E R '  or 
VIA_PAD_TOGGLE  macros are invoked within an application assembly module this 
macro must be called once prior to their declaration.
W henever either of the global .PUBLIC Boolean variables 'e x jr ig g er ' or 'ex jo g g le ' are 
logically TRUE this macro initializes the VIA PAD (Port A) and DDRA (Data Direction 
Register B) registers for input from an external trigger and for output to trigger an external 
device, respectively. The I/O port bits selected by the operator when the 
'AD JSETTING S' procedure (F.4.4) is invoked from within a host application program 
are stored in the DDRA register: i.e. the I/O bit equivalent of the integer value of global 
.PUBLIC variables 'trigger_bit' and 'togglejbit' are stored in the DDRA.
H .4 .3  T he fV IA  P A D  T R IG G E R ’ M acro
An external trigger may be connected to any bit on Port-A (PAD) as determined by the 
integer value of the global .PUBLIC variable 'triggerJbit'. W henever the global 
.PUBLIC variable 'e x jr ig g er ' is logically TRUE, the character ? is displayed on the 
screen and the macro goes into a infinte loop waiting for a voltage transition to occur on 
the selected 'triggerJbit'.
The voltage transition is determined by the logical value of the global .PUBLIC variable 
'h ig h jo J o w jr a n s i t io n ':  i.e. if TRUE a +5 volt to 0 volt transition must occur, 
otherwise if FALSE a 0 volt to +5 volt must occur.
H .4 .4  T he ’V IA  P A D  T O G G L E ' M acro
An external device may be triggered by connecting it to any bit on Port-A (PAD) as 
determined by the integer value of the global .PUBLIC variable 'togglejbit'. Whenever 
the global .PUBLIC variable 'ex Jo g g le ' is logically TRUE a brief pulse is output to the 
selected 'trigger J i t '  on Port-A.
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H.4,5 The 'V IA  IN T T ' M acro  
Formally declared as:
VIA_INIT <ACR, IER>
This macro initializes the VIA registers to known states. The value contained in the 
formal parameter <ACR> is stored in the Auxiliary Control Register (ACR). This register 
determines whether the input data ports are latched and how the timers and shift register 
will operate. The value contained in the formal parameter <IER> is stored in the Interrupt 
Enable Register (IER). Individual interrupts can be selectively enabled or disabled by the 
value contained in this register.
The Y IA  INIT' macro may be invoked as follows:
VIA_INIT #40,#0D0 /Initialize 6522 VIA Parameters
;ACR = #40 => PB7 disabled 
/Continuous interrupts on TimerO 
/IER = #0D0=>
/TimerO and CB1 interrupts enabled
The actual values are obtained from the VIA data sheets.
H .4 .6  The 'V I A  D E L A Y 1 M acro
This macro sets up the two VIA timers to give a one-off real-time delay. To use this 
macro the global .PUBLIC variables 'D e l a y V  and 'D e la y O ' must contain appropriate 
values. The method in which the timers are employed to generate a one-off delay is 
determined by the following:
IF DelayO = 0 THEN ...no delay is assumed.
IF Delayl = 0 THEN ...Timer-0 only
is employed to cause the delay.
IF Delay1<> 0 THEN ...Both Timers
are employed to cause the delay.
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This macro invokes the 'V IA J N IT ' macro to set up the VIA timers. Clearly, if the 
'VIA_D ELAY ' macro is invoked, the 'V IA J N IT  macro must be called to ensure the 
timers are correcdy set up for the next timing operation, for example:
VIA_DELAY /Cause a delay
VIA_INIT #40,#0D0 /Initialize 6522 VIA Parameters
/ACR = #40 => PB7 disabled 
/Continuous interrupts on TimerO 
/IER = #0D0=>
/TimerO and CB1 interrupts enabled
H.5 Raw A/D 12-bit Data Conversion Macros
The following two macros convert a raw 12-bit A/D binary data into a two's complement 
number. The high byte and the low byte result of an A/D conversion is passed to each 
macro via the formal parameters <ad_H_byte> and <ad_L_byte>. The result is stored in 
an indirect indexed (postindexed) address as obtained by indexing with the index register 
Y (stored in 'ad_index') from the the base address contained in the zero page label 
'pointer'. The global .PUBLIC variable 'a d jn d e x ' is incremented, word-wise, per 
conversion. Depending on the A/D conversion card in question these macros are 
interchangable.
H .5 .1 The 'AD G E T P N  D A T A f M acro 
Formally declared as:
AD_GET_PN_DATA <ad_H_byte, ad_L_byte>
This macro converts 12-bit Positive/Negative A/D binary data into a two’s complement 
number. The range is -4096 to +4096. This macro may be invoked as follows:
AD GET PN DATA ad 6522_H_byte, ad_6522_L_byte
where the variables 'ad_6522_H_byte' and 'ad_6522_L_byte' contain the high byte and 
low byte of the raw A/D binary data, respectively.
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H ,5 » 2____The 'A D  G E T  P D A T A ' M acro
Formally declared as:
AD_GET_P_DATA <ad_H_byte, ad L byte>
This macro converts 12-bit Positive A/D binary data into a two's complement number. 
The range is 0 to +4096.
This macro may be invoked as follows:
AD_GE T_P_D AT A ad_6522_H_byte, ad_6522_L_byte
where the variables 'ad_6522_H_byte’ and ’ad_6522_L_byte' contain the high byte and 
low byte of the raw A/D binary data, respectively.
H.6 Mass Data Storage Macros
Once the raw A/D data has been converted it is stored in memory. To do this various 
counters and address pointers must be manipulated in order to determine how much data 
has been stored and where in memory each datum is stored. The following two macros 
count the amount of data being collected. This information is stored in the global 
.PUBLIC variable 'ad_c_count' and is tested for equality against the global .PUBLIC 
variable 'ad_n_count' which is assigned the value ’theA.kindA.n_datum+l’ from within 
the ’M AC  S T U F F ’ unit. When equality is reached the global .PUBLIC variable 
'ad_finished’ (declared as a Boolean variable in the interface of the ’MAC_STUFF’ unit) 
is set logically TRUE to indicate to the host application program that current data 
collection cycle has been completed.
Upon determining when an acquisition process is complete the formal variable <exit> 
enables both macros to jump to an appropriate label in order to exit from the current 
environment.
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Although the counting process is the same for both macros, the method in which the zero 
page label'pointer' is manipulated determines where in memory the collected data will be 
stored.
At the host application program level a buffer is defined and its pointer is passed to the 
'AD_ACQUIRE' procedure (F.4.2) as the formal variable 'theA.buff. The address of 
this pointer is stored in the zero page label 'pointer'. The area of memory pointed to by 
the label 'pointer' is defined as a "page".
H .6 .1  The 'AD  S A V E  P A G E  D A T A '-M a cra  
Formally declared as:
AD_SAVE_PAGE_DATA <exit>
This macro assumes only one data storage page exists. The size of the page is not 
necessarily determined by the size of the 'buffers' TYPE declaration, which is defined in 
the 'DIR STUFF' unit as and array of 'max_buffer+l' integers. Given a series of 
contiguous buffers exist in the host program the actual length of a page may be defined as 
the net number of elements that exist in a contiguous block of appended buffers, i.e. an 
"extended" buffer. The maximum number of data points which can be collected during a 
single acquisition process is therefore:
'theA.kindA.n_datum := (max_buffer+l)*n_buffer'
The following host application program demonstates a method of declaring contiguous 
buffers or extended buffers:
PROGRAM EXTENDED_BUFFERS; USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF,
MAC_STUFF;
VAR b u f fe r l , bu ffer2 , b u ffe r3 :buffer;
the ¡s tu ff ; 
mac ¡d river; 




the'''. kind'''. n_datum: = (max_buffer+1) *3; 
AD ACQUIRE (the,mac) ;
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H , 6 , 2____T he 'A D  S A V E  B O O K  D A T A ' M arrn
Formally declared as:
AD_SAVE_BOOK_DATA <exit>
This macro assumes two data storage pages exist, i.e. two independent 'buffers' exist 
which may be contiguous. The size of a page is determined by the length of 'buffers', 
i.e. 'max_buffer+r. When a page is full the respective buffer's global .PUBLIC 
variable 'ad_l_flag’ or 'ad_2 Jlag ' is set logically TRUE; while the other is set logically 
FALSE. A host application program can detect when a full page via these variables and 
save the data to a block oriented device: like adding pages to a book. When both pages 
have been filled the contents of the zero page lab e l 'pointer' is reinitialized allowing new 
data to reuse the same memory space. The amount of data which could be collected 
would be determined by storage capacity of the block oriented device or the maximum 
integer the host microcomputer can represent.
E i l___ Miscellaneous Macros
H .7 .1  T he ’A D  F L A G  T O G G L E ' M acro
Whenever a page becomes full this macro is called to toggle the global .PUBLIC variables 
'ad_l J la g ' and 'ad_2 J la g \  i.e. logically invert their respective values.
H .7 .2  The fA D  C L O S E ' M acro
This macro contains a procedure to explicitly close down interrupts used by the data 
acquisition system. It is present in the A/D Macro Library providing access to all data 
collection modules. This macro is invoked by the 'AD CLOSE' procedure (F.4.3).
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THE 'G E T  S T U F F ' UNIT
{ $ S + + ,R - }
UNIT GET_STUFF; INTRINSIC CODE 27 DATA 26; 
INTERFACE
CONST max_fname=23; { Maximum length of a complete filename }
max_prefix=8; { Maximum length of a filename prefix }
max_filename=15; { Maximum length of actual filename }
suffix_ID='.'; { Filename suffix identifier i.e. dot }
xmax=79; ymax=21; { Maximum 'x,y' TEXT screen coordinates } 
clear=12; { Clear the entire text screen }
clreol=29; { Clear to-end-of-line }
bell=7; { Sound the bell (beep) }
max volumes=31; { Maximum number disk volumes in system }
TYPE fstring= string[max_fname] ; { Filename String Definition }
sets= SET OF CHAR; { Useful simplification }
alerts=(norm,invert,beeps,binvert); { Attention modes }
formats=(fix,fixed_jpoint,sci,scientific); { ’REAL’ format }
byte= 0..255; location= PACKED ARRAY[0..0] OF byte;




volumes=ARRAY [0..max volumes] OF INTEGER; { Disk volumes }
devices=INTERACTIVE; { Normally ’Printer:’ or ’Console:’ }
VAR print, { Preset to print:=FALSE; implying CLOSED }
{ Contains current printer status. }
{ When TRUE the printer is available. }
show_range, { When TRUE show range of numeric input. }
escaped :BOOLEAN; { Contains the status of the last }
{ completed keyboard operation. }
{ The following integer variables are User Selectable and } 
{ may be adjusted by the programmer at anytime. }
escape, { Preset to 27; "Escape key". }
whyte, { Preset to 14; "NORMAL” text mode. }
blck :INTEGER; { Preset to 15; "INVERSE" text mode. }
yes, { Preset to yes:=’Y'; }
no :CHAR; { Preset to no :='N'; }
yesno :sets; { Preset to yesno:=’[yes,no]' }
{ 'yesno' declaration is commonly used as the 'acceptable' } 
{ set argument in the ’C_PROMPT’ and ' READ_CHAR' procedures }
esc_message:STRING; { Escape Message 'AT(x,ymax-1)' }
disk_volumes :volumes; { Disk volumes currently in system }
prt, { Refers to the 'printer:' init to CLOSED }
csl :devices; { Refers to the 'console:' init to OPENED }
{$V-} { Disable parameter length checking on strings. Leave here }
FUNCTION SCREEN . (control:INTEGER) : CHAR
FUNCTION AT (x, y : INTEGER) : CHAR
FUNCTION AT_CLEAR (x, y : INTEGER) : CHAR,
FUNCTION AT_CENTRE (s: STRING; y : INTEGER) : CHAR,
PROCEDURE CENTRE_MESSAGE (s: STRING; y :INTEGER; alert : alerts)
FUNCTION P_AT (x, y :INTEGER; VAR device : devices) : CHAR,
PROCEDURE OUTPUT_DEVICE(x, y :INTEGER);
PROCEDURE SHOW_ERRORS (error :INTEGER);
FUNCTION STR_REAL (VAR s: STRING; VAR result:REAL;
VAR error :INTEGER) : BOOLEAN;
FUNCTION STR_INT (VAR s: STRING; VAR result, error: INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE REAL_STR (r : REAL; fmt : formats; ndecimals : INTEGER;
VAR s:STRING);
PROCEDURE FILL_STRING(index,count:INTEGER; c:CHAR; VAR s: STRING); 
PROCEDURE ADD_CHAR (max_length: INTEGER; c:CHAR; VAR s:STRING); 
PROCEDURE CHOP_CHAR (VAR s:STRING);
FUNCTION UP P E R_C AS E (c:CHAR) : CHAR;
PROCEDURE STR_UPPER_CASE (VAR s:STRING);
PROCEDURE TIDY (x, y,max_length: INTEGER; VAR s : STRING);
PROCEDURE POKE (address :INTEGER; value :byte);
FUNCTION PEEK (address :INTEGER) :byte;
FUNCTION KEYJTOUCHED : CHAR;
PROCEDURE VOLS_AVAILABLE;
FUNCTION VOL_PRESENT (VAR disk_volumes : volumes; voi : INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN;









ye s_or_no: CHAR) : CHAR; 
(x,y:INTEGER; alert:alerts; s:STRING;
acceptable:sets; VAR c:CHAR); 




PROCEDURE READ_REAL(x,y:INTEGER; lrange,hrange:REAL; fmt:formats
ndecimals:INTEGER; VAR number:REAL)
PROCEDURE GET_FILENAME (x,y :INTEGER;
PROCEDURE INC_FILENAME (change :INTEGER;
FUNCTION SUFFIX_LENGTH (fname :fstring)
PROCEDURE SUFFIX_RENAME (new_suffix :fstring;
PROCEDURE PREFIX_REMOVE (VAR fname:fstring) ;
PROCEDURE GET_VOL_NUMBER(x,y : INTEGER; s: STRING; VAR voi : INTEGER) 
PROCEDURE FNAME_VOL (x,y :INTEGER; VAR fname:fstring;
VAR voi :INTEGER)







clrkeybd= -16368; { In 'KEY_TOUCHED' = >  p-System 1.2 } 
TYPE lstring=string[32] ;
VAR decimal, disk_vols: BOOLEAN;
inversion,noise:INTEGER;
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{ BEGIN LIBRARY UTILITIES }
{$C CCOPYRIGHT: This Software Product was Written by DAVID CHEESMAN. } 
{$1 GETN_SAUCE } { String to number converter }
{$1 GETP_SAUCE } { Armour Plated Utilities }
{$1 GETR_SAUCE } { Armour Plated READ_SAUCE }
{$1 GETF_SAUCE } { Get filenames }
{ END LIBRARY UTILITIES }
1 J.
{ BEGIN GET_STUFF, Initializing! }
BEGIN
yes:='Y'; no:='N'; yesno:=[yes,no]; 
show_range:=TRUE; print:=FALSE;
CLOSE(csl); CLOSE(prt); REWRITE(csl, '#1:'); 
escaped:=FALSE; escape:=27; 
whyte:=14; blck:=15;
esc_message: =' Type ESC twice to Abort'; { '(AT(x,ymax-l)' }
disk_vols:=FALSE; VOLS_AVAILABLE;{ Get disk volumes in system } 
END.
{ END GET_STUFF }
{***************************************************************j.
{ BEGIN GETP_SAUCE }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE' file which can only be 
compiled when 'GET_STUFF' is being compiled. . . }
FUNCTION SCREEN;
{ Provide screen control by passing the appropriate integer screen 




{ FUNCTION SCREEN }
^ ■ k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k j c k - k - k - k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k jc - k - k - k k - k - k - k - k 'k - k - k k - k - k - k 'k - k ' k - k 'k 'k ' k - k - k 'k - k 'k ' k 'k 'k i c 'k 'k ' k - k y
FUNCTION AT;
{ Place the cursor at the screen coordinates 'x,y'. }| - k - k - k - k - k - k - k * * - k * k - k - k - k - k k - k - k - k k : - k - k - k - k - k k - k - k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k - k - k - k - k - k k k * - k - k - k * - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k - k }
BEGIN
IF x<0 THEN x:=0; IF x>xmax THEN x:=xmax;
IF y<0 THEN y:=0; IF y>ymax+2 THEN y:=ymax+2;
GOTOXY(x,y); { Place the cursor AT(x,y) }
AT:=CHR(0); { Return a dummy value }
END;
{ FUNCTION AT } ̂k - k k - k - k k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k r - k - k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k - k k - k - k k - k k k - k  k k k - k - k * - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k i c k i k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k }
FUNCTION AT_CLEAR;
{ Place the cursor at the screen coordinates 'x,y' and clear-to- 
end-of-line and then re-positioned the cursor at the screen 
coordinates 'x,y' }
BEGIN
WRITE (AT (x, y) ,CHR(clreol) ,AT (x,y) ) ;
AT_CLEAR: =CHR (0) ; { Return a dummy value }
END;
{ FUNCTION AT_CLEAR }
FUNCTION AT_CENTRE;
{ Clear the screen line 1y ' from x=0 to end-of-line and then 
display the parsed string in the centre of the screen at the 
selected 'y' coordinate. }
VAR cat:CHAR; { Its cheaper this way, in terms of memory usage } 
BEGIN
cat: =AT_CLEAR (0,y);
WRITE(AT(((xmax-LENGTH(s)) DIY2)-l,y),' ',s,' ');
AT_CENTRE:=CHR(0); { Return a dummy value }
END;
{ FUNCTION AT_CENTRE }
^ ■ k -k -k -k -k i^ -k -k -k -k -k -k i^ -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k i r -k -k -k -k ^ -k -k -k i r -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k ir -k -k -k -k ir -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k ^
PROCEDURE INVERT_NOISE(alert : alerts) ;
{ Determine 'inversion' and 'noise'. NB. Local routine only. }
^ - k - k - k - k - k - k 'k k : - k - k * * - k k ; - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k - k - k - k - k - k 'k - k 'k - k 'k - k - k - k k : - k -k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k 'k * - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k '^
BEGIN
inversion:=0; noise:=0;
IF (alert=invert) OR (alert=binvert) THEN inversion:=blck;
IF (alert=beeps) OR (alert=binvert) THEN noise:=bell;
END;
{ PROCEDURE INVERT_NOISE }
{■k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kifk-k-k-kifk-kic-k***************************}
PROCEDURE CENTRE_MESSAGE;
{ Clear the screen line 'y' from x=0 to end-of-line and then 
display the parsed string in the centre of the screen at the 
selected 'y' coordinate in the selected attention mode.
Screen is always returned in 'whyte' video mode. }
VAR cat:CHAR;
BEGIN
INVERT_NOI SE (alert) ; cat: =AT_CLEAR (0, y) ;
WRITE(CHR(inversion), CHR(noise), CHR(noise),
AT(((xmax-LENGTH(s)) DIV 2)-l,y),' ',s,' ',CHR(whyte));
END;
{ PROCEDURE CENTRE_MESSAGE }
^ k k - k - k ^ - k ^ ; - k k - k mk k k - k - k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k ' k i r - k k : - k k k ' k ' k - k - k k k - k - k k - k k r k : k ^ - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k : - k - k - k i k k - k i r - k - k ' ^
FUNCTION P_AT;
{ Specifically a 'device' oriented 'GOTOXY' function.
Moves the cursor (head) to the position x,y.
Note: 1/ All 'y' positions are relative to the last 'y' position. 
2/ The 'x' position is only relative to its last position. 
3/ If 'y' alters or a writeln is used the 'x' position 
becomes relative to zero. }I"k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k - k - k - k - k ' k - k - k - k - k k k k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k k k k k - k - k - k - k k - k - k ' k - k k ' k k - k k - k - k - k - k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - kJ.
VAR I: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:=1 TO y DO WRITELN(device) ; WRITE(device,' ':x);
P_AT:=CHR(0); { Return a dummy value }
END;
{ FUNCTION P_AT }
^ k - k - k 1 f k - k - k k - k k - k 1 c - k - k * ' k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k ' k - k - k j t k - k - k k - k k - k k k - k k k - k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k : - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k j r k - k - k - k k - k J.
PROCEDURE OUTPUT_DEVICE;
{ Checks for a printer in the system. If a printer is not 
present a comment indicating such is displayed. Otherwise a 
prompt encouraging the operator to select the printer as the 
output device is displayed.
When the global boolean variable 'print' is set to TRUE the 
















CLOSE (csl); REWRITE(csl,1#1:'); { Anyway }
END;
{ PROCEDURE OUTPUT_DEVICE }{*****************************************************************j
PROCEDURE REAL_STR;
{ Convert a real number into a string, in either fixed point format 
or scientific format. }{*****************************************************************j
PROCEDURE R_TO_FIX;




IF r<0.0 THEN BEGIN
s:='-'; r:=-r;
END
ELSE s : = '';
IF (ndecimals>=0) AND (ndecimals<=maxpwr)
THEN r :=r+ 0.5/PWROFTEN(ndecimals) ; 
nbefore:=l; WHILE r>=10.0 DO BEGIN
r:=r/10.0; nbefore:=nbefore+l; 
END;
FOR I:=l TO nbefore+ndecimals DO 
BEGIN
IF I=nbefore+l THEN ADDCHAR (xmax, ' . ', s) ; 
digit :=TRUNC (r);




{ PROCEDURE R_TO_FIX }
{= — — — = — = =
PROCEDURE R_TO_SCI;














r:=fraction; R_TO_FIX; STR(expo,temp); 
s:=CONCAT(s,1E ',temp);
END;




f ix, f ixedjpoint : R_TO_FIX; 
sci,scientific :R TO SCI;
END; “
END;
{ PROCEDURE REAL_STR }
PROCEDURE FILL_STRING;
{ Fill the variable string 's' from the 'index'ed position 'count 
number of bytes with the specified character 'c'.
'index' is an integer value which specifies the starting position.
'Count' is an integer value which specifies the number of bvtes to be filled.
If either 'index' or 'count' are less than one 'FILL STRING' does nothing. ~
The fast built-in system procedure 'FILLCHAR' simplifies the 
filling process, thus avoiding the use of 'FOR' loops. However 
|FILLCHAR' alters the 'LENGTH' of the string. To maintain the 
integrity of the string's length the result of 'index+count-2'
is stored in the zeroth element of the variable string 's'. }{**************** *********** *************************** .
BEGIN




{ PROCEDURE FILL_STRING }j**************************************************************^
PROCEDURE ADD_CHAR;
{ Add a character to the end of a string. }{*****************************************************************, 
BEGIN




{ PROCEDURE ADD_CHAR }
{ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * j
PROCEDURE CHOP_CHAR;
{ Chop or delete a character from the end of a string. }
{***************************************************************** j
BEGIN
IF LENGTH(s)>0 THEN s [0]:=PRED (s[0]);
END;
{ PROCEDURE CHOP_CHAR }j********************************************^.,!.^.^^^^^^^.^.^^.^^^^^^.^^^
PROCEDURE POKE
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{ Read and return the decimal value of the contents of the 
memory location 'address'. The decimal value will be in the 






{ FUNCTION PEEK }
{ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - k k - k k - k k - k - k k - k k k - k k - k - k k * * k k - k - k - k k k - k k - k - k k k - k k k k - k k k - k k - k k - k - k - k k - k  j.
{FUNCTION KEYJTOUCHED; { = = = = = >  p-System 1.2
{ Works similar to the Applestuff function KEYPRESS. Read the 
keyboard latch location -16384. If the keyboard has been 
touched the character representing the typed-key is returned in 
upper-case and the keyboard is cleared. If the keyboard has NOT 









{ FUNCTION KEYJTOUCHED }
{ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + j
FUNCTION KEYJTOUCHED; { = = = = = = >  p-System 1.3 }
{ Works similar to the Applestuff function KEYPRESS. 1.3 Pascal. }{************************************** here toQ , p_System 1#3 } 
TYPE touch_status= RECORD
n_chars :INTEGER;
shift, solid_apple, open_apple: BOOLEAN- END;
VAR key_status: touch_status; 
key_last: CHAR;
BEGIN




IF EOLN(KEYBOARD) THEN KEYJTOUCHED:=CHR(13)
ELSE KEYJTOUCHED:=UPPER CASE(key last); END; “ “
END;
{ FUNCTION KEYJTOUCHED }
{************************************************* ***** * * * * * * * * * * * j
PROCEDURE CHECK_OFFSET (offset,maxoffset:INTEGER; VAR x, y :INTEGER); 
{ Check the value of the integer variable 'y' with maximum and 
minimum y-screen coordinates.
Adjust the integer variable 'x' so when it is added to the 
'offset' the result is less than or equal to 'maxoffset'. If 
the integer variable 'x' is altered or an error occurs, it is 
the programmers responsibility to remedy the error; and that's how it should be anyway!!! }
{*****************************************************************,
BEGIN
IF maxoff set >=xmax THEN maxoff set :=xmax-l;
REPEAT
IF (x+offset)>maxoffset THEN x:=x-l;IF x<0 
THEN BEGIN
x :=0; COMMENT('String Too Long!'); EXIT(program);END;
UNTIL (x+offset<=maxoffset);
IF y<0 THEN y :=0; IF y>ymax THEN y:=ymax;END;
{ PROCEDURE CHECK_OFFSET }
{ END GETP SAUCE }
{ BEGIN GETN SAUCE }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE* file which can only be 





IF (error>0) AND (error<7)
THEN CASE error OF
{ 0 : COMMENT('No error') ; }
1 : COMMENT('No number present');
2 : COMMENT('Exponent out of range');
3: COMMENT('Mantissa out of range');
4: COMMENT('String is too long');
5 : COMMENT('Integers do not contain decimal points');6: BEGIN
STR (MAXINT, s ) ;
COMMENT(CONCAT('Absolute of integer is greater than ',s END;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE SHOW_ERROR }
{ *****************************************************************^
FUNCTION STR_REAL;
{ Convert a numeric string to a real number. }{***************************************************************** j
CONST maxstring=20; 
radix =10; 




{ Twenty characters should be sufficient. } 
{ For general consumption we use base ten! } 
{ Adjust for system's overflow condition. } 
{ For example 10e+36 }
{ Adjust for system's underflow condition. } 
{ For example 10e-36 }
VAR numeric, point, modifier : SET OF CHAR;
index,deci_index,len:INTEGER; 
negative : BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE OUT_OF_RANGE(err : INTEGER);
{ If the string 's' is out-of-range set the default values and 
return the appropriate out-of-range 'error' message. }








{ Searches for the first numeral in the string ’s'. If a numeral 
is present determine whether the number is positive or negative 
and whether the number begins with a leading decimal point. If 
a numeral is not present set the default values, return an 
out-of-range 'error' message and cease further processing.
There are numerous considerations which must be made at this 
point in determining the validity of a number. For example the 
following combinations of numbers are valid:
23400; +23.40; +0.2340; +.2340;
23.40; -23.40; -0.2340; -.2340;
Many programs fail in determining whether the last four 
examples, ie., +/-0.2340 or +/-.2340 are numbers or not! }
{-------------- ---  =-------------------VAR done: BOOLEAN; 
digit:CHAR;
BEGIN
index:=1; deci_index:=0; decimal:=FALSE; negative:=FALSE; 
REPEAT
digit:=s[index]; done:= digit IN numeric;
IF NOT done 
THEN index:=index+l 

















UNTIL done OR (index>len);
IF index>len THEN BEGIN




{ FUNCTION SEARCH }
{ = = = = = m = = = „ = = = = = = = = = = _ _ =m =====================}
PROCEDURE CONVERT;
{ Convert string 's' to its numerical value. }
{= = = m = = = = = ^ =m ==m ==m ==m ==̂ ^ =====;==========m======}
VAR expo : REAL;
digit : CHAR; 
expo_neg : BOOLEAN; 









{ FUNCTION CONVERT }
{--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
PROCEDURE EXPOCONVERT;
{ If string ’s' contains an exponential part then assign the 
the global variable 'expo' to its numerical value. }
{ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}












WHILE (expo_index<=len) AND (I<expo_units) DO 
BEGIN
digit:=s[expo_index];
IF digit IN numeric THEN expo:=CONVERT(expo,digit)
{ Forced exit } ELSE I:=expo_units; 




{ PROCEDURE EXPOCONVERT }
{-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
PROCEDURE GET_NUMBER;
{ Step through string 's' converting each alphanumeric
character to its numerical equivalent to build the number 
and store the result in in 'result*. If the character is 
not in the 'modifier+numeric+point+exponent' then quit and 
return the 'result'. Once again, many programs seen fail 
when the following combinations appear:
12e3; 1.2e04; 120e-01; 12E+03; even +.0e-0!;
All of which are valid. }
{-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- >VAR done : BOOLEAN ;
BEGIN
done : =FALSE ; expo__count : =0 ;
REPEAT
digit:=s[index] ;















IF digit IN exponent THEN EXPOCONVERT; 
done :=TRUE;
END;
IF NOT done THEN index :=index+l;
UNTIL done OR (index>len)
OR NOT (digit IN modifier+numeric+point+exponent) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_NUMBER } {----------------------------------------- }
PROCEDURE MAKEJSTUMBER;
{ Now that all the numerical parts of string 's’ have been 
evaluated the range of the mantissa and the exponent must be 
validated. Once validated, the two components are combined 
to generate the final number ('result’)• If either the 
mantissa or the exponent or the combination of the two are 
out-of-range the appropriate error message is returned. }
{ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
VAR r ange_che ck : BOOLEAN ;
BEGIN
IF expo_neg THEN expo_count : =expo__count-TRUNC (expo) -1 
ELSE expo_count:=expo_count+TRUNC(expo)-1;
{ -1 since x.0=xe0 }
IF decimal THEN expo_count :=expo_count-(index-deci_index) ;
range_check:= (expo_count<minexpo) OR (expo_count>maxexpo);
IF range_check THEN OUT_OF_RANGE (02) ;
range_check:= ( ( (expo_count=minexpo) AND (result<minmantissa))
OR ( (expo_count=maxexpo) AND (result>maxmantissa))); 
IF range_check THEN OUT_OF_RANGE(03);
IF NOT range_check 
THEN BEGIN
IF expo_neg THEN result :=result/PWROFTEN (TRUNC (expo) )
ELSE result:=resuit*PWROFTEN(TRUNC(expo));
IF negative THEN result:=-result; 
error :=0 0; STR_REAL:=TRUE;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE MAKE_NUMBER }
{-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
PROCEDURE PLACE_IN_DECIMAL;
{ Finally, adjust 'result' to the correct number of decimal 
places. If the number was a decimal set the boolean 
variable 'decimal' to true. This is to resolve the 
occassion when a string of the form xE-yz, eg. 5E-02, is 
parsed to the function 'STRINT'. }
{ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ }
BEGIN
IF decimal THEN result:=result/PWROFTEN(index-deci_index);
IF expo_neg AND NOT decimal THEN decimal:= TRUNC(expo)>0;
END;
{ PROCEDURE PLACE_IN_DECIMAL }
{ }
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<~=-----------  ---- -.................... }{ BEGIN CONVERT }
BEGIN
exponent : = ['E ',* 1e']; expo:=0.0; expo_neg:=FALSE;
GETJNQMBER; MAKE_NUMBER; PLACE_IN_DECIMAL;
END;
{ PROCEDURE CONVERT }
{ = m - = ........... -------—  — -------
{ *****************************************************************j
{ BEGIN STR_REAL }
BEGIN
numeric :=['O'..'9']; modifier:=['+','-']; point: = 1];
result:=0.0; len:=LENGTH(s);
IF lend THEN OUT_OF_RANGE (01)
ELSE IF len>maxstring THEN OUT_OF_RANGE(04)
ELSE IF SEARCH THEN CONVERT;
END;
{ FUNCTION STR_REAL }{*****************************************************************} 
FUNCTION STR_INT;
{ Convert a numeric string to an integer number. }
I ***************************************************************** j,
VAR return: REAL;
PROCEDURE OUT_OF_RANGE(err : INTEGER);
{ If the string 's’ is out-of-range set the default values and 




{ PROCEDURE OUT_OF_RANGE }
C ̂ ===— = = = = = = ~ = = = ™ = = = = ™ = ^ = = = = = = ^ ^ = ^ ^
I ***************************************************************** J.












{ FUNCTION STR_INT }
 ̂***************************************************************** j.
{ END GETN SAUCE }
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{ BEGIN GETR SAUCE }
{ NB. This is an ’INCLUDE' file which can only be 
compiled when 'GET_STUFF' is being compiled... }
{ The following set of functions and procedures are designed to 
assist the programmer in producing a user friendly interface.
The screen oriented input procedures control user input and 
ensure that the user responds within the specified limits or 
range which the programmer has imposed.
All input prompts will display the default value or the last 
legally accepted user input value prior to the users continued 
input.
The variable which is used to store the user input for later 
processing should be initialized by the calling program, since 
these input variables are displayed on the screen as a prompt to 
the user prior to the users input. }
PROCEDURE BEEP;





{ PROCEDURE BEEP }
I ***************************************************************** j,
PROCEDURE COMMENT;
{ Displays the comment string ’s' in the centre of the bottom text 
line on the screen. A carriage return must be typed in from the 
keyboard to exit. }
VAR reply : CHAR;
len:INTEGER;
BEGIN
len:=xmax-l-14; IF LENGTH(s)>len THEN s:=COPY(s,1,len);
CENTRE_MESSAGE(CONCAT(' ',s,' : Type Return '),ymax+2,invert);
REPEAT
BEEP; READ (KEYBOARD,reply) ;
UNTIL EOLN(KEYBOARD);
reply :=AT_CLEAR ( 0,ymax+2); { Now, this is cheap! }
END;
{ PROCEDURE COMMENT }
{ ************************************** *********************** **** }
PROCEDURE C_PROMPT;
{ Place the cursor at the screen coordinates ’x,y’, and
clear-to-end-of-line. Then display string 's' in the selected 
attention mode, i.e. 'alert', at the screen coordinates 'x,y' 
and the contents of the character variable 'c'. Then wait for 
a character to be typed in from the keyboard.
All input characters are converted to their upper-case equivalent 
and will appear on the screen as such.
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When a character is ’acceptable' it is returned to the calling 
program via the character variable 'c' in uppercase.
If a carriage return is typed the original contents (or the 
upper- case equivalent) of the character variable 'c' are 
assumed to be the response required.
Screen is always returned in 'whyte' video mode. }
{***************************************************************** j.
VAR len:INTEGER; cat : CHAR;
BEGIN
INVERT_NOISE (alert); IF inversion=blck THEN s:=CONCAT(' ',s, ' '); 
len:=2+LENGTH(s); CHECK_OFFSET(len,xmax-l,x,y); len:=x+len; 
cat : =AT_CLEAR (x, y ) ;
WRITE(CHR(noise),CHR(noise),CHR(inversion),s,CHR(whyte)); 
READ_CHAR (len, y, acceptable, c) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE C_PROMPT }
■£**********************-**-*"*-*;A:;Ar;jr;*r'*'-*-;fc--*-*-*-***-*--*--*--*--*-*-*-:fc--*--*-'*--*--*--*’-*-'*"*-7ir*******j.
FUNCTION YN_PROMPT;
{ Displays the string 's' at the passed 'x,y' coordinate, in the 
selected attention mode, i.e. 'alert'. Automatically display, 
in inverse video mode, in the centre of the screen at 'ymax+2' 
the string
'Type: Y(es or N(o'
Either 'Y', 'N' or a carriage return may be typed to exit.
If 'escaped' the OPPOSITE of the original character 'yes_or_no' 
is returned. }{***************************************************************** j.
VAR reply:CHAR;
BEGIN
CENTRE_MESSAGE (' Type: Y (es or N (o', ymax+2, invert) ; 
reply :=yes_or_no; C_PROMPT (x,y, alert, s, yesno, reply) ;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN YNJPROMPT:=reply
ELSE IF yes_or_no=yes THEN YN_PROMPT: =no ELSE YN_PROMPT: =yes; 
reply: =AT_CLEAR(0,ymax+2); { Same trick as previously eluded } 
END;
{ FUNCTION YN_PROMPT }
|*****************************************************************j.
PROCEDURE READ_CHAR;
{ Display the contents of the character variable 'c' at the screen 
coordinates x,y. Then wait for a character to be typed in from the 
keyboard. All input and output characters are converted to their 
upper-case equivalent and will appear on the screen as such. This 
procedure will continue to loop until the typed-in character is 
'acceptable'. When a character is 'acceptable' it is returned to 
the calling program via the character variable 'c'.
The public boolean library variable 'escaped' is set to true if 
the operator has 'escaped' from this procedure. This allows to 
operator to easily exit a point in the program.
If a carriage return is typed the original contents (or the 
upper- case equivalent) of the character variable 'c' are 
assumed to be the response required.
NOTE:
This will accept all control characters. They will, however, be
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displayed as a space, which if in acceptable will be returned as 
a space. The ’esc’ character can be used in 
1 acceptable', however, if used as a default character the 
'escape-abort' option will not be flagged. }{*****************************************************************} 
CONST cr=13; { Carriage Return }





{UNITCLEAR (1); { Flush buffer }
c:=UPPER_CASE(c); escaped:=FALSE; control:=[CHR(00)..CHR(31)]; 
original:= c IN acceptable;
REPEAT





escaped:=FALSE; reply:=c; { So 'reply' is acceptable }
IF NOT original




IF (ord_reply=escape) AND escaped THEN EXIT(READ_CHAR); 
escapedT= (ord_reply=escape) AND NOT (reply IN acceptable); 
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
IF ord_reply=01 THEN OUR_STUFF;
IF reply IN acceptable THEN c:=reply ELSE BEEP; 
END;
END;
UNTIL reply IN acceptable;
IF c IN control THEN reply:=' '; WRITE(reply,AT(x+1,y));
END;
{ PROCEDURE READ_CHAR }
{-k*-k-k-k-k*-k-k-k-k*-k*-k-k-k-k*-k-k**-k-k****************************************}
PROCEDURE READ_STR;
{ Display the string variable 's' at the screen coordinates x,y.
Then wait for a string to be typed in from the keyboard which 
has a length less than or equal to 'maxlength'. The 'esc' key 
and the 'forward arrow' and 'backward arrow' keys have been 
implemented. A string is only accepted when the 'return' key 
is typed. The accepted string is then returned to the calling 
program via the string variable 's'.
WHEN S='' LINES ARE RETURNED !!!! ie ___________
If 'maxlength' is less than or equal to zero we assume that the 
contents of the string variable 's' are invalid and substitute 
the default values, ie., maxlength:=xmax-l and s:=''. It is 
then possible for the string variable 's' to return a valid 
string containing up to maxlength characters.
If the cursor is positioned over the zeroth element of the 
displayed string (ie typing 'esc' ) and a carriage return is typed, 
the original contents of the string variable 's' are assumed to be 
the response required. }
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{*************************************************************-*--*-*-*- j.
VAR line, s_def ault : STRING;
l__default : INTEGER;
PROCEDURE EDIT_S TRING;
{=— — === = = -  ------------------ ------- = — = }CONST barrow=8; farrow=21; esc=27;
VAR s03:string[03]; s_buffer:STRING; 
l_buffer,I,ord_reply:INTEGER; 





I:=0; s: = *1 ; s_buffer: = ’' ;
WRITE (AT (x,y), s_default,COPY (line, l,maxlength-l_default) ) ;
END;


















































GOTOXY(x+I,y); READ(KEYBOARD,reply); s03[1]:=reply; 
ord_reply:=ORD(reply);
IF (ord_reply=escape) AND escaped 
THEN BEGIN
























{ PROCEDURE EDIT_STRING }
BEGIN
IF maxlength>=xmax THEN maxlength:=xmax-l;
IF maxlength<l THEN maxlength:=1;
CHECK_OFFSET(maxlength,xmax-1,x,y);
FILL_STRING(1,SIZEOF(line), , line); l_default:=LENGTH(s);
IF l_default<l 
THEN BEGIN1 default:=maxlength; s_default:=COPY(line, 1,l_default) ; 
END­




END; { PROCEDURE READ_STR }
j *****************************************************************}
2 2




CENTRE_ME S SAGE(CONCAT('Range is ',s_lrange,' . . ',s_hrange),ymax+1,invert) 
END;
{ PROCEDURE SHOW_L_H_RANGE }
{*****************************************************************}
PROCEDURE READ_INT; _
{ Display the integer variable 'number1 at the screen coordinates 
x,y. Then wait for an integer number to be typed in from the 
keyboard which is in the range ' lrange<=number<=hrange' . The 
accepted integer number is then returned to the calling program 
via the integer variable 'number1.
If a carriage return is typed the original contents of the integer 
variable 'number' are assumed to be the response required. }{*****************************************************************} 
VAR s_lrange, s_hrange, s_number, s_default: string [ 8 ];
l_lrange, l_hrange, default, l_default,maxlength, err: INTEGER; 
a number,good_vol:BOOLEAN; cat:CHAR;
BEGINdefault:=number; good_vol:=TRUE; { For getting disk volumes } 
IF (defaultclrange) OR (default>hrange) THEN default:=hrange; 
STR (default, s_default); l_default: =LENGTH (s_default) ;
STR (lrange, s_lrange); l_lrange: =LENGTH (s_lrange);
STR (hrange, s_hrange) ; l_hrange: =LENGTH (s_hrange) ;
maxlength:=l_lrange;
IF maxlength<l_hrange THEN maxlength: =l__hrange;
SHOW_L_H_RANGE (s_lrange, s_hrange) ;
REPEATs_number: =s_default; READ_STR(x,y,maxlength, s_number) ;
IF (s_number=s_default) OR escaped 
THEN BEGIN
number:=default; a_number:=TRUE;
IF escaped THEN EXIT (READ_INT) ;
END
ELSE BEGIN
a_number: =STR_INT (s_number, number, err) ;
IF NOT a number THEN SHOW_ERROR(err);
END;
IF a_number
THEN IF (number<lrange) OR (number>hrange)
THEN BEEP 
ELSE IF disk_vols 
THEN BEGINgood__vol: =VOL_PRESENT (disk_volumes, number) ;
IF NOT good_vol THEN BEEP;
END;
UNTIL (number>=lrange) AND (number<=hrange) AND a_number AND good_vol;
cat: =AT_CLEAR (0, ymax+1) ;




{ Display the real variable ’number* at the screen coordinates 
x,y. Then wait for a real number to be typed in from the 
keyboard which is in the range ’lrange<=number<=hrange'. The 
accepted real number is then returned to the calling program 
via the real variable 'number'.
If a carriage return is typed the original contents of the 
real variable 'number' are assumed to be the response required. }
VAR s_lrange, s_hrange, s_number, s_default: lstring;





IF (default<lrange) OR (default>hrange) THEN default:=hrange; 
REAL_STR (default, fmt, ndecimals, s_default); l_default: =LENGTH (s_default); 
REAL_STR (lrange, fmt, ndecimals, s_lrange); l_lrange: =LENGTH (s_lrange); 
REAL_STR (hrange, fmt, ndecimals, s_hrange); l_hrange: =LENGTH (s_hrange); 
max length: =1_1 range;
IF maxlength<l_hrange THEN maxlength:=l_hrange;
SHOW_L_H_RANGE (s_lrange, s_hrange);
REPEAT
s_number: =s_default; READ_STR (x,y,maxlength, s_number) ;
IF (s_number=s_default) OR escaped 
THEN BEGIN
number: =default; a_number: =TRUE ;
IF escaped THEN EXIT (READ_REAL) ;
END
ELSE BEGIN
a_number: =STR_REAL (s_number, number, err) ;
IF NOT a_number THEN SHOW_ERROR(err);
END;
IF a_number
THEN IF (numberclrange) OR (number>hrange) THEN BEEP;
UNTIL (number>=lrange) AND (number<=hrange) AND a_number; 
cat: =AT_CLEAR (0, ymax+1) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE READ_REAL }
j ***************************************************************** }
{ END GETR_SAUCE }
{ BEGIN GETF SAUCE }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE' file which can only be 
compiled when 'GETF_STUFF' is being compiled... }
PROCEDURE VOLS_AVAILABLE;
{ Determines which volumes are available to the system. The 
result is store in the global integer array 'disk_volumes'.
The zeroth element, 'disk_volumes[0] ', contains the ACTUAL 
Number of Volumes Available in the system.
Note: Disk volumes patched to the system WILL NOT be found. }
I " k ' k j c k - k - k - k - k - k - k 'k J c k - k - k - k - k - k - k i c k - k - k - k - k i f k i c k i c j c - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k i c k - k l c - k - k l c i c k i f - k i c k - k i c i c i i i c k j c j.
VAR n vols:INTEGER;
PROCEDURE WHICH_VOLUMES (start, finish: INTEGER) ;
{ = = = = == _-------
VAR I,result :INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:=start TO finish DO 
BEGIN
{UNIT__CLEAR (I ) ; { ==— = = = >  p-System 1.2 }
UNIT_STATUS (I,result, 1) ; { = = = = — => p-System 1.3 }
IF IORESULT=0 
THEN BEGIN





{ PROCEDURE WHICH VOLUMES }
}
BEGIN





disk_volumes[n_vols]:=0; { Always assign n_vols+l:= 0 }
disk_volumes[0]:=n_vols-l; { Zeroth contains actual n_vols }
END;
{ PROCEDURE VOLS_AVAILABLE }*̂********7k-yr7tyr**********-*,*'*,'*'*'*',*'*'*,'*"#r,*''*'**'*'**,'*,*,'*’'*,'*’'*’'*’'*’'*’'*''*'*’'*'7ir-A--*--*'*'5k--*-*-*'-*j.
FUNCTION VOL_PRESENT;
{ Returns TRUE if 'vol' present in the integer array
'disk_volumes': otherwise returns FALSE. }
VAR I, n_vol s: INTEGER;
done: BOOLEAN;
BEGIN
n_vols:=di sk_volume s[0]; I:=1; done:=FALSE;
REPEAT
done:=vol=disk_volumes[I]; I: =1+1;
UNTIL (I>n_vols) OR done;
VOLJPRE SENT:=done;
END;




{ Returns the volumes available to the system as a string, e.g.
4,5,9..12,14,15,17..20
where the characters .. indicate from..to inclusively. }
VAR n_vols,I, J,K, il,i2,i3:INTEGER;
punctuation:string[02]; si,s2:string[08]; temp:string[20];
PROCEDURE PROCESS;



















IF i3=0 THEN i3:=i2;
STR(i3,si);
END;
temp: =CONCAT (1, 1, si,punctuation, s2) ;
IF (LENGTH (temp) + LENGTH (s_volS) ) <=xmax 
THEN s_vols:=CONCAT(s_vols,temp)
ELSE BEGIN





{ PROCEDURE PROCESS }
BEGIN
n_vols:=disk_volumes[0]+1; { Zeroth element contains n_vols }
s_vols: = ' '; sl: = "; s2: = "; il:=0; i2:=0; i3:=0; J:=0;
IF n_vols=2 THEN STR(disk_volumes [1] , s_vols) ;
IF n_vols>2 THEN BEGIN
FOR I:=l TO n_vols DO 
BEGIN
IF J<3 THEN i3:=i2; i2:=il;
il:=disk_volumes[I]; J:=J+1;
IF J=1 THEN K:=il ELSE K:=K+1;
IF KOil THEN PROCESS;
END; DELETE(s_vols,1,1); { i.e. ',whatever' } 
END;
END;




VAR s_vols: STRING; slO:string[10];
BEGIN
VOLS_STR (disk_volumes, s_vols) ; slO : = ’Volume (s) ' ;
IF LENGTH(s_vols)>69 THEN slO:='Vol(s)
s_yols : =CONCAT (si0, s_vols ) ; CENTRE_MESSAGE (s_vols, ymax+1, invert )
END;
{ PROCEDURE SHOW_VOL_RANGE }
{****************************************************************}
PROCEDURE GET_FILENAME;{****************************************************************} 
{ Display the prompt "Disk filename ... " (LENGTH=20 chars) at
the screen coordinates x,y followed by the default filename as 
contained in the string variable 'fname'. Then wait for a 
filename to be typed in from the keyboard. If the filename is 
accepted it is returned to the calling program via the string 
variable ’fname'. This procedure simulates Apple's UCSD 
Pascal operating system in denoting filenames.
If a carriage return is typed the displayed filename is 
assumed to be the response required.
If the 'escape' key is typed the displayed filename is 
decremented by one, prior to returning to the application 
program.
Homologous or automatic filenames may be generated at any time 
during the course of executing an application program. A 
sequential group of digits must be supplied, as either a 
suffix to the filename, or as a prefix to the 'suffix_ID' of 
a filename. The range and thus the cycle of an homologous 
series of filenames is determined by the number of digits 
supplied. Thus, if one digit is supplied the range will be 
from 0 to 9, if two digits are supplied the range will be from 
00 to 99, and so forth.
For example; Filename Range
Note, the 'suffixJED' and suffix, i.e. '.0000' are not altered.
Homologous filenames are automatically incremented by one 
upon calling this procedure. At anytime, the automatic 
generation of filenames can be stopped by removing the 
respective number of digits from the filename.
We assume the programmer can assign a legal default filename to 









0 to 9 
00 to 99
000000 to 999999 




CONST prompt='Disk filename ... ';
VAR suffix,old_f name:fstring;
l_f name, max f name, l_prompt: INTEGER;
PROCEDURE EXTRACT_SUFFIX;
{ Extract the default suffix from 'fname'. }
{— *   ...... ..-----— - ------------ _— ===}





l_fname : =LENGTH (fname) -l_suf f ix+1 ; 
suffix :=COPY (fname, l_fname, l_suffix) ;
DELETE (fname, l_fname, l_suffix) ;
END;
old_fname:=fname; { Re-assign 'old_fname' here }
maxfname : =maxfilename-l_suffix;
END;
{ PROCEDURE EXTRACT_SUFFIX }
{ = = = = == = = -:-------= =  ---------------------- ---- ------------- --------  }
PROCEDURE GET_FNAME;
{ = = — = = — ---------- }CONST colon=1 : 1 ; star= ' *'; qmark=' ? ' ; equal=' = ' ; 
hatch=' # ' ; dollar='$’; percent='%’;








{ Checks that the numeric value of the prefix in the filename 
lies within the Operating System's legal numeric filename 
prefixes. }
{ ........................................................................................................................................ }VAR vol,err:INTEGER; s:string[05];
BEGIN
LEGAL_PREFIX:=FALSE; s:=COPY(fname,1,l_prefix-1);










invalid:= NOT ((fname[start] IN alphanumeric) AND (start<=finish)) 
UNTIL (start=finish) OR invalid;
END;




l_fname: =LENGTH (fname); l_j?ref ix: =POS (colon, fname) ;
IF ((l_fname-l_j?refix<=maxfname) { consider only }
OR (l_fname-POS (star, fname) <=maxfname))
AND (l_prefix<=maxprefix)
AND (l_prefix<l_fname) { consider only ’ : ' }
THEN IF l_j?refix=0 { ie. maybe its the system ’prefix’!!! 
THEN IF fname [l]=star THEN VALIDATE (1, l_fname)
ELSE VALIDATE (0, l_fname)
ELSE IF fname[1]=colon
THEN VALIDATE (l__prefix, l_fname)
ELSE IF fname[1]=star
THEN VALIDATE (2, l_fname)
ELSE IF fname[1]=hatch 
THEN BEGIN
IF LEGAL_PREFIX





THEN VALIDATE (l_prefix, l_fname) ; 
END
ELSE invalid:=TRUE;
IF invalid THEN COMMENT('Illegal filename’); 
VALID:=NOT invalid;
END;





s_f name: =f name ;
alphanumeric:=['!’.. ' ~ ,'O'..’9’]
- [colon,star,qmark,equal, hatch, dollar,percent];
REPEAT
fname: =s_f name ;
TIDY (x+l_prompt, y,maxprefix+maxfilename, fname) ;
READ_STR (x+l_prompt, y,maxprefix+maxfname, fname) ;
IF escaped





fname:=old_fname; INC_FILENAME (-1, fname) ; 
END
ELSE done :=VALID 
UNTIL done OR escaped; 
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_FNAME 




l_jprompt : =LENGTH (prompt ) ;
CHECK_OFFSET (l_j3rompt+maxprefix+maxfilename,xmax, x,y) ;
WRITE (AT (x, y ) , prompt ) ; SHOW_VOL_RANGE ;
INC_FILENAME ( 1, fname ) ; EXTRACT_SUFFIX ; GET_FNAME ; 
fname : =CONCAT (fname, suffix) ;
WRITE (AT (x+l_jprompt, y) , fname, AT_CLEAR(0,ymax+l) ) ;
END;




{ If the passed ’fname' assumes an homologous series filename 
structure, it is incremented by one either positively or 
negatively. }
(  ‘k -k -k -k -k -k -k if k -k ir -k J r -k iç ic -k -k -k -k -k -k -k - jç -k ifk -k -k -k ir lç -k -k -k -k j i r -k i i r -k -k -k -k ic i f k -k -k -k -k -k i r iç -k iç -k -k -k -k iç ic -k ic k ' j
VAR numeric : sets; 
min,max : CHAR; 
next : BOOLEAN;
I, l_fname : INTEGER;
PROCEDURE INCREMENT(position:INTEGER);
{ ====*- -----------  }BEGIN




{ PROCEDURE INCREMENT }
{ .................. ......... ........................................................................... }
BEGIN
numeric : = [ ' 0 ’ . . ' 9 ' ] ;
l_fname : =LENGTH (fname) -SUFFIX_LENGTH (fname) ;
I :=0; next :=TRUE;
WHILE (I<l_fname) AND next DO 
BEGIN
IF fname [ (l_fname-I) ] IN numeric 
THEN BEGIN






INCREMENT (l_fname-I) ; 
next :=f name [l_f name-I] =min;
END
ELSE next:=FALSE; I:=1+1; { Always increment 'I* here. }
END;
{ Note: check 'I' sometime?
IF l_fname>0
THEN IF fname [l_fname-I+l] =min
THEN COMMENT('Warning, change filename counter’); }
END;
{ PROCEDURE INC_FILENAME }
^ • k -k ic -k -k -k -k ic k ic k -k -k -k -k i t r -k ic -k -k -k -k -k -k i ' i t l ' -k -k jç jc -k -k i t -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k ic k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k ^ -k ^ -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k ^
FUNCTION SUFFIX_LENGTH;
{ Returns the total length occupied by the ’suffix_ID’ and suffix 
in a filename. All characters following the last occurring 
’suffix_ID' are assumed to be the suffix. If a ’suffix_ID' is 
not present in the filename the function returns zero. }




THEN l_suffix:=ABS (SCAN (-l_fname, =suffix_ID, fname [l_fname] ) ) 
ELSE l_suffix:=0;
IF 1 suffix=l fname THEN SUFFIX LENGTH:=0
END; ELSE SUFFIX LENGTH:=1 s u f f i x + 1 ;
{ FUNCTION SUFFIX_LENGTH }
{ ********* ************************************** ***************** J.
PROCEDURE SUFFIX_RENAME;
{ Add a suffix, or rename the current suffix of ’fname’. The 
passed string ’new_suffix’ should be prefixed by the suffix 
identifier, i.e. ’suffix_ID’. However, the suffix identifier 
is added automatically if it has been omitted.
NOTE: The passed string ’new_suffix' is NOT corrected for 
illegal alphanumeric filename characters. }
I****************************************************************} 
VAR old_f name:fstring;
l_fname, l_suf f ix: INTEGER;
BEGIN
l_suffix:=LENGTH(new_suffix);




old_fname: =fname; PREFIX_REMOVE (old._fname) ;
IF LENGTH (old_fname) -SUFFIX_LENGTH (old_fname)















l_pref ix : =POS (1 : ’, fname) ;
IF l_prefix=0 THEN l_jDrefix : =POS ( ’ * ', fname ) ;
IF l_prefix>0 THEN DELETE (fname, 1, l_jprefix) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE PREFIX_REMOVE }
PROCEDURE GET_VOL_NUMBER;
{ Get a volume number or prefix. }
I ★ ****************★ •*•★ •*■■*■★ **★ ★ •*•**★ **■*■*****■*•***'*■★ ***•*★ '*■*•*•*■**'*■***■*■*'*■•*■ j.
VAR len,h_range:INTEGER; cat:CHAR;
BEGIN
len:=2+LENGTH(s); CHECK_OFFSET(len,xmax-1,x,y); len:=x+len; 
h_range :=disk_volumes [disk_volumes [0] ] ;
REPEAT
IF NOT VOL_PRESENT (disk_volumes, vol) THEN vol:=04;
WRITE (AT_CLEAR (x, y) , s) ;
SHOW_VOL_RANGE; show_range: =FALSE; di sk_vol s : =TRUE ;
READ_INT (len,y, 4,h_range, vol) ;
UNTIL VOL_PRESENT (disk_volumes, vol) OR escaped;
3 1
show_range:=TRUE; di sk_vols:=FALSE ; 
cat : =AT_CLEAR ( 0, ymax+1 ) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_VOL_NUMBER }{ T**************************************************************** j.
PROCEDURE VOL_FNAME;
{ Change the prefix of 'fname' to 'voi1 }{****************************************************************} 
VAR s03:string[03];
BEGIN
PREFIX_REMOVE(fname) ; STR(vol,s03) ; 
fname : =CONCAT ( ' # ', s03, ' : ', fname) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE VOL_FNAME }{**************************************************************** j.
PROCEDURE FNAME_VOL;




{— — - ......  ........... .......................................  — ........ ......... }BEGIN
GE T_VOL_NUMBER (x,y,
CONCAT('What is the Volume Number of fname, ' ?'),vol);
END;
{ PROCEDURE WHAT }
—------------ ---------------------- ---- --------------  }
BEGIN
IF NOT (fname[1] IN ['*','#'])
THEN WHAT
ELSE IF fname[1] = * *'
THEN voi:=04 
ELSE IF fname[1]='#'





{ PROCEDURE FNAME_VOL }
| ■k -k -k -h -k ic -k -k ^ ic k -k -k -k -k -k ik -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k ir^ r -k ir -k -k -k -k ik -k ir -k ir -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k i^ -k -k ic ic k -k  -kicjc -k-k  J.
{ END GETF SAUCE }
THE 'DTR S T U F F ' UNIT
3 3
{$S++,R-,I-}
UNIT DIR_STUFF; INTRINSIC CODE 25 DATA 24;
INTERFACE USES GET_STUFF;
CONST md_files=77; { Max # files in a Disk Directory }
{ Extrinsic data constructs }
blk__head=l; { Min # of disk blocks ’heads’ requires }
max_buffer=1023; { Max length of 'buffer' }
TYPE d_string=string[10]; 
s_label =string[09];
{ Date string Definition } 
{ Label string Definition }
interval = (micro,milli, second,minute,hour, day) ; { Time interval } 
t_units = (celsius,kelvin,fahrenheit,rankine); { Temp Units }
genera = (normal,faster); { Acquisition mode }










n_datum, m_datum, n_smooth, 
x_delay, x_increment : INTEGER; 
delay, increment :interval; 













Stuffs = PACKED RECORD
buff : buffer; 













{ File currently represented }
{ Minimum A/D conversion time } 
{ Minimum norm interrupt time } 
{ Minimum clock interrupt time } 
{ Min/Max A/D conversion range }
{ Number buffers employed }
{ Units: 'milli' or 'micro'}
_ { Units: 'milli' or 'micro'}
clock_interval :interval; { Units: 'micro' }
genus :genera; { Data size and Acquisition mode }
END;
{ I n t r i n s i c  d a ta  c o n stru c ts  }
action = (save,load,replace,list,remove, rename,select,smooth);
pruin = Aruins;
ruins = PACKED ARRAY [1. .md_files] OF BOOLEAN; 
pcycle = ''cycles;
cycles= ARRAY [l..md files] OF INTEGER;
date = PACKED RECORD
month: 0..12; 
day : 0. . 31; 
year : 0..100; 
END;





disk_name: string [7]; { Disk volume Name }
disk_size: INTEGER; { Blocks available on disk } 
disk_f iles:INTEGER; 
nop_C :INTEGER;
di s k_dat e :date; 
nop_D,nop_E : INTEGER;
END;
{ Blocks in directory }
{ # of files on disk }
{ Date disk last used }
file_info = RECORD
starting : INTEGER; 
ending : INTEGER; 
file_type: 0..7; 




{ Starting block of file } 
{ Ending block of file }
{ File with this info }
{ Date file last used }
direct = RECORD
disk: diskinfo;
files: ARRAY [1. .md_files] OF fileinfo;
END;
directory= ^direct; { ’directory' is a POINTER to 'direct'. } 
files = FILE; { 'FILE' can be used as a 'VAR' argument. }
VAR IOerror, { Reflects status of last I/O operation. }
block, { Extrinsic Data- block size variable. }
hires_top, { Preset to 16834; Graphics Page. }




PROCEDURE UN MAKE ROOM;
(bytes : INTEGER);





(VAR d:date; VAR s_date: d_string) ;
(VAR s_date: d_string; VAR d:date);
(error:INTEGER) :BOOLEAN;











VAR fname: f string; VAR n_datum: INTEGER) : BOOLEAN; 
RENAME_FILE (VAR dir:directory; VAR f:files;
VAR fnamel,fname2:fstring); 
REMOVE_FILE (VAR f:files; VAR fname:fstring);
PROCEDURE PRINT_DIRECTORY (VAR dir : directory);
PROCEDURE PROCESS_DIRECTORY(sort: action; vol: INTEGER;
VAR dir¡directory; VAR f:files;
VAR ruin¡pruin; VAR cycle¡pcycle 
VAR s_title¡STRING; VAR s_cycle¡ d_string) ; 
FUNCTION FILE_EDITOR (sort : action;
VAR dir¡directory; VAR f:files;




{ BEGIN LIBRARY UTILITIES }
{$C CCOPYRIGHT^ This Software Product was Written by DAVID CHEESMAN. }
{$1 DIR1_SAUCE } { Protect 'Short Graphics' & input/output stuff }
{$1 DIR2_SAUCE } { File editor }
{ END LIBRARY UTILITIES }
{ BEGIN DIR_STUFF }
BEGIN
block¡=04; { 4 (blocks ) * 512 (bytes)= max_buffer+l (integer) } 
hires_top¡=16834; { of Graphics Page. }
hires_bottom:=8192; { of Graphics Page. }
END.
{ END DIR_STUFF }
•̂k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k̂-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kick-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-klt-k-k-k-k'k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k̂
{ BEGIN DIRI SAUCE }
{ NB. This is an ’INCLUDE' file which can only be 
compiled when 'DIR_STUFF is being compiled. .. }
PROCEDURE MAKE_ROOM;
{ This procedure provides a mechanism for accessing the memory 
between a program's initial top-of-heap and the bottom of the the 
hires graphics page. To make room the number of bytes required 
must be parsed to this procedure. The procedure then MARKS the 
system's current top-of-heap pointer and places the address into 
the variable 'making_room' (a private global library variable) of 
type ' memory' .
The programmer should then call the procedure NEW, as many times 
as required to take up the space of the number of bytes parsed to 
'MAKE_ROOM'. This results in a new variable of type pointer (ie, 
buffer"") which is located in the heap. The top-of-heap pointer 
is then moved above the space taken by the pointers (ie, 
buffer"") .
If there is no room the top-of-heap pointer is moved to the top 
of the graphics page thus protecting the graphics page anyway. 
This procedure should be declared immediately after the BEGIN 
in the main section of a program. Upon exiting a program 
' UN_MAKE_ROOM' must be used to RELEASE the room and return the 
system's top-of-heap pointer to its usual value.
Upon initially running a program there are generally 4734 bytes 
of memory between the top-of-heap and the bottom of the hires 
graphics page (ie, 8192).
Assumme we require two 'buffers', the following method should be 
declared in the main section of a program
Begin Main Program
BEGIN
MAKE_ROOM(SIZEOF(buffers)*2); 2 = number of 'buffers'
NEW(bufferl); NEW(buffer2);
PROTECT; Protect the graphics




RELEASE protected graphics. 
RELEASE protected buffers.









{ PROCEDURE MAKEJROOM }
PROCEDURE UN_MAKE_ROOM;
{ Used to RELEASE the room created by ’ MAKE_ROOM1 and return the 




{ PROCEDURE UN_MAKE_ROOM }{*****************************************************************1
PROCEDURE PROTECT;
{ Upon calling this procedure the hires graphics page is protected.
The system's current top-of-heap pointer is evaluated. If it is 
below the hires graphics page the top-of-heap pointer is assigned 
the address of the top of the hires graphics page. Thus 










{ PROCEDURE PROTECT }| ***************************************************************** j
PROCEDURE UN_PROTECT;
{ Used to RELEASE the protected graphics page caused by
'PROTECT' and return the system's top-of-heap pointer to the 




{ PROCEDURE UNJPROTECT }|***************************************************************** j.
PROCEDURE SYSTEM_DATE;
{ The 'action' 'load' obtains the systems' date and returns it via 
the 'date' variable 'd'.
The 'action' 'save' stores the parsed 'date' variable 'd' into 
the systems' date directory, i.e., on volume '#4'.
Note: these are the only 'action's taken by this procedure. }
^***************************************************************** j.





MARK(heap); NEW(dir); { Some Dynamicy }
UNITREAD(4,dir^,size,2); { Always }
WITH dir^.disk DO 
BEGIN









{ PROCEDURE SYSTEM_DATE }
PROCEDURE DATE_STR;
{ Convert the ’date* variable 1 d' into a string and return it via 
the 1 d_string' variable 1 s_date*. }
I j.
CONST months=' ? ? ? JanFebMarAprMay Jun JulAugSepOctNovDec ’ ;
TYPE string03=string[03] ;
VAR days,years :string03;
PROCEDURE CONVERT(i:INTEGER; VAR s:string03);
---------- - .................................... ................  = }BEGIN
STR(ABS(i),s); IF i<10 THEN s:=CONCAT('01,s);
END;
{ PROCEDURE CONVERT }
{ -----------------  --------------- - -  }
BEGIN
WITH d DO 
BEGIN
CONVERT ( day, day s ) ; CONVERT ( ye ar, ye ar s ) ;
s_date: =CONCAT (days, ,COPY (months,month*3+1, 3), ,years) ;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE DATE_STR }
PROCEDURE STR_DATE; ̂"A"*■ "A""*■ "*■ "*■ "*■ -*• -*• -*• -*• -sk--*• J
{ Convert the ,d_stringI variable 's_date' to the type 'date' and 
return it via the variable ’d’. }
CONST months= ' ? ? ? JANFEBMARAPRMAY JUN JULAUGSEPOCTNOVDEC ' ;
VAR err :INTEGER;
PROCEDURE CONVERT(s:d_string; VAR i: INTEGER);
{= = — -  ----  -.:-.-.̂ ===— ---- ------------------ }
BEGIN
IF NOT STR_INT(s,i,err) THEN i:=0; i:=ABS(i);
END;
{ PROCEDURE CONVERT }
.. ... ......  ^===;====1^ ......  _ _ _ _ _ -----------}
BEGIN
WITH d DO 
BEGIN
CONVERT(s_date,err); day :=err; DELETE(s_date,1,3);
CONVERT ( s_date,err); year :=err;
STR_UPPER__CASE (s_date) ;
month:=POS(COPY (s_date,1,3),months) DIV 3;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE STR_DATE }
{*****************************************************************}
FUNCTION VALIDATE;
{ Returns TRUE if the I/O (disk read/write) operation is valid. 
The parsed parameter ’error’ normally references the current 
value of IORESULT, which is obtaind after the last I/O 
operation. If there is an error the numerical value of 'error' 
is displayed. }
VAR err : STRING[3 ] ;
BEGIN
IOerror:=error; STR(error, err) ;
IF error<>0
THEN IF error=100 THEN COMMENT('Not Our File')
ELSE COMMENT(CONCAT('I/O error ',err));
VALIDATE :=error=0;
END;
{ FUNCTION VALIDATE }
FUNCTION FILE_EXISTS;
{ This function is set to TRUE if the parsed 'vol:fname.DATA' 





{ FUNCTION FILE_EXISTS }
PROCEDURE READ_D IRECTORY;
{ Prompt the user to type the volume number of the directory 
which is to be read. When this is accomplished the directory 
of the desired volume is read directly into the parsed pointer 
variable 'dir'. The volume number selected by the operator is 




GET__VOL_NUMBER (x, y, ' Volume number ? ', vol) ;
IF NOT escaped THEN UNITREAD(vol,dir",SIZEOF(direct),2);
UNTIL VALIDATE(IORESULT) OR escaped;
END;
{ PROCEDURE READ_D I RE C TORY; }
j *****************************************************************}
PROCEDURE DISK_SPACE;
{ Calculates the number of blocks used, and unused and the largest 
empty space available on the disk of the parsed directory. The 
information is then returned via the integer variables 'used', 
and 'unused' and 'largest'. }{*****************************************************************} 
VAR I,size,nfiles,block,ends:INTEGER;
BEGIN
WITH dir" DO 
BEGIN







used:=block; unused: =size-block; largest:=unused; 
END
ELSE BEGIN
I:=01; unused: =0; largest:=unused;
REPEAT
IF 1=01 THEN ends:=block
ELSE ends :=files[1—1].ending;




IF largest<used THEN largest:=used;
END;
I:=I+1;
UNTIL I>nfiles; ends :=files[1-1].ending; 
unused:=unused+size-ends; 
used : =si ze-unused;




{ PROCEDURE DISK_SPACE }
FUNCTION BLOCKS_AVAILABLE ;
{ This function is set to TRUE if enough blocks are available: 
otherwise it is set to FALSE.
Note ’escaped' can be used to flag an ABORT. }





FNAME_VOL (x, ymax, fname, used) ;
unused:=used; { Both used as ’vol' transients }
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
UNITREAD (used, dir^, SIZEOF (direct) , 2) ;
IF IORESULTOO THEN READ_DIRECTORY(x, ymax,used,dir);
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
IF unusedoused THEN V0L_FNAME (used, fname) ;
DISK_SPACE (dir,used,unused, available) ;
available:=available-blk_head; { available blocks }
block:=(max_buffer+l) DIV 256; { # blocks in buffer }
{ Divide by 256 because of INTEGERS }
{ Note: }
{ 'IF (max_buffer+l) MOD 256>0 THEN block:=block+l;' }




C_PROMPT(x,y,binvert,'DISK FULL: Insert new data disk NOW :Type Return', 
[reply],reply);
{ 'IF escaped THEN' the application program }






{ result:=available # of points within available block }









END; { escaped }
END; { escaped }END;
{ FUNCTION BLOCKS_AVAILABLE }{ **★★*★*★*★★★***★****★★*★★★*★*★■*■★★*★★★★***★★**★*★-*•★**★******★★•*■*★* j.
{ END DIR1 SAUCE }
{ BEGIN DIR2 SAUCE }
PROCEDURE RENAME_FILE;
{ This procedure is intended purely as a programmer’s utility }{****-*■•*•**■*■* *********** *******************************.*..*..*..*.*.*..*.*.*..*.,1;..*.*
VAR I, vol, n_f iles: INTEGER;
fnameA,fnameB:fstring;
FUNCTION NEW_FILE_NON_EXISTANT: BOOLEAN;
^ ---------- ----- - - ....
BEGIN
NEW_FILE_NON_EXISTANT: =TRUE; I: =1 ;





CONCAT(fnameB,’ Exists, ',fnameA,' not Renamed'),ymax,binvert) 




{ FUNCTION NEW_FILE_NON_EXISTANT }
{  .....................  —  —   .....— =
BEGIN
STR_UPPER_CASE (fnamel) ; STR_UPPER_CASE (fname2) ;
FNAME_VOL (04, ymax, fnamel, vol); fnameA: =fnamel;
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
PREFIX_REMOVE (fnamel) ; { This is a specific order } 





UNITREAD (vol, dir'", SIZEOF (direct) ,2);
IOerror:=IORESULT;


















END; { escaped }
{ Returns a volume numbered prefix }
{ NB. T h is  i s  an ’ INCLUDE’ f i l e  which  can o n ly  be
com piled  when ' DIR_STUFF’ i s  b e in g  c o m p ile d . . .  }
END;
{ PROCEDURE RENAME_FILE }
PROCEDURE REMOVE_FILE;{ * * * * * *  ************************* ***********************•*■•*■■*■•*■•*■*-*•*.*■•*■■*■ j
BEGIN
RESET(f,fname); IOerror:=IORESULT;
IF IOerror=0 THEN CLOSE(f,PURGE) ELSE CLOSE(f);
END;
{ PROCEDURE REMOVE_FILE }
{ *****************************************************************}
PROCEDURE PRINT_DIRECTORY;
{ The parsed ’dir’ectory is formatted and sent to the printer.





VAR I, used,unused, largest, size, n_files: INTEGER; 
s_date:dstring;
BEGIN
WITH dir".disk DO 
BEGIN
WRITELN(prt, ’Disk name 1,disk__name, ’ : ’) ;




WRITELN(prt,used,’ blocks used, ’, 















WRITE (prt, CHR (12) ) ;
END;




IF NOT print 
THEN BEGIN
UNITCLEAR(6); { Check ’printer:’ is on-line }
IF IORESULT=0 
THEN BEGIN
reset_print:=TRUE; CLOSE(prt); REWRITE(prt,’#6:’); 
END
4 4
COMMENT(' PRINTER: off-line'); process:=TRUE;END;
END;
IF process THEN PRINT_STUFF; IF reset_print THEN CLOSE (prt);END;
{ PROCEDURE PRINT_DIRECTORY }{***************************************************************** j,
ELSE BEGIN
PROCEDURE PROCESS_DIRECTORY;
{ The 'action’s 'select' and 'smooth' allow the programmer select 
filenames from the passed 'dir'ectory. The selected filenames 
are recorded in the BOOLEAN array 'ruin' at their respective 
index positions, as TRUE.
When the 'action' 'smooth' is employed, an integer prompt is 
displayed under the passed string 's_cycle', thus allowing the 
operator to choose the number of cycles the selected file 
is to be processed. The range of cycles is set to '1..1000': it 
is assumed that a selected file will be processed at least once.
Where:





















x_arrow=0 5; { i.e x_arrow:=x-0 3 }
lines=ll;
barrow=08; farrow=21; yeap=89; nope=78; quit=81; return=13;
VAR Iarrow,x__int,bl,
count,n_files:INTEGER;









CONST s_option=' Options: RETURN to page, Q to Quit, ->, <-1; 
VAR sl6:string[16];
used,unused,largest:INTEGER;
xl:=x+22; x2:=xl+13; x_int :=x2+15;
IF sort=list THEN sl6:=''
ELSE IF sort=rename THEN 316:=’, Y to process’
ELSE sl6:=’, Y/N to process’ 
DISK_SPACE(dir,used,unused, largest) ;
WITH dir7', disk DO 
BEGIN
n_files:=disk_files;
WRITE (CHR (Clear) , CHR (blck) ,
AT_CENTRE (stitle,0),AT(x-1,ymax+2),s_option,si6,' ',CHR(whyte), 
AT_CENTRE (esc_message,ymax+1 ),
AT(x,02),'Disk name',AT(xl,02),'Disk size',AT(x2,02),'# Files', 
AT(x,03),disk_name,':',AT(xl,03),disk_size, AT(x2,03),disk_files, 




THEN WRITE(CHR(blck),AT(x int-l,08),s cycle,CHR(whyte)); 
bl:=08+01; “
END;







WITH dir"'. files [J] DO 
BEGIN
DATE_S TR ( f i 1 e_dat e, s_dat e ) ;




IF (sort IN [remove,select,smooth])




THEN WRITE (AT (x_int, I+bl) , cycle7' [ J] ) ;
END;
J:=J+l; I:=I+1;
UNTIL (J>n_files) OR (I>lines) ;
Iarrow:=01;
END;
{ PROCEDURE LIST_DIRECTORY }
{=— --------------- ---  — .........— ■ = --------------------------  = }
BEGIN
PROCEDURE RENAMES;
{ *■■■= --------- --------------------------------------------------}
VAR J: INTEGER;
same_name : BOOLEAN; name : string [max_f ilename] ;
BEGIN








THEN IF JOcount 
THEN BEGIN
same_name : =TRUE ; COMMENT ( ' Exi sts1 ) ;
END; J:=J+1;
UNTIL (J>n_files) OR same_naine;
UNTIL NOT same_naine OR escaped;




{ PROCEDURE RENAMES }
<------------------------  -------- --- ----  }
PROCEDURE REMOVES;
{---------- —VAR I : INTEGER;







WRITE (CHR (clear) , CHR (blck),




{ PROCEDURE SHOW MESSAGE }
}
BEGIN
reply:=no; FOR I:=01 TO n_files DO IF blownA [I] THEN reply:=yes 
I:=01; STR(vol,s_vol); s_vol:=CONCAT('# », s_vol ,':»);
IF reply=yes THEN
IF YN_PROMPT(x,ymax,binvert,'Confirm REMOVAL ?*,yes)=yes 
THEN BEGIN






reply:=YN_PROMPT(x,ymax,binvert,1Confinn REMOVAL ?',yes); 
IF reply=yes THEN SHOW_MESSAGE;
END;
IF blown'" [I] AND (reply=yes)
THEN BEGIN
name :=CONCAT (s_vol, diry". files [I] . file_name) 
RESET (f,name); CLOSE(f,PURGE);
WRITELN (name, 1 < =  removed1 :20) ;
END; I:=I+1;
UNTIL (I>n_files) OR (reply=no);
COMMENT('To Continue’);
END;
FILLCHAR(blown'", SIZEOF (ruins), 0); { Always clear array } 
END;
{ PROCEDURE REMOVES }
{ }




blown'' [count] : =TRUE; WRITE (AT (x ruin, Iarrow+bl),'*»); END
ELSE BEGIN
blown^[count]:=FALSE; WRITE(AT(x_ruin,Iarrow+bl) , ' '); 
IF sort=smooth THEN cat :=AT_CLEAR(x_int, Iarrow+bl) ;
{ cycle''[count] :=0; THIS COULD BE EXECUTED, however }
{ If the option is re-selected it will remember the }
PROCEDURE SELECT RUIN (c :c h a r ) ;
{ previous number of cycles!! ! }
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE SELECT RUIN }
{-------------  — -----------------------------  }
PROCEDURE PRE_SELECT_RUIN (c:char);
{----------------  -------- }
BEGIN
IF c=yes THEN READ_INT (x_int, Iarrow+bl, 1,1000, cycle''[count] ) ;IF escaped THEN c:=no;
SELECT_RUIN(c);
END;
{ PROCEDURE PRE_SELECT_RUIN }
<--------------------  -------------- = -------------------- ---- }
PROCEDURE SHOW_ARROW(show:BOOLEAN);
{ = = = -  ■ --------------  ---------  }
VAR arrow: string[2];
BEGIN
IF show THEN a r r o w E L S E  arrow:=' 1 ;
WRITE(AT(x_arrow,Iarrow+bl),arrow);
END;
{ PROCEDURE SHOW_ARROW }
<=----------------------  — -----
PROCEDURE INDEX(indx: INTEGER);






IF (n_files MOD lines)=0 THEN count:=count-lines; 
LIST_DIRECTORY;
END;
IF count>n_files THEN BEGIN
count:=01; LIST_DIRECTORY;
END;
IF Iarrow<01 THEN BEGIN
count :=count-lines+l; LIST_DIRECTORY; 
END;
IF Iarrow>lines THEN LIST_DIRECTORY;
END;
{ PROCEDURE INDEX }
{ }







ELSE IF ord_reply=return 
THEN BEGIN
INDEX((((count+lines) DIV lines)*lines+l)-count); 
SHOW_ARROW(TRUE);
END
ELSE IF ord_reply=farrow 
THEN BEGIN




















select : SELECT_RUIN(reply); 
rename: IF reply=yes THEN RENAMES; 
smooth : PRE_SELECT_RUIN(reply); 
END;
{ PROCEDURE OPERATING }
}
PROCEDURE LISTING;
{—....~ ---------------------------------- --------------------- = = = = }
VAR ord_reply : INTEGER;
BEGIN
ord_reply:=ORD(reply); done:=ord_reply=quit;
IF NOT done THEN IF ord_reply=barrow THEN INDEX(-1)
ELSE INDEX(+lines);
END;
{ PROCEDURE LISTING }
............ ... - 7= M = = = = -----------
BEGIN
done:=FALSE; update_rename:=FALSE; IOerror:=0; marked:=FALSE;
IF sort=remove 
THEN BEGIN
marked:=TRUE; MARK(heap); NEW(blown); { Some Dynamicy !! } 
FILLCHAR(blown",SIZEOF(ruins) ,0);
END
ELSE blown:=ruin; { 'select' and 'smooth' require this } 
count:=01; LIST DIRECTORY;







reply :=CHR(return) ; READ_CHAR(01, Iarrow+bl, options, reply) ; 
IF (n_files>0) AND NOT escaped 
THEN IF sort=list THEN LISTING
ELSE OPERATING
ELSE done:=TRUE;
UNTIL done; IF marked THEN RELEASE (heap) ;
END;
{ PROCE S S_DIRECTORY }
FUNCTION FILE_EDITOR;
{ NOTE, Upon selecting option 'P' for "Print List", the directory } 
{ currently resident in memory is printed. }




last_disk_name: string [07] ;
FUNCTION OPTION: CHAR;
{ . ., ,_ ====^ , :;,„.........--------- _ ............ ...........*................... -_======== = = }




{ Display current filename status a preset ’reply'. }
BEGIN
WRITE(AT_CLEAR(x,yl),'Current filename ',fname,' ');
reply : = 'L ';
IF FILE_EXISTS(f,fname)
THEN BEGIN
IF sort=save THEN BEGIN
WRITE(CHR(blck)); reply ; = ’C'; 
END
ELSE reply:='Q';
WRITE('** Already exists **');
END
ELSE BEGIN




WRITE('** Does NOT exist **');
END;
WRITE(CHR(whyte)); { Always return to whyte }
END;








AT(x,y ), 'C. . . Change ',fname,
AT(x,y+1),'D. . . Delete ',fname,
AT(x,y+2),’L. . . List',
AT(x,y+3),'R. . . Rename',
AT(x,y+4),'X. . . Remove',
AT(x,y+5),'P. . . Print List',
AT(x,y+6),'V. . . Read Volume ’,
AT(x,y+7),'Q. . . Quit',
AT_CENTRE(esc_message,ymax-1)); y :=y+7+2; 
options: = [ ’ C',,D',,L,,'R',,X ,,,P ,,fV ,,'Q'];
STATUS;
C_PROMPT (x, y, norm,'Which Option ?',options,reply); OPTION:=reply; 





{ FUNCTION OPTION }
- • ..—  ' ■- ----— ------}
PROCEDURE GET_READ_DIR;
{ ---- ------------------------ ------------------------------------- -- --------- ----- ----------  ■ }
BEGIN
READ_DIRECTORY (x,y, vol, dir) ; last_disk_name : =dirA . disk, disk_naIne; 
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_READ_DIR }
{ — --------  -----  —-— = = = = =}
PROCEDURE PROCESS(sort:action; stitle:STRING);
{ = = = = = ^ = = = = = = = = = = = = = =— — — - =  }
VAR ruin :pruin; { Memory is NOT allocated } 




UNITREAD (vol, dir'',SIZEOF(direct) , 2) ; { Re-load directory }
IOerror:=IORESULT;
IF Iast_disk_name<>dir/S.disk.disk_name THEN GET_READ_DIR;
IF (IOerror=0) AND NOT escaped
THEN PROCESS_DIR(sort,vol,dir,f,ruin,cycle,stitle,c_cycle);
END;
{ PROCEDURE PROCESS }
{ ....— ------------------------------------ -= = = = = = = --------------— }
BEGIN
done:=FALSE; FILE_EDITOR:=TRUE;
FNAME_VOL (x, ymax, fname, vol) ;
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
UNITREAD(vol, dir^,SIZEOF (direct),2); { Re-load directory }
IF IORESULTOO THEN READ_D I RECTORY (x, ymax, vol, dir) ;
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN 















'R' ’.PROCESS (rename, 'Rename Files');







{ FUNCTION FILE_EDITOR }^*****************************************************************
{ END DIR2_SAUCE }
THE ' H E A D  S T U F F '  UNIT
{$ S + + ,R - }
UNIT HEAD_STUFF; INTRINSIC CODE 23 DATA 22;
INTERFACE USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF;
VAR header_title : STRING; { Title on Header page } 
yn_temp, yn_delay : CHAR; { Recalls last choice } 
ex_temp_source : BOOLEAN; { TRUE if temp obtained externally } 
tatx,taty: INTEGER; { WRITE(AT(tatx,taty),temperature) }
PROCEDURE INIT__HEAD (VAR kind:head);
PROCEDURE SHOW_HEAD (VAR the:stuff; wait : BOOLEAN);
PROCEDURE READ_HEAD (VAR the:stuff; VAR mac:driver);
IMPLEMENTATION








{ BEGIN LIBRARY UTILITIES }
{$C CCOPYRIGHT: This Software Product was Written by DAVID CHEESMAN. } 
{$1 HEAD_SAUCE } { ’Disk* utilitites . }
{ END LIBRARY UTILITIES }
^ - k 'k - k - k i r - k - k - k - k i r - k l c i r - k 'k i i r - k i r i i r - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k i c - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k i c - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k i c k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k i r - k i ’:'^
{***************************************************************j.
{ BEGIN HEAD_STUFF }
BEGIN
header_title:=' The PAM Project ';
ex_temp_source:=FALSE; { i.e. Operator supplies temperature } 
yn_temp:=yes; yn_delay:=yes; { Recalls last choice }
x:=05; { Screen coordinate! }
tatx:=x+39; taty:=15; { WRITE (AT (tatx,taty),temperature) }




{ END HEAD_STUFF }
I*****************************-*-*********************************}
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{ BEGIN HEAD_SAUCE }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE file which can only be 
compiled when 'HEAD_STUFF is being compiled. . . }
PROCEDURE INIT_HEAD;
{ Initializes the passed pointer variable 'kind', which points 
to the record variable 'heads'. Note the system part of 'the^' 
is not processed here. } ̂ ■A'T*rT*rT*rT*r"A"T*rT*rT*rTfe- -A-T * r T * r T * r - ^ r - ^ r J
BEGIN




x_label: ='microSec'; d_label: =x_label; y_label: ='mVolts' ; 
x_delay:=0; x_increment:=10 0 0;
delay:=micro; increment:=micro;
min_y_data:= MAXINT; min_j/_index: =-l; { Must set to -1 } 
max_y_data:=-MAXINT; max_y__index:=-l; { Must set to -1 } 
ours:='Copyright D. Cheesman 1986';
{ Since there is no -ve index, SHOW_HEAD will display min-max } 







{ PROCEDURE INIT_HEAD }




kelvin : s_unit:='Kelvin ';
fahrenheit: s_unit:='Fahrenheit'; 
rankine : s_unit: = 'Rankine' ;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE T_UNI T_TO_S TR }
PROCEDURE SHOW_HEAD;
{ Sends the actual contents, as pointed to by 'kind' (record 
variable 'heads'), to a previously selected 'device'. The 
appropriate text is also sent to the device. If the device is a 
printer the contents are also displayed on the console. If the 
boolean variable 'wait' is TRUE output is halted until the 
operator types 'return'.}
{*****************************************************************}
VAR z : INTEGER;






WRITE (d, PAT (x, y, d) ) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE CRLF }
{ ...................................................................................................................... }
BEGIN




T_UNIT_TO_STR (t_unit , st_unit) ;
WRITE(d,PAT(x,01,d),'Temperature : 1,st_unit,
PAT (z+01,00,d),temperature : 0:02);
END
ELSE CRLF(1);
IF (n_smooth>0) AND show_min_max
THEN WRITE (d, PAT (X, 02, d),'Cycles Smoothed: ',
PAT (z+06, 00, d), n_smooth)
ELSE CRLF(2);
IF (min_jy_index>-l) AND show_min_max 
THEN WRITE (d, PAT (x, 01, d) ,
'Minimum ',y_label,' is ' ,min_^y_data,
' at ' ,min_y_index, ' ',x_label,
PAT (x, 01, d),
'Maximum ',y_label,' is ' ,max_y_data,








WITH the^.kind^ DO 
BEGIN
WRITE(d,PAT((80-LENGTH(header_title)) DIV 2,00,d),header_title, 
PAT(x,02,d),'Run Title: ',title,
PAT(x,02,d),'Date : ',head_date,
PAT (15, 0,d),'File name: ',the'*.fname,
PAT(x,02,d),'Operator: ',opérâtor,




PAT(x,02,d),'Number of data points: ',
















{ (01+11+LF)=13 to print 33 lines }
END;
IF wait THEN COMMENT(1 To continue’);
END;
{ PROCEDURE SHOW_HEAD }
PROCEDURE SHOW_TOTAL_TIME(VAR the : stuff);
VAR result : REAL;
s09; string[09];
PROCEDURE TIME (delaying:BOOLEAN;
time : interval; increment :INTEGER);
{ — — ....... - - :« ^ ^ = ^ = === = = — }
VAR zone : interval;
PROCEDURE TIME_ZONE(range:REAL);
{ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR change : REAL;
BEGIN
IF result>=1440.0*range { 24hr * 60min =lday } 
THEN BEGIN
change :=1440.0; zone:=day; ,
END
ELSE IF result>=60.0*range { 60min * 60sec =lhr }
THEN BEGIN
change :=60.0; zone :=hour;
END
ELSE IF result>=range { 6Osee =lmin }
THEN BEGIN
change :=1.0 ; zone :=minute;
END






















IF NOT delaying THEN result :=result*the/'\ kind'*, n datum; CASE time OF —
micro : TIME_ZONE (60E06) ; 




{ PROCEDURE TIME }
BEGIN
y:=15;
WITH the^.kind^ DO 
BEGIN
TIME(FALSE,increment,x increment); { NOT delaying } WRITE(CHR(blck),





TIME (TRUE, delay, x_delay);





{ PROCEDURE SHOW_TOTAL_TIME }
PROCEDURE ALTER (VAR the:stuff; VAR mac:driver);
{ **★ *★ **★ ★ *★ ★ ***★ ★ ★ ****★ ★ -*•★ ★ ★ ★ ***★ ***★ *★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ****★ ★ *■*•★ ★ ★ ****•★ ★ *★ ★ *}
CONST max_minute=100; { Actually 109 (minutes) }
{ From ((65535 * 50 (milliSec) * 02) DIV 1000 (sec) DIV 60 (min) } 
VAR z,choi ce,l_max: INTEGER;
s09: string[09]; cat:CHAR;
PROCEDURE ABORT;
( — ...................  - ........ — .. }BEGIN
IF escaped THEN EXIT (READ_HEAD) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE ABORT }
<---------------  - -- ----------------  ---  --------  }
PROCEDURE GET_TIME_INTERVAL (delaying: BOOLEAN;
VAR time : interval ; VAR increment : INTEGER) ;
( ■ ...  —  }VAR done : BOOLEAN;
min, max : INTEGER;
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FUNCTION GET_REPLY(time:interval; VAR reply:CHAR) :interval;
{ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }




WITH the''.kind" DO 
BEGIN
IF (mac".genus=normal) OR delaying 
THEN BEGIN














CENTRE_MESSAGE (CONCAT ('Units: ',sl4, 'L=milli *, slO) , ymax+1, invert) 
IF delaying THEN sl0:=*Delay*
ELSE slO:='Increment’;
C_PROMPT (x/ymax/norm,CONCAT (slO, ' Inte^al ?’),acceptable,reply) ;
ABORT;
IF reply=,U* THEN GET_REPLY:=micro;
IF reply=*L* THEN GET_REPLY:=milli;
IF reply=* S’ THEN GET_REPLY:=second;
IF reply=,M* THEN GET_REPLY: =minute;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_REPLY }
{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
PROCEDURE GET_RANGE (time : interval) ;
{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
BEGIN




IF delaying THEN min:=clock_time 
ELSE CASE genus OF























min:=ad_time DIV 1000; 















IF delaying THEN d_label :=s09 ELSE x_label:=s09;
END;
{
{ PROCEDURE GET RANGE }
}
BEGIN
WITH mac~ DO 
IF delaying
THEN GET_RANGE (GET_REPLY (clock_interval, old_delay_reply) )
ELSE CASE genus OF
normal : GET_RANGE (GET_REPLY (norm_interval, old_inc_reply) ) 
faster: GET_RANGE(GET_REPLY(ad_interval,old_inc_reply)); 
END;
{ Finally, get the time interval required? }
READ_INT (z,y,min,max, increment) ; ABORT;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_TIME_INTERVAL }
PROCEDURE GET_TEMPERATURE;
{ 15th line }
{ = = = = =— .............. = = = = = = = = = = = = ====— -----------======= }
VAR reply : CHAR;
tmin, tmax : REAL; ' ,
st_unit:tstring; 
yn_mode:a_modes;
PROCEDURE GET_RANGE(t_unit: t_units) ; {-----------------------------------
BEGIN
CASE t_unit OF
Celsius : tmin:=-273.15; 
kelvin,
rankine : tmin:= 0; 
fahrenheit: tmin:=-459.67;
END; tmax:=2000.0; { arbitrary }
END;













yn_temp: =YN_PROMPT (x, ymax, ynjmode,
CONCAT('Include *,st__unit, F Temperature ?'),yn temp); ABORT; 
WITH the".kind" DO 
IF yn_temp=yes 
THEN BEGIN






CENTRE_MESSAGE('Units: C (elsius, K(elvin, F(ahrenheit or R(ankine', 
ymax+1,invert);
C_PROMPT(x, ymax, norm,’Temperature Units ?', [’C*,'K','F’,’R ’],reply); 
ABORT;
IF reply=’C' THEN t_unit:=celsius;
IF reply='K' THEN t_unit:=kelvin;
IF reply=’F ’ THEN t_unit:=fahrenheit;
IF reply='R’ THEN t_unit:=rankine;
T_UNIT_TO_STR (t_unit, st_unit) ;
WRITE (AT_CLEAR (x+14,15) , st_unit) ;
IF ex_temp_source
THEN WRITE(AT(tatx,taty),'?')










END; cat: =AT_CLEAR (x, ymax+1) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET__TEMPERATURE }
BEGIN 
y:=02;
WITH the".kind'' DO 
BEGIN
z:=x+ll; READ_STR(z,y,xmax-z-5,title) ; y:=y+4; ABORT;
READ_STR (z,y,xmax-z-5,operator); y :=y+2; ABORT;
z:=x+39;
yn_delay:=YN_PROMPT(x,ymax,norm,'Delay Required ? ’,yn_delay); ABORT; 
IF yn_delay=yes
THEN GET_TIME_INTERVAL (TRUE, delay, x_delay)
ELSE BEGIN
delay:=micro; x_delay:=0;
WRITE(AT_CLEAR (x+19,y),AT(z,y),0); { 10+8+1=19 }
END; y:=y+l;
61
GET_TIME_INTERVAL (FALSE, increment, x_increment ) ; y : =y+2 ; 
cat : =AT_CLEAR ( x, ymax ) ; cat : =AT_CLEAR ( z, y ) ;
READ_INT ( z, y, 1, n_max, n_datum ) ; y : =y+2 ; ABORT ;
ljmax:=SIZEOF(x_label)-1;
IF NOT ODD(l_max) THEN l_max : =l_max-l ;
{ NB: So that word boundarys are not violated since even length }
{ strings have an extra byte added. }
z:=x+14; READ_STR ( z, y,l_max,x_label); ABORT; y:=y+l; { y=15 } 
READ_STR ( z, y, l_max, y_l abe 1 ) ; ABORT ;
GET_TEMPERATURE ;
END;
first_time:=FALSE; { Must be here, its the first time! }
END;
{ PROCEDURE ALTER }
^ ■ k -k -k -k 'k ic i^ -k -k -k ir -k -k -k -k ic k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k ir -k -k ir -k -k ic k 'k 'k -k -k -k -k ic ic k -k -k -k -k ^ c -k i^ -k -k -k -k ic -k -k 'k -k -k 'k -k '^
PROCEDURE CHECK_BLOCKS(VAR the:stuff);
{ NOTE, 'the^.buff' is used to contain 'dir', thus, the original 
contents of ,the/v.buffI are always lost.
The contents of ’the^.kind’ are not normally lost. }




WITH the^.kind^ DO 
BEGIN
d_max : =n_datum ; .
WHILE NOT BLOCKS_AVAILABLE(5,ymax,dir,the'".fname,d_max)
AND NOT escaped
DO CENTRE_ME S SAGE('Confirming',ymax+1,invert);
IF escaped THEN EXIT (READJHEAD) ;
IF n_max>d_max THEN n_max:=d_max ;
IF n_datum>n_max THEN n_datum: =n_max;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE CHECK_BLOCKS }
{*****************************************************************}
PROCEDURE INITIALIZE(VAR the:stuff; VAR mac:driver); 
VAR vol : INTEGER;
FUNCTION GET_OLD_ZONE (time : interval ) : CHAR;
BEGIN
CASE time OF
mi cro: GET_OLD_ZONE: = 'U'; 
mi11i: GET_OLD_ZONE : = 'L '; 
second: GET_OLD_ZONE:='S'; 
minute : GET_OLD_ZONE : = 'M ';
END;
END;
{ FUNCTION GET OLD_ZONE }
{=: =  }
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BEGIN
WITH the^.kincT DO 
BEGIN
old_delay_reply:=GET_OLD_ZONE (delay) ; 
old_inc_reply :=GET_OLD_ZONE (increment) ;
WITH macA DO 
CASE genus OF 
normal: BEGIN














































END; { WITH the^.kind^ }
FNAME_VOL(x,ymax,the^.fname,vol) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE INITIALIZE }
PROCEDURE READ_HEAD;
{ NOTE, ’the'''.buff ’ is used to contain ’dir’, thus, the original 
contents of ’the'''.buff’ are always lost.
The contents of ’the'''.kind’ are not normally lost. }




WITH the'', kind"' DO IF temperature=MAXINT THEN temperature:=0.0; 
SHOW_HEAD(the,false);
CENTRE_MESSAGE (esc_message, ymax-1, norm) ; 
har d_copy : =TRUE ; show_mi n_max : =TRUE ; 
reply:=no;
REPEAT
reply : =YN_PROMPT (x, ymax, norm, ’Alter parameters ? ’, reply) ;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
IF first_time OR (reply=yes) THEN ALTER(the,mac) ; 
SHOW_TOTAL_TIME (the) ; { Display ’ TOTAL_TIME ' }
END;
UNTIL (reply=no) OR escaped;
IF escaped THEN the^ .kind''.temperature :=MAXINT;
END;
{ PROCEDURE READ_HEAD }
{ END HEAD SAUCE }
THE 'D I S K  S T U F F ’ UNIT
6 5
{$S++,R-,I-}
UNIT DISK_STUFF; INTRINSIC CODE 19 DATA 18; 
INTERFACE USES GET_STUFF, DIR STUFF;
TYPE x_type= (x_indx, x_dspl) ;

























indx: INTEGER) : INTEGER; 
N_BUFFER_WINDOWS (n_datum: INTEGER) : INTEGER;
BLOCK_BYTES(bytes:INTEGER);
MIN_MAX (x,y:INTEGER; VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files; 
istart,ifinish¡INTEGER;
VAR min,max,imin,imax:INTEGER); 
PRT_RESULT(VAR d:devices; VAR kind:head;
indx:INTEGER; result:REAL; VAR prt_type:desire);
(x,y:INTEGER; sort¡action;
VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files) :BOOLEAN; 
(buff¡buffer; VAR f:files) :BOOLEAN;
(x,y:INTEGER; VAR the¡stuff; VAR f:files); 
(VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files;
indx,value:INTEGER); 
(x,y:INTEGER; VAR kind:head;
VAR istart,ifinish:INTEGER; VAR which:x_type;
VAR which_reply:CHAR); 
(VAR kind:head; i:INTEGER) :REAL;
(VAR kind:head; x :REAL) :INTEGER;
(VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files;
IMPLEMENTATION
VAR lst_pge, { PRIVATE: Saves the last buffer page }
rite_blk:INTEGER; { PRIVATE: Saves the rite block count }
re_saving, { If TRUE then data is being re_saved }
bsave_j?assed:BOOLEAN; { If FALSE then re-assign ,n_datuml }
*̂-k-k-k-k-k1c*-kjc-k1c-k-k-k-kic*ickir-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kic-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kit-k-k-k-k-k̂
{ BEGIN LIBRARY UTILITIES }
{$C CCOPYRIGHT: This Software Product was Written by DAVID CHEESMAN. }
{$1 DSK1_SAUCE } { 'Edit' utilitites. }
{$1 DSK2_SAUCE } { 'Disk1 utilitites. }
{ I DSK3_SAUCE } { 'COPY and SMOOTH' utilitites. }
{ END LIBRARY UTILITIES }
{it**************************************************************}
I ★ ★ *★ ★ ★ ***★ ***★ *★ **★ *****★ ****★ ***★ ***★ ★ *********★ ★ ★ ★ •*■■*■*•*■•*•■*■■*■■*■■*'•*■•*■ j.
{ BEGIN DISK STUFF }BEGIN ~
BLOCK_BYTES(SIZEOF(buffers));
END.
{ END DISK_STUFF }
FUNCTION COPY_FILE (x,y :INTEGER; VAR dir : directory;
VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files; 
VAR fname2:fstring): BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE SMOOTH_DATA(x:INTEGER; VAR y :INTEGER; n_cycles: INTEGER;
VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files;
VAR title : BOOLEAN);
{ BEGIN DSK1 SAUCE }
{ NB. This is an ’INCLUDE file which can only be 
compiled when ’DISK_STUFF is being compiled. .. }
FUNCTION I_FROM_X;




WITH kind'' DO BEGIN
temp; =x-x_delay; I_FROM_X: =ROUND (temp/xincrement); 
END;
END;
{ FUNCTION I_FROM_X }
^ 'k - k - k - k - k - k ir -k -k 'k -k -k -k - k - k ic -k -k -k - k ir -k -k -k -k - k - k -k ic -k -k - k 'k -k -k 'k ^ 'k -k ir -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k - k - k - k -k -k -k -k ir - k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k  J.
FUNCTION X_FROM_I;
{ Returns the real value of the displacement ’I’ in the file buffer}■£**★★★****★*★★****★*★★*★★★★★*★★*★★★★★★**★•***■*■★***•*★■*•★★***■*■•*•■*•■*■'*■'*••*•■*••*•}. 
VAR t emp:REAL;
BEGIN
WITH kind'' DO BEGIN
temp: =xincrement; X_FROM_I: = (temp*I) +x_delay;
END;
END;
{ FUNCTION X_FROM_I }
{ ***************************************************************** j.
PROCEDURE FROM_TO;
{ Prompts the operator for the range over which data processing 







{----- *— — = = = = = —= = = = — = = = = = — — ——= }BEGIN
IF escaped THEN BEGIN
cat: =AT_CLEAR (0, ymax) ; EXIT (FROM_TO) ;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE ABORT }
{ ..^ = = = = = = ----------------------------- —  ------------------- }
PROCEDURE GET_INDEX;
{ Info goes directly into istart and ifinish }
{- ---- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }VAR n_datum: INTEGER;
BEGIN
n_datum: =kind/'. n_datum-l;
WRITE (AT_CLEAR (len, y), ’ Index= ’,
AT_CLEAR(len,y+1),’Index= ’,ifinish);
READ_INT (len+7, y, 0, n_datum, istart); ABORT;
READ__INT (len+7,y+l, istart+1,n_datum+l,ifinish); which:=x_indx; 
END;







WITH kincT DO 
BEGIN
xfrom:=X_FROM_I (kind, istart) ; 
xto :=X_FROM_I (kind,ifinish); 
max : =X_FROM_I (kind, n_datum-l) ; 
lenl:=len+LENGTH(x_label)+3;
WRITE (AT_CLEAR(len,y) ,x_label, 1 =',
AT_CLEAR (len,y+1),x_label,' = ',AT(lenl-l,y+l),xto); 
READ_REAL (lenl, y, x_delay,max, SCI, 04, xfrom); ABORT;
WRITE (AT_CLEAR (lenl-1, y+1) ) ;
READ_REAL (lenl, y+1, xfrom+xincrement,max+xincrement, SCI, 04, xto) ; END;
istart :=I_FROM_X(kind,xfrom); 
ifinish:=I_FROM_X(kind,xto); which:=x_dspl;END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_DISPLACEMENT }
*--------  --------- — }
BEGIN
prompt:='Process data from '; len:=x+LENGTH (prompt);
WRITE (AT_CLEAR (x, y) , prompt,
AT_CLEAR (x,y+1),AT(len-5,y+1),'to'); 
done:=FALSE; which:=x_indx; { Default 'which1 } 
reply: =which__reply;
REPEAT
C_PROMPT (x,ymax,invert, 'Type: D (isplacement, I (ndex, Q(uit ?', 
['D','I','Q'],reply); .
IF replyO'Q' THEN which_reply: =reply; { Whether escaped or not } 





UNTIL done OR escaped; 
cat:=AT_CLEAR(0,ymax);
END;
{ PROCEDURE FROM_TO }
| -k-k*-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k*-k*-k-k*-k-k-kic-t:i'-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kic-k ★ ★ ★ *********-*-**-*-*****-**-*-*-*-j.
PROCEDURE MIN_MAX;
{ If an IOerror occurs whilst searching the "current” min-max 
values are returned. }






min:=MAXINT; max:=-MAXINT; I:=istart; j:=0; k :=0;
WITH the'" DO 
WITH kind^ DO
IF (istart=0) AND (ifinish=n_datum) AND (min_y_index>-l)
THEN BEGIN
min: =min_y_data; imin: =min_^y_index; 




WRITE (AT_CLEAR(x, y), 1 Searching 1, fname) ;










j: =0; WRITE(AT(len+K,y),'.'); k:=k+l;
END; j:=j+1;
IF min>current THEN BEGIN
min:=current; imin:=I;
END;




UNTIL (I>ifinish) OR (IOerroroO);
IF IOerroroO THEN min_y_index:=-l;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE MIN_MAX }
PROCEDURE PRT_RE SULT;
{ Print the 'value' with the corresponding 'x_type' 'indx' value 
in a foimiatted output. This is a continuous procedure. The 
variable 'prt_type' of type 'desire' must be initialized prior 
to calling this procedure. For example:




line :=00; ( or 33 )




page = must be 0 to obtain a title.
When this procedure increments it, the title is NOT 
printed.
APPLICATION MUST PROVIDE TOF. }
CONST xoffset=13; ystart=02; columns=03; tof=12; 
VAR I,lines:INTEGER;
PROCEDURE WAIT; FORWARD;
PROCEDURE PRESS_KEY (dont_wait: BOOLEAN) ;
{ ------.................................  . . ......., ^ M_ = = ^ ====- ---- ----------------- }
CONST cr=13;




IF key=escape THEN BEGIN
READ(keyboard,reply); 
escaped:=ORD(reply)=escape;
IF escaped THEN EXIT(PRT_RESULT);
END;




IF dont_wait THEN EXIT(wait);
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE PRESS_KEY }
{ .............. ....
PROCEDURE WAIT;
{ = — ---- - .................... ...... ------------------------------------------- }VAR I: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:=0 TO 400 DO PRESS_KEY(TRUE);
END;
{ PROCEDURE WAIT }
{ = = = = = = ^ ------- --------- }
PROCEDURE TITLE;
{ === = m ==̂ r==̂ ^ - ==_ _ _ ==::=============^- ...............................  }
VAR I, offset: INTEGER;
BEGIN
WITH prt_type^ DO 
BEGIN
IF (page=l) AND NOT print THEN WRITE (d, CHR (tof) ) ;
CENTRE_ME S SAGE(
CONCAT(esc_message,', RETURN to stop/start output*), 
ymax, norm) ;





FOR I:=l TO columns DO 
IF which=x_indx
THEN WRITE(d,CONCAT(’Index vs *,y_label):offset)
ELSE WRITE (d, CONCAT (x_label, * vs *, y_label) : off set) ;
WRITELN(d) ; WRITELN(d) ; line:=line+3;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE TITLE }
{ ------------- ---- ---------------------------— >
PROCEDURE NEXT_PAGE;
{ ----------------------------------- -------------->BEGIN
WITH prt_typeA DO 
BEGIN
IF first__page THEN BEGIN

















WITH prtjiype'' DO 
BEGIN
IF print THEN lines:=52 ELSE lines:=20;




ELSE WRITE (d,X_FROM_I (kind,indx) :xoffset) ;
WRITE(d,result:xoffset); 
column:=column+l;
IF column>=columns THEN BEGIN
WRITELN(d); column:=0; line:=line+l; 
END;





{ PROCEDURE PRT_RESULT }
■̂k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k̂ic-k-k-k-k-kic-klck-k'k-k-kifk-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k’k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kjc-k-k'̂
{ END DSK1 SAUCE }
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{ BEGIN DSK2_SAUCE }
{ NB. This is an ’INCLUDE file which can only be 
compiled when ’DSK_STUFF is being compiled... }
FUNCTION N_BUFFER_WINDOWS;
{ This function returns the number of buffer windows ’ndatum’ occupies.
For example, if ' n_datum=MAXINT-l' then 'n_datum' would occupy 
32 windows and ’32*block(i.e., 4)'=128 blocks on diskette. }{****************************************.*..*..*.**********************| 
VAR n,blocks:INTEGER;
BEGIN
blocks: =n_datum DIV 256;
IF n_datum MOD 256>0 THEN blocks:=blocks+l; 
n:=blocks DIV block; IF blocks MOD block>0 THEN n:=n+l; 
N_BUFFER_WINDOWS:=n;
END;
{ FUNCTION N_BUFFER_WINDOWS }
PROCEDURE BLOCKJBYTES;
{ This procedure calculates the number of 'block's (512 bytes per 
block) an array '0..bytes' requires so data can be transfered to 
or from disk. The variable 'bytes' must represent the number of 
bytes contained in the array. This procedure must be used with 
care. Note, the extrinsic global integer variable 'block' 
contains the calculated information. } {**************************************************************** 
BEGIN
block:=bytes DIV 512; IF bytes MOD 512>0 THEN block:=block+l;END;
{ FUNCTION BLOCKJBYTES }{*****************************************************************^
FUNCTION INDEX;
{ This function allows the operator to access any data point in 
the current data file. A window is setup with an array length 
of the type [0..max_buffer]. If the datum required is out of 
range this function will automatically load from disk into 
memory the window which contains the datum of interest.
The public (global) library boolean variable IOgood contains the 
validity of the last I/O operation.}{*****************************************************************j
TYPE modes= (b_read,b_rite) ;
VAR elements,page:INTEGER;
PROCEDURE PROCESS(mode¡modes);
{=---- ----------  —  t
VAR trans:INTEGER;
BEGIN



















IF transoblock THEN IOerror:=64;
CLOSE(f);
END;
{ PROCEDURE PROCESS }
{ = = m = = = = = = = = m = = m = m m : . , , v , . , , . ; . }
BEGIN
WITH the^.kind^ DO 
BEGIN
IF n_datum<max_buffer THEN elements:=n_datum+l
ELSE elements:=max_buffer+1;
IF indx>n_datum THEN indx:=n_datum; IF indx<0 THEN indx:=0; 
page:=(indx DIV elements)*block;
IF pageol st_pge THEN BEGIN
IF re_saving THEN PROCESS(b_rite); 
lstjpge:=page; PROCESS(b_read);
END;




{ FUNCTION INDEX }
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PROCEDURE RE_SAVE;
{ Re-saves any datum point in the current data file. First, this 
procedure calls the function 'INDEX* which,
1/ Saves the last buffer window to disk if the boolean variable 
're_saving' is TRUE,
2/ Loads the next buffer window into memory.
Then the indexed datum is assigned its new 'value' .
NOTE: The only time a buffer is saved to disk is when a new
buffer is automatically loaded into memory. This technique 
saves time a reduces disk access considerably. However, unless 
a new buffer is automatically loaded into memory the new 
information contained in the current buffer is not saved.
So, the ONE CONDITION of using this procedure which guarantees 
the re-saving of the current buffer window is that the last data 





{ PROCEDURE RE_SAVE }
■̂k-kir-kick-k-k'k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k̂-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kî-k-k-k-k-k-k-k̂-k-k-k-k -k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k* -k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k̂
PROCEDURE SHOW_SORT (x,y:INTEGER; sort¡action; VAR fname :fstring) ;
{ Simply displays the 'sort' of 'action* taking place. }
'̂k'k~k'k'k'k~k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'kirir-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k*-k-kifk-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kick-k-k-k*-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k j.
VAR s : string[07];
BEGIN
CASE sort OF
save : s : = 'Sav';
load : s:='Load';
replace: s:='Replac';
END; WRITE (AT_CLEAR(x, y) , s, ' ing ', fname) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE SHOW_SORT }
FUNCTION DISK_SORT ;
{ This function returns TRUE if the selected process is valid; 
otherwise returns FALSE if un-successful.
For example:
IF NOT DISK_SORT (i.e., fails) THEN EXIT(PROGRAM);
The array pointed to by 'buff*' must NOT be any smaller than 
512 bytes. This function will accept any array pointed to by 
'buff*', however the original contents of the array will be 
lost since it is initialized with nulls. So the array must be 
chosen carefully to avoid loosing precious data. The array 
pointed to by 'buff*' is then used as a temporary storage area 
so the information contained in 'kind' maybe transfer between 
disk and memory. Once this has been completed the array 
pointed to by 'buff*' is re-initialized with nulls and is made 
available for normal use.




NO other 'action' is taken. }{*****************************************************************} 
VAR possible:BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE READ_RITE_HEAD;
{ = = = =  -------------------===== -----------------------= — >VAR trans,dummy:INTEGER; 
our_head:BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE RITE_HEAD;
{ i.e., 'SAVE' or 'REPLACE' header block }
{--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
BEGIN







{ PROCEDURE RITE_HEAD }
{ }
BEGIN
WITH the~ DO 
BEGIN
FILLCHAR(buff^,SIZEOF(buffers) , 0); our_head:=TRUE;
IF sort=SAVE
THEN REWRITE(f,fname) { i.e., 'SAVE' only }
ELSE RESET(f,fname); { i.e., 'LOAD' and ’REPLACE1 }
IF sort=LOAD { i.e., 'LOAD' only }
THEN BEGIN
trans: =BLOCKREAD (f ,buff%blk_head, 0) ;
MOVELEFT(buff ■%kind%SIZEOF(heads));
WITH kind'" DO
IF ours='Copyright D. Cheesman 1986'
THEN BEGIN
IF min__y_index=-l { Not searched ! ! }
THEN BEGIN
MIN_MAX(x,y,the,f,0,n_datum, 
min__y_data, max_y_data, min_y_index, max_j/_index) ;
RESET(f,fname); { i.e., 're-LOAD' ! } 
RITE_HEAD; { i.e., 'REPLACE' }
END;
dummy:=INDEX(the, f, 0); our_head:=TRUE;




ELSE RITE_HEAD; { i.e., 'SAVE' or 'REPLACE' }
IOerror:=100; { "Not Our File" }
IF our_head 
THEN IF trans=blk_head 
THEN BEGIN
IF sortOSAVE THEN CLOSE (f) ; { Leave open if 'SAVE' }
DISK_SORT:=TRUE; IOerror:=0; { "Go For It" }
END
ELSE BEGIN
IF sort=SAVE THEN CLOSE(f,PURGE) ELSE CLOSE(f); 
IOerror:=64; { "device error" }
END
ELSE CENTRE_MESSAGE(CONCAT(fname,': Not Our File'),ymax,invert); 
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE READ_RITE_HEAD }
{ = = C T m = = m m = = --------}
BEGIN
DISK_SORT:=FALSE; IOerror:=03; { "bad mode" } 
rite_blk:=blk_head; lst_pge:=-l; re_saving:=FALSE;
WITH the'" DO
IF sort IN [save,load,replace]
THEN BEGIN
SHOW_SORT (x,y, sort, fname) ;
CLOSE(f); RESET(f,fname); IOerror:=IORESULT; CLOSE(f);
IF IOerror=0 { IF it exists ? }
THEN IF sort=save
THEN COMMENT(CONCAT(fname,' Already Exists'))
ELSE READ_RITE_HEAD 
ELSE IF sortosave




{ PROCEDURE DISK SORT }
{*****************************************************************} 
FUNCTION BSAVE;
{ This function returns TRUE if the selected process is valid; 
otherwise returns FALSE if un-successful.
For example:
IF NOT BSAVE (i.e., fails) THEN EXIT(PROGRAM);










{ If 'BSAVE' fails, n_datum is re-assigned to the last possible }
{ number of points collected, in the procedure 'QUIT_BSAVE'. }
END;
{ FUNCTION BSAVE }
{*****************************************************************j.
PROCEDURE QUIT_BSAVE;
{ This procedure always LOCKS the current data, temporarily 
stored on disk into the current data file and makes it 
permanent in the disk's directory. In the event that an IOerror 
occurs during a disk write operation the data stored on disk up 
to the point of the IOerror is also LOCKed on disk. This 
ensures that all data collected up to the point of the IOerror 
is saved. There is however one exception. If the variable 
'rite_blk' equals zero, then an IOerror must have ocurred in 
BSAVE since 'rite_blk' is only incremented when BSAVE is true.
If this is the case then it is assumed that a serious 10 problem 
exists and should be rectified immediately. The data file is 
deleted when this exception occurs.
BEGIN




WITH the'" DO 
WITH kind'" DO 
BEGIN
IF NOT bsave_j?assed THEN
n_datum: = ( (rite_blk-blk__head) DIV block) * (max_buffer+l) ; 
{ 'n_datum' is automatically re-saved in }
{ the header when 'DISK_SORT' is called. }
min_y index:=-l; { This will ensure a 'MIN_MAX' search } 
MIN_MAX(x,y,the,f,0,n_datum,





{ PROCEDURE QUIT BSAVE }
I*****************************************************************}
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{ END DSK2_SAUCE }
{ BEGIN DSK3_SAUCE }
{ NB. These Routines add ~ 616 words to DSK_STUFF }
{ NB. These Routines are SEGMENTED ... }
{ The RESIDENT library option is used ... }
{$!-} { NOT needed in the library version }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE SMOOTH_DATA (x: INTEGER; VAR y : INTEGER;
n_cycles: INTEGER;
VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files;
VAR title:BOOLEAN);
{ The variable 'y' should be initialized. A Title is displayed 
when the variable 'title' is set TRUE or when 'y>16'.







crashed, quit: BOOLEAN; 
slOerror:STRING;
PROCEDURE TITLE_PAGE;
( — = ■ == = = = ...............  = -----------= —= }
VAR yl : INTEGER;
BEGIN
xl:=x+32; x2:=xl+12; x3:=x2+13; c_cycles:=0;













WRITE (AT_CLEAR (x,y), the''. fname, AT (xl,y), n_cycles) ;
c_dot:=0;i_dot:=-l;n_dot:=max_buffer DIV 2; { Twice as many ! }
END;
{ PROCEDURE TITLE_PAGE }
PROCEDURE DOTS;{ = = = = m = jaij:̂ ^  } 
BEGIN
IF 1=2 THEN BEGIN









i_dot : -i_dot+l ; WRITE (AT (x+i_dot, ymax+1 ) 
{ PROCEDURE DOTS }
);
BEGIN
{$R GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF, DISK_STUFF }
TITLE_PAGE;
IF DISK_SORT (x,ymax,LOAD,the,f) AND (IOerror=0)THEN BEGIN
WRITE (AT_CLEAR (x, ymax), ' Smoothing 1, the~. fname) ;
WITH the^ DO BEGIN
n_datums: =kind/v. n_datum; bufferX: =buff ;
END;
REPEAT
previous:=buf f erX''[INDEX(the,f,0) ]; 
current:= bufferX*[INDEX(the,f,1)]; I: =2;REPEAT
DOTS;
next:=bufferX^[INDEX(the,f,I)]; 




UNTIL (I>n_datums) OR crashed;
IF NOT crashed 
THEN BEGIN
result:=bufferX~[INDEX(the,f,n_datums)];
RE_SAVE (the, f,n_daturns, result) ; { RE_SAVE last datum }
crashed:=IOerror<>0;
c_cycles:=c_cycles+l; WRITE(AT(x2,y),c_cycles);END;
escaped:=ORD(KEY_TOUCHED)=escape; { Flying ESC }
UNTIL (c_cycles=n_cycles) OR crashed OR escaped;
IF crashed THEN 
BEGIN
STR(IOerror,slOerror);
COMMENT(CONCAT(1 I/O error ^slOerror,1: Data file may be CORRUPTED')); 
END;
WITH the^.kind^ DO 
BEGIN
n_smooth: =n_smooth+c_cycles; WRITE (AT (x3, y) , n_smooth) ; 
min_y_index:=-l; { Ensures ’MIN_MAX' search }
MIN_MAX (x, ymax, the, f, 0, n_datum,




ELSE WRITE(AT(x2,y),'NOT Smoothed'); y:=y+l; { Always done } 
END;
{ PROCEDURE SMOOTH_DATA }
^■k^ir-k -k-k-k-k-ki^-k-k-k-k-kir-k-kir-k-k-kic-k-k-k-k-k-k-kir-k^-k-k-k-k-k-kicir-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kj
SEGMENT FUNCTION COPY_FILE (x, y : INTEGER; VAR dir: directory ;
VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files;
VAR fname2:fstring): BOOLEAN;
{ NOTE: the formal parameters ’dir1 and ’buff' may point to the 
same memory space (location). However, ’kind' must point to 
an independent memory space. }
VAR I,windows,trans,rite:INTEGER;
FUNCTION CHECK_SPACE: BOOLEAN;
{— —   — ' ■  ------------------- ---=======}
VAR vol2, unused, largest: INTEGER;
BEGIN
CHECK_SPACE:=FALSE;
FNAME_VOL (x,ymax,the/N. fname, vol2);
FNAME_VOL (x,ymax, fname2, vol2) ;
IF FILE_EXISTS(f,fname2)
THEN CENTRE_MESSAGE(CONCAT(fname2, ' Already Exists'),ymax+1,invert)











IOerror:=08; { Disk full }






{ FUNCTION CHECK_SPACE }
{ .... — -- --------
PROCEDURE PURGE_FNAME2;{ . . . . .
BEGIN
CLOSE(f,PURGE); { 'fname2' } EXIT(COPY_FILE);
END;
{ PROCEDURE PURGE_FNAME 2 }
{ .̂ ==_ = = = =------------.................. ....... ..}
PROCEDURE DI SPLAY__COP Y ;
{ ---— -------- - --------------------- ==— — =}BEGIN
WITH the^ DO
WRITE(AT_CLEAR( x ,y),'Copying ',fname,' into ',fname2);
END;
{ PROCEDURE DISPLAY_COPY }
{ --- --------- ----------->
BEGIN
{$R GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF, DISK_STUFF } 
COPY_FILE:=FALSE; DISPLAY_COPY;





FILLCHAR (buff'", SI ZEOF (buffers) , 0) ; { CLEAR 'dir'! }
MOVELEFT(kind^,buff~,SIZEOF(heads));
CLOSE(f); { FILE 'fname' is CLOSED }







CLOSE(f,LOCK); { FILE 'fname2' is PERMANENT } 
rite:=blk_head;















ELSE PURGE_FNAME2; { 'fname2’ }
END
ELSE BEGIN
CLOSE(f); { 'fname' }
RESET(f,fname2); PURGE_FNAME2;
END;
END; { FOR..DO }
COPY_FILE:=TRUE; {'Only time this is TRUE }
END { THEN }
END { THEN }
ELSE PURGE_FNAME2; { FILE 'fname2' DELETED }
END; { THEN }
CLOSE(f); { Close file anyway }
END;
{ PROCEDURE COPY_FILE }
{ END DSK3_SAUCE }
{--  LIBRARY DECLARATIONS MUST APPEAR AS FOLLOWS
PROCEDURE SMOOTH_DATA(x: INTEGER; VAR y : INTEGER;
n_cycles : INTEGER;
VAR the:stuff; VAR f: files;
VAR title : BOOLEAN);
FUNCTION COPYJFILE (x,y : INTEGER; VAR dir : directory;
VAR the:stuff; VAR f:files;
VAR fname2:fstring): BOOLEAN;
THE 'M A C  S T U F F ' TINTT
{ $S++ ,R —}
UNIT MAC_STUFF; INTRINSIC CODE 17 DATA 16;
INTERFACE USES GET_STUFF, DIR STUFF;
VAR ad_l_flag, { Buffer block-1 flag: completion }
acL-2_f-]-a97 { Buffer block-2 flag: completion }
9-d_f ini shed.: BOOLEAN; { TRUE when A/D is finished }
PROCEDURE AD_INIT (VAR mac: driver);














{ Delayl =0, THEN timer0 only }
{ DelayO =0, THEN no delay }
{ 'ad_n_count := n_datum +1' }
{ # of 128 words in an extended buffer } 
{ '(elements+1) DIV 128 =08' }
{ e.g. 'elements := max_buffer' }
ad_ad_time, 
ad_norm_t ime, 





{ Minimum A/D conversion time } 
{ Minimum n o m  interrupt time } 
{ Minimum clock interrupt time } 
{ Min/Max A/D conversion range }
{ Number of buffers available } 
{ Clock Cycle of CPU, 10*Hz }
trigger_bit, { Bit Range 0..7 external trigger }
toggle_bit: INTEGER; { Bit Range 0..7 external toggle }
ex_trigger, { For external trigger, ie switch } 
ex_toggle, { For external toggle, ie CRO } 
high_to_low_transition :BOOLEAN; { Trigger transition }
ad_ad_interval, 
ad_norm_interval, 
ad_clock interval : interval;
{ Units: 'milli' or 'micro'} 
{ Units: 'milli' or 'micro'} 
{ Units: 'micro' }
ad_genus : genera; { Data size and Acquisition mode }
{ The public variables below are NOT programmer serviceable. }
ad_status, { A/D conversion flag } 
ad_c_count, { Start counts to 'n_datum +1' } 
ad_c_buff, { Initialize 128 counter } 
ad_c_j?age, { Initialize counter }
8 3
Storage for trigger/toggle bit } 
The Y-register index counter } 
The current zero page ’pointer' } 







{ BEGIN LIBRARY UTILITIES }
{$C CCOPYRIGHT: This Software Product was Written by DAVID CHEESMAN. } 
{$1 MAC 1_SAUCE } { Wrapps in 'A/D_STUFF' code. }
{ END LIBRARY UTILITIES }
 ̂■k*-k-kick-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k'k-k-k
{ BEGIN MACH_STUFF }
BEGIN
max_word:=MAXINT; max_word:=max_word*2+1; { i.e. 65535 }
ex_trigger :=FALSE; { For external trigger, ie switch }
ex_toggle :=FALSE; { For external toggle, ie CROP }
high_to_low_transition :=TRUE; { Trigger transition } 
trigger_bit:=0; { Bit Range 0..7 external trigger }
toggle_bit :=1; { Bit Range 0..7 external toggle }
END.
{ END MAC_STUFF }
{*****************************************************************}
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{ BEGIN MAC1_SAUCE }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE' file which can only be 













{ Found in the code file 'A/D_STUFF', where }
{ 'A/D_STUFF' contains A/D and timer Utilities. }
PROCEDURE AD_INIT;
{ Get A/D and Timer operating parameters }{*****************************************************************}
BEGIN
Init_AD;
WITH mac'' DO 
BEGIN
ad_time : =ad_ad_time ; { Minimum A/D conversion time }
ad_interval:=ad_ad_interval; { Units: 'milli' or 'micro'}
norm_time : =ad_norm_time; { Minimum norm interrupt time }
norm_interval:=ad_norm_interval; { Units: 'milli' or 'micro'} 
clock_time :=ad_clock_time; { Minimum clock interrupt time } 
clock_interval:=ad__clock_interval; { Units: 'micro' } 
min_AD_range : =ad_min_AD_range; { Min/Max A/D conversion range } 
max_AD_range : =ad_max_AD_range ;
ad_n_page:=n_buffer; { Number of buffers available }
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE AD_GET_PARAMETERS }
FUNCTION INT_TIME (time : integerl2) : INTEGER;
{ NOTE: This function makes use of the pre-set global variable 
'max_word', i.e., 'max_word:=65536'. }





THEN INT_TIME: =TRUNC (time)
ELSE INT_TIME :=TRUNC (time-max_word-l) ; { i.e., max_word+l: =65536 }
END;
{ FUNCTION INT_TIME }
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PROCEDURE GET_TIMERS (VAR the ¡stuff; VAR mac:driver) ;
^ -k -k -k - k -k - k - ^ - k - k - k - k -k - k - k - k - k - k - k -k - k - k - k - k - k ir - k - k 'k ir i r - k -k - k - k - k - k - k -k - k - k - k - k iir - k - k 'k - k ir - k - k -k 'k - k - k -k - k 'k - k 'k - k - k - k - k -k - k 'j
VAR result:integerl2;
Hz:INTEGER;
PROCEDURE TIME (time : interval ; increment : INTEGER; delaying : BOOLEAN;
VAR timerl, timerO : INTEGER) ;
{ -  = = = = -  ---------------------- ^ ----------- — }
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PROCEDURE PROCE SS_RESULT;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR temp: mtegerl2 ;
PROCEDURE FAST;{ ...................................................................................................................................................................................... ...BEGIN
timer0: =INT_TIME (result); timerl: =0;
END;




{ TimerO plus Timerl doubles time } 
temp:=Hz; { Clock rate in microSec } 
temp:=temp * 100; { Up to 100 milliSec }
IF result<=temp 
THEN BEGIN




temp:=temp * 1000; { Up to 1000 milliSec }
IF result<=temp 
THEN BEGIN





temp:=temp * 5; { 50 milliSec— 5*10227<65535 } 




timerl :=INT_TIME (result) ; { minimum=l }
{ NB. Therefore, result>=2=[(2/2)=1] milliSec for 'normal' }
END;
{ PROCEDURE NORM }{ ......................................................................................................................................................................................}
BEGIN
WITH the'' DO WITH mac'' DO
IF delaying THEN IF result<max_word+l THEN FAST
ELSE NORM
ELSE IF genus=faster THEN FAST
ELSE NORM;
END;
{ PROCEDURE PROCESS_RESULT }{ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
BEGIN
result:=increment; { Adjust to CPU Clock rate }
CASE time OF
micro: result:=(result * Hz) DIV 1000; 
milli: result:=result * Hz; 
second: result:=result * 100 * CPU; 
minute: result:=result * 6000 * CPU;
END;
86
PROCE SS_RE SULT; 
END;
{.......... ......
{ PROCEDURE TIME }==— -------  ' ..................  — -------
BEGIN
Hz:=(CPU DIV 10)+1; { i.e., 1023 }
WITH the".kind" DO 
BEGIN
ad_n__count: =n_datum+l; ad_n_buff: = (max_buf f er+1) DIV 128;
TIME (increment, x_increment,FALSE, timerl, timer0);
IF X_delay=0 THEN BEGIN
delayl:=0; delay0:=0;
END
ELSE TIME (delay, x_delay, TRUE, delayl, delayO);
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_TIMERS }
{ ■k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kk-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kik-k'k-k-k-k'k-k-k̂ c-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kk-k-k-k-k-kirk-k-k-k-k'k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k J
PROCEDURE AD_ACQUIRE;
^ ■ k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k - k - k k - k - k - k k - k ’k - k - k - k k f k - k - k - k - k - k - k ^ k - k - k k t i c - k k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k - k - k - k ' ^
BEGIN
GET_TIMERS (the,mac) ;
WITH the" DO WITH mac" DO CASE genus OF
normal : Norm_AD (buff); 
faster : Fast_AD (buff);
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE AD_ACQUIRE }
PROCEDURE AD_CLOSE;





{ PROCEDURE AD_CLOSE }
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PROCEDURE AD_SETTINGS;
| *★ **★ ★ ★ ★ *★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ *★ ★ ★ ★ ***★ *★ ★ *•*■**★ ★ *•*★ *★ •*■★ ★ **★ ***★ *•**★ ★ ★ *•**■*•*■*'★ ★ ★  j.
CONST a=4;




VAR its_bit,bit:INTEGER);{ .......... ..............  ......... - .......... ............. ....... ......................>
PROCEDURE GET_BIT_RANGE (the_other : BOOLEAN;
VAR itsjDit, bit: INTEGER) ;
{ Gets the range of available bits. If one is already used it 
is NOT included within the range. }{ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
VAR I, J: INTEGER;
BEGIN












bits[0];=J-1; { Actual Number } 
bits[J]:=0; { Number+1:=0 }END
BEGIN





{ Actual Number } 
{ Number+1:=0 }








<......................................................................................................................... }VAR s_bits: STRING; sl2:string[12];
BEGIN
VOLS_STR(bits,s_bits); sl2:='Bit Range: ' ; 
s_bit s:=CONCAT(s12,s_bit s);
CENTRE_MESSAGE (s_bits, ymax+1, invert) ;
END;
















IF current THEN BEGIN
GE T_B IT_RANGE(the_other,its_bit,bit); 
READ_BIT (bit) ;
IF escaped THEN current:=FALSE;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET BITS }
{ }
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{PROCEDURE GET_SLOT (VAR slot : INTEGER) ;
<" ......... ................  .......... .......  .........  }{BEGIN
WRITE (AT (a,b), ’Which Slot ?'); READ_INT (a+25,b, 0,7, slot) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_SLOT }
{   ........ ........... ==^ : - ^ = = = = }
PROCEDURE SHOW_MENU;
{ = = = _ ^ .  ------- — }
CONST title='Status of Acquisition Peripherals';





PROCEDURE EX_STATUS (b: BOOLEAN; bit: INTEGER;
VAR si,s2:stringl2);{ ............................................................................................................................................................................... }BEGIN 
IF b
THEN BEGIN
sl : = ' True '; STR(bit,s2); s2:=CONCAT(' Bit = ',s2,' ');
END
ELSE BEGIN 








EX_STATUS (ex_trigger, trigger_bit, sl_trig, s2_trig) ; 
EX_STATUS (ex_toggle, toggle_bit, sl_togg, s2_togg) ;
IF high_to_low_transition







{ PROCEDURE SHOW_SETTINGS }{ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
BEGIN
b:=02;
WRITE (SCREEN (clear) , AT_CENTRE (title,b+01) ,
AT(a,b+04),'1... Trigger Acquisition Externally’,
AT(a,b+05),*2... Trigger High to Low Transition',
AT(a,b+06),'3... Trigger External Device upon Acquisition', 
AT(a,b+07),'Q... Quit',
AT_CENTRE(esc_message,ymax)); SHOW_SETTINGS; b:=b+07+2; 
options:=['1','2','3','Q '];
C PROMPT(a,b,norm,'Which Option ?',options,choice); b:=b+2;
end7 { PROCEDURE SHOW MENU}
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{ — ........................... —  ------------------------------------ ----------------  }
BEGIN
choice: = *?1 ;
REPEAT
S HOW_MENU;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
IF choice='11 THEN






UNTIL (choice=,Q l) OR escaped;
END;
{ PROCEDURE AD_SETTINGS }




/INTERFACE Note: the symbols: ’— >' denotes Macro
; — >EQ (conditional equivalence); — >NE (conditional non-equivalence); — >LT (conditional less-than); — >GT (conditional greater-than);— >EQ WORD (conditional equivalence);— >LE WORD (conditional less-than or equal to);— >GE WORD (conditional greater-than or equal to); — >IF <bytel>, <condition>, <byte2>,
C'THEN" or "ELSEM>, <location>; — >IF_WORD <wordl>, <condition>/ <word2>,
<"THEN" or "ELSEM>, <location>; — >CASEMACRO <byte>, <location-n>
; — >CASE5 <byte>, <location-l>, <location-2>,
<location-3>, <location-4>, <location-5>; —  >LOOP <number of times>, <loop label>; — >ENDLOOP <loop label>; — >REPEAT <loop label>
; — >UNTIL <bytel>, <condition>, <byte2>, <loop label>;— >REPEAT WORD <loop label>
; — >UNTIL_WORD <wordl>, <condition>, <word2>, <loop label>
; — >PUSH <word>
; — >POP <word>








; — >FPOP <word>
; — >LOAD <high byte>, <low byte>, <word>
; — >COPY <wordl>, <word2>
; — >ZERO <word>
;— >INC WORD <word>
;— >DEC WORD <word>
; — >SWAPBYTES <bytel>, <byte2>
; — >SWAPWORDS <wordl>, <word2>
; — >DADD <wcrdl>, <word2>, <result in word3>
; — >DSUB <wordl>, <word2>, <result in word3>
; — >SETBIT <byte>
; — >CLEARBIT <byte>
; — >TOGGLE <byte>
; — >WRITE1
; — >PRINT1
; — >WRITE <label>
; — >PRINT <label>
; — >WRITELN <label>
; — >PRINTLN <label>
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;SECTION ONE
/Macros Providing Simulation of some High Level Language Structures
;>IF <bytel>, <conditional>, <byte2>, 'THEN OR ELSE', <location>
;If bytel is true with respect to byte2 'THEN' jump to the 
/specified location. If the condition is false then execute 
/the next sequence of instructions following the 'IF1 statement 
/ (this is the ELSE part of the structure). If the condition 



























































_WORD <bytel>, <conditional>, <byte2>, 1 THEN OR ELSE', <location> 
If bytel is true with respect to byte2 ’THEN' jump to the 
specified location. If the condition is false then execute 
the next sequence of instructions following the 'IF1 statement 
(this is the ELSE part of the structure). If the condition 
'ELSE' is used then reverse logic occurs.
.MACRO IF_WORD
.IF "%2"="EQ_WORD"










Conditional equivalence. Note: In the expanded form the 
following does not generate any more code than if it was 
written in the ’typical' manner.
.MACRO EQ_WORD
.IF "%3"="THEN"
IF %1+1, EQ, %2+l, ELSE, $910 
IF %1, EQ, %2, ELSE, $910 
.ELSE
IF %1, EQ, %2, ELSE, $911 



























; >CASEMACRO <byte>, <label>






/Compare to X register 
/Jump when equal to label 
/Jump to label
.ENDM
/>CASE5 <byte>, <labell>, <label2>, <label3>, <label4>, <label5>
/5-way branch as example of construction of CASE statement if 
/byte is equal to some number in the range 1 to 5 then branch 





CASEMACRO %1, %4CASEMACRO 9-1-6 , %5
CASEMACRO 9-1-si, %6
/Initialize counter for casemacro
.ENDM
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;>LOOP <byte>, <LOOP label>
, Initialization of count controlled repetition structure /Loop up to 256 times
.MACRO LOOP
LDX %1
PUSHX /Save X-register%2 /nop
. ENDM
/>ENDLOOP <LOOP label>












/If #00 then exit 
/If not done repeat loop 
/Restore X-register
/>REPEAT CLOOP label>
/Continue with the subsequent code until we reach the 'UNTIL1 
/statement. Then test the condition. If test fails go back to 





/>UNTIL <bytel>, <conditional>, <byte2>, <LOOP label>
/Termination of 'REPEAT-UNTIL' controlled structure. If 
/condition is false then repeat, else if true then exit 
/ controlled structure.
.MACRO UNTIL
IF %1, %2, %3, ELSE, %4
.ENDM
/>REPEAT_WORD <loop label>
/Continue with the susequent code until we reach the 'UNTIL' 
/statement. Then test the condtion. If test fails go back to 





;>UNTIL_WORD <wordl>/ <conditional>, <word2>, <loop label>
; Termination of ’REPEAT_WORD— UNTIL_WORD1 controlled structure. 
;If condition is false then repeat, else if true then exit 
/control structure.
/Note, this is strickly a WORD orientated macro.
.MACRO UNTILJWORD
IF_WORD %1, %2, %3, ELSE, %4
.ENDM
/SECTION TWO
/Macros Providing Additional Useful Features
/>PUSH <word>






































































/Allows immediate access to functions 
























;>LOAD <bytel>, <byte2>, <word>




LDA %2 /Load <low byte>
STA %3 /Store in word
LDA %1 /Load <high byte>
STA %3+l /Store in word+1
.ENDM
/>COPY <wordl>, <word2>
/Copy the contents of wordl into word2
.MACRO COPY
LDA %1 /Low byte of wordl
STA %2 /Store in word2
LDA %1+1. /High byte of wordl











/This macro will cyclicly 
/Note, this is strickly a
/Load #00
/Store in word <low byte> 
/Store in word <high byte>










/This macro will decrement the contents of a word through zero. 







/>DADD <wordl>, <word2>, <word3>
/16-bit addition










/Load low byte of first variable 
/Add to low byte of second variable 
/Store in low byte of third variable 
/Load high byte of first variable 
/Add to high byte of second variable 
/Store in high byte of third variable
.ENDM
/>DSUB <wordl>, <word2>, <word3>
/16-bit subtraction





/Set carry. Subtract without carry 
/Load low byte of first variable 







;Store in low byte of third variable 
;Load high byte of first variable 
;High byte subtract
;Store in high byte of third variable
;>SETBIT <byte>
; Set the specific bit in the passed variable as passed by 
;the variable i.e., place a *11 in the required bit. All 
/other bits are left clear i.e., contain a 'O’. Obviously, 















/X-register used as a counter, starts at '-1* 
/Set carry bit
/Always rotate at least once. Sets the bit 
/Increment counter 
/Is required bit set 
/If not then rotate
/Return set-bit via passed parameter 
/Restore A-register
/>CLEARBIT <byte>
/Clear the specific bit in the passed variable as passed by 
/the variable i.e., place a 'O' in the required bit. All 
/other bits are left set i.e., contain a 'l'. Obviously,


















/X-register used as a counter, starts at '-1' 
/Clear carry bit
/Always rotate at least once. Clears the bit 
/Increment counter 
/Is required bit cleared 
/If not then rotate
/Return cleared-bit via passed parameter 
/Restore A-register
/>TOGGLE <byte>
/Toggle/complement all bits in the passed variable and save the 
/result. Logically Exclusive ORing with all Is inverts all bits.
.MACRO TOGGLE 
LDA %1
EOR #0FF /Toggle %1




;Macros Providing Limited Input and Output Facility
;>MREAD
;Reads a single ASCII character from the keyboard. 
;The character is returned in the A-register.
.MACRO MREAD
JSR 0FF00 ;Bios subroutine
. ENDM
;>READLN <label>
/Allows line oriented reading of keyboard input to a maximum 
/of 80 ASCII characters per line. Entry of a carriage return 
/terminates the line but a null is stored to indicate the end 





















/Reads one ASCII character from the keyboard into memory. 
/Echoes character on the screen.
.MACRO READ
MREAD /Read character from keyboard
STA %1 /Store character in variable
MWRITE /Display character read from screen
/Save X-register
/Read keyboard and place char in A-register
/Put character into Y-register temporarily
/Restore X-register
/Get character in Y-register
/If a carriage return then exit
/Branch to place null at the end of string
/Else store in string buffer
/Echo character
/Increment buffer connter
/Maximum screen line length
/Else exit if 80 characters have been read
/Loop until finished
/Load null into A-register and store at the 




/Writes an ASCII character to the console. 
/Character is passed in the A-register
.MACRO MWRITE
JSR 0FF03 /Jump to Bios subroutine
.ENDM
;>WRITE1
;Sends one ASCII character only to the console 
;while preserving the X-register.







;Put character into Y-register 
;Save X-register 
;Get character in Y-register 




/Allows line oriented output to the console.
/ASCII declared strings can be written to the 
/console as well as strings entered via READ or READLN.
.MACRO WRITELN
WRITE %1 /Write the character
CRLF /Echo CR/LF in place of null
.ENDM
/>WRITE <label>
/Sends a string of characters to the console ASCII declared 
/strings can be written to the console as well as strings 
/entered as READ or READLN.
/NB. There are two exits from this macro:
/l/- A null









/Get a character from string 
/Exit if character is a null 
/Display one character 
/Increment the X-register value 
/Loop back to get another character
.ENDM
/>MPRINT
/Prints a single character on the printer. 
/Character is passed in the A-register.
.MACRO MPRINT
JSR 0FF09 /Jump to Bios subroutine
.ENDM
/>PRINT1 ,
/Sends one ASCII character only to the printer 
/while preserving the X-register.
/The character to be displayed is in the A-register
.MACRO PRINT1
TAY ;Put character into Y-register
PUSHX ;Save X-register
TYA ;Get character in Y-register




/ALlows line oriented output to the printer.
/ASCII declared strings can be writtento the 
/printer as well as strings entered via READ or READLN.
.MACRO PRINTLN
PRINT %1 /Print the character 
PCRLF /Echo CR/LF in place of null
.ENDM
/>PRINT <label>
/Sends a string of characters to the printer 
/ASCII declared strings can be written to the printer 
/as well as strings entered as READ or READLN 
/NB. There are two exits from this macro 
/1/— A null




LDA %1,X /Get a character from string
BEQ $902 /Exit if character is a null
PRINTl /Display one character
INX /Increment the X-register valueBNE $901 /Loop back to get another character$902 / nop
.ENDM
/>CLEARSCREEN
/Clears the entire console and places the
/cursor into the top left-hand corner of the screen.
.MACRO CLEARSCREEN
LDA #0C /Form Feed
MWRITE /Send to console
.ENDM
/>NEWPAGE
/Sends a Form Feed to the printer.
.MACRO NEWPAGE
LDA #0C /Form Feed






































/Converts a two-character ASCII hexadecimal string <word> 














/Convert low byte to binary 
/Shift to high nibble
/Save temporarily
/Convert high byte to binary
/Convert ASCII hexadecimal to Binary
$909 SEC /Set for subtracting
SBC #30 /Remove ASCII component
CMP #0A /Check if number is between 0
BCC $901 /Yes, so exit
SBC #07 /Must be between A-F





;Converts a four-character ASCII hexadecimal string <label> 
;to a two-byte binary number which is stored in <word>.
.MACRO STRNUM
HEXBIN %1, %2+l ;high byte
HEXBIN %l+2, %2 ;low byte
.ENDM
;>BINHEX <byte>, <word>
/Converts an 8-bit binary value <byte> to two ASCII hexadecimal 
/digits and stores the ASCII characters in <word>.
.MACRO BINHEX
LDA %1 
AND #0F /Mask l's in high byte
JSR $909 /Convert low nibble to ASCII






JSR $909 /Convert high nibble to ASCII
STA %2 /Store in low byte of result
$909
JMP $902 
CMP #0A /Convert binary to ASCII hexadecimal /Check if number is between 0-9
BCC $901 /Yes, so convert to ASCII
CLC /Clear for adding






/Converts a two-byte binary number which is stored in <word> 
/to a four-character string which is stored in <label>.
.MACRO NUMSTR
BINHEX %1+1, %2 /high byte




;Apple Pascal and 6502 Machine Specific Macros
; >LOAD_INTERUPT_VECTORS <address>
/Load the passed <address> into the 6502 interrupt vectors. 
/Under Pascal, the RAM card must be write-enabled so that 
/the interrupt address can be loaded into the RAM card IRQ. 
/The RAM card is initially write-enabled, then the passed 
/address is loaded into the 6502 interrupt vectors. The RAM 
/card is then write-protected.
.MACRO LOAD INTERRUPT VECTORS
COPY %1,OFFFE /Copy (store) the passed address into
/ LDA 0C089
/the 6502 IRQ vector 
/Write-ENABLE RAM






/> End macro library <
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;INTERFACE Note: the symbols: ’— >' denotes Macro








— >AD_GE T_PN_D ATA 
— >AD_GE T_P_D ATA 






, 6522 base address>
ad_L_byte>
ad_L_byte>
; — >AD_SAVE_BOOK_DATA <exit> 
; — >AD_FLAG_TOGGLE 
;— >AD CLOSE
/Global PUBLIC Variable References
;The public variables serviceable by Host Pascal Application Program, 
.PUBLIC ad_l_flag ;BOOLEAN block-1 flag
.PUBLIC ad_2_flag ;BOOLEAN block-2 flag
.PUBLIC ad_finished /BOOLEAN true when A/D is finished
/The public variables below are serviceable ONLY by 'MAC_STUFF'.
.PUBLIC ex__trigger /BOOLEAN for external trigger, ie switch
.PUBLIC ex_toggle /BOOLEAN for external toggle, ie CRO
.PUBLIC high_to_low_transition /BOOLEAN for trigger transition 
.PUBLIC trigger_bit /INTEGER range 0..7. If =255 then NO action







/DelayO =0, then no delay 
/Delayl =0, then timer0 only
.PUBLIC ad_n_count / ** 'ad_n_count := n_datum + 1'
.PUBLIC ad_n_buff /# of 128 words in an extended buffer
/ ** '(max buffer+1) DIV 128 = 08'
.PUBLIC ad_n_page /
.PUBLIC CPU /
.PUBLIC ad_ad_t ime /
.PUBLIC ad_no rm_time /
.PUBLIC ad_clock_time /




.PUBLIC ad clock interval
Number of buffers available 
Clock cycle of CPU/ as 10*Hz
Minimum A/D conversion time 
Minimum norm interrupt time 
Minimum clock interrupt time 
Min/Max A/D conversion range
/Units: 'milli' or 'micro' 
/Units: 'milli' or 'micro' 
/Units: 'micro*




/Start counts to 'n_datum + 1' 
/Initialize 128 counter 
/INTEGER, trigger/toggle temporary
.PUBLIC ad_c_page /Initialize counter




/The Y-register index counter 
/The current zero page 'pointer' 
/The initial 'pointer'
pointer .EQU 0000 /For indirect indexed addressing (post)
/End Global PUBLIC Variable References
;>INIT PUBLIC <buff>














/ALWAYS set to FALSE 
/ALWAYS set to FALSE 
/ALWAYS set to FALSE 
/ALWAYS set to FALSE 
/Initialize counter 
/Initialize counter
/A/D conversion flag/ Only use L-byte 
/Initialize L-byte of ’count’ 
/Initialize H-byte of 'count'
/The Y-register index counter
LDA #0FF /TRUE
STA ad_2_flag /ALWAYS set to TRUE
COPY %1, pointer /Load '%!' into zero page 'pointer'
COPY pointer,ad_j?ointer /Save the zero page 'pointer'
COPY pointer,ad_base_pointer /Save the zero page 'pointer'
. ENDM
/>INIT PUBLIC
/ >VIA ADDRESSES <slot number, 6522 base address>
















.EQU %2+VIA +00 
.EQU %2+VIA +01 
.EQU %2+VIA +02 
.EQU %2+VIA +03 
.EQU VIA +04 
.EQU VIA +06 
.EQU VIA +08 
.EQU VIA +0B 
.EQU VIA +0C 
.EQU VIA +0D 
.EQU VIA +0E
6522 VIA base address, plus Slot # 
Port B (output) Data Register 
Port A (input) Data Register 
Data Direction Register B 




Auxiliary Control Register 
Peripheral Control Register 





/Initialize 'PAD' and 'DDRA' for trigger/toggle input/output control
.MACRO VIA_PAD_INIT _ _
LDA #00 /Clear Ports by storing 'zero' (volts) in all bits
STA PAD /Clear Port-A
















/I in bits to be set.
/0 leaves bits unchanged
STA DDRA /Port-A, bit=0 is INPUT, bit=l is OUTPUT.
/IF both false then 0000-0000 will be stored anyway,
;nop
/>VIA PAD INIT
/ >VIA_PAD_TRIGGER {<bit number <byte»}
/An external micro switch connected to any <bit number> 
/on Port A will trigger data collection./
/Transition determined by 1high_to_low_transition’.
/ IF ’ highjio^ow^ransition'
/ THEN Transition +5 to +0 volts
/ ELSE Transition +0 to +5 volts
/Range of <bit number> =0..7 
/ IF <ex_trigger> =0 THEN take NO action
.MACRO VIA_PAD_TRIGGER
IF ex_trigger, EQ, #00, THEN, $910 /i.e. 0=FALSE
LDA #3F /Equals .ASCII "?" indicates
MWRITE /"waiting for microswitch transition"
IF high_to_low_transition, EQ, #01, THEN, $911
/Low to high transition





/Loop until bit becomes 5, i.e. +5 volts 
/Done, so exit
/High to low transition 
$911 LDA PAD
$910
/Read Port-A — > Transition +5 to +0 volts 
/Test <bit number>






/ >VIA PAD TRIGGER
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; >VIA_PAD__TOGGLE {<bit number <byte»}
/
, Trigger an external device, such as an oscilloscope, connected 
; to ̂ any <bit number> on Port A by toggling the particular bit, 
/waiting 6-CPU cycles, immediately prior to data collection. 
/Note, the bit is left in its original state 
/Range of <bit number> =0..7 
/IF <ex_toggle> =0 THEN take NO action
.MACRO VIA_PAD_TOGGLE 




EQ, #00, THEN, $910 /i.e. 0=FALSE 
/Read Port-A
/invert bit <bit number>
/Store toggled bit.








/Wait for 2-cycles 
/Wait for 2-cycles 
/Wait for 2-cycles. 
/Read Port-A 



















/Clear Port-B by storing ’zero' (volts) in all bits 






/PB7 is connected to PB6/ bit-7=output/ bit-0-6=input
STA PCR /bit-4=0-> CB1 IFR set by high-low trans 





/0111-1111 the 0 clears all interrupt flags 





/A/D conversion complete on CB1 active transition 
/TimerO ENABLED/DISABLED/ Timerl ENABLED/DISABLED 





; 6522 Delay —  Initialization/Start —
;IF DelayO = 0 THEN no delay, i.e., EXIT 
;IF Delayl = 0 THEN Timer-0 delay only 
; IF Delaylo 0 THEN Timer-0 & Timer-1 delay
.MACRO VTA_DELAY
/disable interrupts
IF DelayO, EQ, #00, THEN, $777 /Exit Delay
IF Delayl, NE, #00, THEN, $111 /TimerO & Timer-1 delay
/— > Timer-0 delay only <—
VIA_INIT #40, #0C0 /Load 6522 parameters
/#40 => 0100-0000 gives continuous interrupts on timer-0.
/ ACR=> PB7 is disabled
,*#0C0=> 1100-0000
/ IER=> TimerO ENABLED/ Timerl DISABLED ***
COPY DelayO, TOdata /Start timer Read H-byte or Write L-byte






/Is TimerO finished ? 
/Exit Delay
/— > TimerO & Timer-1 delay <—
$111 VIA_INIT #0E0, #0E0 /Load 6522 parameters
/#40 => 1110-0000 gives continuous interrupts on timer-0. 
/ ACR=> Timer-1 counts pulses on PB6 
/#0C0=> 1110-0000
/ IER=> TimerO free-running/ Timerl counts pulses
COPY Delayl, Tldata 
COPY DelayO, TOlatch 
COPY DelayO, TOdata
/counts # of TO’s/ Write H-byte Tldata 
/Timer-0 starts/ Write H-byte TOlatch 
/Read L-byte TOdata would start timer










/If Timerl finished then EXIT? 
/Maybe Timer-0 
,*0100-0000/ TimerO?
;** Then NOT either of our Timers 
/Restart Timer-0 
/Loop waiting
$777 /nop / Exit
. ENDM
/ >VIA DELAY
; >AD_GET_PN_DATA <ad_H_byte, ad_L_byte>
;Converts Raw A/D 12-bit POSITIVE— NEGATIVE Data to Meaningful Data 



























;Load zero page buffer 'pointer' 
/Load Y-register index counter 
/When bit-5 of H-byte =1, then -ve 
,•0010-0000=0 then positive A/D data 
/—  Then Negative A/D data
/A/D L-byte data ******
/Save L-byte data 
/A/D H-byte data ****** 
/Ensure 0000-1111 are zeros 
/STA @pointer,Y /the H-byte
/A/D L-byte data ******
/1111-1111 1+1=0/ 0+0=0/1+0=1/ 
/Clear carry
/Add +1, for two's complement
/Save L-byte data
/A/D H-byte data ******
/1111-1111 1+1=0/ 0+0=0/1+0=1/ 
/Indirectly add carry, plus #00 
/Ensure 1111-0000 are ones
/Efficiency 
/Save H-byte data
/Save Y-register index counter
. ENDM
/>AD GET PN DATA
/ >AD_GET_P_DATA <ad_H_byte, ad_L_byte>
/Converts Raw A/D 12-bit — POSITIVE—  Data to Meaningful Data 














/Load zero page buffer 'pointer' 
/Load Y-register index counter
/A/D L-byte data ******
/Save L-byte data 
/A/D H-byte data ******
/Ensure 0000-1111 are zeros
/Save H-byte data
/Save Y-register index counter
/>AD GET P DATA
.ENDM
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;>AD SAVE PAGE DATA <exit>
/
; Saves only one page of data.
.MACRO AD SAVE PAGE DATA
INC WORD ad c count /Count # of WORDS
IF WORD ad c count, EQ WORD, ad n count, ELSE, $510LDA #0FF /Set TRUE since all done
STA ad finished /Explain it to Pascal !
JMP %1 /ALL ** FINISHED **
$510 LDY ad index /Load Y-register index counterBEQ $520 ;Increment 'pointer'
JMP %1 ; ** DATA Processed **
$520 INC pointer+1 /Increment every 128 words
COPY pointer,ad_pointer /Save zero page buffer 'pointer






; Saves pages and pages to make a book by toggling between pages!!
.MACRO AD_SAVE_BOOK_DATA
INC_WORD ad_c_count ;Count # of WORDS
IF_WORD ad_c_count, EQ_WORD, ad_n_count, ELSE, $510
;Data Collection now complete; turn off INTERRUPTS 
SEI /Ensure interrupts are off.
LDA #7F ,*0111-1111 the 0 clears all interrupt flags





/Toggle A/D buffer flags 
; Set TRUE since all done 
/Explain it to Pascal ! 
/ALL ** FINISHED **






/Load Y-register index counter 
/Increment 'pointer'
; ** DATA Processed **
/Increment every 128 words 
/Save zero page buffer 'pointer'
INC ad_c_buff /Increment every 128 words
IF ad_c_buff, NE, ad_n_buff, THEN, %1 
;ad_c_buff = counts # of 128 words (elements) in a buffer 
;ad_n_buff = max # of 128 words (elements) in a buffer 
; buffer. Maximum value of ad_n_buff is obtained from,
/So ad n buff = (max buffer+1) DIV 128 = 08
where max_buffer+l = # of integer elements in the buffer 
and DIV 128 = # words in a 256 byte loop cycle
1 1 7
AD_FLAG_TOGGLE /Toggle A/D buffer flags
LDA #00
STA ad_c_buff ;For second buffer page
;Do not have to zero ad_index since it should be zero
INC ad_c_jpage ;To a max of ad_n_page=#02
IF ad_c_jpage, NE, ad_n_j>age, THEN, %1 
LDA #00 
STA ad_c_jpage
COPY ad_base_pointer,ad_j?ointer ; Re-load base pointer 
/'page' is the number of buffers available.
/When two pages are full the ' ad_base_j?ointer’ must be re-loaded 
/ into 1 ad_j?ointer1
/ . .Like flicking through a book at the same n-pages! ! !
OMP %1 /** Data Processed ** EXIT INTERRUPT
. ENDM
/>AD SAVE BOOK DATA
/>AD FLAG TOGGLE
/These flags explain to Pascal which data buffer is to be saved
.MACRO AD_FLAG_TOGGLE
TOGGLE ad_l_flag /Toggle buffer flagl




/Explicitly Close Down Fast A/D converter and timer.
/Called upon completion of timer interrupt driven software.
r




SEI /Ensure interrupts are off.
/The following instructions should be executed after interrupts 
/have finished and prior to program continuation.
LDA #7F /0111-1111 the 0 clears all interrupt flags
STA IER /Returns IRQ line to high (ie. +5 volts)
/ ELSE
/LDA IER /Clear bit-5 (timer-1) and
/AND #60 /Clear bit-6 (timer-0)






•Memory assignments for this macro
/
return .WORD /Pascal return address









THE "652" PREFIXED MODI JT ,FS
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; 652 SHELL
;652_SHELL, a shell, co-ordinates the assembly of '.INCLUDE' modules 
;and global references, variables and macros.




; Include Macro Libraries.
.INCLUDE *MACRO LIBI / The Standard Macro Library
.INCLUDE A/D MACRO /A/D Utility Macro Library





/End Global Macro calls
/Or "005,80" for user-chip 










/PROCEDURE Fast_AD (buff:buffer)/ 





/Must use '.END' here, it's the end of the assembly!




• 'k'k'k'k'k'kmk'k'k"k'kmk mk'k1cmk'kit'k'kit’k'k'k-k’k-k'k'k'k-k‘k-k'kif'k-k'k'k'k'k-k1c-k'k'k-k-k*’k-k’k mk mk mk'kmk ’kit'k'k‘k~k*‘k'k* 
/
;INTERFACE Note: the symbols: '— > ’ denotes Macro
; — >AD ADALAB <slot number>
t
;>AD_ADALAB <slot number>
r;A/D and D/A ADALAB Address Assignments.
r
.MACRO AD_ADALAB
AD_6522 .EQU %1*100+0C000 ;6522 A/D base address/slot #
DA~6522_H_byte .EQU AD_6522 +00 ;D/A high byte digital value
DA_6522_L_byte .EQU AD_6522 +01 ;D/A low byte digital value
DA_6522_trigger .EQU DA_6522_L_byte /Triggers D/A on READ/WRITE
AD_6522_trigger .EQU DA_6522_H_byte /Triggers A/D on WRITE
AD_6522_L_byte .EQU AD_6522 +10 /A/D L-byte
/bits 0-7 are least significant
AD 6522_H_byte .EQU AD_6522 +20 /A/D H-byte
/bits 0-3 are the most significant 
/bit 4 is the over-range indicator 
/bit 5 is the signed bit 
/bits 6,7 are unused (usually l’s)




• 1cmk ' k ' k mk ' k ' k i c mk 1 t ' k J c mk mk * k ' k ’k J c mk 1 c ' k J c i c " k gk mk j c ' k ' k mk mk ' k ' k ' k j c mk i c ' k i c ’k i t j c i c j c mk ’k j c i c j c 1 c i c ' j c ' k j e mk ’k mk ' k mk mk j c mk mk J c i c i c mkt
/Explicitly Initialize Acquisition program to respond to 







t 0 , 1 , 2  , 3 { Enumeration }
/ TYPE interval =
r

































LOAD #00F, #0FF, ad_min_AD_range 
LOAD #0F0, #001, ad_max_AD_range 
LOAD #027, #0F3, CPU
;Min A/D conversion time 
;— > #32 = 50.'milli'
;Min norm time 
;— > #32 = 50.'milli'
/Min clock interrupt time 
/— > #14 = 20.'micro'
/Min A/D conversion range 
;— > 4095 Decimal
/Max A/D conversion range 
/— > -4095 Decimal 
/Clock cycle of CPU, in Hz 
/— > 10227/10-Hz Decimal!
PUSH return 
RTS
;----- Memory assignments for this assembly
return .WORD /Pascal return address








;Fast A/D converter and timer INTERRUPT CONTROLLED
VIA -6522 ONLY —  TIMER 0 —  used
;An Extended Single Buffer System.
;The maximum length of an Extended Single Buffer is 
/determined by:
; (max_buffer+l)*n_buffer,
; usually (1023+1)*2 = 2048 (words)
/NOTE: Although this program is interrupt controlled, it does 




/ 1/. Have both the A/D and TIMER (timer-0) working under interrupts.
/ 2/. Store the collected data in a single extended public Pascal
; Array. All the collected data is stored in memory and then
; saved to disk upon completion of the data acquisition.
r
;******************************************************************
PROCEDURE Fast_AD (buff :buffer)/
.PROC Fast_AD, 1




/Address of pointer to Pascal buffer
Program Initialization
LOAD INTERRUPT serpnt 
INIT_P UBLIC buff
/Load Interrupt vectors with ’serpnt' 
/Load data pointers with 'buff'
BEGIN Main program
WRITE wstart 
VI A_P AD_INI T 
VI A_P AD_TRI GGER 
VIA_PAD_TOGGLE 
VIA_DELAY
/6522 Timer and Data Register Initialization
VIA_INIT #40, #0D0 /Load 6522 parameters
/#40 => 0100-0000 gives continuous interrupts on timer-0.
/ ACR=> PB7 is disabled
/#0D0=> 1101-0000 A/D conversion complete on CB1 transition 
/ IER=> TimerO ENABLED/ Timerl DISABLED ***
/Initialize 'PAD' for externals 
/Wait: PAD input port external trigger 
/Toggle a PAD output port 
/Timed delay prior to data collection
1 2 4
;Start timer TimerO.





/Cycle around here while collecting data 
UNTIL ad_finished, NE, #00, HERE1
/Data Collection now complete/ turn off INTERRUPTS 
SEI /Ensure interrupts are off.
LDA #7F /0111-1111 the 0 clears all interrupt flags
STA IER /Returns IRQ line to high (ie. +5 volts)
PUSH return /Restore the return address
RTS /Back to Pascal
/Timing starts here
/Start timer Read h-byte or Write 1-byte 
/Writing trigger Re-starts A/D 
/Enable interrupts
/ END Main program
/BEGIN Interrupt Service Routine
Important "$" JMP labels
/ — > $100 A/D Interrupt Select
/ — > $500 Process DATA
/ --> $600 Re-start TIMER-0
/ — > $999 Process EXIT
service PUSHREG /Save registers
/Test for Timer-0 Interrupt
LDA IFR /Which interrupt occurred.
AND #40 /Did timer-0 give the Interrupt
/0100-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0 
BEQ $100 /Then check A/D
JMP $600 /— > Re-start TIMER-0 and A/D
for A/D Interrupt
LDA IFR /Which interrupt occurred.
AND #10 /Did A/D give the Interrupt
/0001-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0 




JMP $999 / ** THEN NOT OURS **
/ *** Data Processing and Service Routines ***
$500 IF ad_status, NE, #00, THEN, $999 
LDA #0FF /Set TRUE
STA ad_status
AD_GET_PN_DATA ad_6522_H_byte, ad_6522_L_byte
/Get a/d 6522 POSITIVE— NEGATIVE data 
AD_SAVE_PAGE_DATA $999 /Save page of data
1 2 5
t
; *** Data Processing and Service Routines ***
r —---------
/—  Timer-0 Re-start —
$600 LDA #00 ;Set FALSE 
STA ad_status
LDA TOdata /Reading Re-starts TimerO 
STA ad_6522_trigger /Writing trigger Re-starts A/D
$999 POPREG /Restore registers
RTI /*** EXIT A/D Service ***
r ~ ”
/END Interrupt Service Routine





.WORD /Pascal return address 
.WORD /Address of pointer to Pascal buffer 
.WORD service /Copy the 'service' address into... 
.ASCII " Fast "
.BYTE /Delimiter
;----- End of memory assignments
r ” — — — — — — — — — —— — _ — — _ — — —
/PROCEDURE Fast_AD (buff¡buffer);





;Norm A/D converter and timer INTERRUPT CONTROLLED
VIA -6522 BOTH —  TIMER 1 and TIMER 0 —  used
/Specifically A Dual Buffer System.
/NOTE: This is interrupt controlled. Upon returning to Pascal,
/ the data collection program should loop, saving each
/ buffer in-turn, sequentially, whenever the ,ad_?_flag,s
/ are set TRUE.
; ******************************************************************
/ AIM-
/ 1/. Have both the A/D and TO and T1 working under interrupts.
/ 2/. Alternate between two extended public Pascal buffers as data
/ is being collected. When one of the buffers is full it is
/ saved to disk whilst the other buffer is being filled with
/ new data.
• ***********************************************************************
/PROCEDURE Norm AD (buff/buffer) /
.PROC Norm AD, 1
/Snap, crackle and POP !
POP RETURN /Pascal return address
POP buff /Address of pointer to Pascal buffer
/Program Initialization
LOAD_INTERRUPT serpnt /Load Interrupt vectors with 'serpnt' 
INIT_PUBLIC buff /Load data pointers with 'buff'
/BEGIN Main program
WRITE wstart 




/Initialize 'PAD' for externals 
/Wait: PAD input port external trigger 
/Toggle a PAD output port 
/Timed delay prior to data collection
/ 6522 Timer and Data Register Initialization
VIA_INIT #0E0, #0F0 /Load 6522 parameters
/#0E0=> 1110-0000 gives continuous interrupts on timer-0.
/ ACR=> timer-1 counts pulses on PB6
;#0F0=> 1111-0000 A/D conversion complete on CB1 transition 
/ IER=> Timer-1 Counts pulses on PB6/ Timer-0 Free-Running
/Start timer TimerO and Timerl.
COPY Timerl, Tldata /Counts # of TO's/ Write h-byte Tldata 
COPY TimerO, TOlatch /Timer-0 starts/ Write h-byte TOlatch 
COPY TimerO, TOdata /Read 1-byte TOdata would start timer
1 2 7
STA ad_6522_trigger /Writing trigger Re-starts A/D
/Before Exiting restore Pascal return address and enable interrupts.
PUSH RETURN /Restore the RETURN address
CLI /Enable interrupts
RTS /Back to Pascal.
/END Main program
/BEGIN Interrupt Service Routine
/Important "$" JMP labels
/ — > $100 Interrupt Select
/ — > $500 Process DATA
/ — > $600 Re-set A/D status —  Re-Start Timer-0/Timer-l
/--> $800 Re-Start Timer-0 —
/--> $999 EXIT
service PUSHREG /Save registers
/Test for Timer-1 Interrupt
LDA IFR /Which interrupt occurred.
AND #20 /0010-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0
/Did timer-1 give the interrupt 
BEQ $100 /Then check timer-0
JMP $600 / — > Re-start TIMER-0-1 and A/D
/Test for Timer-0 Interrupt
$100 LDA IFR /Which interrupt occurred.
AND #40 /0100-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0
/Did timer-0 give the interrupt 
BEQ $110 /Then check A/D
JMP $800 /— > Re-start TIMER-0
/ Test 
$110




/0001-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give
BNE $500 
JMP $999
/Did timer-1 give the interrupt 
/— > A/D interrupt —  Process Data 
/THEN NOT OURS ** EXIT **
0
/ *** Data Processing and Service Routines ***
$500 IF ad_status, NE, #00, THEN, $999 
LDA #0FF /Set TRUE
STA ad_status
AD_GET_PN_DATA ad_6 5 2 2_H_byte, ad_6522_L_byte
/Get a/d 6522 POSITIVE— NEGATIVE data
f """/This stuff could be used for shifting the graphics screen !
/ INC ad_c_jplot
/IF ad_c_plot, NE, ad_n_plot, THEN, $505
/LDA #0FF /Set TRUE or Reset!
/ S TA ad_cjp lot /Reset!
/STA ad shift /Set TRUE/ Pascal MUST set FALSE
1 2 8
$505 AD_SAVE_BOOK_DATA $999 ;EXIT 
/
. *** Data Processing and Service Routines ***
r “ — — — — — — — — — —— ———————————————————————
' Timer-1 Re-start —  no need to Re-start Timer-0 —
$600
$800
LDA #00 /Set FALSE 
STA ad_status
COPY Timerl, Tldata /Writing h-byte Tldata Re-starts 
STA ad_6522_trigger /Writing trigger Re-starts A/D 
LDA TOdata /Re-Start TimerO— Clear Interrupt.






f -Memory assignments for this assembly
/




.WORD /Address of pointer to Pascal buffer 
.WORD service /The interrupt service address 
.ASCII " Normal "
.BYTE /Delimiter
/ -End of memory assignments
/End PROCEDURE Norm_AD (buff¡buffer) /
/  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  — — — — — — — —  — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —  —  —  —  —  — — — — — — — — — — — —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —
f
/652 NORM




'* 211_SHELL, a shell, co-ordinates the assembly of '.INCLUDE1 modules 






.INCLUDE *MACRO LIBI /The Standard Macro.INCLUDE A/D MACRO /A/D Utility Macro.INCLUDE 211 MACRO / 211 Macros
Library
Library




;End Global Macro calls
;Or "002,80" for user-chip 






.INCLUDE 211JENIT /PROCEDURE Init_AD/ EXTERNAL 
.INCLUDE 211_FAST /PROCEDURE Fast_AD (buff:buffer)/ EXTERNAL 
.INCLUDE 21l_NORM /PROCEDURE Norm AD (buff: buffer)/ EXTERNAL
.END
/Must use '.END' here, it's the end of the assembly!





; ************************************ *************** ******** ********
/INTERFACE Note: the symbols: 1— >' denotes Macro
;— >AD_211_ADDRESSES <slot number> 
;— >AD 211 INIT




AD 211 .EQU %1*10 +0C080 ;A/D_211 base address, plus Slot #
AD 211 channel .EQU AD 211 +00
_211_trigger .EQU AD_211 +01 
_211_strobe .EQU AD_211 +02 
_211_status .EQU AD_211 +05 
over)
;eg. 02 = Slot-2 
/Initialize operating state 
/bits 0-3 set multiplexer addresses 
/and channel reset.
/bit 4-5 set gain
/bit 6=1 => auto incrementing
/bits 7=0 => board resets to channel 0
/Triggers A/D on WRITE only
/Enable external strobe
/Status test (bit-7=l when conversion is 
/test not necessary if interrupts are used
AD_21 l__L_byte .EQU AD_211 +06 
AD_21l_H_byte .EQU AD_211 +07
/A/D L-byte
/bits 0-7 are the least significant 
/A/D H-byte
/bits 0-3 are the most significant 
/bit 4 is the over-range indicator 
/bit 5 is the signed bit 












ZERO ad_21 l_L_byte 
LDA ad_21 l_H_by t e
;Clear strobe (not used) .
;Clear status
;If bit-6=l only the specified channels 
;in bits-3-0 are converted 
,*0100-0000 bit-3-0=0 selects Channel-0
/Clear A/D L-byte and H-byte 






/Explicitly Initialize Acquisition program to respond to 







f 0 , 1 , 2  , 3 { Enumeration }
/ TYPE interval =
r
(micro,milli,second,minute)/ { Time interval }
.PROC Init_AD 
POP return
LOAD #00, #06 E, ad_ad time /Min A/D conversion time
LOAD #00, #00, ad ad interval /— > #06E = 110.'micro'
LOAD #00, #00, ad norm time /Min norm time
LOAD #00, #01, ad norm_interval ; — > #32 = 50.’milli'
LOAD #00, #14, ad clock time /Min clock interrupt time
LOAD #00, #00, ad clock interval ; — > #14 = 20.'micro'
LOAD #00F, #0FF, ad min AD range /Min A/D conversion range
/— > 4095 Decimal
LOAD #0F0, #001 , ad max AD_range /Max A/D conversion range
/— > -4095 Decimal
LOAD #027, #0F3, CPU /Clock cycle of CPU, in Hz
/— > 10227/10-Hz Decimal!
PUSH return
RTS
;----- Memory assignments for this assembly
return .WORD /Pascal return address
r








;Fast A/D converter and timer INTERRUPT CONTROLLED
TECMAR -211 ONLY -- TIMER 0 —  used
;An Extended Single Buffer System.




; usually (1023+1)*2 = 2048 (words)
/NOTE: Although this program is interrupt controlled, it does 




/ 1/. Have both the TECMAR -211-A/D and the -6522- TIMER (timer-0)
/ working under interrupts.
/ 2/. Store the collected data in a single extended public Pascal
/ Array. All the collected data is stored in memory and then
/ saved to disk upon completion of the data acquisition.
f
‘ •k-kik-k-k-k-k-kic-k-k-k-k-kif-kick-k-k-k-k-k-k-kikick-k-k'k'k'k 'k 'k 'k-k-k-k-k-k^c-k-k-k-ki^ idc-k-k-k-k^r-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k
r
/PROCEDURE Fast AD (buff:buffer)/
.PROC Fast_AD, 1




/Address of pointer to Pascal buffer
/Program Initialization
LOAD INTERRUPT serpnt 
INIT PUBLIC buff
/Load Interrupt vectors with 'serpnt’ 





VI A_P AD_INI T 
VI A_P AD_TRI GGER 
VIA_PAD_TOGGLE 
VIA DELAY
/Initialize TECMAR -211- A/D 
/Fill customers in.
/Initialize 'PAD' for externals 
/Wait: PAD input port external trigger 
/Toggle a PAD output port 
/Timed delay prior to data collection
/ 6522 Timer and Data Register Initialization
VIA_INIT #40, #0C0 /Load 6522 parameters
/#40 => 0100-0000 gives continuous interrupts on timer-0. 
/ ACR=> PB7 is disabled 
;#0C0=> 1100-0000
/ IER=> TimerO ENABLED/ Timerl DISABLED ***
1 3 5
;Start timer TimerO.





/Cycle around here while collecting data 
UNTIL ad_finished, NE, #00, HERE1
/Data Collection now complete/ turn off INTERRUPTS 
SEI /Ensure interrupts are off.
LDA #7F /0111-1111 the 0 clears all interrupt flags
STA IER /Returns IRQ line to high (ie. +5 volts)
PUSH return /Restore the return address
RTS /Back to Pascal
/Timing starts here
/Start timer Read h-byte or Write 1-byte 
/Writing trigger Re-starts A/D 
/Enable interrupts
/END Main program
/BEGIN Interrupt Service Routine
Important "$" JMP labels
/— > $100 A/D Interrupt Select
/ — > $500 Process DATA
/ — > $600 Re-start TIMER-0
; — > $999 Process EXIT
service PUSHREG /Save registers
/Test for Timer-0 Interrupt
LDA IFR /Which interrupt occurred.
AND #40 /Did timer-0 give the Interrupt
/0100-0000/ 1 AND .1=1, else will give 0 
BEQ $100 /Then check A/D
JMP $600 /— > Re-start TIMER-0 and A/D
/ Test 
$100




/ Which interrupt occurred.
/Did A/D 211 give the Interrupt 
/1000-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0 
/— > Process DATA
JMP $999 ** THEN NOT OURS **
/ *** Data Processing and Service Routines ***
r$500 IF ad_status, NE, #00, THEN, $999 
LDA #0FF /Set TRUE
STA ad_status
AD_GET_P_DATA ad_211_H_byte, ad_211_L_byte
/Get a/d 211 — POSITIVE—  data only 
AD_SAVE_PAGE_DATA $999 /Save page of data
r; *** Data Processing and Service Routines ***
1 3 6






/Reading Re-starts TimerO 
/Writing trigger Re-starts A/D
$999 POPREG /Restore registers
RTI /*** EXIT A/D Service ***
/END Interrupt Service Routine
■Memory assignments for this assembly
f
return .WORD /Pascal return address
buff .WORD /Address of pointer to Pascal bufferserpnt .WORD service /Copy the ’service" address into...
wstart .ASCII " Fast "
• BYTE /Delimiter
r
/ -End of memory assignments
/PROCEDURE Fast_AD (buff:buffer)/




;Norm A/D converter and timer INTERRUPT CONTROLLED
tecmar -211 BOTH —  TIMER 1 and TIMER 0 —  used
/Specifically A Dual Buffer System.
/NOTE: This is interrupt controlled. Upon returning to Pascal, 
/ the data collection program should loop, saving each
/ buffer in-turn, sequentially, whenever the ' ad_?_flag's
/ are set TRUE.
*******************************************************************r
/ AIM-
/ 1/. Have both the A/D and TO and T1 working under interrupts.
/ 2/. Alternate between two extended public Pascal buffers as data
/ is being collected. When one of the buffers is full it is
/ saved to disk whilst the other buffer is being filled with
/ new data.
. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  r
/PROCEDURE Norm AD (buff¡buffer) /
.PROC Norm AD, 1




/Address of pointer to Pascal buffer
/Program Initialization
LOAD_INTERRUPT serpnt /Load Interrupt vectors with 'serpnt 
INIT_PUBLIC buff /Load data pointers with ’buff'
AD 211 INIT /Initialize TECMAR -211 A/D
/BEGIN Main program
WRITE wstart 
VI A_P AD_INI T 
VI A_P AD_TRI GGER 
VIA_PAD_TOGGLE 
VIA DELAY
/Initialize 'PAD' for externals 
/Wait: PAD input port external trigger 
/Toggle a PAD output port 
/Timed delay prior to data collection
/ 6522 Timer and Data Register Initialization
VIA_INIT #0E0, #0E0 /Load 6522 parameters
/#0E0=> 1110-0000 gives continuous interrupts on timer-0.
/ ACR=> timer-1 counts pulses on PB6 
/#0E0=> 1110-0000
/ IER=> Timer-1 Counts pulses on PB6/ Timer-0 Free-Running
/Start timer TimerO and Timerl.
COPY Timerl, Tldata /Counts # of TO's/ Write h-byte Tldata 
COPY TimerO, TOlatch /Timer-0 starts/ Write h-byte TOlatch
138
COPY TimerO, TOdata ;Read 1-byte TOdata would start timer 
STA ad_211_trigger /Writing trigger Re-starts A/D
;Before Exiting restore Pascal return address and enable interrupts. 
PUSH RETURN /Restore the RETURN address
CLI /Enable interrupts
RTS /Back to Pascal.
/END Main program
/BEGIN Interrupt Service Routine
/Important ”$" JMP labels
/ — > $100 Interrupt Select
/— > $500 Process DATA/— > $600 Re-set A/D status —  Re-Start Timer-0/Timer-l
/ — > $800 Re-Start Timer-0 —/— > $999 EXIT
service PUSHREG /Save registers
/Test for A/D Interrupt
LDA ad_211_status /Which interrupt occurred.
AND #80 /1000-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0
/Did A/D give the interrupt 
BNE $500 /— > A/D interrupt —  Process Data
/Test for Timer-0 Interrupt
LDA IFR /Which interrupt occurred.
AND #40 /0100-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0
/Did timer-0 give the interrupt 
BEQ $100 /Then check A/D
JMP $800 / — > Re-start TIMER-0
/Test for Timer-1 Interrupt
$100 LDA IFR /Which interrupt occurred.
AND #20 /0010-0000/ 1 AND 1=1, else will give 0
/Did timer-1 give the interrupt 
BEQ $110 /Then check timer-0
JMP $600 /— > Re-start TIMER-0-1 and A/D
$110 JMP $999 /THEN NOT OURS ** EXIT **
; *** Data Processing and Service Routines ***
$500 IF ad_status, NE, #00, THEN, $999 
LDA #0FF /Set TRUE
STA ad_status
AD_GET_p_DATA ad_211_H_byte, ad_211_L_byte
/Get A/D 211 POSITIVE—  data
r/This stuff could be used for shifting the graphics screen !
/ INC ad_c_plot
/IF ad_c_j?lot, NE, ad_n_jplot, THEN, $505
/LDA #0FF /Set TRUE or Reset!
/STA ad_c_plot /Reset!
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; STA ad_shift ;Set TRUE; Pascal MUST set FALSE
$505 AD_SAVE_PAGE_DATA $999 ;EXIT 
/
; *** Data Processing and Service Routines ***
; —  Timer-1 Re-start —  no need to Re-start Timer-0 —
$600 LDA #00
STA ad_status 




/Writing h-byte Tldata Re-starts 
/Writing trigger Re-starts A/D 




/END Interrupt Service Routine
■Memory assignments for this assembly
RETURN .WORD /Pascal return address
buff .WORD /Address of pointer to Pascal buffer
serpnt .WORD service /The interrupt service address
wstart .ASCII " Normal"
.BYTE /Delimiter
/
/ -End of memory assignments
/End PROCEDURE Norm AD (buff:buffer);
/
; 211 NORM
’ L  A U N C H E R ! .
1 4 1
{$s++>
PROGRAM L_AUNCHER; USES GET_STUFF, CHAIN_STUFF ; 






WRITE (SCREEN (clear) , SCREEN (blck) , AT_CENTRE (prog_title,b) ,
SCREEN(whyte));
SETCVALC #4: file-01.Data') ;
SETCHAIN(1%D_ATE') ;
END.
{ END L AUNCHER }
' D A T E S f
{$S++}
PROGRAM D_ATES; USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF, CHAIN_STUFF;
CONST a=04;













{ PROCEDURE GET_DEFAULT_DATE }{*******************★*★******************************************}
PROCEDURE PROCESS;





IF (Iday=29) AND (Imonth=2) AND ((Iyear MOD 4)<>0)
THEN BEGIN
COMMENT('Not a Leap Year!'); LEAP_YEAR:=TRUE;
END
END;
{ FUNCTION LEAP_YEAR }
{ ===== = = = = r a ^ „ m „ M _ ===m _ ==================}
FUNCTION LONG_MONTH:BOOLEAN;




AND ((Imonth=4) OR (Imonth=6) OR (Imonth=9) OR (Imonth=ll)) 
THEN BEGIN
COMMENT('30 days hath September, April, June and November!'); 
LONG_MONTH:=TRUE;
END;
IF (Iday>29) AND (Imonth=2)
THEN BEGIN




{ FUNCTION LONG MONTH }
{
FUNCTION GET DAYS: BOOLEAN;




THEN IF day>0 { Positive ==> Day—  Negative = >  Year }




IF sdate[1]='O' THEN count:=count+l;
1sdate:=1sdate+count ;
DELETE(sdate,1,count);




{ FUNCTION GET DAYS }






THEN IF year<0 { Positive = >  Day—  Negative ==> Year }
























{ PROCEDURE GET_YEARS }
{
1 4 5
FUNCTION GET MONTHS : BOOLEAN;









s:=COPY(sdate,2,3); month:=POS(s,munths) DIV 3; 
IF monthoO 
THEN BEGIN





{ FUNCTION GET_MONTHS }
{ — — = ---------------  -------------------- ----- - }
BEGIN
STR_UPPER_CASE (sdate); lensdate:=LENGTH(sdate); 1sdate:=0; 
failed:=TRUE;
IF NOT (GET_DAYS AND GET_YEARS AND GET_MONTHS)
THEN COMMENT('Out of Range')
ELSE IF NOT LEAP_YEAR THEN IF NOT LONG_MONTH THEN failed: =FALSE; 
IF failed THEN GET_DEFAULT_DATE;
END;
{ PROCEDURE PROCESS }
^ 'k 'k 'k 'k - k - k - k - k 'k - k i r - k - k - k i r i '- k - k - k - k ^ - k i f - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k l t - k i t j i - k - k - k - k j r - k i i r i c k - k - k - k - k - k - k l r - k i c - k l d f i c - k - k - k - k - k i t i i ;  J.
PROCEDURE INIT_PROGRAM;
BEGIN
b:=10; max:=SIZEOF (d_string)-1; IF NOT ODD (max) THEN max:=max-l; 
SYSTEM_DATE (load, ddate) ; DATE_STR (delate, old_sdate) ; 
GET_DEFAULT_DATE;
WRITE(SCREEN(clear),AT (a,b),'Current date is',
AT(a+20,b),sdate,
AT(a,b+02),'New date ?’);
CENTRE_ME SS AGE ('Range: <1. .31>-<Jan. .Dec>-<1. . 9 9>',ymax, invert) ; 
END;






READ_STR(a+20,b+02,max+l, sdate) ; IF NOT escaped THEN PROCESS; 
UNTIL escaped OR NOT failed;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN IF sdate<>old_sdate 
THEN BEGIN
WITH ddate DO BEGIN




WRITE (AT (a+20,b) , sdate) ; SET_CHAIN(' %P_AM' ) ;
END.
{ END D ATES }
1 4 7
' P  A
1 4 8
{$s++}
PROGRAM P_AM; USES GET_STUFF, CHAIN STUFF;
CONST prog_title=' Welcome to PAM ';




< - ------7  — ------  =.................CONST title = 1Main Option List';










options:=['A' , ' S ', ’
C_PROMPT (a,b, norm, '







Quit to Operating System’); b:=b+08+2;
G ',' N ',’D ','Q ']; main_choice
Which Option ?',options,main_choice); b:=b+2;END;




IF NOT (escaped OR (main_choice=’Q')) THEN 
CASE main_choice OF
' A ’: SETCHAIN('%A_CQUIRE');
'D ': SETCHAIN('%D_ATE');
’G ': SETCHAIN('%P_ROCESSOR’);
'N ’: SETCHAIN('%N_UMERICAL’) ;
'S': SETCHAIN('%S_MOOTH');
END; WRITE (' Loading......') ;
END.
| **★ *★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ **★ ★ ★ ★ *★ **★ ★ ★ ★ *★ ★ **★ ***★ **★ ******★ ********★ ***■*■■*'*■*■■*■ j.
{ END P AM }
' A  C O U I R E l
1 5 0
{$S++,R-}
PROGRAM A__CQUIRE; USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF, HEAD STUFF,
DISK_STUFF, MAC_STUFF, ~
SHORT_GRAPHIC S, CHAIN STUFF;
CONST maxx =279; { Maximum x- graphic coordinate }
maxy =191; { Maximum y- graphic coordinate }
gchar_height=10; { Graphic char: height actually=08 } 
gchar_width =07; { Graphic char: width }
gmaxx=200; { Maximum x-graphics buffer length }
gmaxy=120; { Maximum difference in a y-coordinate }
TYPE menus=(main, view, dspl, show, init, acqu, copi);
l_selection= (1_INI T_HEAD, l_SHOW_HEAD, 1_READ_HE AD, 1_F I LE_ED I TOR) ; 
gbuffer=^gbuffers;
gbuffers= ARRAY [0..gmaxx] OF INTEGER;
gstuff =yvgstuffs;











the2 : stuff; 














{ Operating 'genera1 of A/D and TIMERS }
{ 'maxx—gmax—2*gchar_width'; Defined in 'PLOT GRAF' }
{ '5*gchar_height+5'; Defined in 'PLOT_GRAF' }







too, { Current data 'buffer' Range 'too' }
vol, { Current Directory Volume }







file_type :CHAR; { Current file selection, i.e. '.DATA' } 
heap:^INTEGER;
PROCEDURE G_AT_CLEAR (x, y, max_lengt h : INTEGER) ; FORWARD ;
PROCEDURE G_AT_WRITE (x,y :INTEGER; VAR s:STRING); FORWARD;
SEGMENT PROCEDURE INIT_PROGRAM;
{*************************************************************** j
VAR address : INTEGER; 
d date : date;
PROCEDURE ONE_POINT_TWO_PATCH;
{= -----------  -------- -----  = = = = = }BEGIN
disk_volumes[1]:=4; 
disk_volumes[2]:=5; 




disk_volumes [0] :=6; { Actual Number of Disk Volumes }
disk_volumes[7]:=0; { n_vols+l=0 }
END;
{ PROCEDURE ONE_POINT_TWO_PATCH }
BEGIN










{ SIZEOF(buffers) = 2048 }
{ SIZEOF(buffers) = 2048 *** 'dir:=buffer2
{ SIZEOF(heads) = 406 }
{ SIZEOF(stuffs) = 28 }
{ SIZEOF(stuffs) = 28 }
{ SIZEOF(gstuffs) = 18 }
{ SIZEOF(drivers) = 14 }




WITH gthe~ DO BEGIN
NEW (ybuff); NEW(yplot) ;
END;
INITTURTLE; TEXTMODE; {ONE POINT TWO_PATCH; { = = = = >  1.2 }
MOVELEFT(buffer2, dir,2); { **** ' dir :=buffer2' **** }
MOVELEFT(buffer2,head2,2); { **** 'head2:=buffer2' **** }
a:=05; b:=02; { 'x,y' text coordinates }
1 5 2
mac~.n_buffer:=02; AD_INIT(mac);
ex_temp_source: =FALSE; { 1 HEAD_STUFF' Global Parameter }
yn_temp: = 1Y '; { 1 HEAD_STUFF1 Global Parameter }
yn_delay: =' N ’; { ’ HEAD_STUFF ’ Global Parameter }
INIT_HEAD (headl) ;
SYSTEM_D ATE (load, d_date) ; DATE_STR(d_date,headl~.head_date) ; 
main_choice: ='G 1; acqu_choice: = ’ N ' ; 
file^ype^’D' ;




WITH the2^ DO BEGIN
buff :=bufferl; 
kind :=head2;
GETCVAL (fname) ; INC_FILENAME (-01, fname) ;END;




MOVELEFT (address, ytbuff, 2);address :=address+SIZEOF (gbuffers) ; 
MOVELEFT (address, ytplot, 2); address :=address+SIZEOF (gbuffers) ; 
MOVELEFT (address, ybbuff, 2);address: =address+SIZEOF (gbuffers); 
MOVELEFT (address, ybplot, 2) ; 
gmin : =MAXINT; gmax :=-MAXINT;
END;
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE INIT_PROGRAM }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE GET_LIB(select:l_selection; the:stuff);
{ Contains those unit routine which require nGET_STUFF" in 






INI T_HEAD (the ''.kind); SHOW_HEAD (the, TRUE) ; 
END;
1_SHOW_HEAD: SHOW_HEAD(the,NOT print);
1_READ_HEAD : READ_HEAD (the, mac) ; 
l_FILE_EDITOR: quit: =FILE_EDITOR (LOAD, dir, f, the^ . fname) ; 
END;
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE GET_LIB }
{$1 A_ACQU } 
{$1 A_MENU } 
{$1 A_NORM } 
{$1 A PLOT }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE ACQUIRE_PROCESS;{ ****************************************************.*..*..*.******** T.
BEGIN
reply:=yes;
IF NOT escaped THEN 
IF DISK_SORT (a, ymax, SAVE, the, f)
THEN IF IOerror=0 
THEN BEGIN
reply :=YN_PROMPT(a,ymax,binvert, 'To start ?’,reply) 




' IF IOerroroO THEN reply :=no;
WITH the~ DO 
BEGIN
IF reply=yes
THEN IF NOT FILE_EXISTS(f,fname)
THEN BEGIN




IF NORMALIZED THEN PLOT_GRAF;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
cat :=AT_CLEAR(0,ymax);
GET_FILENAME (a, ymax, fname) ;
END;
END;
END; { WITH }




{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE ACQUIRE_PROCESS }
I***************************************************************}
PROCEDURE G_AT_WRITE;
{ At coordinates ,x,yl on the graphics screen write the string 's




{ PROCEDURE G_AT_WRITE }
-̂k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k****************************************}
PROCEDURE G_AT_CLEAR;
{ At coordinates ,x,y’, clear the graphics screen line for 
'max^JLength' characters }
{ ■ k - k - k - k - k * - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k * * - k - k * * - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k - k - k - k - k - k * - k - k - k * - k * * * * - k - k * - k - k - k - k * - k - k - k - k - k * - k * - k - k }
VAR I : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:=0 TO max_length DO 
BEGIN
MOVETO (x+I*gchar_width, y ) ; WCHAR ( ’ ' ) ;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE G_AT_CLEAR }
{ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * - k * * * * * - k * * * * * * * * * - k k * - k j
BEGIN
{$R DISK_STUFF }
FILE_LOADED:= DISK SORT(a,b,LOAD,the2,f) AND (IOerror=0);END;








IF NOT main_quit THEN 
CASE menu OF
view: GET_LIB(l_FILE_EDITOR,the);
dspl: IF FILE_LOADED THEN GET_LIB (l_SHOW_HEAD, the2) ; 
Show: GET_LIB (l_SHOW_HEAD,the); 
init: GET_LIB (1_INIT_HEAD, the) ; 
acqu: REPEAT
GET_LIB (1_READ_HEAD, the) ;
ACQUIRE_PROCESS ;
UNTIL (reply=no) OR escaped; 
copi: IF FILE_LOADED THEN BEGIN
the^.kind^ ^theC'".kind^;




UN_PROTECT; UN_MAKE_ROOM; RELEASE (heap) ;
SETCVAL (the'". fname) ; SETCHAIN (' %P_AM') ;
END.
{ A CQUIRE Module }
{ A_MENU M odule }
{ NB. T h is  i s  an 'INCLUDE1 f i l e  w h ich  can o n ly  be
co m p iled  when 'A_CQUIRE ' i s  b e in g  c o m p i le d . . .  }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE MENU_LIST;
{ *************************************************************** J.
CONST prog_title='Data Acquisition Package';
VAR options:sets;
PROCEDURE GET_FILE_TYPE(VAR fname:fstring);
{— -- -------------------- — = = = = — — ■ — ------------ — }BEGIN
CENTRE_MESSAGE (' D (ata, S (moo, C (opy', ymax+2,invert) ;
C_PROMPT(a,ymax,invert,'File Type ?',['D','S','C'],file_type) 
IF NOT escaped THEN
IF f ile_type=' S ' THEN SUFFIX_RENAME (' . SMOO', f name)
ELSE IF file_type='C'
THEN SUFF IX_RENAME (' . COPY', fname)
ELSE SUFFIX_RENAME (' . DATA', fname) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_FILE__TYPE }
{^ = = ~ = - - = = = ^  --= = = = == = = = = ^ ^ =================^^ }
PROCEDURE GET_FILE;
{ = m „ = = „ = ^ = = = = = = = m ^ _ 7;7T_ m ------------------------------------ }
BEGIN
WITH the 2^ DO 
BEGIN
GET_FILE_TYPE (fname) ;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
GET_FILENAME (a,b, fname) ;
IF escaped THEN INC_FILENAME (-1, fname) ;
END; { escaped }
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_FILE }
{ = m = = = = = = = = = = = = = ---------------------------------_ m = = = m = m = m m = m = = m m }
PROCEDURE ACQU_MENU;{ = -- ^ ===m ======== ==^-^^^= = m






WITH mac^ DO 
CASE acqu_choice OF
'F': genus :=faster ;
'N': genus :=normal;
END ; menu : =acqu ; go_f or_i t : =TRUE ;
END;
















{ PROCEDURE GET_TIME_ZONE }
{ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
BEGIN




GET_TIME_ZONE (ad_interval, sfast) ;
GET_TIME_ZONE (norm_interval, snorm) ;
WRITE (SCREEN (clear) ,AT_CENTRE (prog_title,b) ,
AT_CENTRE (title, b+01) ,
AT(a+24,b+04),'Increment',AT(a+48,b+04),'Elements',
AT (a+20,b+05), 'Minimum', AT (a+34,b+05), 'Maximum',












C_PROMPT(a,b,norm,'Which Option ?',options,acqu_choice); 










IF (ad_time<>0) AND (nom_time<>0)
THEN ACQU_MENU 
ELSE BEGIN
IF ad_time=0 THEN genus :=normal ;
IF norm_time=0 THEN genus:=faster; 
menu :=acqu ; go_f or_it:=TRUE;
END;
END;




CONST title = 'Main Option List';
VAR s07:string[07];
BEGIN
b:=00; IF print THEN s07:='Printer' ELSE s07;='Console'; 
WRITE(SCREEN(clear),AT_CENTRE(prog_title,b),
AT_CENTRE(title,b+01),
AT(a,b+03),'A. . ,. Acquire Data',
AT(a,b+04),'G. . ,. Get Filename',
AT(a,b+05),'C. . ,. Copy Parameters of an Existing Title PageAT(a,b+06),'I. . ,. Initialize Title Page',
AT(a,b+07),'S. . ,. Show Current Title Page',
AT(a,b+08),'X. . ,. Status of Acquisition Peripherals',
AT(a,b+09),'V. . ,. View Directory',
AT(a,b+10),'D. . . Display Title Page of a File',
AT(a,b+ll),'0. . ,. Output Device',
AT(a+29,b+ll),SCREEN(blck),1 ',s07,1 *,SCREEN(whyte),
AT(a,b+12), ' P . . . Page Eject',
AT(a,b+13),'E ... Exit',
AT_CLEAR(a,b+15), 'Current File ', the^.fname,
AT_CENTRE (esc_message,ymax-l) ) ; b:=b+15+2; 
options : = [ 'A', ' G ', ' C ', ' I ', 'S', 'X', 'V, ' D ', ' 0 ', ' P ', ' E ' ] ;
C_PROMPT(a,b,norm,'Which Option ?',options,main_choice) ; b:=b+2; 
END;
{ PROCEDURE MAIN_MENU }
{==_ =Œ ==_ = _ _ = = = m _ = = m „ =_ ===========:======}
BEGIN
{$R GET_STUFF }
a: =04; go_for_it: =FALSE; main_quit: =FALSE; menu:=main;
REPEAT
main_choice : = ' G ' ; go_for_it : =FALSE; MAIN_MENU;







GET_FILE ; menu : =dspl ; go_f or__it : =TRUE ;
END;
' E ' : main_quit : =TRUE;
'G ': GET_FILENAME(a,b,the^.fname);
'I': BEGIN
menu :=init; go_f or_it:=TRUE;
END;
'O': OUTPUT_DEVICE(a,ymax);
'P ': IF print THEN WRITE(prt,CHR(clear));
'S': BEGIN
me nu :=show; go_f or_i t :=TRUE;
END;
'V : BEGIN




UNTIL main_quit OR (go_for_it AND NOT escaped) ;
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE MENU_LIST }
{***************************************************************}
{ A MENU Module }
1 5 8
SEGMENT PROCEDURE FAST_ACQUIRE;
{ Saves data upon completion of an acquisition process }{*************************************************************** j
BEGIN
{$R DISK_STUFF, MAC_STUFF }
AD_ACQUIRE (the,mac); AD_CLOSE; bsaved:=BSAVE(bufferi,f);
IF bsaved AND ( the ~ .kind'* .n_datum>max_buffer)
THEN bsaved:=BSAVE(buffer2,f);
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE FAST_ACQUIRE }
| *************************************************************** j
SEGMENT PROCEDURE NORM_ACQUIRE;
{ Save data by alternating between two buffers }
I *************************************************************** j
PROCEDURE MULTI_BUFF_SAVE ;
{— — =====— ^ ---------—— ~   .......... = = = = = }
BEGIN
IF c_window<=n_window 






THEN IF ad_2_flag AND done2 
THEN BEGIN
bsaved:=BSAVE(buffer2,f); c_window:=c_window+l; 
done2 :=FALSE; done1 :=TRUE;
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE MULTI_BUFF_SAVE }
{-----------
BEGIN
{$R DISKjSTUFF, MAC_STUFF }
donel:=TRUE; done2:=FALSE; done :=FALSE; bsaved:=TRUE; 
c_window : =0 ; n_window : =N_BUFFER_WINDOWS (theA . kind''. n_datum) ; 
AD_ACQUIRE (the,mac);
REPEAT
done : =ad_f ini shed; MULTI_BUFF_SAVE ;
UNTIL done OR NOT bsaved;
AD_CLOSE;
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE NORM_ACQUIRE } {■*•■*■■*★*★★★★★*★■*■★•*•★★•*■★*★*★★**■*•*■★★***★*★*★**★*★**********★★***■*■****}
{ A_ACQU M odule }
' { NB. T h is  i s  an ’ INCLUDE' f i l e  w h ich  can o n ly  be
co m p iled  when 'A_CQ UIRE ' i s  b e in g  c o m p i le d . . .  }
{ A ACQU Module }
1 5 9
{ A_NORM M odule }
{ NB. T h is  i s  an 'INCLUDE' f i l e  w hich  can  o n ly  be
co m p iled  when 'A_CQUIRE ' i s  b e in g  c o m p i le d . . .  }
SEGMENT FUNCTION NORMALIZED : BOOLEAN;j***************************************************^^^^^
CONST dots=65;
VAR Idot, Jdot,dot_change :INTEGER;







IF (YN_PROMPT(a,ymax,binvert,'Wish To Abort ?',reply)=yes) 
OR escaped THEN ABORT:=TRUE;
END;
END;




dot_change : = (ABS (too-from) ) DIV dots;
IF dot__change<l THEN dot_change : =1 ; 
cat : =AT_CLEAR ( 0, ymax ) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE INITJDOT }
PROCEDURE DRAW_DOT;








{ PROCEDURE DRAW_DOT }
FUNCTION MAP_Y_PLOT: BOOLEAN ;
{ Maps the data contained in "buff" into "plot" buffers }




PROCEDURE DATA_NORMALIZED (VAR buff, plot : gbuffer) ;









{ PROCEDURE GET Y }
<................................................................." .................................................... }
BEGIN
MAP_Y_PLOT : =FALSE ; I : =0 ; INIT_DOT ( 0, gmaxx ) ;




IF (currentolast) OR (1=0) THEN GET_Y; 
plot'' [I] :=y;
I: =1+1; DRAW_DOT; IF ABORT THEN EXIT(MAP_Y_PLOT);
UNTIL I>gmaxx; MAP_Y_PLOT : =TRUE ;
END;




WITH gthe~ DO 
BEGIN




DATA_NORMALIZED (ytbuff, ytplot ) ;
END;
IF FP_error THEN COMMENT(1 Floating Point Error');
END;
{ FUNCTION MAP_Y_PLOT }
{ = = = = = —=== - = = = = ----------- )
FUNCTION N_PROCESS: BOOLEAN;
{ Normalizes the data and places the result into "buff". 
Also gets 'gmin' and 'gmax'. Assumes the buffers:






Each of length '0..gmaxx'. }
VAR I, current_indx, next_indx, last_indx,
ycurrent,yminrange,ymaxrange :INTEGER; 
gradient : REAL;
FUNCTION DATA_NORMALIZED (c u r r e n t : INTEGER) : INTEGER;
VAR data:INTEGER; 
result :REAL;
BEGIN | *********** ★★************★**********★***★**}. 
{ Maths packages should be present here }
re suit:=current;
IF ABS (result)>MAXINT 
THEN BEGIN




{ Min/Max obtained from normalized data }
WITH gthe~ DO 
BEGIN
IF gmin>data THEN gmin:=data;




{ FUNCTION DATA_NORMALIZED }
{ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
BEGIN
N_PROCESS:=FALSE; INIT_DOT(0,gmaxx) ; 
gradient:=(too-from)/gmaxx;
WITH gthe" DO 
WITH the'' DO 
BEGIN
gmin;=MAXINT; gmax:=-MAXINT;
I :=0; { Count to gmaxx }
current__indx: =TRUNC (I*gradient) + from; 
ycurrent:=buff*[INDEX(the,f,current_indx)] ;
REPEAT
{ current_indx:=TRUNC(I*gradient) + from; }
{ This is NOT needed since 'UNTIL current_indx=next_indx'!!! }
xbuff*[I]:=current_indx;
last_indx:=next_indx;
IF Kgmaxx THEN next_indx:=TRUNC ((1+1) ̂ gradient) + from;
IF (current_indx<>next_indx)






IF yminrange>ycurrent THEN yminrange:=ycurrent;
IF ymaxrange<ycurrent THEN ymaxrange:=ycurrent; 
current_indx:=current_indx+l;
IF ABORT THEN EXIT(N_PROCESS);
UNTIL current_indx>=next_indx;
current_indx:=next_indx; { But never greater than!! 
ybbuff^[I]:=DATA_NORMALIZED(yminrange); { Bot line } 





ytbuffA [I]:=ytbuffA [1-1] ; 
END;
{ The line }
IF ybbuff^[I] = ytbuff^[I]
THEN ybuff^[I];= ybbuff^[I]





{ FUNCTION N PROCESS } 
{=  -- - = = = ~ ^ ----= = ^ = — }
{*************************************************************** j
BEGIN
{$R GET_STUFF, DISK_STUFF } 
from:=0; too:=the~.kind^. n_datum;
NORMALIZED:=FALSE;
IF N_PROCESS AND NOT escaped
THEN IF MAP_Y_PLOT AND NOT escaped THEN NORMALIZED: =TRUE;
END;
{ SEGMENT FUNCTION NORMALIZED }
{*************************************************************** j
{ A NORM Module }
1 6 3
{ A_PLOT M odule }
{ NB. T h is  i s  an 'INCLUDE ' f i l e  w hich  can o n ly  be
c o m p iled  when 'A_CQUIRE ' i s  b e in g  c o m p i le d . . .  }







{ 't'=title graphics line }
{ '3'=top graphics line }
{ '2'=middle graphics line }
{ 'l'=middle graphics line }
{ 'O'=bottom graphics line in this order }
which:x_type; { Only required locally }
PROCEDURE INIT_GRAPHICS;
{ =======8=m sm - ---------}
BEGIN
FILLSCREEN(black); PENCOLOR(none) ; GRAFMODE;
END;
{ PROCEDURE INIT_GRAPHICS }
{ =========_ _ m _ = = = = = m m m :=====m =====::================== }
PROCEDURE QUIT_GRAPHICS;
{=======™ =™ ===================™ ========~==========}
BEGIN
PENCOLOR ( none); MOVETO(0,0); TEXTMODE;
END;
{ PROCEDURE QUIT_GRAPHICS }





VAR I, J, x,xcurrent,xlast,change, skip :INTEGER;
BEGIN
MOVETO(xoffset,yoffset); I:=0; J:=10; 
change :=gmaxx DIV (too-from); 
skip:=gmaxx DIV 40; 
xcurrent:=gthe^.xbuff^[I];




IF J=10 THEN BEGIN
MOVETO(x,yoffset-05); { 10th Spot }
J: =0;
END








UNTIL (xcurrentoxlast) OR (I>gmaxx) ;
END
ELSE I :=I+skip; J:=J+1;
UNTIL I>gmaxx;
END;
{ PROCEDURE X MARK AXIS }
{ ---------------------------------------------------- - - ---------------------------------------- }
PROCEDURE X_SHOW_NUMBERS;
{ ---------------------------------------













ELSE xpos:=xoffset+indx-((x+1)*gchar_width DIV 2);
IF xpos<0 THEN xpos:=0;
G_AT_WRITE (xpos,ypos,sl2); { x=? }
END;
{
{ PROCEDURE CONVERT }
BEGIN
ypos:=yoffset-gchar_he i ght-05; 
PENCOLOR(none) ;
CONVERT(0); { x=0 }
CONVERT (gmaxx DIV 2); { x=gmaxx/2 }
CONVERT(gmaxx); { x=gmaxx }
IF which=x indx THEN sl2:=’Index'
ELSE sl2 : =the" . kind" . x__label; 
G_AT_WRITE ( (maxx- (LENGTH (sl2) +1) *gchar_width) , 
ypos-gchar_height, sl2) ;
END;















IF J=10 THEN BEGIN
MOVETO(xoffset-05,y); { 10th Spot }
J : =0 ;
END










TYPE stnngl2=string [12] ;
VAR ypos : INTEGER; 
sl2:stringl2;
FUNCTION X_AT(VAR sl2:stringl2) :INTEGER;
*........................................................................................................................ ..VAR x : INTEGER;
BEGIN
x:=xoffset-(LENGTH(sl2)+1)*gchar_width;
IF x<0 THEN x :=0; X_AT:=x;
END;








REAL_STR(gmin+ (gmax-gmin) /2, fix, 01, sl2) ;
G_AT_WRITE(X_AT(sl2),ypos-04, sl2);
STR(gmax,sl2);
G_AT_WRITE(X_AT(sl2),yoffset+gmaxy-04,sl2); { g-max } 
STR(gmin,sl2);
G_AT_WRITE(X_AT(sl2),yoffset-04,sl2); { g-min }
END;
G_AT_WRITE (20,gtline, the~ .kind''.y_label) ;
END;





PENCOLOR (white) ; MOVETO (xoff set, gmaxy+yoff set) ; { y-axis }
MOVETO(xoffset,yoffset);
MOVETO(gmaxx+xoffset,yoffset); { x-axis }
PENCOLOR(none);
X_MARK_AXIS; Y_MARK_AXIS ;









{ PROCEDURE DRAW_AXES }
{ }
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PROCEDURE LINE_PLOT (shade : SCREEN_COLOR) ;
VAR I , yb, yt : INTEGER;
BEGIN 
I :=0;










{ PROCEDURE LINE_PLOT }
1=--------------------------- = ------------------ --- —-----------  — }
PROCEDURE INITIALIZE;
{------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------  =  }
BEGIN
g01ine:=02; { Graphics textual 'O'=bottom line } 
glline:=g01ine+gchar_height; { 'l'=middle line } 
g21ine:=glline+gchar_height; { 12’=miiddle line } 
g31ine:=g21ine+gchar_height; { '3,=top line } 
gtline:=maxy-gchar_height; { ?t ’=title graphics line } 
x_offset :=maxx-gmaxx-2*gchar_width; 
y_o ffset:=g31ine+gchar_he i ght *2+05;
END;
{ PROCEDURE INITIALIZE }
BEGIN
{$R GET_STUFF, SHORT_GRAPHICS }
INITIALIZE;
from:=0; too :=the^.kind"''.n_datum; which:=x_dspl ;
INIT_GRAPHICS; DRAW_AXES; LINE_PLOT(white) ; COMMENT('To Continue'); 
QUIT_GRAPHICS;
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE PLOT_GRAF }
^ ■ k 'k i ’r - k - k - k i r - k - k ^ - k - k - k - k i d r - k '^ r - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k i c k - k ^ - k - k 'k i c k - k 'k 'k 'k 'k - k - k - k - k i r - k - k - k - k - k - k - k i r - k i c - k ^
{ A PLOT Module }
' S  M O O T H ’
1 6 8
{$S++,R-}
PROGRAM S_MOOTHS ; USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF,
HEAD_STUFF, DISK_STUFF, CHAIN_STUFF;
CONST max_files =16;
TYPE menus = (main, view, dspl, smoo, copi); 
modes =(mult, homo, disk, sing);
l_selection=(l_SHOW_HEAD, l_FILE_EDITOR) ;
p f name s ^ f  names;
fnames= PACKED ARRAY [l..max files] OF fstring;
VAR bufferl¡buffer; 
headl: head; 
the : stuff; 
f ¡file; 
dir ¡directory;
ruin ; pruin; 
cycle : pcycle; 
sfname; pfnames; 
fname2: fstring;
mode : mode s; 
menu : menus;






a, b, y smooth*. INTEGER;
{ First multiple file }
{ For 'SMOOTH_DATA1 }
{ Current directory volume number }
{ 'x,y 'Menu-Option list coordinates }






FUNCTION ONE OF_THEM (VAR fname : f string) : BOOLEAN; FORWARD; 
{$1 #12:DSK3 SAUCE } { Contains the COPY and SMOOTH routines }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE INIT_PROGRAM;
{ ********************************************** ***************** }









disk_volumes[0]:=6; { Actual Number of Disk Volumes
disk_volumes[7]:=0; { n_vols+l=0 }
END;
{





NEW(bufferì) ; { SIZEOF(buffers) = 2048 }NEW (dir) ; { SIZEOF(direct) = 2028 }NEW (headl) ; { SIZEOF(heads) = 406 }NEW(the); { SIZEOF(stuffs) = 28 }NEW(ruin); { SIZEOF(ruins) = 10 }NEW(cycle); { SIZEOF(cycles) = 154 } .NEW(sfname) ; { SIZEOF(fnames) = 384 }{ Total = 5058 bytes }
ONE POINT TWO :PATCH; { ---------> 1..2 }
FILLCHAR(ruin" ,SIZEOF(ruins),0); { byte wise this is FALSEFILLCHAR(cycle",SIZEOF(cycles),0); { whereas this is correctfirst:=1; { i• e., sfname"[first] }











{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE INIT_PROGRAM }
^ -k -k -k -k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k - k - k - k -k - k - k - k - k - k k ic k - k k r - k -k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k i r i r - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k y
SEGMENT PROCEDURE GET_LIB(select :l_selection) ;
{ Contains those unit routines which require ”GET_STUFF" in 
memory. The routines here are mainly screen oriented. } 





1_SHOW_HEAD: SHOW_HEAD(the,NOT print); 
l_FILE_EDITOR: quit : =FILE_EDITOR (LOAD, dir, f, the" . fname) ; 
END;-
END; { PROCEDURE GET_LIB }j*************************************** ■ k - k k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k k k - k - k - k - k - k - k k k - k j
{$1 S MENU }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE COPY_SMOOTH(sort : action) ;
{ Only two 'sort' of 'action's are acceptable. 






SMOOTH_DATA (a,ysmooth,n_cycle, the, f, title) ;END;
{ PROCEDURE SMOOTH_FILE }
{ — ------------ =----------  =====}
BEGIN




ELSE IF COPY_FILE(a,ymax,dir,the,f, fname2)
THEN SMOOTH_FILE
ELSE WRITE(AT_CENTRE(CONCAT(* No file 1,fname2),ymax+1)) 
ELSE IF NOT COPY_FILE (a,b, dir, the, f, fname2)
THEN COMMENT(CONCAT(fname2,1 NOT Copied1));
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE COPY_SMOOTH }{***************************************************************j
SEGMENT PROCEDURE SMOOTH_DRIVER;
{ Step through appropriate array obtaining filename for continuous 
batch processing of data files }
{***************************************************************}
VAR s__vol: string [03];
stop_homo:BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE PROCESS;
{ = = = = = = — = = = = = ^ ^  }BEGIN
f name 2 : =the^ . f name; SUFFIX_RENAME (' . SMOO1, f name2) ;
IF ORD(KEY_TOUCHED)=escape THEN escaped:=TRUE; { Flying ESC }
IF escaped OR NOT ((IOerror=0) OR (IOerror=100))
THEN IF YN_PROMPT(a,ymax,binvert,'Process Remaining Files ?',yes)=no 
THEN escaped:=TRUE;
IF escaped THEN EXIT (SMOOTH_DRIVER)
ELSE COPY SMOOTH(SMOOTH);
IF IOerror=08 { i.e. DISK FULL }
THEN EXIT(SMOOTH_DRIVER);
END;
{ PROCEDURE PROCESS }
{ ™ = ™ = = ™ = = ™ = = ™ ™ = ™ = = ™ ™ = ™ ™ = = = ™ ™ ™ = = = }
BEGIN
{$R GET_STUFF }
ysmooth:=0; title:=TRUE; c_files:=l; stop_homo:=FALSE;
IF n_files>0 THEN WITH the'" DO
REPEAT

















disk : if ruin^[c_files]
THEN BEGIN
STR(vol, s_vol);








{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE SMOOTH DRIVER }{***************************************************************j
FUNCTION ONE_OF__THEM;
{ Search disk volume for filename offspring!!! }{**************************************************************
BEGIN
ONE_OF_THEM: =FALSE ;
SUFFIX_RENAME('.SMOO1, fname) ; { .SMOO }
IF FILE_EXIST (f, fname) { .SMOO }
THEN ONE_OF_THEM: =TRUE 
ELSE BEGIN
SUFFIX_RENAME (' . DATA1, fname) ; { . DATA }
IF FILE_EXIST(f,fname)
THEN ONE_OF_THEM: =TRUE 
ELSE BEGIN














IF NOT main_quit 
THEN CASE menu OF
view : GET_LIB (l_FILE_EDITOR) ; 
dspl : GET_LIB (l_SHOW_HEAD) ; 
smoo : SMOOTH_DRIVER;
copi : COPY_SMOOTH (LIST) ; { i.e. LISTOsmooth }
END;
UNTIL main_quit;
RELEASE(heap); SETCVAL(theA .fname); SETCHAIN(’%PAM');
END.
^***************************************************************}
{ S MOOTH Module }
{ S_MENU M odule }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE' file which can only be 





PROCEDURE GET_FILE_TYPE(VAR fname:fstring) ;
<— ......  = -----------  — — — ----------= = = =— - — — }BEGIN
CENTRE_MESSAGE (' D (ata, S (moo, C (opy', ymax+2, invert) ;
C_PROMPT (a, ymax, invert, 'File Type ?', [' D ', 'S', ' C ' ], f ile_type) 
IF NOT escaped THEN





{ PROCEDURE GET_FILE_TYPE } 
{ = = = = = = = — = = = = = = = = =
PROCEDURE DISPLAY_DRIVER;
{ Load the header page of selected data file }
{ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = m = = = = = = œ = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
VAR cat : CHAR;
BEGIN
cat : =AT_CLEAR ( a, b ) ;
WITH the^ DO 
BEGIN
GET_FILE_TYPE(fname) ;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
GET_FILENAME (a,b, fname) ;
IF escaped
THEN INC_FILENAME(-1,fname)












{ Copy .DATA file into .COPY file, only }
{==================================================)VAR fnamel:fstring;
BEGIN
fnamel: =the^. fname; SUFFIX_RENAME (' . DATA', fnamel) ;
GE T_F I LENAME (a,b, fnamel) ;




fname2 : =fnamel ; SUFFIX_RENAME ( ' . COPY1, f name2 ) ; 








{ PROCEDURE COPYJMENU }
====^  = = = = = ---------------- = = }
PROCEDURE DISK_MENU(mode st :mode s);
{ Get data file by viewing entire disk volume }
{ = = = ------------------- ------------------------VAR reply : CHAR;
max_cycle,I,old_vol:INTEGER; 
stitle : STRING; 
scycle rdstring;
BEGIN
stitle:='Select files for Smoothing'; 
scycle:=' Cycle '; 
mode:=mode st;
old_vol:=vol; READ_DIRECTORY(a,b,vol,dir);
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN 
reply
CENTRE_MESSAGE('? to Select Files or = for all Files', 
ymax+1,invert);
C_PROMPT(a,ymax,invert,'Process which Files reply)
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
IF reply='?'
THEN BEGIN
IF old_volOvol THEN FILLCHAR(ruin^, SIZEOF (ruins) , 0) ; 




WRITE (AT_CLEAR(a,b), 'Number of cycles ? '); 
max_cycle:=1000;
READ_INT (a+20,b, 1,1000,max_cycle) ;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
FOR I:=l TO md_files DO cycle^ [I] :==max_cycle; 
FILLCHAR(ruin",SIZEOF(ruins),255); { TRUE!!! } 
END;
END;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
END;
n_files:=dir".disk.disk_files; { Polite!! } 
menu:=smoo; go_for_it:=TRUE; current:=TRUE; 
END; { escaped }
END; { escaped }
END; { escaped }
{ PROCEDURE DISK MENU }
}{
PROCEDURE MULT_MENU (modest : modes ) ;
{ Get filenames, either single, multiple or homologous }
—  -- =>VAR x, x_int, y : INTEGER;










homo : s20:=' Homologous Series'; 
mult : s20:=' Individual';
END;
WRITE (SCREEN (clear) ,
AT_CENTRE(prog_title,00),SCREEN(blck),




{ PROCEDURE INIT_MENU }
{----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
BEGIN




THEN IF first<=n_files 
THEN BEGIN
first :=n_files;
sfname^ [n_files] :=sfname'' [n_files-l] ;
END
ELSE INC_FILENAME (-1, sfname'' [n_files] )
ELSE INC_FILENAME (-1, sfname^ [n_files] ) ;
GET_FILENAME (x, y+n_files, sfname^ [n_files] ) ;
IF NOT escaped
THEN IF ONE_OF_THEM ( s f name * [ n_f iles])
THEN BEGIN
WRITE (AT_CLEAR(x,y+n_files), sfname'" [n_files] ) ; 
READ_INT (x_int,y+n_files, 1,1000, cycle'' [n_files] ) 
IF NOT escaped THEN n_files:=n_files+1;
END
ELSE BEGIN
COMMENT(1 Does not Exist'); escaped:=TRUE;
END;
more : =no ; cat : =AT_CLEAR ( 0, ymax+1 ) ;
IF (n_files<=maxfiles) AND NOT ( (mode=sing) AND NOT escaped) 
THEN more : =YN_PROMPT (a, ymax, invert,
'Enter another Filename ?',yes); 
cat : =AT_CLEAR ( 0, ymax) ;
UNTIL (n_files>maxfiles) OR (more=no) OR escaped 
OR ((mode=sing) AND (more=no)); 
cat :=AT_CLEAR(0,y+n_files) ; { Tidy up } 
n_files:=n_files-l; { Always!! }
IF n_files>0





menu:=smoo; go_f or_it:=TRUE; current :=TRUE; 
END;
{ PROCEDURE MULT_MENU }
}
PROCEDURE MAIN_MENU;
{--------- ----  = r a m = _ = m =m m =========== }
CONST title = 'Main Option List';
VAR options : sets; s07: string[07];
BEGIN
b := 00;
IF print THEN s07:='Printer' ELSE s07: = 'Console'; 
WRITE (SCREEN (clear) ,AT_CENTRE (prog_title,b) , 
AT_CENTRE (title,b+01) ,
AT(a,b+03),'F. . . Files from a Directory’,
AT(a,b+04),'G. . . Get a Single File',
AT(a,b+05),'H. . . Homologous series Files',
AT(a,b+06),'M. . . Multiple Files',
AT(a,b+07),'I. . . Initialize Process Buffers',
AT(a,b+08),'R. . . Repeat with Current Smoothing Selections
AT(a,b+09),'C. . . Copy File to Another File',
AT(a,b+10),'V. . . View Directory',
AT(a,b+ll),'D. . . Display Title Page of a File',
AT(a,b+12),'O. . . Output Device',
AT(a+29,b+12),SCREEN (blck),' ',sOl,' ', SCREEN(whyte), 
AT(a,b+13),'P... Page Eject',
AT(a,b+14),'E... Exit',




CENTRE MESSAGE(? Process Buffers Initialized ',ymax+1,invert)
END;
options: = ['F','G','H','M', 'I', 'R',
C_PROMPT(a,b,norm,'Which Option ?'bT=b+2;
END;
'C', ' V , 'D','O', TP', T E ']
,options,main_choice);
{ PROCEDURE MAIN_MENU }
BEGIN




main choice: ='V '; go_for_it:=FALSE; MAIN_MENU;
IF NOT escaped THEN 
CASE main_choice OF
'C ': COPY_MENU;
1D ' : DISPLAY_DRIVER;
’E ': main_quit:=TRUE;
'F ': DISK_MENU(disk);
'G ': MULT_MENU(sing) ;







'M* : MULT_MENU (mult) ;
'01: OUTPUT_DEVICE(a,ymax);
'P': IF print THEN WRITE(prt,CHR(clear));







UNTIL main_quit OR go_for_it;
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE MENU_LIST }{★★★Vr*******************************************************^^^^
{ S_MENU Module }
' P  R O C E S S O R '
1 7 8
{$S++,R-}
PROGRAM P_ROCESSOR; USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF, HEAD_STUFF, 
' DISK_STUFF, S HORT_GRAP HIC S,
CHAIN_STUFF, TRANSCEND;




{ Maximum x- graphic coordinate }
{ Maximum y- graphic coordinate }
{ Graphic char: height actually=08 
{ Graphic char: width } }
gmaxx-200; { Maximum x-graphics buffer length }
gmaxy=120; { Maximum difference in a y-coordinate }
a_height=08; { Vertical dimension of 'arrow' } 
a_width =08; { Horizontal dimension of 'arrow' } 
rowsize =02; { Row-size in bytes }
TYPE menus — (norms, main, view, dspl, show, rept, same) ;
gmenus = (gmain, plot, wipe, init, quit, axis, line, spot,
methods = (absolute, spectrum, range, intensity, position) 
printers= (CITOH_A, PX80, GRAPPLER);
l_selection= (l_SHOW_HEAD, l_FILE_EDITOR) ;
gbuf f er=/sgbuf f ers ;
gbuffers= ARRAY [0..gmaxx] OF INTEGER;
gstuff =^gstuffs;









arrows = PACKED ARRAY [1. .a height, { rows }1. .a_width] OF { columns } BOOLEAN;
VAR bufferl,buffer2¡buffer;
headl: head; 
the : stuff; 
f :file; 
dir ¡directory;
which : x_type; 
menu : menus;
method: methods; 























a, b : INTEGER;
{ Current Range Minimum }
{ Current Range Maximum }
{ Current Range Index Minimum }
{ Current Range Index Maximum }
{ ,maxx-gmax-2*gchar_width,; Defined in 'PLOT_GRAF' } 
{ 15*gchar_height+5'; Defined in 'PLOT_GRAF' }
{ Current data 'buffer* Range 'from' }
{ Current data 'buffer' Range 'too' }
{ Current cursor 'gbuffer' Range 'gfrom' }
{ Current cursor 'gbuffer' Range 'gtoo' }
{ Current Zoom Range 'zfrom' }
{ Current Zoom Range 'ztoo' }
{ Current Intensity/Position }
{ Current index Intensity/Position }
{ Current normalization factor }
{ Current Directory Volume }












{ Current filename }
{ Repeat Current Process }
{ Process entire file or selected sections
{ IF esc 'SELECT_RANGE' repeat 'NORM_MENU'
{ Double sized if TRUE, else normal size } 
{ Print "header" prior to graphics dump } 











{ Reply to 'question' ! }
{ 'FROM_TO' parameter ! }
{ Normalization choice }
{ Pen colour choice }
{ Current file selection, i.e '.DATA' etc }
heap:'"'integer; { Heap marker }
PROCEDURE G_AT_CLEAR (x, y,max_length: INTEGER) ; FORWARD; 












disk_volumes[0]:=6; { Actual Number of Disk Volumes }
disk_volumes[7]:=0; { n_vols+l=0 }
END;
{ PROCEDURE ONE POINT TWO PATCH }
{===: }
1 8 0
PROCEDURE MAKE_ARROW (VAR arrow : parrows ) ;
{= -------------------  }
TYPE string_a_width= STRING[a_width];




FOR I:=l TO a_width DO arrow^[row,I]:=(col[I]= '+1);
END;
{ PROCEDURE SETROW }
{---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
BEGIN
SETROW(8, + ’ ) ;SETROW(7, + ’);SETROW(6, '+ + + 1 ) ;SETROW(5, + + + ’);SETROW(4, +++ ’);SETROW(3, + ');SETROW(2, + ' ) ;SETROW(1, 1 + ');END;
{ PROCEDURE MAKE_ARROW }
BEGIN









SIZEOF(buffers) = 2048 








}Total =-4564+4734, leaving 170 bytes }
PROTECT; MARK(heap);
WITH gthe's DO BEGIN
NEW(ybuff); NEW(yplot);
END;
INITTURTLE; TEXTMODE; { ONE_POINT_TWO_PATCH; { = = = = = >  1.2 } 
MAKE ARROW(arrow);
MOVELEFT(buffer2,dir,2) ; { **** 1 dir1 :=buffer21 **** }
a:=05; b:=02; { ’x,y' text coordinates }
from:=0; too:=100; int_pos:=100; 
whi ch : =x_dspl ;
which_reply : = ’ D ’ ; { 1 FROM_TO1 parameter ! } 
nonr^choice^'A’ ; { Normalization choice } 
file_type: = 1D ’; reply_question:=’=’; 
fourrent :=FALSE; rcurrent :=FALSE;
title_dump : =TRUE ; large_copy : =FALSE ; printer : =GRAPPLER; 
gcolour:=white; colour_choice:=’W ’;
1 8 1













gmin :=MAXINT; gmax :=-MAXINT;
END;
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE INIT_PROGRAM }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE GET_LIB (select: l_selection) ;
{ Contains those library procedures which require "GET_STUFF" in 
memory. The routines here are mainly screen orientated. }
 ̂ ★  ★ ★ ★  -k-k ★  ★ ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  -k * *★ *•*■★  ★  ★ ★  -k -kick * ★  ★ ★ ★  ★ ★  ★ ★  ★ ★  ★  ★ ★  ★  ★  ★  -k j.




1_SHOW_HEAD : SHOW_HEAD (the, NOT print) ;
l_FILE_EDITOR: quit: =FILE_EDITOR (LOAD, dir, f, the^ . fname) ;
END;
END;



























UNTIL escaped OR plot_quit;
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE PLOT_PROCESS } | ******************************* ★ ★*★■*•*** ★
PROCEDURE G_AT_WRITE;




{ PROCEDURE G_AT_WRITE }^★★Tt************************************************************ j.
PROCEDURE G_AT_CLEAR;
{ At coordinates ’x,y', clear the graphics screen line for 
'max^ength* characters }■£■*■★*************************************************************} 
VAR I:INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:=0 TO max_length DO 
BEGIN
MOVETO(x+i*gchar_width,y); WCHAR(1 1 ) ;
END;
END;







IF NOT (escaped OR esc_select OR norm_quit)




UNTIL escaped OR norm_quit;
END; { PROCEDURE PROCESS }
I*************************************************************** }
FUNCTION FILE LOADED:BOOLEAN;j*********** ****************************************************}
BEGIN
{$R DISK_STUFF }FILE LOADED:=FALSE; fcurrent:=FALSE; rcurrent:=FALSE;
WITH-the'' DO
IF DISK_SORT(a,b,LOAD,the, f) AND (IOerror=0)
THEN BEGINfrom:=0; too:=kind~. n_datum;
FILE LOADED:=TRUE; fcurrent:=TRUE;
END; ~









IF NOT (escaped OR main_quit) THEN 
CASE menu OF
view : GET_LIB(l_FILE_EDITOR) ;
dspl : IF FILE_LOADED THEN GET_LIB (l_SHOW_HEAD) ;
Show : GET_LIB(l_SHOW_HEAD) ; 







UN_PROTECT; UN_MAKE_ROOM; RELEASE (heap) ;
SETCVAL(the^.fname); IF NOT escaped THEN SETCHAIN(1%P_AM') ;
END.
{ P ROCESSOR Module }
{ P MENU M odule }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE' file which can only be 
compiled when 'P_ROCESSOR' is being compiled. . . }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE MENU_LIST(required:menus); {***************************************************************} 
VAR main__choice, cat : CHAR;
PROCEDURE GET_FILE_TYPE (VAR fname:fstring);
{ ■■ ' — — — ........ — : = = = = = = —  --------^__^======_ _ _ }
BEGIN
CENTRE_ME S SAGE ( ' D (ata, S (moo, C (opy ', ymax+2, invert) ;
C_PROMPT (a,ymax, invert,'File Type ?',['D', 'S', 'C ], file_type) 
IF NOT escaped THEN





{ PROCEDURE GET_FILE_TYPE }
{= = = = = ------------------------- = = m =m = ======= = = = m = ==:= — }
PROCEDURE GET_FILE;
{ --------------------- — — ------BEGIN
WITH the''- DO 
BEGIN
GET_FILE_TYPE (fname) ;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
old_fname :=fname; GET_FILENAME(a,b,fname); 
IF escaped THEN INC_FILENAME (-1, fname) ; 
END; { escaped }
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_FILE }
{ --------------------------- — — ----------------
PROCEDURE GET_WHICH;
{ Assign 'which' to either 'x_indx' OR 'x_dspl' }
{=====================================—==================}
BEGINCENTRE_ME S SAGE ( 'D (isplacement or I (ndex', ymax+2, invert) ;
C PROMPT(a,ymax,invert,'Process by ?',['D','I'],which_reply); 
IF which reply='I' THEN which:=x_indx ELSE which:=x_dspl; 
cat :=AT_CLEAR(0,ymax+2);
END; { PROCEDURE GET_WHICH }
{ -  -  ---------------- — — }
PROCEDURE GET INT_POS (x, y : INTEGER) ;
VAR sl2 : string[12] ; dspl:REAL; it s_real : BOOLEAN; 





position : sl2:='at Position';
END;
WRITE (SCREEN (blck) ,AT_CLEAR(a,ymax), ' Intensity ',312, ' 
SCREEN(whyte)); 
it s_real:=FALSE;
WITH the* DO 
WITH kind'' DO 
CASE method OF
intensity: READ_INT (a+30,ymax, -MAXINT+1,MAXINT, int_j)os) ; 
position : BEGIN
IF which=x_indx











END; { CASE }
IF NOT escaped
THEN IF its_real THEN WRITE (AT (x, y) , dspl)
ELSE WRITE (AT (x,y) , int_pos) ;
END; { THEN }
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_INT_POS }
{ = = = = — — =— ==— ====—
PROCEDURE MULT_MENU;
{ = = m _ = m = _ ========;=========;==================m





x : =a+ 0 5; x_from: =x+2 6; x__t oo: =x_from+ 0 8; 
x_which:=x_too+08; x_pos:=x_which+07; y_pos:=b+2; 
























IF which=x__indx THEN s05:=' Index' ELSE s05 : = 'Displ ' ;
WRITE(AT(x_which-l,y_pos+l), s05);END;




WRITE(AT(x_from-l,y_j)os+l),from,AT(x too-1,ypos+1),too); END; ~




VAR min,max : INTEGER;
BEGIN
WITH the^ DO 
BEGIN
FROM_TO (a,ymax-4,kind, from,too,which,which_reply) ;
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
S HOW_FROM_TO; SHOW_WHICH;
END; { escaped }
END;
END;




IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
IF question 




IF NOT escaped THEN GET_INT_POS (x_jpos, y_jpos+l) ;
END; { escaped }
END;
{ PROCEDURE MULT_MENU }{ = m ^ „ ==̂ g = ==CT===^ =========̂ =:_ =^ ====:======:========}
PROCEDURE NORM_MENU;
CONST title=’Normalize Data';




CENTRE_MESSAGE ( ’? to Select Process Range or = to Process Entire File', 
ymax+2,invert);
C_PROMPT(a,ymax,invert,'Process Range ? ' , reply_question);







from : =0 ; too : =the~. kind''. n_datum;
END;
cat : =AT_CLEAR (0, ymax+2) ;
MULT_MENU;
END;
IF escaped THEN esc_select:=TRUE ELSE esc_select:=FALSE; 
escaped:=FALSE;
END;
{ PROCEDURE SELECT_RANGE }
{--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
BEGIN
norm_quit : =FALSE ; 
b: =00;





AT(a,b+06), ' I. 
AT (a,b+07), 'P. 
AT(a,b+08),'Q.
Absolute values’,
Maximum datum value in Range’, 
Maximum datum value in Spectrum’, 
Intensity’,
Intensity of an indexed Position’, 
Quit’,
AT_CENTRE(esc_message,ymax-1)); b :=b+08+2; 
options: = ['A','S','R ’,'I’,'P',’Q'] ;
C_PROMPT(a,b,norm,'Which Option ?',options,norm_choice); 
b:=b+2;














IF NOT (escaped OR norm_quit) THEN SELECT_RANGE; 
menu:=norms ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE NORM_MENU }
{  = ------------------------_^ = = = = = m = = = m = = m = m = = = = = m = = m m
PROCEDURE DUMP_MENU; _
{ Set-up global parameters for hardcopy of graphics image }
{=======---- ^ = = = = = = --------
VAR options : sets; choice : CHAR; 
done : BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE PRINTER MENU;
CONST title=’Printer Parameters for Graphics Dump';











IF large_copy THEN ysize:=5 ELSE ysize:=4;
IF title_dump THEN s05:=’True' ELSE sO5: = »False' ; 
WRITE (SCREEN (clear) , AT_CENTRE (prog_title,b) , 
AT_CENTRE (title, b+01) ,
AT(a,b+03),'T... Title Graphics Dump’,


















C_PROMPT(a,b,norm,'Which Option ?',options,choice); b:=b+2 END;
{ PROCEDURE PRINTER MENU }
{--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
BEGIN
done :=FALSE; choice : = 'G';
REPEAT
PRINTER_MENU;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN CASE choice OF
'T': title_dump:=NOT title_dump; 
'1': large_copy:=FALSE;
'2': large_copy:=TRUE;
'A': printer :=CITOH_A ;
'P ': printer:=PX80;
'G': printer :=GRAPPLER;
'Q ': done :=TRUE;
END;
UNTIL done OR escaped;
END;
{ PROCEDURE DUMP_MENU }
PROCEDURE MAIN_MENU; 
{ = = = = = = = = = = = =
PROCEDURE SHOW_MENU;
{--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONST title ='Main Option List';
VAR options : sets; s07; string[07] ;
BEGIN 
b :=02;
IF print THEN s07:='Printer' ELSE s07:='Console'; 
WRITE (SCREEN (clear) , AT_CENTRE (prog_title,b) ,
AT CENTRE(title,b+01) ,
G. .. Get a File',
R. .. Repeat with Current Selections
U. .. Use Current File',
S. .. Show Current File Title Page',
V. .. View Directory',
D. .. Display Title Page of a File',
0. .. Output Device',
AT(a+29,b+09),SCREEN(blck),' ',s07,' ',SCREEN(whyte),
AT(a,b+10),'P ... Page Eject',
1 8 9
AT(a,b+ll),'E... Exit',
AT_CLEAR(a,b+13), 'Current File 1,the''.fname,
AT_CENTRE(esc_message,ymax-1)); b:=b+13+2;
options:=['G', 'R','U','S’,'V,'D','0','P','E']/
C_PR0MPT (a,b, norm,'Which Option ?',options,main choice); b:=b+2; ~
END;
{ PROCEDURE SHOW MENU }
<---------------------------------------------------------- --- ------------------------------------------------- }
BEGIN
^ii^J^uit : =FALSE; menu:=main; main_choice:='G' ; SH0W_MENU;
IF NOT escaped THEN 
CASE main_choice OF 
'D ': BEGIN
GE T_F ILE; menu:=dsp 1;
END;





OUTPUT_DEVICE (a/ymax) ; IF print THEN DUMP_MENU; 
END;
'P ': IF print THEN WRITE(prt,CHR(clear));
'R': IF fcurrent AND rcurrent THEN menu:=rept;
'U': IF fcurrent THEN menu:=same;




{ PROCEDURE MAIN_MENU }
{
BEGIN
{$R GET_STUFF } 
a:=05;
IF required=main THEN MAIN_MENU ELSE N0RM_MENU;
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE MENU_LIST }
i^ -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k -k ii; ^
{ P MENU Module }
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{ P_PMENU Module }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE1 file which can only be 
compiled when 'P_ROCESSOR' is being compiled. .. }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE MENU_PLOT;{*************************************************************.*.* j.
VAR plot_choice : CHAR;
PROCEDURE DUMP_GRAF;
{ — ......... ..  }
VAR done : BOOLEAN; 






IF method=absolute THEN WRITE(prt,'’:05)
ELSE WRITE(prt,’’:05,'Data Normalized on ') ; 




spectrum: WRITE (prt,'Maximum datum value in Spectrum i.e. 
range : WRITE (prt,'Maximum datum value in Range i.e.'); 
intensity: WRITE (prt,'Intensity of'); 
position : WRITELN (prt,norm_factor,y_label,' at ',
X_FROM__I (kind, norm_index) : 0 : 2, ' ', xlabel, 
' (index=',norm_index, ')');
END;
IF (methodoabsolute) AND (methodoposition)
THEN WRITELN(prt,' ',norm_factor,y_label);
IF title_dump THEN WRITELN (prt)










VAR detail : INTEGER;
prt_code: PACKED ARRAY [1..7] OF byte;
BEGIN
CASE printer OF 
CITOH_A : BEGIN
prt_code [ 1 ] : =2 7 ; prt_code [ 2 ] : =ORD ('>'); 
prt_code[3]:=17;
IF large_copy THEN prt_code[4]:=ORD('!')
ELSE prt_code[4]:=ORD('1'); 
prt_code [ 5 ] : =ORD ( ' I ' ) ; prt_code [ 6 ] : =13 ;
GRAFMODE;
UNITWRITE(6,prt_code,6,0,12);
prt_code [2]:=ORD('<'); { Re-store Bidirectional } 
UNITWRITE(6,prt_code, 2, 0,12);




prt_code[1]:=9; prt_code[ 2 ] :=ORD('G ');
IF choice='B ' THEN prt_code[3]:=ORD('F ')
{ PX } ELSE prt_code[3]:=ORD(' Q ') ;
IF large_copy THEN prt_code[4]:=ORD(' D ')
ELSE prt_code[4]:=ORD('1'); 





GRAPPLER :BEGIN { Grappler Card }
prt_code [1]:=27; prt_code[2]:=51; 
prt_code[3]:=2 0; prt_code[4]: =13;
UNITWRITE(6,prt_code,4,0,12); 










prt_code[1]:=27; prt_code[2]:= 64; 






prt_code[1]:=10; prt_code [2]:=10; { line feeds }
UNITWRITE(6,prt_code, 2, 0,12) ;
END;





IF title_dump THEN GET_LIB (l_SHOW_HEAD) ;
TITLE; DUMP_PRINTER; WRITELN (prt) ;
END
ELSE COMMENT(’Current Output Device= Console:');
END;
{ PROCEDURE DUMP_GRAF }
{ = — -----------====™>
PROCEDURE CURS_MENU;
{ — =====} 











AT(a,b+03),'11 '' ... Once to Start, Once again to
Function',
AT(a,b+04),'esc ... Escape Once to Cancel Function
AT(a,b+05),' > ... Cursor Forward 1 Unit',
AT(a,b+06),' < ... Cursor Backward 1 Unit',
AT(a,b+07),' -> ... Cursor Forward 10 Units',
AT(a,b+08),’<- ... Cursor Backward 10 Units',
AT(a,b+09),' I ... Initialize Cursor',
AT(a,b+10),' T ... Toggle Graph/Text',
AT(a,b+ll),' Q ... Quit',
AT_CENTRE (escjnessage, ymax-1),
SCREEN(blck),
AT_CENTRE(CONCAT(' Function: 1,s),ymax-3), 
SCREEN(whyte),




options:=[' ',1>','.1,1<', ', ', '->'
C_PROMPT(a,b,norm,'Which Option ?' 















white: colour: = 'White'; 
black: colour: ='Black' ; 
green: colour:='Green';
END;


















Zoom Using Cursor', 








AT_CENTRE (esc_message, ymax-1 ),
AT7a,b+12), ' Q . . . Quit'); b :=b+12+2; 'X' z ' ] ;options : = [ 'C , 'D','H','P1,'Q','R'/S','!1
C_PROMPT (a,b,norm, 'Which Option ?',options,plot_choice) ; 
bT=b+2;





g°—plot :=FALSE; plot_quit:=FALSE; show_text:=FALSE; gmenu :=gmain; REPEAT
plot_choice:=1T'; PLOT_MENU;
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN 
CASE plot_choice OF
'C': gmenu:=spot;
1D 1 : gmenu:=line;
' H' : DUMP_GRAF;
’P' : BEGIN
CENTRE_MESSAGE (1B (lack, W (hite or G (reen',ymax+2,invert);
C_PROMPT(a,ymax,invert,'Which Colour ?',['B 1,'W','G'],colour_choice); 
CASE colour_choice OF
'G' : gcolour:=green;














IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
IF (gmenu IN [spot,zoom]) THEN CURS_MENU;
IF (gmenu IN [wipe,init,quit,axis,line,spot,zoom])
THEN go_plot : =TRUE ;
END; { escaped }
END; { escaped }
UNTIL escaped OR plot_quit OR go_j?lot;




{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE MENU_PLOT }
{*************************************************************** j.
{ P PMENU Module }
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{ P_NORM Module }
{ NB. This is an ’INCLUDE' file which can only be 
compiled when ’P_ROCESSOR’ is being compiled. .. }
SEGMENT FUNCTION NORMALIZED (g_menu: g_menus;
VAR from,too:INTEGER; VAR gthe:gstuff): BOOLEAN;
■̂̂ -k-k-k*-k-k-k-k-k-k-kir-k-)r-kir-k-k-k̂ -k-k-̂ -k-k-*;icic-k-kir*ir-k-kic-k-k-k-kick-k-k-k-k-k-kic-k̂ ;-k-k-kî -̂k-kic-kiciir̂
CONST dots=65;
VAR I dot, Jdot,dot_change : INTEGER;
FUNCTION ABORT:BOOLEAN;






IF (YN_PROMPT(a,ymax,binvert,'Wish To Abort ?',reply)=yes) 




{ FUNCTION ABORT }
{ ---------------}
PROCEDURE INIT_DOT(from,too :INTEGER);




IF dot_change<l THEN dot_change:=1;
WRITE (AT_CLEAR ( 0, ymax ) ) ;
END;









{ PROCEDURE DRAW_DOT }
{...............................}
FUNCTION MAP_Y_PLOT: BOOLEAN;
{ Maps the data contained in "buff" into "plot" buffers }
{= ™ = ™ = = = = = = = ™ = = = = = = ™ = = = = = = ™ = = = = = = = = = = ™ = = = = = = = = = = }
VAR y_change :INTEGER; 
gradient :REAL;
FP error:BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE DATA_NORMALIZED (VAR buff,plot :gbuffer);










{ PROCEDURE GET_Y }
BEGIN




IF (currentoiast) OR (1=0) THEN GET Y; 
plot'" [I] :=y;
I: =1+1; DRAW_DOT; IF ABORT THEN EXIT(MAP_Y_PLOT) ; 
UNTIL I>gmaxx; MAP_Y_PLOT: =TRUE;END;
{






WITH gthe'' DO 
BEGIN







THEN COMMENT('Floating Point Error')
ELSE WRITE (SCREEN (bell), SCREEN (bell) ); { Indicate its done }END;
{ FUNCTION MAP_Y PLOT }
{------------  — ------—
FUNCTION N_PROCESS: BOOLEAN;
{ Normalizes the data and places the result into "buff". 
Also gets 'gmin' and 'gmax'. Assumes the buffers:
WITH gthe^ DO BEGIN
xbuff^;




= }{= -  ----- ---=== -- -----------— —VAR I, current_indx, next__indx, last_indx,
ycurrent , yminrange, ymaxrange :INTEGER; 
normalizer,gradient:REAL;
Each o f  le n g th  ' 0. . gmaxx' .  }





{******************************* ****■*■■*■■*■ *■*•*■*•* j.









{ Min/Max obtained from normalized data }
WITH gthe~ DO 
BEGIN
IF gmin>data THEN gmin:=data;




{ FUNCTION DATAJSTORMALIZED }
{--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
BEGIN
N_PROCESS: =FALSE; INIT_DOT (0, gmaxx) ;
IF norm_factor=0 THEN norm_factor:=1;
normalizer:=norm_factor; normalizer:=100.0/normalizer; 
gradient:=(too-from)/gmaxx;
WITH gthe~ DO 
WITH the^ DO 
BEGIN
gmi n:=MAXINT; gmax:=-MAXINT;
I:=0; { Count to gmaxx }
current_indx: =TRUNC (I*gradient) + from; 
ycurrent:=buff^[INDEX (the,f,current_indx)];
REPEAT
{ current_indx:=TRUNC(I*gradient) + from; }
{ This is NOT needed since 'UNTIL current_indx=next__indx' ! ! ! }
xbuff^[I]:=current_indx;
last_indx: =next_indx;
IF Kgmaxx THEN next_indx: =TRUNC ((1+1) ̂ gradient) + from; 
IF (current_indx<>next_indx)






IF yminrange>ycurrent THEN yminrange:=ycurrent;
IF ymaxrange<ycurrent THEN ymaxrange:=ycurrent; 
current_indx: =current__indx+l;
IF ABORT THEN EXIT(N_PROCESS);
UNTIL current_indx>=next indx;
current_indx:=next_indx; { But never greater than!! 
ybbuff^[I]:=DATA_NORMALIZED(yminrange); { Bot line } 




{ The line }
IF ybbuff^[I] = ytbuff^[I]
THEN ybuff*[I] := ybbuff^[I]



















{ PROCEDURE CORRECT_POSITION }
<---------------------
PROCEDURE INITIALIZE;










{ PROCEDURE INITIALIZE }
--------- — — — ==========™}
{***************************************************************}
BEGIN




spectrum: norm_factor: =the^. kind''.max_y_data; 
range : WITH the^.kind^ DO
IF (from<=min_y_index) AND (from<=max_j/_index)
AND (too>=min_y_index) AND (too>=max_j/_index)
THEN norm_factor: =max__y_data 
ELSE BEGIN







IF N_PROCESS AND NOT escaped
THEN IF MAP_Y_PLOT AND NOT escaped THEN NORMALIZED: =TRUE;
END;
{ SEGMENT FUNCTION NORMALIZED }
{ P NORM Module }
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{ P_PLOT Module }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE' file which can only be 
compiled when 'P_ROCESSOR' is being compiled... }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE PLOT_GRAF(g_menu:g_menus; VAR gthe:gstuff);| *************************************************************** j.
VAR gtline, { 't'=title graphies line }
g31ine, { '3'=top graphies line }
g21ine, { '2'=middle graphies line }
glline, { 'l'=middle graphies line }




FILLSCREEN(black); PENCOLOR(none); GRAFMODE; show_text:=FALSE; 
END;
{ PROCEDURE INIT_GRAPHICS }
PROCEDURE QUIT_GRAPHICS;
{ : ... 8- ^ - ;- m ^ _ = = = = = = „ = = m }
BEGIN
PENCOLOR(none); MOVETO(0,0); TEXTMODE; show_text:=TRUE;
END;
{ PROCEDURE QUIT_GRAPHICS }
{ ------------------------ —  --------------------------}
PROCEDURE DRAW_AXES;





MOVETO(xoffset,yoffset); I:=0; J:=10; 
change:=gmaxx DIV (too-from); 
skip:=gmaxx DIV 40; 
xcurrent :=gthe^ .xbuff'' [I] ;




IF J=10 THEN BEGIN
MOVETO(x,yoffset-05); { 10th Spot } 
J : =0;
END













{ PROCEDURE X MARK AXIS }{--------------------------- T_-- Z------------------------ }
PROCEDURE X_SHOW_NUMBERS;
{--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }












ELSE xpos:=xoffset+indx-((x+1)*gchar_width DIV 2);
IF xpos<0 THEN xpos:=0;
G_AT_WRITE(xpos,ypos,sl2); { x=? }
END;





CONVERT(0); { x=0 }
CONVERT (gmaxx DIV 2); { x=gmaxx/2 }
CONVERT(gmaxx); { x=gmaxx }
IF which=x_indx THEN sl2:='Index1
ELSE sl2:=the^.kind^.x_label;
G_AT_WRITE ( (maxx- (LENGTH (si2) +1) *gchar_width) , 
ypos-gchar_height, si 2) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE X_S HOW_NUMBERS }
{---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
PROCEDURE Y MARK AXIS;
{---------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- }
VAR I, J, y, skip: INTEGER;
BEGIN
MOVETO(xoffset,yoffset) ;




IF J=10 THEN BEGIN
MOVETO(xoffset-05,y); { 10th Spot }
J : =0 ;
END






{ PROCEDURE Y MARK AXIS }






FUNCTION X_AT(VAR sl2:stringl2) : INTEGER;
<......................................................................................................................}VAR x : INTEGER;
BEGIN
x:=xoffset-(LENGTH(sl2)+1)*gchar_width;
IF x<0 THEN x :=0; X_AT:=x;
END;








REAL_STR(gmin+ (gmax-gmin) /2, fix, 01, sl2) ;
G_AT_WRITE (X_AT (sl2) , ypos-04, sl2) ;
STR(gmax, sl2) ;
G_AT_WRITE (X_AT (sl2), yoffset+gmaxy-04, sl2) ; { g-max } 
STR(gmin,sl2);
G_AT_WRITE (X_AT(sl2),yoffset-04, sl2) ; { g-min }
END;
G_AT_WRITE (20,gtline,the^. kind^.y_label) ;
END;




PENCOLOR (none) ; MOVETO (xoff set, yoffset) ;
PENCOLOR (white) ; MOVETO (xoff set, gmaxy+yoff set) ; { y-axis } 
MOVETO(xoffset,yoffset);
MOVETO(gmaxx+xoffset,yoffset); { x-axis }
PENCOLOR (none) ;
X_MARK_AXIS; Y_MARK_AXIS;













{ = —   ........... — -  }
VAR I,yb,yt :INTEGER;
BEGIN 
I : =0 ;










{ PROCEDURE LINE_PLOT }
{=--------- ................................................................................................................... ...................  }
PROCEDURE CLEAR_D ISP LAY;






{ PROCEDURE CLEAR DISPLAY }
PROCEDURE INITIALIZE;
{ = „ = = = = = = „ _ „ = = = = = „ = „ _ „ = = = = = = _ = = = = = _ _ = }
BEGIN
g01ine:=02; { Graphics textual 'O'=bottom line }
glline:=g01ine+gchar_height; { 1l,=middle line }
g21ine:=glline+gchar_height; { ’2’=îtiiddle line }
g31ine:=g21ine+gchar_height; { '3,=top line }
gtline:=maxy-gchar_height; { 't'=title graphies line }
x_off set : =maxx-ginaxx-2*gchar_width;
y-offset :=g31ine+gchar_height*2+05; rcurrent:=TRUE;
end7 { PROCEDURE INITIALIZE }
{ -= = .....—  —  —  }
|***************************************** **********************} 
BEGIN
{$R GET_STUFF, SHORT_GRAPHICS }
INITIALIZE;
CASE g_menu OF
plot : BEGININIT_GRAPHICS; DRAW_AXES; LINE_PLOT(white); 
last_gmenu:=plot;
END;
wipe : INIT_GRAPHICS; 
init : CLEAR_DISPLAY; 
quit : QUIT_GRAPHICS; 
axis : DRAW_AXES; 
line : BEGINLINE_PLOT(gcolour); last_gmenu:=line;
END;
END;
END; { SEGMENT PROCEDURE PLOT_GRAF }
 ̂***************************************************************}
{ P PLOT Module }
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{ P_CURS Module }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE1 file which can only be 
compiled when 'P_ROCESSOR' is being compiled... }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE CURSOR(VAR gmenu:gmenus; VAR gthe:gstuff); {************************************************************** 
CONST fast_barrow=08; fast_farrow=21;
slow_barrow=60; slow_farrow=62; space=32; bdot=44; fdot=46; 
eye=73; { "I" } Qwit=81; { "Q" } Tee=84; { "T" }


































in this order }
toggle,
escaping,
quit_curse : BOOLEAN; 
options :sets;
PROCEDURE INIT_CURSOR (I : INTEGER) ;









WITH the^.kind^ DO 
BEGIN
IF which=x_indx THEN s : = ' Index '
ELSE s:=x_label;
G_AT_WRITE (gchar_width, glline, s ) ; WCHAR ( ' = ' ) ;
G_AT_WRITE ( gchar_wi dth, gO 1 i ne, y_l abe 1 ) ; WCHAR (' = ');
END;
END;
{ PROCEDURE INIT X Y DISPLAY }
{ }
}{------  -—-------- = = = — =VAR sl2: STRING[12];
BEGIN




WITH gthe" DO 
IF which=x_indx 
THEN STR(xbuff" [gtoo], sl2)
ELSE REAL_STR (X_FROM_I (the" . kind, xbuff" [gtoo] ) , fix, 02, sl2) ;
G_AT_WRITE(xspot,glline,sl2); { Write ’X 1 }
PROCEDURE X Y DISPLAY;
STR(ybuff"[gtoo],sl2);




PROCEDURE X Y DISPLAY }
}
PROCEDURE FILL_RANGE(left,right : INTEGER);
{ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = _ „ „ =====}
VAR temp : INTEGER;
BEGIN
IF rightcleft THEN BEGIN
temp:=left; left:=right; right:=temp;
END;
VIEWPORT (left+x_off set, right+x_offset,y_offset, gmaxy+y_offset) 
FILLSCREEN (reverse) ; VIEWPORT (0,maxx, 0,maxy) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE FILL_RANGE }
(==================“ ======” “ =====— =“ =” “ = ™ = = = }
PROCEDURE DRAW_CURSOR;
{ = = = œ „ ===^ ====================_ ======================}
VAR y : INTEGER;
BEGIN
y :=gthe".yplot"[I] ;

















I:=I+value; IF K 0  THEN I:=gmaxx; IF I>gmaxx THEN I:=0;
END;
{ PROCEDURE CHANGE }
------------------------}
PROCEDURE TOGGLE_TOGGLE;
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ^ ------— }
BEGIN
toggle :=FALSE;
IF gmenu=zoom THEN ztoo:=gtheA.x_buff*[gtoo];
END;
{ PROCEDURE TOGGLE_TOGGLE }















't'=title graphics line }
}
xspot :=gchar_width+SIZEOF (s_label) *gchar_width; 
quit_curse:=FALSE; toggle:=FALSE; 
show_text:=TRUE; escaping:=FALSE ;
I: =0; INIT_CURSOR(I); INIT_X_Y_DISPLAY; X_Y_DISPLAY; 
options:=[CHR(fast_barrow), CHR(fast_farrow), CHR(escape)
I » » > I I C I f t r 'I , ’Q' / T'];
PENCOLOR(none); 
END;
{ PROCEDURE INITIALIZE }
}
BEGIN
{$R GET_STUFF, DISK_STUFF, SHORT_GRAPHICS }
INITIALIZE;
REPEAT
reply:=CHR(fast_farrow); READ_CHAR(a+18,b, options, reply) ; 




IF escaping THEN escaped:=TRUE; escaping:=TRUE;










fdot7slow_farrow : CHANGE(+01); 






ELSE IF gmenu=zoom THEN quit_curse :=TRUE;
END
ELSE BEGIN
toggle:=TRUE; gfrom:=1; FILL_RANGE(gfrom,gfrom) 









IF show_text THEN TEXTMODE ELSE GRAFMODE;
END;
END; { CASE }




END; { escaped }
UNTIL escaped OR quit_curse; 
b :=b+2; TEXTMODE; show_text:=TRUE;
END;
{ FUNCTION CURSOR }
{***************************************************************}
{ P CURS Module }
•N UMERICALl
{$S++,R-}
PROGRAM N_UMERICAL; USES GET_STUFF, DIR_STUFF, HEAD STUFF,
DISK_STUFF, CHAIN_STUFF; ~ 7
CONST max_files =14;
TYPE menus = (main, view, dspl, norms);
modes =(mult, homo, disk, sing, olde);
methods=(absolute,spectrum,range,intensity,position,header) 
l_selection= (1_SH0W_HEAD, l_FILE_EDITOR) ; 
pfname =^fnames;
fnames= PACKED ARRAY [1..max_files] OF fstring; pfrom =^froms;
froms= ARRAY [1..max_files] OF INTEGER; 
pwhich =^whichs;
whichs= ARRAY [1..max_files] OF x type;
VAR bufferl¡buffer; 
headl: head; 
the : stuff; 
f ¡file; 
dir ¡directory;






menu : menus; 
mode,
old_mode :mode s; 
method,
old method ¡methods;
prt_type:desire; { PRT_RESULT, "index" or "displacement" }
which_reply, { 1FROM_TO parameter ! }
norm_choice, { Normalization choice }






{ First multiply file }
{ Current directory volume number }
{ ’x,y’Menu-Option list coordinates }









FUNCTION ONE_OF_THEM (VAR f name : f string) : BOOLEAN; FORWARD;
SEGMENT PROCEDURE INIT_PROGRAM;
‘5*c’  '3*r  "î*r "A " "3*r T*r " A - T *r t*t  ■A- " A - -^ r  t *t  ■*■ T*r "^ r  t <c  V r  "^ r  "A - T *r tAt •*■  "3»r ★  ■A ’ T *r  "A " ★  ■*■ ■A" -^ r  ■^r T*r T *r ■^r “̂ r  "A " "^ r  "^ r  •*■  ■*■ J.
VAR I : INTEGER;
PROCEDURE ONE_POINT_TWO_PATCH;
{ ==~ = r - = = — ------- :m ^==̂ ^ „ ===_ =====_ ====----— }
BEGIN
disk_volumes[1]:=4; 
di sk_volume s [2]:=5; 
di sk_volume s[3]:=9; 
di sk_volumes[4];=10; 
di sk_volume s [5]:=11 ; 
disk_volumes[6]:=12;
disk_volumes[0]:=6; { Actual Nimber of Disk Volumes }
disk_volumes[7]:=0; { n_vols+l=0 }
END;
{ PROCEDURE ONE_POINT_TWO_PATCH }
{ ------- - ^ ====— = =  }
BEGIN
MARK(heap);
NEW (bufferl) ; { SIZEOF(buffers) = 2048 }NEW (dir) ; { SIZEOF(direct) = 2028 }
NEW (headl) ; { SIZEOF(heads) = 406 }
NEW(the); { SIZEOF(stuffs) = 28 }
NEW(prt type); { SIZEOF(desires) = 8 }
NEW(ruin); { SIZEOF(ruins) = 10 }
NEW(sfname); { SIZEOF(fnames) = 384 }NEW(from); { SIZEOF(froms) = 32 }
NEW(too); { SIZEOF(froms) = 32 }
NEW (int_pos) ; { SIZEOF(froms) = 32 }
NEW(which); { SIZEOF(whichs) = 32 }{ Total = 5040 bytes }
ONE POINT TWO PATCH; { ---------> 1,.2 }
FILLCHAR (ruin'",SIZEOF(ruins),0); { Byte wise this is FALSE
FILLCHAR (from'",SIZEOF(froms),0); { These are corrected! }
FILLCHAR (too'", SIZEOF(froms), 0) ;
FOR I:=l TO max_files DO intros'" [I] :=100;
FILLCHAR(which'', SIZEOF (whichs) ,0); 
whichjreply^'D'; { 'FROM_TO parameter ! }
norn^choice^'A'; { Normalization choice }
first:=1; { i.e., sfname'" [first] }
continuous:=TRUE; current:=FALSE; title_dump:=TRUE; 
buf fers_initialized: =FALSE;
{ So as to not display Proc. Buff. Init first time }
WITH the'" DO BEGIN
buff :=bufferl; 
kind :=headl;
GETCVAL(fname); INC_FILENAME(-01,fname) ; 
sf name'" [first] :=f name;
END;









{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE INIT_PROGRAM }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE GET_LIB(select : l_selection);
{ Contains those library procedures which require "GET_STUFF" in 






IF method=header THEN quit : continuous 
ELSE quit:=print;
SHOW_HEAD(the,NOT quit); { ’wait'! }
.END;
1_F ILE_ED I TOR : ’ quit : =FILE_EDITOR (LOAD, dir, f, theA . fname) ; 
END;
END; '
{ PROCEDURE GET_LIB }
^ 'k 'k -k -k ’k-kir-k-k ir-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k 'k^-k-k-k-k-k-ki^ iç-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-kik-k-k-k-k-k-k-kik-k-k-k-k-k-kiiir'^
{$1 N_MENU } 
{$1 N NORM }





{ ™ ™ ™ = ™ “ ™ “ “ = = ™™™= = = = = = ™ = }BEGIN
IF escaped OR NOT ( (IOerror=0) OR (IOerror=100))
THEN IF YN_PROMPT(a,ymax,binvert,'Process Remaining Files ?',yes)=no 
THEN escaped: =TRUE;
IF escaped THEN EXIT(NORM_DRIVER)
ELSE NORMALIZE;
END;




IF n_files>0 THEN WITH the^ DO 
REPEAT





























{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE NORM_DRIVER } {***************************************************************}
FUNCTION ONE_OF_THEM;{***************************************************************}
BEGIN
ONE_OF_THEM : =FALSE ;
IF FILE_EXIST(f,fname) { ".DATA" }
THEN ONE__OF__THEM : =TRUE 
ELSE BEGIN
SUFFIX_RENAME (*.SMOO',fname); { "•SMOO" }
IF FILE_EXIST(f,fname)
THEN ONE_OF_THEM : =TRUE 
ELSE BEGIN
SUFFIX_RENAME('.COPY',fname); { ".COPY" }
IF FILE_EXIST(f,fname)
THEN ONE_OF_THEM:=TRUE




{ FUNCTION ONE_OF_THEM }
^***************************************************************}







IF NOT main_quit 
THEN CASE menu OF
view : GET_LIB (l_FILE_EDITOR) ; 




RELEASE (heap); SETCVAL (the7". fname); SETCHAIN (' %PAM1) ; 
^1.*************************************************************}
{ N MERICAL Module }
{ N MENU M odule }
{ NB. This is an ’INCLUDE' file which can only be 
compiled when 'N_ROCESSOR' is being compiled. .. }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE MENU_LIST;
CONST prog_title='Numerical Package';
VAR main_choice, cat : CHAR;
PROCEDURE GET_FILE_TYPE (VAR fname : f string) ;
{ ........... = }
BEGIN
CENTRE_ME S SAGE ( ' D (ata, S (moo, C (opy ', ymax+2, invert) ;
C_PROMPT(a,ymax,invert,'File Type ? ',[ ' D ','S',' C ' ],file_type); 
IF NOT escaped THEN
IF file_type='S' THEN SUFFIX_RENAME('.SMOO',fname)
ELSE IF file_type='C'
THEN SUFFIX_RENAME('.COPY',fname)
ELSE SUFFIX_RENAME ( ’ .DATA', fname) ;
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_FILE_TYPE }




WITH the"' DO 
BEGIN
GET_FILE_TYPE (fname) ;
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN
GET_FILENAME (a,b, fname) ;
IF escaped
THEN INC_FILENAME(-1,fname)




END; { escaped }
END;
END; { PROCEDURE DISPLAY_DRIVER }
PROCEDURE GET_WHICH(I:INTEGER);
{ Assign 'which"' [I] ' to either 'x_indx' or ’x_dspl'. }
{ — -===---------------  = —  }




CENTRE_MESSAGE('D(isplacment or I(ndex',ymax+l,invert) 
C_PROMPT(a,ymax,invert,'Process by ?',['D ','I'],which_reply) 
~ IF reply='I' THEN which^[I] :=x_indx
ELSE which"'[I] :=x_dspl; 
cat : =AT_CLEAR ( 0, ymax+1 ) ;
END;
END;
{. PROCEDURE GETJWHICH } 
{ — = = = = = = = = = = = = = }
PROCEDURE GET_INT_POS (x, y, I : INTEGER) ;
{ _ ^ m = = = ==m ====„ ==^===== = = = = = = M = m = ^ ==m = = }
VAR sl2:string[12]; dspl: REAL; its_real: BOOLEAN;
BEGIN
IF (method=intensity) OR (method=position)
THEN BEGIN
CASE method OF
intensity: sl2: = 'Value' ; 
position : sl2:='at Position';
END;
WRITE(SCREEN(blck),AT_CLEAR(a,ymax),' Intensity ',sl2,' ', 
SCREEN(whyte)); 
it s_real:=FALSE;
WITH the'' DO 
WITH kind'' DO 
CASE method OF
intensity: READ_INT (a+30,ymax, -MAXINT+1, MAXINT, int_pos^ [I] ) 
position : BEGIN
IF which''[I] =x_indx
THEN READ_INT (a+30, ymax, 0, n_datum, int_jpos~ [I] ) 
ELSE BEGIN
its_real:=TRUE;





int_pos/' [I] : =I_FROM_X (kind, dspl) ;
END;
END;
END; { CASE }
IF NOT escaped
THEN IF its_real THEN WRITE(AT(x,y),dspl)
ELSE WRITE (AT (x, y) , int_pos/' [I] ) ;
END; { THEN }
END;
{ PROCEDURE GET_INT_POS }
PROCEDURE DISK_MENU(modest:modes); ^
{= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ” = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ==>
VAR reply:CHAR;
max_cycle,I:INTEGER; 
stitle : STRING; 








IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN 
reply:='?';
CENTRE_MESSAGE('? to Select Files or = to Process all Files', 
ymax+1,invert);
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C_PROMPT (a, ymax, invert, 'Process which Files ?',[1 ? ','='], reply) ; 




ELSE FOR I:=l TO md_files DO ruin^[I]:=TRUE;
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
GET_WHICH(1);
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
GET_INT_POS (22+16, ymax, 1) ;
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
n_files:=dir^.disk.disk_f iles; 
go_for_it:=TRUE; current:=TRUE 
END; { escaped }
END; { escaped }
END; { escaped }
END; { escaped }
END; { escaped }
END;
{
{ PROCEDURE DISK_MENU }
{Polite! !}
}
PROCEDURE MULT_MENU (modest : modes ) ;
{ — — ---------------= — -  }
VAR first_time : BOOLEAN; more: CHAR;
x, x_from, x_too, x_which, x_jpos, y : INTEGER;




x:=a+05; x_from:=x+26; x_too:=x_from+08; current:=FALSE; 
x_which:=x_too+08; x_pos:=x_which+07; STR(maxfiles,s08); 





homo : s20:=' Homologous Sériés'; 
mult : s20:=' Individual';
END;
WRITE(SCREEN(clear),
AT_CENTRE (prog_title, 00), SCREEN (blck) ,
AT_CENTRE(CONCAT(s08,s20,' Files may be Processed'),01), 
AT_CENTRE(esc_message,ymax-3));
IF methodoheader
THEN WRITE (AT (x_from-2, 03) , ' From ',
AT (x_too-2,03),' To ',
AT(x_which-2,03),' Option ');



















IF which'' [n_f iles]=x_indx THEN s05:='Index'
ELSE s05:='Displ';
WRITE(AT(x_which-l,y+n_files) , s05) ;
END;





WRITE (AT (x_from-l,y+n_files), front* [n_files],
AT (x_too-l,y+n_files),tooA [n_files]) ;
END;




VAR mi n, max : INTE GER ;
BEGIN
WITH the'' DO 
BEGIN
fname :=sfname'' [n_files] ;
IF DISK_SORT(a,ymax+l,LOAD,the,f) AND (IOerror=0)
THEN BEGIN
IF first_time AND (n_files>l)
THEN BEGIN
from'' [n_files] :=from'' [n_files-l] ; 
too'' [n_files] ̂ too'' [n_files-l] ; 
which'' [n_files] :=which'' [n_files-l] ;
END;
FROM_TO (a,ymax-2, kind, from'' [n_files],
too'' [n_files],
which'' [n_files] , which_reply) ; 
IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
SHOW_FROM_TO; SHOW_WHICH; 









WRITE (AT (a, y+n_files) ,n_files) ; first_time : =FALSE;
IF n_files>l 






ELSE INC_FILENAME (-1, sfname'' [n_files] )
ELSE INC_FILENAME (-1, sfname'' [n_files] ) ;
IF n_files=maxfiles THEN cat:=AT_CLEAR(x,y+n_files) ; 
GET_FILE_TYPE(sfname^[n files]);
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IF NOT escaped THEN BEGIN
GET_FILENAME (x,y+n_files, sfname^ [n_files] ) ;
IF NOT escaped
THEN IF ONE_OF_THEM(sfname^ [n_files] )
THEN BEGIN
WRITE (AT_CLEAR(x, y+n_files) , sfname^ [n_files] ) ;
IF question 
THEN NEW_OP TI ONS 






IF NOT escaped THEN n_files:=n_files+l;
END
ELSE BEGIN
COMMENT('Does not Exist'); escaped:=TRUE;
END;
END; { escaped GET_FILE_TYPE } 
more:=no; cat:=AT_CLEAR(0,ymax+1);
IF (n_files<=maxfiles) AND NOT ( (mode=sing) AND NOT escaped) 
THEN more: =YN_PROMPT (a, ymax, invert,
'Enter another Filename ?',yes); 
cat:=AT_CLEAR (0,ymax);
UNTIL (n_files>maxfiles) OR (more=no) OR escaped 
OR ( (mode=sing) AND (more=no) ) ; 
cat: =AT_CLEAR(0,y+n_files) ; { Tidy up } 
n_files:=n_files-l; { Always!! }
IF n_files>0






{ PROCEDURE MULT_MENU }
}
PROCEDURE NORM_MENU(mode st:mode s);
{ ------------------->CONST title='Normalize Data';
VAR options : sets;
quit : BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE SELECT RANGE;
{ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->VAR reply : CHAR;
BEGIN
reply:='='; ^
CENTRE_MESSAGE('? to Select Process Range or = to Process Entire File', 
ymax+1,invert);
C_PROMPT(a,ymax,invert,'Process Range reply);
IF NOT escaped 
THEN BEGIN




END; { escaped }
END;
{ PROCEDURE SELECT RANGE }
{ }
BEGIN




Maximum datum value in Range', 
Maximum datum value in Spectrum', 
Intensity',











































{ PROCEDURE NORM_MENU }
— }
PROCEDURE MAIN MENU;
CONST title ='Main Option List'; _








AT(a,b+04),'F... Files from a Directory (Entire Range Processed)' 


































.. Homologous series Files’,
.. Multiple Files’,
.. Initialize Process Buffers’,
.. Repeat with Current Selections',
.. Title Numeric Output',
SCREEN(blck),' ',stit,’ ',SCREEN(whyte), 
.. View Directory’,






{ PROCEDURE DISPLAY MENU }
BEGIN
b:=00;
IF continuous THEN scon:='TRUE' ELSE scon:='FALSE'; 
IF title_dump THEN stit:='TRUE' ELSE stit:='FALSE'; 





CENTRE_MESSAGE(' Process Buffers Initialized ',ymax+l,invert) 
END;
options:=['C','F',’G','H','M','I',
C_PR0MPT(a,b,norm,'Which Option ?' 
b:=b+2;
END;
R' ,'T', 'V', 'D','O','P
options,main_choice);
{








main_choice: = 'V'; go_for_it:=FALSE; MAIN_MENU;
IF NOT escaped THEN 
CASE main_choice OF
'C ': continuous:=NOT continuous;
'D': DISPLAY_DRIVER;
'E ': main_quit:=TRUE;











'M': NORMJMENU (mult) ;
'O': OUTPUT_DEVICE (a, ymax) ;
'P': IF print THEN WRITE(prt,CHR(clear));
'R': IF current THEN BEGIN
old_mode:=mode; 
old method :=method;
NORM_MENU (olde) ; 
mode : =old_mode ; menu : =norms ; 
END;





UNTIL main_quit OR go_for_it;
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE MENU_LIST }
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{ N MENU Module }
2 2 0
{ N_NORM Module }
{ NB. This is an 'INCLUDE* file which can only be 
compiled when 'N_ROCESSOR' is being compiled... }
SEGMENT PROCEDURE NORMALIZE;{*************************************************************** j.





PROCEDURE N_PROCESS (VAR d:devices);





IF title_dump THEN GET__LIB (l_SHOW_HEAD) ; { csl too }
WITH prt_type^ DO 
BEGIN






THEN line:=33+2 { Note Value }
ELSE BEGIN
WRITELN(d,'1:07,'File name: ',the^.fname); 




ELSE WRITELN(d,'':07,'Data Normalized on '); 
WRITELN(d); { ==> +2 }
END
ELSE line:=0; { Note Value }
END;




spectrum: WRITE (d,'Maximum datum value in Spectrum i.e.');
range : WRITE (d,'Maximum datum value in Range i.e.');
intensity: WRITE (d,'Intensity of'); 




IF (methodoabsolute) AND (methodoposition) 
THEN WRITELN (d, ' ', norm_factor, y_label) ;
END;
END;












PRT_RESULT (d, kind, istart, result,prt_type) ; 
istart:=istart+l;
UNTIL (istart>ifinish) OR escaped;
IF print THEN WRITE(d,CHR(clear)); { TOF }
IF NOT escaped THEN IF NOT print THEN COMMENT('To Continue');
END; 
{ =




THEN BEGINnorm_index: =0; int_jpos^ [c_files] : =norm_index;
END;
IF norm_index>ifinish
THEN BEGIN ,norm index:=ifinish; int_pos/'[c files] : =norm_index;
END; “norm_f act or ;=the/s. buff'" [INDEX ( the, f,norm_index) ] ;
END; { PROCEDURE CORRECT_POSITION }
PROCEDURE HEADERJONLY;
{ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
VAR I : INTEGER;
PROCEDURE ESCAPING;
{ The 'REPEAT..UNTIL loop
BEGIN
escaped: =escape=ORD(KEY_TOUCH) ;
END; ,{ PROCEDURE ESCAPING }
BEGIN
GET_LIB ( l_SHOW_HEAD ) ; I : =0 ;
IF NOT print THEN REPEATESCAPING; I:=I+1;
UNTIL escaped OR (I>50);
ESCAPING;





{$R GET_STUFF, DISK_STUFF } ,
WRITE (AT__CLEAR(a,ymax+l), c_files);
WITH the''' DO
IF DISK_SORT (a+05,ymax+1,LOAD,the, f) AND (IOerror=0)
THEN BEGIN
IF (mode=disk) OR NOT question 
THEN BEGIN
istart:=0; ifinish:=kind^ .n_datum; 
prt_type^.whi ch:=whi ch^[1]; 
norm_index:=int_pos^[1];
IF (modeodisk) AND NOT question 
THEN BEGIN
from"' [c_files] :=istart; 
too''[c_files] :=ifinish; 
which^[c_files]:=prt_type^.which; 










spectrum: norm_f actor: =kind^.max_y_data; 
range : WITH the'".kind'' DO 
BEGIN
imin: =from/'[c_files] ; { Transient "from" }
imax:= too''[c_files]; { Transient "too" }
IF (imin<=min_j/__index) AND (imin<=max_j/_index)
AND (imax>=min_y_index) AND (imax>=max_y_index)
THEN norm_factor: =max_j/_data 








IF method=header THEN HEADER ONLY
END;
ELSE IF print THEN N_PROCESS(prt) 
ELSE N PROCESS(csl);
END;
{ SEGMENT PROCEDURE NORMALIZE }
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{ N NORM Module }
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